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FAREWORD
The "Cost Benefits of Space Communications Technology" project under
Contract NAS 3-19700 was conducted by the Engineering Experiment Station
(EES) at Georgia Tech in conjunction with the School of Industrial Manage-
meat (IM). The program was administered under Georgia Tech Project A--1.739
}
,.,
by the Systems Engineering Division of the Applied Engineering Laboratory. #;
^^ This report describes the work performed during the period May 1975
^^
i=
through May 1976.	 The program was managed by the NASA/Lewis Research Center
Space Flight Systems Study Office. 	 The NASA Program Manager was Mx. Steven I ri. -	 --^-
_	 ^
r
Stevenson. r
The Georgia Tech Project Director was Mr. Larry D. Holland with l
,;
t^ Dr. Peter Sassone serving as Associated Project Director.
	
The project 3i
=^-
!{ was conducted under the general supervision of Mr. Robert P. Zi^mner, ix:
'	 :.^ Chief of the Systems Engineering Division. 	 In addition to the project ,q	 :
director, the project team was comprised of the key personnel listed '^{
^ below along w3.th their principal area of contribution.
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''"' P. G. Sassone (ZM/EE) 	 Cost-Benefit Methodology
''
E.
J. G. Gallagher (EES) 	 Millimeter and Optical Systems
4
5. L. Robinette (EES}
	
Applications
F. H. Vogler, 3r. (EES}	 Communication Systems/Systems
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This research program addresses from an economic pa^.nt of view the questions 	 i,
of (1) whether ar not NASA shnu3.d support the further development of space tom- 	
.s
gy	 (	 gy	 PP	 ^	 Ys	 g ^	
^.. '
	 d
municatic^ns technolo and 2) which technolo su ort if an hould be avers 	 ^i .: _^
i
the highest priority. The objective of the progr:^m is an assessment of the potential 	 ^ ^ ^^
--^^benefits from acost-benefit viewpoint of NASA space communications technology.	 ^^-;.- ,
i^ ^.
The developed cost-benefit methodology consists of a qualitative test for appro-
priateness of government support and a set of three quantitative stages of analysis
based on the concept of net present value (NPV). The qualification test for gov-
ernment involvement is based upon probable market failure from such phenomena as
externaliL-ites, public goad, excessive risk, unemployment, economies of scale,
balance of payment, and national security. The overall methodology is sub-divided
into three parts: screening, assessment, and ranking. Screening is composed of
r:
Ei
^1
f„
:,
j
is	 3:
^;	 ^:
4i
the qualitative test for government involvement, NPV estimation, and NPV sensi-- 'i .
tiv^.ty analysis.
	
The assessment methodology approximates the probability density
function of the net present value whose mean is estimated in the screening me^hod-
't =
^ ology.	 The ranlcing methodology is based upon several statistics which are measur-
able from probability density functions.
User-preference and technology state-of-the-art surveys were conducted to ^'
s
^` ri: form a data base for the technology evaluation,	 The research program encompasses
near-future technologies in space communications, earth stations, and satellites,
a
t
including the non-communication subsystems of the satellite such as the station r
keeping, electric potaer, attitude control, etc. 4
i'E
' Results of the research program include the conclusion that the screening, ;^^_
^ assessment, and ranking methodology provide a consistent, tractable, defensable, ^ -
and quantitative approach to evaluating potential NASA R & b programs. 	 The five
technologies ranking highest in terms of their mean net present value are, in
decreasing net present value, as follows:
t	 .
!)
;^
,
^ (1)	 Millimeter Corranunications Systems
^ (2)	 Solid state power amplifier <'
(3)	 Low cost earth station '^'
(4).	 Multi-beam antenna ^
^.
(S)	 Ton engine. '`-
'.
^j:
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economic eva]:uat^.on. of the technalagies from a cost-benefit viewpoint has
-	 shown that certain technologies should be implemented with government support to
accrue. maximum benefits to the nation as a whole. $ased on this analys^.s, NASA
}}
	 should play art itngartant role in advancing future communications technology.
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aprogram has formed the basis foz the current space communications industry
F{ and for the associated United States leadership ^.n the field. 	 U. S. governmenti ^^
^^
budget cuts forced NASA to reduce. the space program, and NASA choose to terminate
^ its space communications technology programs to implement the budget reduction.
^;	 ^ The argument was made that space communications technology had matured to the point
j ' Cohere U.S. industry would implement the technology R & D programs necessary for
^E
,^ cont^.nued growth of the industry. 	 For various reasons, this has not occurred:
^^' when left an its own, U. S. industry has not funded the necessary space commun-
f
^
SS
icatians R & D programs.	 1^oreign nations, exploiting U.S.-developed technology
^i and receiving strong financial backings by their governments, have become increas-
s ingly competitive in the development and marketing of space communications tech-;:
!E nology.	 If the United States i,s to retain its lead in space communications,
f^ meet future demands efficiently, and possibly provide new socially benefic^.al
^^ services, it will be necessary to increase the rate of implementation of techno-
logical innovations into operational telecommunication services.	 Prior to the
^^
a
3
_`
l
3
!- expenditure of additional. resources fox new technology development and demon-
^'' stration, it is necessary to have a measure of the potential benefits, risks, and{'
S,	 S^
costs involved in the development and application of such technological innovations. ^
This report presents a methodology for such measurement with application to space
communications technology.
=i
Ttao major considerations are involved ^.n the issue of U. 5. government E	 ^`
a ?	 ;r,;
support of space communications technology development. 	 First, is it indeed
i
desirable that the U. S. government financially support the development and
,^
'' demonstrati.an of space communications technology? 	 Second, (assuming an affirm- ^k ^ ^^_ :.,:
ative answer to the first), which technologies should receive the highest priority ,
;-P.
'' in such a development program? '^'
'E
- Ti34 ^bjectives of this program are to provide NASA decision maltErs with a ^^,
methodology to be used as an aid in determining the appropriateness of space
1.?
,^
'^` technology support programs and to perform economic evaluations of alternative R & D i	 :.;
;^; programs based upon this methodology.
	 These objectives have been met by
(^.) developing a cost-benefit assessment procedure,
	 (2} conducting user need
and technology state-of-the-art surveys, and (3} applying the methodology to
the results of the surveys to produce a ranking of potential space communica-
bons technology development programs. t
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1.1 Cost Benefit_Methadolagy
	
1[
__ Tlae R & D evaluation methodol^►gy was developed to meet f^.ve cr^ ,ter^.a.	 .^
First, the overall methodology must be internally consistent. It was recog-
nized early that the methodology would have to be de ,velvped as a series of 	 ''
filters. Since a large number of advanced technalo.gies would have to came
	 ^ ,;; 1^ .
under scrutiny, it was recognized that .time and resources would not permit a 	
5i	
^
detailed investigation of each one. Hence, a screenin$ of tPChnalogias was 	 ^
';	 i
demanded, where the screening would filter the en4:i.re set of technolag^.es 	 '^	 '
anal reject the least promising. Only those technologies successfully passing
through the screening would be subjected to a far^nal assessment. Fiaally,
.^
only those techncilogy development programs which pxoved woxthy uaad.ex the formal	 < . -.-` ,,,,,^!< ; :.-
assessment would go vn to be ranked far implementation priority, 'Maus, Lhe	 i'r.'
evaluation methodology consists of three steps: screening, assessment, and 	 ^^
ranking. It is clear that these three methadolog^.es which comprise the over- 	 E€ -`: ^^ E
	.	 '` ^	 .
all evaluation metktadology must be consistent with each other. . That is, each	 'E
^^^:^`
should be based on the same conception of Yahat canstit,^es a "good'! R & D pro-
gram. It would be self -defeating if, far example, projects which failed 	 ^^ ,
o ^	 : V ,^
screening would tend to do very taeil in a faxmal assessment. In'tex^nal con-	 ^
sistency among the three methodologies is achieved by grounding each in the
same cost-benefit criterion: net present value. The differences among the
steps are accounted for by the level of detail, not'. by the conceptual approach.
The second criterion is relevance. By this is meant that the methodology
must properly address the correct research issue, and must lead to quantitative
results which logically estaolish the true value of a specified potential NASA
R & D program. Simply put, the methodology must be relevant to the issues.
The importance of the formal consideration of this criterion becomes evident
when one faces the distinction between the social value of an R & D project
and the social value of NASA ' s performance of that R & D project. Ordinary
cost-benefit analysis would address the farmer. However, the latter is the
real issue i.n this research. The methodology must be so framed as to address
the latter issue.
The third criterion is tractability. The methodology must strike the
proper balance betraeen realism (thus complexity) and abstraction (simplifi-
cation). The methodology must account for the salient aspects of the problem,
yet remain simple enough to be operational.
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The fourth criterion is replicaba.lity. The methodology must be consistent
with the scientific method: i. e.,, it must permit the same results to be
achieved by different investigators. `^ lLU6, as much as possible, the methodology
°-^ i .	 ,^,
i
^^
,j
3!
3s
^'
r
r
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mast be based on objective, rather than subjective, inputs.
The final criterion i.s ^lPfens^bility. The methodology must be theore-
tically and practically sound. It must prove reasonable to even avowed critics.
These eri.tera.a, coupled with the necessity to treat numerous technologies
and the complications of government underta^.irig activities which might be con-
sidered to be in the private domain, gave rise to a tkiree-stage evaluation
procedure. The three stages, as mentsoned, are screening, assessment, and
ran^.ing .
3..1.1 Methodology outline
The screening methodology has three components: qualification, net present
value {NEV) estimation, and sensitivity analysis. Qualification attempts to
determine whether and to what extent the technology in question qualifies as
a legitimate government research program. 'legitimacy is established by ref-
erence to the set of characterist^.cs which economists have determined apply to
ra'ects more effa.cientl undertaken in the public rather than-the private^; F	 3	 y	 >
_	 ^
'-^_'^ sector.	 Priority is always accorded the private sector; 	 however, certain ^	 '
)I
structural conditions of the economy and/or characteristics of the project -^
:itself may intervene to fail the blind beneficence 	 of the competitive economy. y
^'•
l^w^ In such cases, iL- may be argued, government is properly involved in the pro-
^	 i
^^;^ vision of the good.
The NPV estimation is 'based upon partitioning of the flaw of benefits ^;
and costs of the project into time stages which roughly correspond to periods ^^
^'	 ^
^ in the life cycle of the technology.	 A key parameter i.s^ the estimation is the
^°.
^	 ^`	 a
4;
"delay factor" which indicates haw long private development of the technology
!E
^,
would lag its NASA development. 	 This factor results in assigning a NPV of zero
z	 ^^. ^^
to a project which simply displaces an equivalent private program, and assignsii
the fu31 project NPV' only when the private sector would never undertake the
,
^,	 „.	 a
l; project.	 Sensitivity analysis is performed an the parameters of the NPV esti- ,'
,` maCing equation.	 One at a time, eatiL parameter is valued over+SQ% cahile all '	 '
^!}; other parameters remain fixed at their most likely values. 	 The sensitivity
i'
^.
^analysis highlights the critical parameters requiring mast attention in any ^^
w
^ subsequent detailed assessment.
"I
',s The assessment methodology is a more sophisticated use of the NPV esti- ^+':.	 ;^;,i;
motion equation which incorporates not only the polled expert's estimates of
`	 ',;
^=
.`:,	 .
the input variables (development times, casts, etc.) but also their confidence i.	
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in the estimates (variance}. Gaussian probability density functions are assumed
for the input parameters, and linearized version of the NPV function is used to
approximate the resultant NPV probability density function. This resultant
NPV PDF allows estimation of the ^.ilce3.ihood that the value (NPV) of NASA sup-
porting the technology development project will exceed any particular value
(e.g., zero). That is, one has available not only the expected value (mean)
but also a measure of the spread (variance).
The ranking methodology acts on those potential R & D projects which survive
assessment. Ranking is a two--step process. First, a full Monte Carlo simulation
of the NPV of the project is performed which results in an empirical probability
density function and its associated cumulative density function. Since each PDF
has a number of statistics associated with it, ranking cannot be r^^asanably based
on a single statistic (such as mean value). Rathex, different positions toward
risk are parametrically adopted, slang with relevant statistics and ranking are
derived for each risk attitude.	 '
l.Z Usex Need axed Technalog^ State of the Arts Survey.
User need and technology surveys Yaere conducted to estab^.ish the group of
technologies for evaluation by the cost_benefit methodology developed in khe
program. Each survey included a review of the pertinent literature, telephone
^.nterviews with zt^dustry and government agencies, and visits to some of the
xndus tries and government groups. The objectives of the user survey were to ascer-
tain present and future needs, technology choices, demand project:i.ans, and opinions
on the degr^:e of demonstration required for user acceptance of new technology items.
For purposes of this program, users were subdivided as to user of technology dir-
ectly, and user of resultant information, User classificakion included educe--
tional television, cable television, business data transactions, common carrier,
message service, social &ervices, transportation, and electronic ma^.l service.
Results of the survey included itemization of the present user needs, future user
needs, desired improvement in the technology, and expressed need for future tech-
nology demonstration. Also included in the results are estimations of the numbers
of earth stations needed in each category and the channel capacity requirements
of the future for international and domestic communications. In general, the
survey results reflected some "new services" which will be able to be supplied
at reasonable costs by space communications technology but which are not economically
feasible with terrestrial communications technology. No truly new services in the
sense of not being technically possible with terrestrial communications were en-
countered.
RII'RODUGIBLLITY OF THE
4	 ORIA^ PAGE IS POOR
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The technology state--af-the-art survey successfully utilized existing liter-
ature to a greater extent than dad the user need survey; however, truly current
state of the art. data was obtained only iiy direct contact with and visit to the
technology industry. Since the technology survey included not only the direct
space communications technology but also that of ground station and support
^;;	 system for the overall satellite itself, efficient use of the large: amount of
. technology survey material requ^.red development of the technology classification
structure (TCS) for efficient use of the resulting survey material. The TC5 has
three main divisions far ground stations, launch and injection technologies, and
^f	 the satellite. The satellite technal^gie5 are further subdivided as to structure,
^i^	 support (^^,ectric and thermal), and commmunications equipment. Ground station
technology is aansidered including user connection, madulat^.on and multiple
access techniques, transmitter, receiver, antenna, and propagation studies.
Satellite technologies include satellite structure materials and configuration,
station keeping, attitude control, electrical po^+rer, thermal control, spacecraft
antenna, and transponder (including micror+rave millimeter, and laser},
l.3 A^^lication of the Methodaln^
As a result of the user Heel and technology state of the art surveys, a set
of nine space communications te^hnolagies capable of meeting anticipated requixe-
ments has been selected for evaluation by the cost--benefit methodology:
t	 low cast earth station direct demodulation receiver
ion engines
RF attitude sensors
advanced solar arrays
adaptive heat pipes
satellite multi.-beam antennas
^	 satellite solid state power amplifiers
millimeter communications systems
laser communication systems.
t	 Each of these technologies is analyzed by the screening, assessment, and ranking
methodologies in this report.
Application of the cast--benefit methodology to a potential technology support
program requires specification of the sources and magnitudes of the benefit to be
accrued. In turn, the benefits can be quantified only after abase line is estab--
lished for comparison. In this program, the base line scenario is defined in terms
of the projected demand for space communications (in terms of ti;nusands of half
circuits), Projected .capacities per satellite, projected satellite life time, pro-
jected satellite casts, as well as pro^jectians of the percent of the market sold
by U. S. concerns and the percent utilization by the U. S.
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j :	 estimates of the larger bound, most likely valve, and upper bound for each of
^;
	
''	 the ingot parameters in the I^PV model have been estimated for each of the nine
	
^j	 technologies by polling "experts" in industry or government groups. These values 	 ^ ,,
,E
	^	 have been used, along with the baseline scenario, in the application of screening,
^'
	,^	 assessment, and ranking methodologies to the technologies. 	 ;
	
^^	 Section 2 through S present the cost-benefit methodology for the screening,	 cr"'
	
^	 r
	_ ^'	 assessment, and rank3.ng of space communications technologies. Sections 6 through
+,
	r	 9 then present the result of the user--need and technology state of the art surveys 	
^j',
a	 f
which form a data base for application of the cost-benefit methodology in sections
10 through ^.^. Conclusions of the prefect are presented in Sectf.on 15. 	 `
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TI1B GOVBRNr^NT' S ROLL IN R&D - QUAI,IFXING TEC1rINOLOGIES
FOR ADVANCEMLI^T BY NASA
It is not reasonable, in a market oriented economy, to assume that government
projects - the expenditure of public funds to achieve agoal - should be adopted
a
	
	 without very careful just^.fication. As suggested above, our economic system
is structured to give priority to the private sector. Only when the private
sector fails to pursue the maximum social welfare (driven by Adam Smith's
"invisible hand") is there a strong argument for government activity. Indeed,
many economists would argue that "market failure" is one of the few firm ^us--
tifications for public sector activity. In the following pages, the causes of
market failure are discussed. A technology should be considered appropriate
(i.e., qualified) for gavernmezzt (NASA) development only ^.f the market wou^.d fail
to efficie ztly pursue its development in a timely fashion.
An industry decision to adopt a new technology depends on whether the pri-
vate benefits outweigh the private costs. A public agency, such as NASA, must
be concerned caith whether social benefits outweigh social costs. It may happen
that, far some technology, while private costs exceed private benef^.ts, the
social benefits exceed the social casts. This is a situatl.on in which the
technology passably should be implemented, or in some way subsidized, by govern-
..
ment.	 -
Before proceeding, an explanation of the relevent terms associated with a
A	 cost benefit analysis is an order. The following terms wild, be discussed:
	 ^
`^.
private and social cost, externality, public goad, institutionalized rules,
`,	 risk, international value of dollar, unemployment, economies of scale, non-com-
petitive markets and national security.	
;,a
^'"	
-	
A private cost is what the individual (person, household or firm) must gave
	 r,
up in order to receive same good or service. Asocial cast is what society as
a whole must give up in order that the good ar service be received by some
	 ^',:^,
individual. For most goods and services, the social and private costs are iden-
tical. For example, the individual who purchases a suit of clothes for $100
gives up $100 worth of other goods and services he could have purchased. Like-
-	 wise, satiety as a whale (under fairly general assumptions) gave up $100 worth of
other goods and services in order that the $100 suit could be made. Sometimes,
r^;.
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ho^aever, social and private costs diverge. 	 The individual who pays $500 for one
year's worth of courses at a state university has given up $500 worth of the ''
goods and services he might have purchased. 	 ^iowever, the year's worth of courses
has cost soc^_ety much mare (on average) than $500, since the state university
is subsidized.	 The social cost of a state university educa^:.lan esceads the pri- ^''	 A
-i''e.vote costs.	 Similar statements can be made about private and social. benefits.
The measure, or yardstick, for costs is what must be given up, and the ^	 ^'
measure of benefits is willingness to pay.	 Thus, whereas some individual might '^	 :
i
be twilling to pay $500 far a year of state university education, society as a ^	 ^
-
whole might be willing to pay, far example, $1000 far a year's education for
that person.
	 The $1,000 would include the $500 the individual would be willing 9'
to pay plus very small amounts other persons would 6e willing to pay toward ^	 -,
that person`s
	 education because they feel, for any number of reasons, personally
better off if that person becomes educated.
	 They might feel., for example, that `'
that person's education may make him les; likely to become a criminal, or to wind
up on welfare rolls, ar simply that his education will make him a mare pleasant
',
_,
^.
potential neighboz.
	 Thus the social benefits of education, as measured by
society's willingness to pay, exceed the private benefits. ^'
When social. and private costs, or social and private benefits, diverge an
''"s
3
externality exists.
	 Externalities may arise from numerous, and largely differ-
-
r
^	 ,
entiated, circumstances.
	 When an externality exists, and is judged significant, ''
there is good reason to suspect Chat the private sector of the economy is not
a
providing the socially apti.mal amounts of same goods or services.
	 In this ^
case, it is coF:a^dered to be in the best interest of society that an appropriate
correction of private activity be effected by the public sector.	 Typically, /..
,^	
_
the correction can take twc forms:
	 direct rublic intervention or indirect public
3
interventio q .	 The former might be characterized by actual public provision of
the good or service, or by regulation of private producers, while the latter by ;-.=^^
>	 ,
various financial inducements by government to the private sector to encourage ;_'
a modification of its production plans.
	 With regard to education, the ^^ublic ^`
sector's intervention has been of the direct variety:
	 public education is 'rpro- ^	 ;
duced" directly by local and state governments.
	 A goad example of the indirect <'s
approach by government is the case of individual home ownership.
	 Society has
decided that the social benefits of individual home ownership exceed the private y	 ,,^
*By socially optimal is meant that collection of goods and services which maximizes
1
the welfare of society, subject to the overall availability of resources.
_-
_
__	 _	 1
benefits (for zeasans too lengthy to get into here}, To appropriately modify
private sector behavior, the federal, government allows interest .payments to be
deducted ,from gross income far tax purposes. This reduces the-real cost (ta
j.._
the indiy?.dual}.of borror^ing and thus reduces the. real cost of home octirnership.
Some individuals who would not have otherwise purchased a home are now induced
to do so.
for the mathematically inclined, and for those unconvinced by the foregoing
argument (the argument being that when social, or private costs or benefits
^	 diverge, public intervention can improve overall caelfare), amore rigorous ar-
gument xs developed zn Appendix Z.
The example in the Appendix i11•sstrates the general natux'e of an externa-^
lity;. one party is affected by the decisions of another party, yet the latter
party does not Bake the former into account in ;Waking his decision. Tf the
latter is somehow induced to take proper account of the former, the externality
is said to be internalized. Internalizing an externality leads to an overall
increase in social. well-being. Tt is generally recognized (at least among
economists) that it is government's responsibility to see that significant
externalities become internalized. This is the economic basis for the instances
of desizable government intervention in private decision-malting.
As mentioned prev^.ausly, externalities may arise in a number of ways. Fallow-
ing is a listing and discussion of-same of the major occasions for externalities.
A ^} 'c Good is any good (or service) with both these characteristics:
(a) Nan-campetativeness in Consumption. This means that some person's con-
9
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sumptian of the ;aad does not decre:^;e its availability to anyone else.
In other wards, it i.s physically poss^.ble for more than one person to
simultaneously get the full benefits of the goad.
(b) Nan^Excludability. Th^.s term means that once the good is provided, it
is difficult or impossible to exclude any from freely Consuming it.
The classic example of a public ,good is national defense, Tt is clearly non-
competative since one's consumption of national defense does not in any way diminish
the amount of national. defense available for others. Qther examples of public goods
are lighthouses, clean air, some large pax'ks ox recreation areas 9
 and police services.
Public goods pernd.t explicit recognition of the fact that some goods may at
once be greatly demanded by consumers and yep. not supplied by profit -oriented
9
^ t.
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another way, the benefits of providing a public good are non-appropriable;
the firm producing the good cannot reap the benefits. This is in stark contrast
to the provision of a public good, such as bread, This firm may easily withhold
the rights to a loaf of bread pending payment to the firm by the demands of
a specified sum of money.
Principally with respect to accepted accounting procedures and the tax sy-
stem, externalities are built directly into some circumstances in the form of
Institutionalized Rules and Procedures. Several examples will illustrate the
point. Suppose that ten years ago a firm signed an agreement leasing office
space for $1,000 per year for 20 years. Suppose the firm is free to sublease,
if it desires. Suppose the current market value of the office space is $5,000
per year, and finally, suppose the firm's profits excluding the lease payments
are $3,000 per year. The final px'ofit figure based o*^ accounting procedures
would be $2,000; $3,000 less the out-of--pocket costs of $1,000 for rent. The
current value of the space would never be Considered. The true final profit
figure, as determined from economics, is -$2,000. This is because the firm
can shut down, sublease the space for $5,000, and earn a n°t profit of $4,000.
By choosing to earn $2,000 instead of $4,000, the firm is really losing the
difference: 52,000 per year. Thus profit is -$2,000. A decision to stay in
business based on the accounting profit results in a misallocation of resources:
the office space is not being used by the firm to which it is of greatest value,
i
!	 i.e., the firm willing-to-pay $5,000 per year.
As another example, consider excise taxes levied on the producers of certain
goods. This directly causes private casts to diverge from social costs, and
causes a less than optimal amount of the good to be produced and consumed. In
the absence of the tax, costs to the firm and society are presumably identical:
land, labor, capital. With the tax, the firm pays an additional Charge, yet
social costs are unchanged. This action leads to a cut in production.
Interdependent Production or Consumption, along with publa.c goods, is per-
haps the most significant class of externalities. The initial discussion of
externalities drew on a consumption interdependence: person A's utility depended
an B's consumption of xl . For completeness, Appendix I includes a brief clis--
cussion of production interdependence based on a pollution example. In the
example two firms are assumed to be located along a river; the upstream firm
r
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discharges an effluent into the river as a byproduct of its production process,
and the downstream firm dratas water from the rivex- for use in its production.
i The downstream firm must treat the tauter, at some cost, to remove impurities.
The more impurities, the greater the cost. 	 Each firms goal is the maxima.-
!'!; zatian of its awn profit.	 The overall social goal is the maximization of the
j
i^
value of production.	 It is quantitatively shown in the appendix that a production
E
^
,
interdependence----ane firm's cast function dependent an the output of another--- I
gives rise to an externality. 	 That is, the interdependence results in social
i
i
; a and private costs diverging, leading to anon-optimal resource allocation.
!:,., Many, if not mast, commercial and industrial undertakings involve some
#` de ree of risk:	 the	 ossibilit	 that the eventual returns will differ from theg	 p	 Y
^° planned xeturns.
	
Most analysts agree that, faced with risk, society's best
s : interests are served when projects and their magnitudes are chosen to maximize ^	 ;^
_^
`s;
expected returns.	 That is, given N possa.ble projects with costs of C .. C ,
l	
^ N
i^
.	 r
N
and expected returns *RI ...RN , and total financial resources of C < ^ 	 Ci, the
1--1
jj socially optimal set of projec
**
t
TT
s is that total set which maximizes
ii
A^
13et	 Soci^el Benefit	 -	 ^	 Qi (Ri-Ci );- i^l
^ ^
subject to	 ^	 Q. C..< C, where Q, is a 0, 1 variable:	 l if the project
is chosen, 0 otherwise. 	 The underlying rational is straightforward,	 If a
-
Large number of projects axe to be chosen, those yielding less than the expected
"	 f1 returns will be balanced out by those yeilding more. 	 Over a large number of ^.
projects, the "expected" net social benefit is likely a very goad predictox of w
f^
^ the actual benefits.	 Thus, the maximization of "expected" benefits is the best ^^;:_;
guide to maximizing actual (hut yet unknown) benefits. ^
'., Leaving aside the issue of whethex net social benefits equal net private
benefits (for that issue is addressed in other sections of this discussion), the }
question remains as to whether firms are motiviated to adopt the expected profit ^_	 ";"^
{granting for the moment that pxoiZt equals benefit) cxiterion. 	 As can be readily 3	 -	 .^
appreciated, there are important situations in which the expectations rule is
-
- Let RlI ...R^ be the M possible returns on project 1, and let P ll ...P^ be the
^	 .^^^
^	 ^
--
probabilities with which those returns are anticipated, then
"^
M
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Rl=	 L	 P 1^Rlj , and
,
j=l
_ likewise for R2 ...RN ^
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likely tv be violated. That is, there are situations when it is in the firm's ti :.,
z
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	 best interest to not maximize expected profit. This situation occurs when 	 ,
only a limited number of projects are to he selected and an adverse payoff
an any one may spe11 disaster fax the firm, As an extreme example, consider
Table 2,1, A firm has $2,000 to commit to projects. The table details the
casts, passible returns, probabilities of those returns and expected profit,
E(II), far each project.
TABLE 2.1
Example of the Influence of Rislc on Private pecision-Making
POSS IB^,E
RETURNS:	 $-100,000
	 $-10,000
	
$ 20,000	 $200,000	 COST	 E(^I)
'PROJECT	 Pra6abili.ties of above Returns
1	 .5	 0	 0	 .5	 $2,000 48,000
2	 0	 .5	 .S	 0	 $1,000	 4,000
3	 0	 .4	 .6	 0	 $1,000. 7,000
An example of E(II) illustrates the approach:
E(n for Project 3) _ [0' (--l0o,oa0) a- .^(--10,000) + . ^ (zo,o0o)
+ o' (200,000) ^ —1,000 = ^,OOo
With $2,000 available, the firm can choose to initiate one of the following:
Projects{s)	 E(Z[)	 Money Left Over
1	 48,000	 0
2	 4,000	 1,000
3	 7,000	 1,000
2 & 3	 11,000*
	 0
None	 0	 2,000
It is clear t,.3t the expected value rule gives rise to project 1. Yet, Table
2..1 shows that i:^ 1 is chosen, there is a 50% chance of a return of -$100,000.
f
The projects are assumed independent of each other, so the expected values may
be added.
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A firm, particularly a small firm wherein a major loss would threaten its
existence, would reasonably zefuse to accept such risk, jde would expect that
projects ^ and 3 would be adapted.
The example demonstrates that when risks are high, the socially optimal
decision rule of maximizing expectations is oat likely to be followed. Iiasical--
ly, the cause is divergence of social and private values. The private firm
	
^. t
values a 50% chance of a $100,000 loss different than a trillion dollar economy
	 1 ^-
values it. Society can easily bear the Loss of $100,000 in goods and services,
the typical individual cannot.
The international value of U. S. cE.^rrency is determined by the farces
,a
of supply and demand in the market fox dollars. When a firm in another cau.ntry 	
_ ;^
desires to purchase goods from a domestic firm, it must pay the American firm
in dollars. That is, it must find someone with American dollars and offer to
trade its ot,Tn currency for dollars at some rate of exchange. The more foreign
firms desiring to buy U.S. goods, the greater the demand fax dollars, and the
	
3
more must be paid (i.n Foreign currency) to get them. Thus, a higher worldwide
E
price of dollars is established when the demand for dot':rs increases. U.S.
firms, wishing to purchase foreign goods, and having to pay for those goods
in the appropriate foreign currency, can row purchase a given amount of foreign
currency for less U.S. dollars {ar equally, can now purchase more foreign
currency far the same amount of dollars). The real effect of an increased de-
ma:,d for dollars, in terms of the flow of goods between foreign and domestic
firms, is that we are now able to trade. less of our goods for more of theirs.
To the extent competition forces these benefits (in the form of lower prices)
to be passed on to the U.S. consumers, social welfaze is improved by the in-
creased foreign demand for dollars.
It happens, however, that there is a divergence of private and social
benefits in this process. The firm which succeeds in developing a new produck
with substantial foreign demand does nok reap all the benefits associated with
the more favorable trade balance and thus is not motivated to pursue to foreign
sales to the extent socially desirable. ^'or the firm, by stimulating foreign
demand for a LT.S. product, makes the terms of trade (number of dollars per unit
of foreign currency) more favorable for all domestic firms. All firms dealing
in international. trade receive a benefit (lower foreign prices} due to the one
innovative firm. Since the latter cannot charge other domestic firms for this
.'
	
b
13
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k.,
benefit, it pursues its foreign sales only to the point where marginal
private benefits = Marginal costs, not the greater quantity where marginal
social benefits = marginal costs. It appears, then, that government has a Ze^
gitimate role in furthering U.S. efforts. There is a caveat in this, however.
Higher values for 13.5. currency will tend to diminish. foreign demand for U.5.
products, since their price will have risen. This will be a cast to some domestic
firms. Thus, there is a balance to be struck in the price of U.S. currency:
too high can be as damaging as too law.
Unemployment is a classic case of the divergence of private and social
cost, and has far reaching consequences for nakianal economic policy. The
basic consideration is simply stated: cahen a firm hires an unemployed person,
that person represents a real cost to the firm: so many dollars per month.
Nonetheless, that person T S employment casts society nothing: since that in-
dividual was producing nothing in his unemployed state, society gives up nothing
to have him employed by the firm. This contrasts sharply with the case in
which the firm hires a person away from another firm. Society then gives up
his production in one employment in return for his production in another.
Society gains only if the value of his production. now exceeds whaC it was
previously. It follows that it is in society's best interests for government
to skimulate the employment of unemployed persons.
With regard to Economies of Scale {Natural. Monopolies}, increasing returns
to scale (or diminishing average cast) presents a situation i^z which tl^e free
market fails to provide the socially optimal. amounts of goods involved, and
generally fails to organize production in the most efficient manner. From
elementary economic reasoning, it is evident that the socially optimal production
of a good is that amount such that the social willingness-to-pay fnr the last
it em just equals the social cost of producing it. To see the sense of this pro-
position, suppose it is not adhered to, and the quantity produced is less than
this amount. Then there is some individual willing to pay, say, 10 for another
unit while the cost of producing it is, say, 5. Clearly, to product the unit and
sell it to the demander (for a price > 5 and < l0) makes him better off. Since
he is better off, and no one worse off, society as a whole is better off.
Economies of scale are said to occur when the cost of producing successive
l^
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units declines. That is, aver the entire range of production, average cost
declines. In consequence of this, average cost always exceeds marginal cost
(see curves AC and MC in Figure 2.1). Rmploying the principle that marginal cost
	
`^'	 must equal marginal revenue to maximize profit, Q is the firm's output. Q^ ti , the
socially optima], output is given by the intersection of marginal cost and demand.
The firm, it may reasonably be assumed, has little interest in maximizing social
	
''^	 welfare. Rather, its principal concern must he profit, and p rofit is maximized	 ^
cuhen marginal revenue just equals marginal cost, at Q. Note that at Q,
	
' ^	 Profit = Total Revenue -Total Cast
i
_ (Price x Quantity sold) - (Average Cost x Quantity Sold) i
	
' a 	 = P x Q- C x Q
i
3
W Rectangle PSd^fC	 ^	 }
t
Hot+revez, if the firm produced Q^,
i
Profit ^ P*Q^ - C^Q^	 t
= Negative of Rectangle C^YZP^.
That is, the firm could actually incur a loss if it produced the socially optimal
quantity. The situation gets worse, however. So far tre have been assuming that
the entire market is served oy a single firm. Suppose, instead, that two iden-
tical firms share the market. In this case it can be shown that each will now
produce less than half of cahat the single firm could produce. Zn other wards,
competition actually crorsens the situation. The more firms there are, the less
is produced; and even one firm alone only produces Q < Q^. The example apFlies
	
^	 to a number of real situatioE^s, particularly the production of utility-type ser-
vices. In most cases, the govE^rnment has stepped in, franchised a single firm
to provide the good, and has regulated its price and output so that something
better than (P, Q) occurs.
Non-Competitive Markets. The ehistence of monopoly power in a market obstructs
Adam Smith's "invisible hand" from twining the forces of private greed to serve
the social, welfare. This case differs from the previous one in that, here, more
competition improves, raC^ler than detracts from, social welfare, Otherwise,
the analysis is quite similar. The indication of monopoly power is that the firm
has influence over the market price of the good in question: the firm's market
share is substantial enough that, by increasing or decreasing output, it can
i
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cause the market price to decrease or increase. The firm need not be the
only firm in a market far it to exercise monopoly power, it is only necessary
that it have same influence aver market price. +Then monopoly power of this sort
{decxeas^ing returns to scale) persists, a likely cause is the existence of barriers
to the entry of other firms. In the interests of social welfare, the effect
of various federal laws is to make such barriers illegal. Nonetheless, the laws
I ^	 re effective only in the most blatant cases. Much monopoly power persists,
^°	 and it is in the apparent best interests of society that it, or at least its
r	 effects, be mitigated.
d .^
s:
National Security. A great deal of federal activity proceeds under the aegis
	 ^ ^
of national security. The rationale for government intervention in thQ economy 	 -
in the name of national security is straightforward; which is not to say, how-
ever, that it cannot be abused. basically, there appears to be two types of
.	 ;
situations of interest.
.. In the first, society has dire, though very infrequent demand for some
perishable good or service. For example, the services of many experienced
military-goods firms are required during wartime. It is not prudent tv wait
-	 far such firms t^ farm when war occurs. Hoc+rever, the peacetime demand far such
goods would preclude the economic viability of such firms during peacetime.
	 ^
Thus, it would appear to be in society's best interests for some such firms to 	 3
be supported by government during peacetime so that they may be available in
	
',
^	 the event of war. There is no doubt that much actual defense expenditure is
	 1^:.^:',
1:-
for precisely this reason. The "best" number of firms, ar the "best" level of
support are important questions underlying the analysis of each year's defense
	 `^
budget. It is obvious there are no easy answers to such questions.
The second case involves U.S. dependence vn foreign sources for vital raw
e	 7
materials. The well--known economic argument in favor of trade {namely that
-.
by each country`s specialization in producing the goods for which it has a com-
petitive advantage, and by trading its goods for those of other Gauntries, the
	 ^ '
world community becomes as well off as possible) breaks da^,m. when political 	 ^..
-	 ?I
-	 factors begin influencing economic decisions. This appears to be the case in much i	 :.
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of X3.5. - Third World trade. flit is a prime example, but other materials
	
'^	 are involved as well. Recent events suggest that, in the Jong run, society
	
';^	 might be better off paying somecrhat higher prices to domestic producers, and
;_
thus sustaining their production capabilities, rather than relying on unstable 	 o '
foreign supplies. This argument does not preclude trade in vital materials,
only complete dependence an foreign sources.
i
	
?	 The foregoing discussion has described situations in which the private 	 4 '';`
sector of the economy fails to act in society's best interests. It is argued
that in these circumstances, government intervention is called far. That is,
social caelfare is improved by government's direct ar indirect prodding of
private behavior.
Naw, contrary to the tone of our remarks, government is hardly monolithic.
Rather, there are diverse departments, agencies, administrations, bureaus, etc.
To a large extent, these governmental units are organized along fu nctional lines
---i.e., all (or most) matters pertaining to particular functions of government
are handled by a particular unit. Thus, we have such departments as Defense;
Transportation; Agriculture; Health, Education and Welfare; tae have the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency; the Federal Energy Administration; and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration; etc. Each of these units is charged with
furthering the social, welfare as it is affected by its own area of interest,
It is not surprising that these units occasionally exhibit a provincialism
rivaling that of private firms. This suggests that when there are interdepen-
dencies among units of government, we might find suboptimal decisions being
made because, just as in the case of private firms, the government units are
not mgtivated to take the interdependencies into account in their decision--
making. Therefore, cnce we free eurselves of the monolithic facade of government,
we realize that externalities may plague the public sector, as well as the
private sector. For example, a unit of government might find 'that its own spon-
sorship of a neat technology almost, but not quite, passes a cost-benefit test
(where only benefits to the sponsoring unit are considered). That unit may de-
cline sponsorship even though other units might gain enough benefits, ^^ side
effects, that total benefits actually do exceed total costs.
A different, but related, problem is the inertia in Federal budget alloca-
tions. A perusal of budget allocations shows that allocations da not fluctuate
much on a year-to-year basis. This year`s allocation is a very good predictor
of next year's allocation. On average, this would appear entirely reasonable,
18	 ^^^3^3^C^II^I^'X GF '^'i-iF
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since on average, national priorities do not shift radically year to year.
However, there can be little doubt that occasionally some national priority
(social welfare gradient} may shift quicker than the funds to adequately
deal with it. This can unduly delay the implementation of some socially
beneficial project. Thus, and not surprisingly, institutional rigidities
•	 affect public, as well as private, decisions in an adverse manner.
r
In general, it would not be difficult to show that many of the reasons
^	 underlying the failure of the private sector to optimally pursue the best	 ^
'	 interests of society apply also to government. In large measure, this
follows from the decentra.:ize^.i nature of government decision making. Our
v	 intention here is nat to impugn decentralized government, for it has many
benefits. Rather, our intention is to caution against the unhesitating
acceptance of a government unit's willingness-to-pay for NASA R&D in its
behalf as the true social value of that R&D. Certainly, it is a good guide.
But the presence of externalities, rigidities, risk, etc, can mitigate the 	 -
value of a government unit's willingness-to-pay as a guide to social welfare
in the same way that private willingness-to-pay is qualified in the presence
^^	 of those same factors,
In simple terms, what all this amounts to is recognizing that the
refusal of some government unit to sponsor NASA ^taD in its behalf does not
necessarily imply that such R&D is not in the public interest. However, pru- 	 ^^
-	 2
deuce suggests that, under those circumstances, it is emcumbent upon NASA to
establish that the R&D is in society's best interests. And needless to say,	 ^.
however technically successful some NASA A&D may be, it is of no social
p	 ^ ```
value unless it is implemented. Thus, NASA R&D performed far some other 	 ^-:
government unit, in spite of indications that that unit has no intentions
of implementing the technology, cannot be justified.
-
	
	 The thrust of the foregoing arguments can be summarized as three conditions	 ''''^
which a technology development project must satisfy in order to be judged worthy
of NASA pursuit. First, znd most clearly, the benefits of the project must out-
weigh its costs. This established that the project should be undertaken, but it 	 _
-	
does not establish wha should do it. The presumption, at this point, must be
in favor of the private sector. Second, if the project were undertaken by govern-
ment, it should not displace private activity in that area. That is, a govern-
ment Froject should not substitute for an equivalent private one. Third, the
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observed reluctance of the private sector to pursue that project should not be
a temporary phenomenon. It should represent an equilibrium. These final two
conditions coupled with the first, insure that the project is worth doing, the
private sector is not doing it new, and likely will not do it in the future.
Thus, the rationale for government action is established.
How can it be determined that these three conditions are satisfied? The
first condition is addressed by a cast-benefit analysis. It establishes whether
or not the project ought to be done, not who should do it. The second condition
is subject to verification by observation and su::veys. The third cond^.tion
presents difficulties, for it would appear to hinge on the ability to foretell
the future -- to foretell tahether private industry will pursue certain R&A projects
at unspecified future dates. Clearly, 10[l% certain knowledge of these future
events is beyond hope. However, by recognizing the forces which shape the
future, reasonable predictions may be made. The fords of interest here are
f.	 those forces which deter private decision makers from pursuing socially optimal
courses (courses whose benefits outweigh costs). The forces, then, are ex-
ternalities, public goods, risk, etc. When these situations are present, tae
know the private sector is detered from committing its resources, since a
sufficient private return is diFficult to achieve. Thus, the qualification
process addresses the third of the necessary conditions for a justifiable
government project.
'	 The qualification process can be implemented in either a qualitative ar
quantitative manner.	 In this project, both courses were pursued. The
qualitative qualification process involves the following two steps:
].. Gaining a thorough familiarity with a proposed project.
4
2. Carefully checking each project against the list of
characteristics (externality, public gaud, etc.) to
determine whether that characteristic is present in
the project.
Clean the sub'ective el ement is unavoidable here	 This is partially over-
F
f	 '^
a
Y ^	 ]	 --
come by the quantitative incorporation of qualification in the screening process.
This is done by estimating how long it would be before private industry initiates	 ',^
an R&D project comparable to the proposed project. As is explained later, this 	 S; j
figure directly scales the benefits of the proposed project. 	 ^
r^
i
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3.1___8ack^;ra^in^^
A technology screeai:ag tnethodalogy provides a basis o: ► which to selec-
tively admit space communic.atian technologies t© a formal. or more extensive cost--
benefit assessment. It is an important function because available resources
are insufficient to subject each technology to a formal. assessment and, more-
over, b ecaus e it is inef f is i.ent t a da s a .
One of the key requirements imposed on a screening methodology is that
it be consistent with th4 eventual formal assessment. If both screening and
assessment are thought of as processes of assigning values* to technologies,
then a goad screening methodology assigns values as close as possible to
those values which assessment would assign.
Another requirement is that the screening methodology be tractable.
Its application should be relatively quick and easy. It should consume con-
siderably less resources than assessment.
Other requirements are that screening must be defensible tv potentially
hostile critics, and it should be quantitativE. The consistency and tractable
requirements dictate that "conservative" approaches and estimates be employed
wherever possible. The quantitative requirement is imposed, not through any
naive belief that quantitativeness ger se is desirable, but through the
recognition that a quantitative approach makes explicit many othercaise hidden
assumptions and allows a mare objective assessment of results.
The literature on R&D project selection can offer some guidance in the
construction of the screening methadvl,ogy. In accordance with MoorE and Baker ^ 2 ],
approaches to project selection can be classified into four broad groups:
scoring, economic, constrained optimization, and risk analysis.
Scoring Models are used to compute a single ordinal score for a project
based on values assigned to a number of key variables. These models are
easiest to implement, but suffer a number of poter^tiaily disabling flaws. A
simple example of a scoring model is the approacT^ one might take in deciding
^A value can be an ordinal rank or a cardinal measure,
23
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^	 on a new automobile.
	
Key decision variables might include purchase price,
'^	 fuel ecunomy, seating capacity, ar.d estimated reliability.	 Bach, automobile^,
,'^ 	 model under consideration could be given a rating of l to 10 on. each variable.
Then each model's final. score might be the sum or product of the individual ^	 _,	 -
ratings.	 Although the approach is highly tractable, its arbitrariness is evi-
dent in rating the variables, weighting the ratings (uniform an the foregoing
-	 example), and in the functional form combining the individual ratings. a	 '	 -
Rconamic Models are based on present value, benefit-cost ratio ox internal '
rate of return calculations. 	 They are less tractable, but more defensible ^.
•	 than scoring models.	 They are deterministic and net tae 11. suited to optimizing
variables, such as taming, size, location, as more complex approaches might be.
Constrained Optimization Models,	 as the name suggests, employ operation re--
u	 ..
search techniques to optimize certain aspects of project selection, from the
choice of integral projects to the desagn^of projects by parameter determine-
-	 tian.
Risk Analysis Models postulate probability distributions for certain
variables and analyze the projected results in terms of probability density
functions .
The constrained optimization and risk analysis models are relatively
-_	 difficult to implement; however they embody many desirable features, notably -
considerations of rislc and uncertainty. ':I'^
The approach that was adopted in this study attempts to embody the strong
Q:=	
__..
points associated with the various modeling approaches, and yet satisfy the ,;:j,
criteria of consistency, tractability, defensibility, and quantitativeness.
Specifically, efforts were made to devise a single net present value formula
3
such that the proper specification of a Limited number of variables will enable
r=;
	 '
?-	 ^_;:
a "scare" to be computed for each potential R&17 project. 	 Use of the NPV cri-
terion in screening assures consistency with formal cast-benefit assessment
i
since NPV is usually the appropriate criterion in CBA. 	 Limiting the number of s;'
variables involved in the screening equation is an attempt at maintaining :.
tractability, while choice of the most reievent variables contributes to defen-
sibiLity.	 Th^'ough,sut, quantative estimates drive the analysis, d
3.2 Structure
`'^
NASA management must decide whether it is in the nation's best interest
for it to pursue various space communication technologies. 	 The concaptuaL a
approach to determining the proper course of action is to identify and weigh
:^
2 4 ^.
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4'	 shat is lost and what is gaixzed by NASA ` s investment of resources in the
^:
development of particular space comtuunicatian technologies. Needless to
j'	 say, a necessary condition far NASA to initiate an R&D effort is that the
^'.,	 gains to society outweigh the lasses.
^{^.	 The art of identi,fying s gauging and comgaring societal losses and
^	 gains has been formalized under the rubric of cast»benefit analysis (CBA}.
?..	 CBA posits alternative scenarios--a description of resource use and consump-
_
	
	
tion opportunities if the project is undertaken and if the pra ,^ect is net
undertaken--and attempts to determine the value of the differenFe between
IS
1, 
^	 them, Essentially, such cast benefit analysis involves determining dif-
1
^;
^-	 ferences on an annual basis and applying a discounting procedure to find a
present value.
a
Since in general, the cost benefit analysis procedure does have its
pitfalls, it is imperative that a careful step-by-step process be followed
to insure that the final result prove a fruitful and true decision aid.%`
The first step is the construction of the alternative scenarios for each R&1=
project under cansideratian. However, since all the technology development
projects are related in the sense tb.at each is a part of a space communication
system, there will be similarities in the scenarios for each project. Thus,
~	 the appropriate approach is the construction of a general form for the scenarios,
T
a form which can be utilized far each specific technology project.	 i
3
^,	 figure 3_1 is a schematic representation of the general farm of alternative
,,	 ;?G	
scenarios for any given R&D project. Emanating from the left mast node, the
decision point, are links representing the alternative decisions which manage- ,^
ment can adopt. The upper line is a branch or path representing NASA's decision
^	 to go ahead with the R&D. Along this branch, two additional possibilities are
encountered: industry may adopt the technology item (far eventual commercial
application} or net. In the latter eventuality, the NASA R&D effort went far
.	 ;i
nought, and the resources consumed must be considered wasted. Given industry
adoption, three "phases" ar "stages" follow, In sequence, these are an in-
dustry R&D period, during cah ich the NASA R&D is extended or modified to suit
the intended commercial applications; an industry construction phase, during
which start-up costs, if any, are encountered =Y, and finally, the implemen-
tation phase, when the technology is in operation and benefits are being
derived from its use.
*e.g., the construction of an assembly line, or the construction of
equipment to produce items embodying the new technology.
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Figure 3.I. Schemati.c Representation of Screening Decision Process
The alternative to the foregoing scenario is the decision by NASA not
to pursue the technology. In this case, industry may perform the R&D or
not. Should industry perform the R&D, successive stages parallel those in
the first scenario. In fact, if it is assumed that NASA and private industry
are equally efficient in the performance of R&D, and that each scenario
is chronologically identical to the other, then the parts of each scenario
;:
^;
contained within the dashed borders of Figure 3.1 are, in terms of resource
,.
a^`
inputs and outputs, identical. 	 This observation serves as the basis for
-a	
i	 :.
determining and evaluating the differences between the scenarios. '	 ;..^i,	 ^
Some .points should be made about the nature of the diagram of Figure 3.^..
First, note in the figure the existence of an asymr^ietry between the scenarios.
^'^ The lower scenario contains an end point "NO INDUSTRY lt&D" which. has no
_..
parallel in the upper scenario.
	
Also, although the decision for NASA to
^:
pursue the R&D can be taken as a more or less immediate start-up of the
-	 --
-	 '-'ti
work, the industry decision to perform the R&D after NASA's refusal to do ^	 '
:'	 '^^ sa can come several months ar 'many years after NASA's decision not to under- -
take the development of that technology.
	
In terms of the figure, although
= the length of time between the nodes "DECISION POINT" and "INDUSTRY R&D"
is tenc^^rarily elastic, the possibility of "NO INDUSTRY R&D" is effectively
accounted for by the (present value-wise) equivalent statement that the
^?
-
industry R&D occurs in the very distant future. 	 This approach exploits ^,	 .^
the idea of the line elasticity mentioned above.	 Figure 3.^ illustrates
- the new symmetry•
Let us temporarily continue with the assumption that real resource
inputs and outputs are unaffected by tine year in which the R&D project is
-,
u begun.	 That is, the flow of annual costs and benefits is independent of #	 1^^.^`.
. r. ^ .	 ^
the start-up time.	 As we shall see, this assumption leads to a particularly '
^^ simple and intuitively appealing form fox analyzing differences in scenarios,
that is, differences resultin;- from NASA decisions to pursue a technology „;
or leave it to industry,
,j
In order to develop this approach, let x. represent the net benefits
^^ accruing to society due to the project in the^i th year after initiation.
Ordinarily, x, is negative in the initial. years and positive thereafter.
J_
Thus, for a project that has effects for 25 years beginning, say, in 1977, °
^:
the scenario corresponding to NASA's initiation of the R&D in 1977 can be .e
'4 ^_
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Figure 3.2.	 Re-establishing Symmetry Between Scenarios
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represented as Follows:
	
s
Calendar Year
	 1977
	
3.978	 1979	 2Q01
Index For Years
	
0	 1	 2	 24	 -•` .
.,	 ,r^ Net Benefits	 xo	 x1	 x2	 x24
'^ The alternative decision, NASA refusal to pursue the R&D project and industxy
'^ ^ adoption of the project T	 (tau) years after what would have been the NASA
^j	
^ start date, can be represented as	 i '.^^ ^ ^,
f; Calendar Year
	 1977	 1977+ T	 1977+T+1	 .2001+T 	{
i^
+'	 ^
!
Index for Years	 0	 ^	 T+1	 T+24-
Net Benefits
	 xo	 xl	 +24
^;
The value of NASA's performance of the R&D is the present value-'^ of the
;p
}
difference between the f^.rst and second decision paths, or scenarios, and Can
^.`
^; be written as	 -	 .1
'• NPV = xo - 0	 +...+ xT - xo	 +	 x ^rl-^,	 ^:I.	 -h...+ Q	 xT	 '
1
(1 + d)°	 (i + dj	 (1 + d) T +l	 (1 + d) T + 24
,-
^,rhere d is the discount rate and xis as stated above. 	 ;
^, In a perhaps snore straight forward farm,
NPV = Xa
	
+	 x1 	 -i-..-t- x24	 'Yo	 +	 --1	 +...+ X 24-
^	 1	 24	 T	 T+1	 T -^-2 4(1 + d)	 (1 + d}	 (1 + d)	 (1 + d)	 (1 + d}	 {1 + d)
1.
Denoting the f3.rst term on the right hand side in the above equation as Y	
,.!
and the second as Z, note that 	 ^^.
a
^Y	 ,	 f
9 ^	 !{	 ^	 :.T{ 1+d)
and since	
_,
^:.
NPV = Y - 7
then
l
NPV = Y _	 Y	 ^:^
(1+d) T
or
NPV =	 f1 -	 1	 } Y	 {3..^)
i^, {1+d}^
F	 -is
-
-^''Thxoughout, we use the texzn net present value, N^'V, to denote the present
-
value of net benefz.ts . 	
-
:.
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Therefore, when the sequence of costs and benefits is independent of the
start-up time, the value of NASA Pursuing the R&D depends an two factors: ?'
Y, the net present value of the R&D project itself, and ,^
1 -	 I	 henceforth referred to as the delay factor, since it accounts
_<
{l+d) r
for how much delay (r years) would occur if NASA did not perform the R&D itself. .p	 ^`'
;^	 f	 .	 w
Some additional observations on the delay factor are in order. 	 First, note
`E
that the delay factor always assumes a value 	 <l and >	 D.	 This is the range 'E	 ^^
^i
.,	 of values because the question being addressed is "Should NASA perform the R&D?"
a
or, more analytically, "What is the value (to satiety} of NASA's performing the R&D?"
The question here is not "Should the R&D be done (^^y any element of society)?" ^	 ^
nor "What is the value of the R&D?" Indeed, affirmative {or positive) answers -
must be given to the latter duo of questions as a necessary condition for af- ^`
firmative (or positive) answers to be proffered to the former. 	 Zn tha simple
example above, Y denotes the NPV of (anyone) doing the R&D starting now {1977). -'	 ^
Clearly NVP > 0 if and only if Y > 0, and a ^,roject will not be under*_aken if
3
NPV <	 0.	 The fact that NPV < Y reflects the fact that, in a sense, precedence
is being accorded private industry. 	 NA5A's performance of the R&D derives
^^.^
value only in the absence (or delay) of private It&D. 'f
'^	 Second, but related to the first point, is the 3.imit behavior of the
^	 ^delay factor:
I^ 	 L1M
1 -	 l' = 0 ^
Y-3-0
(l^-d) ^ `^
LIM l -
	
1
= l ^	 ^
T^ (^-}-d} z
-	 ^'	 ^	 ^^
l=;=,.
3	 a
'^
Tf T is close to 0, implying industry would soon do the R&D in the absence of
' ' d::-'f ,^
NASA ` s work, the value of NASA's doing the R&D is very low. 	 Likeraise, for high
T, indicating a long delay before the R&D would be undertaken, the value of ^	 ^
NASA's undertaking the project approaches Y. -
Another important aspect of this model is that, as long as Y > 0 (that is,
^	 :'
as long as the project is worth doing), society always at least breaks even 3
(1^PU > 0} when NASA does the R&D.	 This aspect reflects the assumption that the '"
R^.D is never duplicated--if NASA does it, industry does not need to. 	 It also
^	 ^^
E
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reflects the assumption that the resources industry would have devoted to that 3i
R&D project if NASA had not pursued the proje;.t, but whirr are now "freed",
'	 have a marginally profitable (at the discount rate used in the NPV calculations) 	 y
'c
Tuse. Thus, NASA sun::ertaking of the R&D work causes ze^.ther unemployment
of resources in private industry, nor extra profits because a more profitable
R&D project replaces the subject project. It is assumed that if industry
does not do the subject project, it is replaced with an equally attractive
d
	 one.
:`•^ 	 3.3 The Basic Screening Equation	 ^;;	 —	 ^--	 ^
^;
In the two proceeding subsections, the purpose of screening and the ap-
^` b
,^	 proach to the problem were discussed; in this subsection, the basic screening; 	 '
equation is constructed. However, to do so requires one more simplifying
.	 '.^	 device. The general NPV formulation assumes a knowledge of annual costs and	 ^
i-
benefits. In the context of R&D project selections, this knowledge is very i
specific information. So specific, in fact, that it can easily lead to in-
tractability. Less refined data inputs are needed. [de ta[ce our lead, in this
regard, from Figures 3,1 and 3.2, which represent our scenarios in four stages;
^.	
.,	 I
-NASA R&D Time
s'
Industry R&D Trine
.	 -Industry Gonstruction Time
--The Implementation Period	 _
During the first three stages, only costs are incurred; during the final 	 -
i
-	 stage, both costs and benefits are experienced, Since each of the first three 	 ^ ':
^	 periods are relatively short (three years might be atypical maximum length	 ^ rr'.
^;_	 -
of any period), the distribution of the total costs of a period oven the years
in that period is not a crucial considerar_ian. Thus, the approach is to attempt	 '.:,	 ^	 cF^^.
to estimate the total costs of an entire phase, and assume that the casts are 	 . :^^
evenly distributed aver the years i,n that phase. The NPV equation is easily 	 `.
modified to handle this errinkle. The only restriction is the equation treat the 	 =. ^
	
-,.	 ^
stage lengths as variables, since the length of the various stages will differ
project to project. To see how this is done, consider a simple example of ttao stages
whose ,lengthG are T l and T^, respectively. Costs are X and Y respectively for
each stage.	 ,^
^i
>;'td
j	 31	 k ^,+
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^	
X/Tl	 Y/Tl	 X/Tl	 Y/T2	 Y/T2	 YIT2 ^
NPV =s	
p+
	 1+... +	 T^1+	 T+	 T+l^' ...+
	
T+T --I
{1+d)	 {1+d)	 (l+d) 1	 (^.+d)	 1	 (l+d}	 {1+d)	 1	 2
Tl-1	 T2-1 ^	 ^
^	 NPV = X/Tl
 '^p	 + Y/T2 ^p	 +tl+d t	 L+dill`; (	 )	 (	 } t
Tl-1	 T2-1
i^P[l = X/Tl t--p +YIT2 t=0 +T	 (3.2}T	 T
i
j 'thus, NPV can be gt:ickly calculated for any given X, Y, T l , T2 .	 Note -
^ that the final equation can be thought of as a variable weight scoring model.
-! Contra^y to the arbitrariness of the usual scoring models, however, this
model has both form and weights (the coefficients of X	 and	 Y	 arising from
f Tl	 T2
'^
,
a standard economic model).	 For the scenarios depicted in Figures 3.1 and 3,2
^	 ,.
the NPV screening equation contains eleven variables and one parameter, the
i
discount rate:
t
^	 ;'
3
s	 PA = probability of private industry adoption of the new technology, a
r	 given the NASA R&D effort, ?.
T	 W number of years which would elapse before industry would undertalce the
J?
primary R&D effart, if NASA did not, -	 3
Tl = number of years the NASA 1i&D e ffort would take, ^"
T2 = number of years supplemental industry R&D would take, ;.-r
is	 T3 = number of years industry re construction" or "tooling^up" would take, :'.'
T4 = number o.f ye^rs the technology would remain operation, i.e., the
i
number of years over cahich the benefits or costs of the technology -
d 	
1
developed by the NASA R&D effort caould be experienced, ^
-	 X	 = total NASA R&D costs (during T ),
i
^.^
i -
i	 Y	 = total industry supplemental R&D costs (during T 2 ), n
Z	 = total industry construction costs (during T3}'
,.
'^
4
,^,
^'	 32
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a
d = discount rate,
^ ^ current present value of the benefits of the technology at the
beginning of stage 4,
C = current present value of the costs of the technoloty at the beginning
of stage 4^.
Some explanation is in order concerning the Last tCao variables B and C.
Each technology resulting Eton an lt&D project tri11 have a time stream of
benefits and costs in stage four - the implementation stage. Since the entire
model is based on the present value approach, an equivalent treatment of the
stream of benefits and costs is the present value of that stream at the be-
ginning of the stream. Analytically,
^	 x	 M	 x	 ^—rE—^
[^PV = ^	 t ^ ^	 t	 +	 1	 ^ XM+1+tt=0 {l+d) t	 t=0 (1+d) t	 (1+d)rt+l	 r.-C (I+d) t
where %t i.s net benefit in yeas t, The factor in the last term on the
right hand side is Che current (for year M+1) present value of the stream
of net benefits from i^I+l to N. By applying a discount factor of 	 l
{1+d)M+1
to that term, the overall present value. is determined,
Thus, the overall present value of the benefit is
	
B T +T +T , +l B T +T +T -9-Z	 BT +T +T +T	 T --1 
B T +T +T +1+t	 a1 2 3	 1 2 3	 1 2 3 4_ 4	 1 2 3	
^^B -
	 (l+d}C	 +	 (l+d)1	
+ ... + (^+d}
T4-1	t=0	 ( 1 +d)t
i
l ": .
-:
ThE Bost, C, .is defined analogously.
The basic screening equation is;
-1	 TZ-1	 ^	 ;^
1	 t -C (I+d} t
	
t^U 
(l+d) t
E(NPV) = 1 -	 —	 P	 - X/T	 + --Y/'C'^	 ( 3. 3) ^^
{I+d)T	 A	 1	 {l+d)T1	 _	 (l+d)T1+T2^
3
The equation, upor inspection, should appear straightforward, The delay
factor, discussed above, scales the NFV of the R&D project itself, which is
the rest of the right hand side. {Recall Ec^uataon 3.1. P A accounts far the	 ^
branch in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 showing the possibility the R&D effort could go
for nought, i.e., the resources could be used but na benefits are ever de-
rived. The complicated expressions involving d are simple extensions of 3."L. 	 Q
The expectations operator on the LH5 simply reflects the presence of P A in
the RHS .	 ;?
3•^ An Extension of the Basic Model
The development, thus far is based on the assumption that the benefits
and costs are independent of calendar time--that they depend only on years 	 '
elapsed after graject initiation. For the R&D projects being investigated, 	 -	 `,:,^
this is -gut a satisfying assumption. For the magnitude of mast of the anti-
cipated benefits stemming from space communication technology R&D depend
crucially on the number of satellites into which the new technology is fitted,
and the number of available satellites depends more on ^elendar time than
on NASA R&D, It may be reasonably assumed that communication satellites will
bn used in the future to supply needed communication channels, and the sal-el-
lites will employ whatever state-of-the-art technology is available. It
should be expected, then, khat the benefits accruing in the first year of
sta a four will be reefer if the corres ondin calendar ear is 1390 rather 	 ^	 "" 'I8	 g	 P	 g	 Y	
„i^
than 1982.
Table 3.1 is useful for developing the modification of the screening equa-
tion. Let t index the years in stage four, the implementat.iot^ pi-►ase in the	 l.;: ',
.::
life-cycle of the technology. Assume that if NASA pursues the R&D project,
stage four cai11 begin in 1982. The benefits stream, then, begins in 1982.
Note that NASA undertaking of the R&T] corresponds to a delay of zero year. 	 ^'	 `:^^.
If NASA opts not to undertake the project, and industry delays one year beforF:
.,
beginning the R&17 cycle, the columns headed tT-1 becomes relevant and the
first year of stage four has benefits of 141 rather than laQ. Likewise, 	 ^ ^,
when z=2, the benefit stream begins with a value of 173.
	 ' i
To highlight the difference that this approach makes, consider a
	 _	 :^
stream cif nek benefits which might arise if a project were undertaken 	 ^
immediately. The stream is shown in the row of Table 3.2 l..Zt^eled Sr_enara.a A.
Now suppose thak i.f NASA decides to forego the project, a delay of two years
i
,.^
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TABLE 3.1
EXAMPLX IL1atTSTRATION OF TYPE I BENEFITS
INDEX o^ Yb^ARS D	 ^-	
2 3 4 5 6...
NET BENEFITS
SCENARIO A —100	 —50	 —20 10 20 30 4D...
`^	 SCENARIO 13 —100 —50 —20 10 20...
SCENARIO C —100 —50 —20 30 4D...
#:
t^
^:
TABLE 3.2
EXAN3PLE ILLUSTRATION OF TYPE II BENEFI'T'S _;
CALENDAR
YEAR	 INDEX t'^ =0 	 Bt t"C=1 Bt t.^=2 Bt	
,II
;:	 1982	 1 1	 100
d	 1983	 2 2	 141 1 141
1984	 3 3	 173 2 173 1 173
1985	 4 4	 2D0 3 20q 2 200
1986
	 5 5	 224 4 224 3 224	 1-
1987	 b b	 245 5 245 4 245
I
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will occur before industry decides to forge ahead with. that R&D. 	 If benefits
are independent of calendar time, Scenario B properly describes L•he sequence
of events.	 Scenario B is simply A slipped by 2 years. 	 This was the premise ^
on which the del.a^ factor was derived.	 However, if the benefit stream de^
pends on calendar tithe, Scenario C is a proper description. 	 Once the first
'	 three years of costs are incurred, the benefits flow as though there Caere no P
delay.	 This situation might actor when the technology developed by the R&D _
permits the same channel capacity to be launched into orbit on fewer boosters.
Therefore, the benefits are savings in launch costs. 	 If the technology
becomes available in a year when two launches were originally scheduled, and
assuming the technology allows launches to be cut by 50%, the benefits in L
the first year of implementation (the first year of stage 4) amount to the
dollar value of one launch.	 On the other hand, if the technology becomes
available in a later year in which eight launches would have been scheduled,
then the first year of stage 4 has benefits amounting to the value of four
launches.
The screening Equation (3.3) must provide a proper evaluation of type
C scenarios when they arise.	 That is, it must enable comparisons of H anti a
C scenarios.
	
Equation 3.3, as is stands only compares A types with B types.
Fortunately, as a glance at Table 3.2 suggests, a mod ificatian of 3.3 is
easily made.	 Since the benefits in A and C are identical after some initial ¢
period, that later period may be ignored in the decision process. 	 For it
is the difference in the scenarios which matters, and there are differences _
only in the initial years. In Table 3.2 for example, Scenarios A and C differ
in years 0 through 4 and are identical thereafter.	 Thus, the decision must
be based on years 0--4 exclusively. -
This discussion may haw be generalized. 	 Recall that stages 1, 2, 3 ,"
incur only costs.	 Denote the present value* of those costs by PV (5123).
Beginning in stage 4, benefits are incurred (although, since casts are also
incurred, net benefits are not necessarily positive).	 From Table 3.2 it's
->t+
cleai that the number of benefit years of interest equals the number years -
of delay.	 These are the "extra" years of benefits received through early
start-up of the R&D project.	 In the case of the example, these "extra" _:.A
*as they would he calculated in Scenario A, i.e., assuming immediate start--up. `?
^
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years were indexed 3 and 4 in which benefits of 10 and 20 were received.
benote the present value of those "extra" net benefits as PV{X^3). 	 Scenario
types A and C may now be easily compared.^
F Scenario A is preferable to Scenario C if
-c
PV(S
	 )12 3 1 -	 1 + PV(XB)	 ^ 0	 (3.4)
^
(1+d)T
t	 r
j: Stated in another caay, the NPV of A {in comparison with G) ^	 ^^
a
f ^:
is	 ^
^^ ..	 NPV = PV(5 123 ) 1 —	 1	 T	 + PV{XB)	 (3.5)
(1+d}
i'
(^ Note that the above equation includes the delay factor.
	 In the following
F,
F.:}` e^;ample, the hypothetical data of Table
	
3.2 were used toith the discount rats: i
1:
`^
^,,
equal = 10%.
	
Substituting this data into Equation 3.[^ gives far the factors,
^E
i^
PV{5123)
	
—1000 +	 —50	 +	 —20	
= _161.98
,.	 a
^^
',^
1	 2
Y'i ,	 ,v 1 ^	 1'
^ +	
20
PV (XB) =
	
l0
= 21.17 n
-
3	 4
o
is
i and the value of the LHS of 3.4 is (-161.98) x (0.17) +21.17 =
	 -6,37.
^,
`:	 u Therefore, given the chnice between startin
	
theg	 project immediately (scenario z	 r
i; A) or delaying the start by 2 years (scenario G), the better choice is to -i^
> delay.	 The value of delaying the costs by two years outweighs the extra
;.;,^
'`
i
benefit which are foiegane.
^	 ^;
i
^' 3.5
	
Sensitivity Analysis Procedure
The sensitivity analysis is carried out in a straightfnrcaard manner. 	 A
^;	 ;
variable is selected to which NPV is sensitive, i.e., on rahich NPV depends.
^^ While all other variables are held at their baseline values, this variable is
^^^
_
alternate].	 set at	 redetermined	 oints aver a selected ran a and NPV calculatedY	 P	 P	 g
for each value. 	 For convenience in computerizing the sensitivity analysis, the
continuous farrrt of the NPV equation as described i.n subsection 4.3 has been imple-
,y.
mented.	 A convenient representation of the analysis is effected by plotting NPV
^ .
4
t:..
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:^. ^
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against the values of the chosen variable. In this study, the range chosen is
typically + 54%, and values chosen at 5% ax l4% intervals for use in the NPV
calculations.	 ^
While the final decision by NASA to pursue a technology development. program
must include consideration of the cost of applicable launches, these casts have
not been included in our analysis here as a matter of convenience. Far it is 	 ^
	
F -
expected that a number of experiments would be placed in orbit by one launch
vehicle, so that the launch costs would be spread over a number of programs. A 	 ^,
launch, then, is best considered as a cost of a package of experiments, and
any attempt now to prorate costs an the basis of an unknocan package would be 	 ''
completely arbitrary. It is sufficient far NASA to determine whether the benefits 	 ^	 -^
of the technologies in a package exceed their casts by at least the cost of the
necessary launch(es).	 _
-;
,^
I
i	 3.5 Sensitivity Analysis Procedure
i
	
	 The sensitivity analysis is carried out in a straight forward manner. A 	 ^i
variable is selected to which NPV is sensitive, i.e., an which NPV depends.
a	
.W	 ,
While all other variables are held at their baseline values, this variable is
^	 alternately set at predetermined points aver a selected range and NPV calcula-	 '
ted far each values. A convenient representation of the analysis is effected
q ^	 -
by plattixg NPV against the values of the chosen variable. In this study, the
E
range chasers is typically +50%, and values chosen at 5% or 14% intervals for 	 ^.
--	 ,
use in the NPV calculations.
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DFVFLOPMPNT OF ASSFSSMET^T METFIODOLOGY
4.l General Conceits
t.
Risk analysis performed under the rubric of assessment methodology
is a natuzal extension of sensitivity analysis performed under the banner
a	 of screening methodology. Sensitivity analysis indicates the ran a of
variation in NPV as a particular variable is varied but it does not allowI
-	 ^' for
}'
E;^(; 1)	 simultaneous variation in two or more in ut variables, andp °^^^
F ;^,.
2)	 the probability that variations of different magnitudes occur,
^^,I
;,'
! either on a variable by variable basis, or on a joint basis. a
f=;: The differences between sensitivity analysis and risk analysis can
be illustrated with a general form of the NPV equation:
^^' ^	 if
^ ^
:=	 w
^.;
NPV = f (z,	 PA, d, X, Y,	 ..)
I
i
^:
^' Sensitivity analysis chooses a particular variable, say X, and while holding
0
>	 w
all other variables constant at T, PA , etc., finds the relation NPV = `^
_ _
g(X^T, PA,...} over some relevant range of X.	 Although this technique cer-
^
^^
^.
tainly provides information about the behavior of NPV as any one variable is '
,: varied, it does not fully explore the dependence of NPV on its arguments.;;
!;_
^ For example, even if a sensitivity analysis were performed on each variable, r^'
little information would be provided on the movement of NPV as both X and
Y changed.	 As a very simple example, suppose
J	 ;;
.: NPV = Z l 	ZZ
^' and it is thought that the relevant ranges for the variables are
o<zl < lo ,	 a<z2<10
^ -	 a^"
^s :,	 r:,^
} ..._ ^^^__^ ^^^___ N ^. 	 . _^	 __	 ._^.	 _._.
.:G
A sensitivity analysis chooses a "bast" value for each variable and varies
one variable ta^hile all others are held at these fixed values. Suppose
tYFese "best" va?_ues are
Z1=5, ZZ=S
Then the sensitivity analyses would involve investigations of the functions
NPV = ZI Z 2 = Zl 	5, 4 <Zl <10and
o
NPV = Zl	 Z2 = 5	 Z 2 , 4 < Z2 < 10	 ".
_	 '`^
Plots of these relations exhibit all their relevant features. The
single equations show NPV ranging from 0 to 50. These graphs give no informa-
a
tion about NPV if neither Z l nor Z 2 equals 5 as is evident when a plot of	 f
the complete relata.on NPV = Z l Z2 is considered. As can be seen in Figure i
4. , the NPV in fact ranges between 0 and 104 and the sensitivity of NPV to 	 ^ ';
either of the variables increase with the value of the other variable. % It
is in this limited sense that a simple sensitivity analysis can be misleading.
	
It should be noted that elasticity calculations based on relations	 {v
derived in a simple sensitivity analysis can also be misleading. This may 	 ',^
be counter-intuitive because elasticity, based on percentage variations, is 	 "
free of dependence on units of measurement.
r,. , a
For a relation
I
._	 .,
!	 NPV = f{Z l , Z 2 , Z 3 , ...)	 ,;
-';` g
the elasticity of NPV with respect to Z i is denoted by
o '
^PV, Z	 _
i
_^
and is defined as
	
c-	 /
a NPv
oZ.
e lf Z l is varied by one unit, say 5 to 6, while A Z is held at 1, NPV goes from 	
9
	
5 to 6. However, if A 2
 were held at 10, NPV would move from Sfl to 60.
	 `
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c..
f
^^`
dNPV
NPV	 i3PV	 Zi	 dNPV_	 __
Z.	 dZ	 NPV	 dZ
i	 i	 i ^II
^^
a	
`	 ^^
Thus,
t
Z i 	 dNPV ^^_
t'NPV,	 Z.	 NPV	 dZ.
i	 ^
Far some ver	 specia^L cases, an elasticity value derivt' from a
sensitivity analysis caz be correct. 	 For example, in the above example, -
the relation
-
NPV = SZl
was derived from a sensitivity analysis with Z Z set at 5.	 Using this formula
to compute elasticity, we have
n
-
^NPC Z	 ^ NPV ^ 5 r 5Z	
S= 1
, ^1	 1 ^	 ^,
^^
This result is interpreted to mean that a 1% increase in Zl causes a 1%
increase in NPV. ^
/^::	 j
Now the true relation was specified as -	 ^	 '^}
NPV = Zl	ZZ
Computing the elasticity based on the formula yields
^j
Z	 Z _.	 a
1	
Z	 ^	
]_	
Z= 1
^NPV,Z l r NPV	 2	 Zl Z 2	
^^
Thus, it happened that the sensitivity analysis gave rise to the proper
:^
elasticity value.
	 It ` s easily seen, however, that this is not a general
n
result.
^;
,,,	 ..	 i
.^
rSuppose NPV = Z l Z^ + Z 3 , and set Z z = 5, Z 3 4 S. The relation derived
from sensitivit}^ analysis on Z 1 is
NFV=521+5
from which it follows that
Zl	 SZ1
^NPV,Z1 _ 5Z1+5 ^ 5 - SZ1-E-5
however, the tr,^e elasticity is
_	 Zl	
Z =	
Z1Z2
^NPV,Z I - Z 1Z Z+Z 3 	z Z1Z^+Z^
In general (i.e., for values of Z 2 and Z 3 not necessarily equal to 5),
5Z 1 	Z1ZZ
SZl+S ^ Z1Z2+Z3
In addition to sensitivity analysis bea.ng potentially misleading in
range estimates, plots, and elasticity Calculations, a simple sensitivity
analysis does not yield any information about the likelihood of different
NPV values occuring. Since it is usually known which values of the input
variables are more likely (to be true) than other values, there is clearly
information being lost (or at least not being properly considered) in the
simple sensitivity process. As will be elaborated upon later, this informa-
tion can be quite significant.
A sensitivity analysis which takes account of the probability distribu-
tions of the input parameters can be called a risk ana^sis model. Although
a risk analysis model need not necessarily take account of the^nt varia-
tion in variable values, the model employed in the assessment stage of the
analysis does take such joint variation into account.
In the next section a discussion krill be given on some o€ the more
formal aspects of a multivariate risk analysis assessment model that is part
of the total methodology that has been developed.
r
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4.2 The Multivariate Risk Analysis Model
As was seen in the foregoing general discussion of multivariate r k
analysis, the approach generalizes and extends the ideas of sensitivity
analysis and syntheses in a single NPV probability function virtually all
the quantitative information relevant to the decision.
The purpose in this sub--section is to set out the details of the
development and implementation of the multivariate risk analysis model as
it applied to assessing the costs and benefits of alternate space communica-
tion technologies.
The key to operationalizing this methodology is in identifying the sets
of independent variables which affect NPV and defining, in a meaningful way,
the prbbab ility distributions over those variables. Once this is ar•complished,
the NP V's can be generated mechanically. With an approach incorporating
random sampling, population parameters can be inferred from sample statistics,
and the best estimate of the population distribution of NPV's constructed.
It is this NPV distribution, in density cumulative form, which is the
resulting decision-aid.
With regard to forming sets of independent variables, the procedure
adopted is to assume most variables are independe^.t of each other. Thus,
the time delay variable, the discount rate, the cost in each stage, the
benefit in the final (operation stages), and the probab ility of proceeding
from one stage to the next were all assumed independently distributed. There
is concern, however, that the time length of each stage is not independent
of cost. Because of the nature of "crash" research programs, short stage-length
might result in high costs. To alleviate this dependence when it occurs, it
was decided to treat time as a constant in each stage. Such treatment is
reasonable since R&D programs usually are carefully scheduled to dovetail
with other programs. The management of such programs might be more inclined
to concentrate more or less resources on the program as needed to maintain
a schedule, rather than appreciably modify the schedule.
The number of variables which enter the assessment equation depends on
^:
r
a^
4
the number of stages needed to adequately represent the course of resource 	 !
0
inputs and outputs associated with any particular R&D effort. Two variables
enter the equation independently of the number of stages; these are the 	 -
^,:
t
4 4	 -' ^^`
^	 ,_	 ...	 _.
_, .^
	 , - _-
	
_	 ..
,.:.	 -
^::
idiscount rate and the time delay variable. With each stage are associated
four variables:
- 'the time duration of that stage,
- the probability that that stage will be reached given the
prior stage is reached l^i:e., 1 - the probability that the	 i
project is terminated af2.er the previous stage),	 ^. .
- the annual dollar value of benefits during that stage, and
- the annual dollar value o,f costs during that stage.
For a four stage process, the n^tQntial number of variables for which a
probability density function (pDg) must be specified is 2 + 4 . 4	 1 = 17.
However, considerably fewer PD^''s are needed. First, the discount rate
is oat a stochastic variable. Second, of the N-1 probability variables,
typically only one or two will be treated as stochastic. Third, the benefit
value of all but the final stages) cai11 be zero. Finally, to alleviate the
dependence problem mentioned above, the time variables usually wi11 be
treated as constants. In practice, a four stage risk analysis may need
incorporate as few as seven stochastic variables.
In general, for N stages, the potential number of variables entering
the analysis in 2 + 4N-l: 2 is the number of stage-independent variables,
4N-1 is the number of stage related variables. Qne is subtracted from
^+N since, as the premise of the analysis, the probability of the first stage
is defined as one.
Having discussed the formation of sets of independent variables, sae
now turn to the problem of defining the probability distribution over the
possible outcomes. In the general discussion it was assumed, for expositional
simplicity, that each variable could assume three possible values - high,
middle, or law - and probabili^ies (summing to unity) were assigned to Chase
three values. In the actual implementation, it is desirable to c:^aractcrize
the distribution of each input variable by a continuous PpF, This treat-
ment allows for more flexibility in adapting the analytic representation to
the empirical evidence.
Desch input variable can be characterized by three parameters:
45
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a most likely value (denoted as M),
a minimum value (denoted as A), and	 ^
a maximum value (denoted as B).
In general, the most liEce].y (modal.) value is not symmetrically situated
with respect to the minimum and maximum values. That is, the distribution 	 ^
is skewed. It happens that a Beta distribution provides a very convenient
and appropriate analytic form for characterizing the available three parar,ieter
input data.. The Beta function is a four parameter distribution designated
as B(a, b, c, d). The parameters a and b translate the distribution along
the horizontal axis and c and d jointly determine the shape of the generally 	 t
sIcewed distribution. The parameters a and b are simply the minimum and
maximum of the distribution. A useful theorem fox this development states
that if X is distributed B(a, b, c, d), and Z = ^_^, then Z is distributed
B (p, 1, c, d). The PDI'	 for a 0-I normalized Beta variable, Z, is
	
B(Z) ^ Zc-1 (1-z)
d-1
	G(c,d)
where	 G{c,d) = r (c)	 C (d)	 ^
C (c-^-d)
and	 0 <2 <1W —	 ^
Values selected randomly from the appropriate $eta distribution can then
be used in generating the final NPV Pb^.
	
Since most Beta random number
generators provide valuQS in the 0-1 range, it is necessary to form a
correspondence between the Beta distribution representing the actual values
of the variable and a Beta distribution on the d-1 interval. After a random
`t
^_
i'
i.;
,<
1
i.	 .
r
a
f^
From the above theorem, where the sy mbol means "assigned tn" the
transformed variable . gas ^'AC	 B(0, 1, c, d) since the original vari^^ble
was constructed as B(A, 8, c, d).
Clearly it is necessary to specify values for c and d to define the
appropr.^ate 0-1 Beta distribution. Since all three input data parameters M,
A, and B collapse tarn on the 0-1 interval, two independent parameters, c
and d must ba determined from one input parametef, m, Clearly, another input
parameter is needed.
TY^is problem is resolved by resorting tv a convenient hueristic.
Assume that the total dispersion in the Beta random variable is 60, as would
be very nearly true for a normally distributed variable since the Beta
variable ranges from 0 to l/6. Now m and a are available for the calculation
of c and d.
The following results are the basis for the calculations of c and cl.
If X is distributed B(0, 1, c, d), then:
Expected Value of ^'_ = c +cd	 (4 . ;. )
i
ti	 .r'^.
Variance of ^{ =	 cd	 ^	 and	 {4.2}	 " ^
(c + d) Z (c + d + l}	 k	 j
-	 'I
These two relations alone are not sufficient to identify the two Beta 	 ^I
i
parameters c and d from the input parameters m and 6 since m is a modal value
and its relation to the expected value of X is still unspecified. The fallotaing	 -
-	 a
relation alleviates the problem [33. 	 ^
Expected Value of X = 1/3 (2m + '^^ 	 (4,3)
Th:.s is a useful. hueristic relation between the mean and made of X.
Equations 4.1 and 4.3 may be combined 4o express the relation between 	 -	 ,^^'
c, d, and the input value, m.
	 t:
c	 .^ 2m + l/2
c + d	 3
:f
which may be rearranged in the form	 _
m - 5c - d
4 (c -^- d )
r''
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With m and o as known constants, equation 4,2 and 4.4 are sufficient to
determine ^ and d, The solution is
	 ^
2
K + 34K3
 ^- ^ and
	 (4.5)
	 Q
c^	 {^. +K)
d = cK where	 (4.6)	 1
1+4m
^Equation 4.3 is being treated as an exact relation.
	 Tests which were made ^
as part of this development indicate this treatment introduces insignificant
error to resulting estimates of c and d.
	 "
9.3	 Illustrative Example
^^
An example will illustrate the approach outlined in the above develop-
ment.
	 Suppose a cost-benefit analysis is to be performed of a new technology
a
for extracting oil from shale.
	
Because most of the key variables influencing
NPV exhibit a fair degree of uncertainty it is decided to present the results
of the CBA in the form of a multivariate risk analysis.
	 This form of
analysis and presentation captures all the salient aspects of the problem
and provides the decision-malcer with a powerful decision tool.	 One of the
variables of interest is the "development" cost of the new technology -
khe cost of bringing the technology from the laboratory stage to an opera- !'
..::
tional mode.
	 Suppose the estimates of this cost are ^
Most Likely Value:	 M = $15,000,000	 ^:
`:	 i
:^^
Minimum Value:	 A = $12,000,000 '
Maximum Value:	 B = $25,000,000
It is assumed that this information can be adequately characterized by a Beta	 b
B 6APDf', B(A,S,C,D) where G and D reflect Al and an assumed 6 	 .
The objective is to transform this Beta PDF into a normalized Beta
PDF, B(0,1,c,d).	 Computerized random choices from this normalized PDI^ may be 	 a ;: ''
i
drawn; an inverse transformation performed to scaJ.e the vax-iable.s.
Y
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f=
iback up to their real value in the (A, B) interval; and these values than
combined with random drawings from distributions on the othex` key variables
to calculate a sample of NPV's.
For the above example,
$ls,o0a,aaa - $l2,oao,oaa
m - $25,OOa,a0a - $12,aaa,s]aa - •23
and, it is assumed
o = .17.
From equation 4.7,
5 - 4(.23) _ 4.0E
	K - 1 + 4(.23)	 1.92 - 2.13
and from equations 4.5 and 4.6,
c = 2.48
d = 5.28.
The normalized distribution is B(D, 1, 2.4$, 5.28). Random drawings
from this normalized Beta distribution are used to complete the car^.sponding
full. scale values. 1'he later figures are calculated by the inverse transforma-
tion
X^x{B-A)+A
where x is the normalized Beta variable and X is the corresponding ful]- scale
value. Figure 4.2 is a histogram depicting the frequency distribution of a
sample of size 100, and Figure 4.3 is a graph of the theoretical distribu-
tion of B(0, 1, 2.48, 5.28).
Once a set of values is generated for each stochastic variable influencing
Nl'V, the final NPV calculations can be made. Figure 4.4 is a frequency
distribution for the NPV of a project based on a l0aa point sample from the
distribution of each stochastic variable. Figure 4.5 is the corresponding
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cumulative density function. This is the display that we consider to be
most useful to decision-malcers. For the example project, the probability
of a positive NPV is near unity, and the probability of a NPV in excess of
$1 million is about 10%. The mean NPV is about $600,000. The NPV is
between $400,000 and $800,000 with a probability of about 60%.
^'	 4.3 Linearized Multivariant Risk Analysis Model
Application of the multivariant risk analysis model described in sub-
section 4.2 requires the use of a Monte Carla-type simulation which evaluates
the NPV equation repeatedly for many random samples of the input parameters.
An alternate approach which quickly provides an approximation to the NPV
probability distribution function is described in this sub-section.
Application of the screening sensitivity analysis led to the observa-
tivn that the NPV equation is very nearly linear over the range of interest
^n the input variables. 'Phis observation, together with the simple expression
for the PpF of a linear function of Gaussian random variab:^es [ ^], led to
the development of a linearized model for the multivariant risk analysis.
tirlhen a random variable can be written as a linear function of the form
J
y = C c^ f ^ Cj (xj - Mj)
j=1
with the input random variables normally distributed
xj ^' N ^Mj ^ o j^ ) ^
the resulting random variable will also be normally distributed with mean CC
and with variance given by the following:
Q 2 - ^ {c.^ )^.
y	 j^l	 3 j
!`	 'The development nf. the linearized risk analysis model for communications
^	 technology assessment requires two assumptions: linearity of the NPV equation
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z.n the region of interest and validity of approximating; the distributions of
F
-
the input random variables as being Gaussian.	 The first assumption has been ^	 `^'
validated by the sensitivity analyses performed during study. 	 Arguments for
ii
the validity of the Gaussian assumption an the input parameters should be v
a	 i.
rased upon comparison of the approximate results ^,^ith results from the full
Monte Carla-type risk analysis simulation. 	 Such comparisons conducted during
^.
the course of the program support the argument fcir validity of the linearized
methodology. ^`
pepelopment of the linearized risk analysis model requires linearization ',
.	 of the NPV equation and formulation of the resulting variance or standard
deviation equation. 	 T'or this analysis the continuous fora of the NPV model is
used.	 ^'ar an N-stage process, the continuous form of the NPV equation is as
:I',
follows. ^
^d	 N	 n
NPV = ^ Ide	 ^	 ^	 f[	 Pm
^
n-1	 -dTm
	n	 -dTm
•^ E3n - Cn^	 ^i	 ^ e	 } -	 I^	 e	 ^^^
^	 ^n--l^^ m= 1	 m-^0	 m=0
^
^ ^	
.
=:
The linearized form is developed from a truncated Taylor series as follows ^
3
N^'V ^' f (Ml , rte , .	 , ,	 wt^) + ^ ^ ^x^ ^^	 (x^	 - M^) 
j ,.'	 ^^j -1	 u ;
where NPV ^ f(x l , x^,	 ., xJ ). :."
1<`	 '.
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The required partial derivatives of the NPV with respQCt to the random input
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parameters are '	 '
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^u A computer program, called QWKRISK, has been developed which accepts the
mean and standard deviation of the assumed Gaussian distribution for each of 	 `''^,
the input parameters, and produces the standard deviation of the linearized
NPV expression. Compaxison of the xesultant standard deviation from QWKRISK
azd from the full Monte Carlo simulations fox each of the technologies treated
is presented in the applications sections of this report. In general, the
correspondence is quite good, and it is recommended that the linearized approach
be utilized in future studies to conserve computer time.
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THE RANKING METHODDLaGY
In an assessment (multivariate risk) analysis, each technology of
interest is characterized by a cumulative density function (CDF) over
the NPV of that NASA RED project. Zn the absence of a scalar "figure of
merit" for each technology, ranking technologies from most promising to least
„ promising becomes a non-trivial task. The problem is reflected in the fact
that. the assessment methodology described in Section 4 varies statistically
derived values to be compiled about each technology. Calculations can be
°	 made to determine the following:
Minimum NPV
'	 rlaximum NPV
Mean NPV
Median NPV
Modal NPV
Probability {NPV > IC), K = any dollar value
Standard Deviation of NPV
Range o.^ NPV, i.e. , PIAX--MIN
Technologies may be ranked according to any of the above statistics.
However, each statistic produces a ranking which may be different from the
rankings produced by each other statistic. As an illustration, the three
hypothetical. CD^''s	 of three different technologies shota;t in Figure S.1
will be used in establishing rankings by the three ranking criteria: 1) greatest
mz.nimum value, 2) greatest maximum value and 3) greatest mean value.
T^iese three criteria result in the following rankings when applied to
the three technologies.
Criterion 1
	
Criterion 2
	
Criterion 3
A
	
B
	
B
B
	
C
	
A
C
	
A
	
C
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The rankings Shaw it is possible for a technology to be ranked first by one
	^ criterion, second by another, and last by still another. 	 Indeed, each of
the three technologies in the example satisfy that description. 	 A Mora.,
-	 there is no reaspn to prefer the xanicing from one statistic aver the ranking
from another,
	
independent of the decision-maker's own cr:Ltera.a. 	 That 'Ls, ,
the various statistics da not themselves answer the ranking question. 	 Rather, r
^:<. 	 the objectives of the decision-:raker must somehow 'be accounted for. 	 The
t	
^
-1'
best statistic, then, is one which best reflects the decision-maker's goals
and his ^ai:Llingness to trade-off among sub--goals.	 Let us approach the
^.
-
' a 	issue "parametrica.11y" 'by consa.dEring different potential tasks a decislon-
maker would adapt.	 These different tasks can be viewed as different approaches
-	 to risk.	 Indeed, a risk spectrum along which decision criteria {hence `„^
underlying statistics) lie might be utilized. 	 Such a spectrum is presented
in Figure 5.2. ,
Statistics may be associated with each point of the spectrum, and '
criteria may be formed from these statistics as shown in Table 5.1.
TABLE 5.]
APPROACHES TO RISK, CORRESPONDING STATISTICS,
t	 AND RANI:ING CP.ITBRIA
Approach	 Statistic	
^	
Criterion%
--'..^
`:.;I
U-^.tra-Conservative	 Minimc^,m NPV	 .^^	 B .^ 2 {->
{II
^	 A1IN NPV	 > MIN NPV
I	 2 ^' ^	 .,
Somewhat Conservative 	 Prob{NPV > q )	 ^nl B ^^ ^`-}
.,
-	 Prob(NPVl > Q)	 > Frob(NPV 2 > 0)
Moderate	 µ -k^3, k>O
^ I B n 2 {-->
*`^
^l-kn1>	 t^Zuko2
Somewhat Risky
^1 B r2 
^
^^
u
z
U 1	 >	 ^^^
`
,
Q
'^ "^r l B n 2" means project 1 is better than project 2. 	 " 1--^-" means if and
only if.
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TABI^^ 5.1 (continued)
MAX NPVl > MAX NPVZ
There is na and "right" approach to be taken in ranking te^.:nnologies.
Also, the alternate approaches are not necessarily mutually exclusive. It
may (indeed, it is likely to} he the case that different criteria yield the
self—same ranking. Additionally, the different criteria may be used
lexicographically, that is, the cr^.teria are ranlced in order of importance,
and technologies are compared first on the basis of the most important
criteria. If a tie results, the second criterion is used, and so on. When
there is no tie, the ranking process stops. Yet another task is to use
certain criteria as constraints, e.g., that Pzob{NPV .> 0) must be at 75% or
that MlN DiPV must exceed $1,000,000.
The foregoing discussion presumes that each technology is independent%^
of each other technology. This is not always an appropriate assumption,
since many of the technologies under consideration involve components of
larger systems. The development of a technology is of little or no value if
it can be used only in conjunction with another technology which is yet to
be developed. LJhen such jointness occurs, there is no meaningful way to
separate the value of the sum of the technologies into additive terms.
Fortunately, the very difficulty of the conceptual ailacation problem
suggests the solution: there is no need to artifically assign values to
individual technologies in the case of jointness. Rather, the undertaking
of both (or "all" in the case of jointness among Hare than two technologies)
must be considered a single R&D project. With all jointncss thus intervalized
in a single .larger R&^] project, by definition that larger project is
independent bf other projects. The larger project may now he ranked along
with the other {assumed) independent projects by the criteria ani^ srr^€:istics
One technology is independent of another, if the GDF of the firs t , is
invariant+caith respect to whether or not the second is developed.
b0
Very Risky	 Maximum I^PV	 ^'^ B ^ 2 ^
^..
rr rFw
.^'
^1^"»^
_	 ^.^^	 €^. :.	 ..
...._. .
suggested above.
Ranking of joint products can and should be undertaken, in seeming contrast
to the foregoing remarks. Ldhile it is true that ranking along the NPV dimension
is ruled out, ranking along other relevent dimensions it not. Specifically,
joint technologies should be ranked by "time to completion of R&D". Thus, if
two technologies are joint, and the first has an R&D time of one year and
the second an R&D time of 3 years, then the latter is ranked higher than
the former. Thz.s gives priora.ty to starting L-he R&D project with the
,longer lead time, given the composite project has . been adopted.
pverall then, technologies are ranked lexicographically: first along
a^n NPV dimension, and then, for joint technologies, along a time dimension.
The following example will clarify the ranking procedure. Suppose theta
are ten technologies to be ranked. The technologies are labeled A, B, C,...,
3. Suppose B, C, and E forma joint group; and D and G also forma joint
group. Label the first group S l and the second S2 , so
S l = B, C, E, and
S 2 = D, G
Assume the NPV ranlcing statistic is simply the mean value of the technologies'
density functions, and assume the fallowing means have been calculated:
uA = 25 ui = -50
J
uF = 150 u J - 250
r
:^	
,^-
iiH	= 0 u5	 =
7
210
uS
	=
2
100
::^ a
For the joint technologies,
	
the following times-to-completion are estimated:
0
B 5 years D 2 years -
-	 C 1 year G 4 years
^	 E 2 years ^	 ^
;^
s
f. 6 7 ,_
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The 2--dimeixsional ranking is pictured in Figure 5.3. The horizontal axis has 	
L'
first priority. It states ,7 is better than Sl which is better than F, etc.
	 a
Dnce S i is adopted, the vertical axis shows the priority ordering amo^zg the
components of Si.
The ranking procedurE followed .above assumed no financial constraints on 	 f
NASA. Whz1e this is somewhat unrealistic, it is instructive to determine the 	 ;^
union strained technology rar^lcing, This is a guide to long range budgeting
	 a
for iVASA planners. Tn,the face of a financial constraint, a somewhat different
ranking procedure must be followed to insure optimal results. Rather than
ranking by NPV, the ranking should be done in accordance with the benefit/cost
ratio. Under a financial constraint, the benefit/cost ratio ranking maximizes
the NPV of the set of chose^z projects. Paradoxically, ranking by the benefit/
cost ratio, not NPV, maximizes overall NPV in the presence of a financial
constraint. Thus, the relevant statistic is;
F3 _ Present Value of Benefits
C _ Present Value of Costs
and the ranking procedure is to rank and choose according to B/C until available 	 a
funds are expended.
a:!
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a
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Figure 5. 3. Lexicographic Ranking
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SECTION 6
ELEMENTARY CONCEPTS OF SPACE COA'(M'UNICATION SYSTEMS
	 -
Commercial satellite communication systems in use today are in many
respects similar to terrestrial microwave links. A link in either system
consists of a transmitting station, a repeater station (s}, and a receiving
	 "j
station.
	 Tn the case of the satellite system the satellite is the
	 ^°''
6
	
	
.^.
repeater. The ANZK and j+TESTAR satellites can each support a minimum of
l2 communications links and the recently launched RCA satellite can support
a minimum of 24. These satellites can support exactly 12 and 24 links
L'•
respectively if single carrier per transponder acr_ess is used. A link using
this access technique begins at the user whose application, for example,
may be bulk data transmission. The data could be modulated at the user site
with a high speed modem and sent via terrestrial links to a satellite earth
station. The modulated data carrying signal could be used to FM modulate
an intermediate frequency (TF) signal. The IF signal would then be mixed
with a microwave frequency signal (RF). Tkye RF signal will be amplified
	 ^^,
and filtered to occupy a 36 MHz wide band of the RF frequency spectrum
allocated for transmission to synchronous satellites. The RF signal will
be introduced into waveguide feeding a large (30 meter far Intelsat stations)
parabolic reflector antenna. An antenna o« the satellite will gather and
focus the RF signal into the satellite waveguide system where a network
	 -
of filters will separate the allocated RI' spectrum into the several 3b MHz
wide bands (l2 for ANZK and WESTQR and 24 for the RCA satellite). Each 36
	 ^`' ^,
MHz band will be power amplified, .translated in frequency and introduced into
the waveguide equipment for transmission^to Earth. The equipment in the
satellite which amplifies and translates one 3b MH"z RF band is known as a
	
	 ,t,
transponder. The RF frequency is translated from a signal nc^.^r b GHz
transmitted from Earth to a signal near 4 GHz for transmission to Earth.
Translation is required to prevent receiver interference caused by the
	 ^'
transmitted signals. A large Earth station antenna Grill then gather the
RF energy radiated by the satellite. Receiving equipment will t`^en translate
	 i
¢	 the RF signal to IF, demodulate the IF, and send the resulting signal via
..
^' ^	 e'
.	 r,	
- -	 -	 -	 -
^^
:.	 ,...	
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,.._ ,.T :	 ... . _	 ^.
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terrEStrial links to the receiving user where a high speed modem will demod-
ulate it reproducing the original data.
	 o
The quality of the satellite communication system depends upon the
quality of each of the several Links which comprise it. The quality of 	 -
a link may be measured using several received signal standards all of which
	 o
r
are a concern to the system designer. Some of these standards are distortion
(phase, amplitude and frequency), depolarization, interference from other	 ;3
links, antenna pointing errors and white thermal noise introduced at all
points in the system. All of these standards may be combined into a
single standard. This single standard used by most system designers is the
RF signal carrier power to receiver noise power ratio (C/N). Each component
in a link contributes to this ratio by supplying an increase (gain) to the
noise and carrier powers introduced into that component or by introducing
noise directly.
	
A simplified but useful expression for C/N known as the '
Zink equation is r	 l
C/N = P t+G t+Gr-Nt -Nr-Lfs-Lr-gm_P I--Pp ^^^,'
;.
where	 C/N = carrier- to noise ratio ^'	 .`
Pt = transmitter power
Gt = transmitting antenna gain
a:^
Gr = receiving antenna gain ;-
N	 = receiver noise
r = transgonder noise _Nt
Lfs = free space loss plus atmospheric attenuation „f,^'.
L	 = loss due to rain
r
Dm = design margin
Pl = polarization loss	 ^ ^	 ;^,^;
P	 = positioning loss
P
The demodulation process from IF to baseband frequency is usually non-
.
linear; therefore, the C/N ratio is not directly proportional to the baseband
^
signal power to noise power ratio (S/iV^) which is the ultimate measure of
link quality as the baseband signal is the signal of interest to the user.
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If FM demodulation is used the following expression may he used to calculate
S/N [5]:
S_ C	 3 2 B
N -^ x 2 m x b
where (S/N) = signal-to-noise ratio after demodulation (baseband}
C/I3 = carr:i.er-to--noise ratio at the receiver input
C = receivad carrier power before demodulation
N = KTrBF = equivalent receiver noise power before demodulation
F = receiver noise figure
K = 1.38 x 10--23 watt-sec/°K = Boltzmann's constant
Tr 290°1C = room temperature
B = receiver bandwidth before demodulation
b ^ bandwidth at receiver output aft er demodulation (baseband)
m = ^£/b = modulation index ar deviation ratio
^F = Beak frequency deviation for peak modulation by the full
baseband signal
The. system capacity of a communication link is defined as the maximum rate
of transmitting information through that link. Far a simple digital communication
system which transmits data as pulses with n recognizable levels (amplitude, phase,
or frequency, etc.} with pulse-to-pulse interval T , the system capacity i.s 	 _
given by:
C = (1/T)lo gz(n)	 bits/second.
'The maximum rate of transfering information is seen to increase with system band-
F
width (allowing more frequent pulse transmission and smaller values of T) and
with the number of recognizable levels of signal in the presence of noise. Amore
general expression for communications system capacity in which the system band-
width and signal to noise ratio appear explicitely is given by:
C = (B)log Z {1 + SIN)	 bits/second.	 _
previous sections.
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Fox a .^^.xed allowable bandwidth, as is often the case in space communi-
cations systems, specification of a required rate of information transfer (capacity)
estalished the re uired value of S/N. A
	 ^ 'q	 pplication of the relationships between C/N
and S/N for the applicable modulation method then results in a specified minimum
allowable value for C/At for adequate linlc performance. Given the minimum C/N
D	 i
and cost-performance characteristics of communication subsystems, the system de-
signer can examine the available engineering trade-offs to meet the required link 	 ^;
performance at the minimum cast.
The methodology and applications described in this report are intended as
aides to the decision maker in specifying space communication technologies which,
i£developed, would allow provision of either increased communication capacity 	 4,I
(and therby services) nr decreased cost of a specified capacity. The user-need 	 '°'^
and technology state of the art surveys of Sections 7 and $ provide the nec,ssary 	 ,;:;.^'i,
data base for application of the technology evaluation methodology developed in 	 '.
c0
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SECTION 7
t?SER SURVEY
^ 7	 ^i,.^._..,.
The purpose of the survey was to ascertain and define the needs, choices,
and preferences of the providers/users of space communications technology,
which would influence the rate of innovatio,^ introduction into future satellite
communication systems. The survey sought to determine user acceptance of
(or resistance to) new concepts, and to measure demand for space communications.
The survey elements cr^nsisted of a list of user organizations to be
contacted and a set of questions to be asked of each user contacted.
The list of user organizations was structured to include providers of
satellite communication services (since providers of service are users of
the technology} and also users of satellite communication services. The
latter category included business, government, and social service agencies.
The questions to be asked in the course of the survey were designed
to elicit information deemed to be useful for the cast-benef it study.
The structure of the cost-benefit screening methodology itself depended
to some extent on the user survey infarmation; while the informat.on required
depended on the demands of the cast-benefit methodology.
Users of presently active space communications facilities were unaware
of the implications of the new technology. Many of those contacted were
immersed in problems common to any new, high technology enterprise during
1975--adeYuatc financing. They were preoccupied with converting existing
technology into productive enterprises.
7.2 Provider/User Su• rvey
Contact was established with representative members of the satellite
communications industry, government agencies, and others who either provide
or use satellite communications technology. The initial list assembled
for the survey was generated from news items and other references in techni-
cal and trade literature and included 5O organizations. Thirteen were
providers; 47 were users of satellite communication services. Providers
were defined as those organ izations which owned a working satellite, or
had active applications for licenses before FCC to own satellites. Users
G9
_	
- ___
	 _	 t.
were defined as those organizations which neither owned nor intended to
launch satellites. The 47 users included 19 government and non-profit
pui^lic service organizations, and 2$ profit--oriented organizations. 	
^'
i
	
	 but of the initial list of providers and users of sate 7.l.ite communi-
cation technology, 42 were contacted. Eight were providers of satellite
communication service; 34 were users. Of the users, 17 were government/ 	 9
'	 public service agencies and 17 were private corporations. Table 7.1
lists the organizations contacted.
The following subsections list 5 providers, 11 government/public
service users, and 12 profit-oriented users of satellite communication
technology. These organ izations responded to contacts and furnished
some of the desired information. The listing includes key letters that
define the type cf contact made. The key letters are:
T - Responded via telephone
Q - Responded via questionnaire
L - Responded by sending literature
P - Responded through personal interview
7.2.1 Providers Respond in
n
American Satellite Corporation (TL) - As of February 1975, the American
Satellite system consisted of 4 government traffic earth stations, 3 commer-
cial earth stations, and 6 additional proposed earth stations. American 	
u
Satellite Corporation provides private line voice, data, facsimile, and
wideband communication services over 3 transponders leased full-time on
jdESTAR. They plan to launch a satellite in 1977.
AT&T/GTE/CQr1SAT General (L) - The joint endeavor by AT&T, GTE
Satellite Corporation, and CaP15AT General will launch 3 geosynchronous
satellites, each of which has a capacity of 24 one-way transponders
(1,20U voice circuits per transponder), 9 earth stations (2 of which
are owned by other carriers) and terrestrial links from the earth stations
to facility junction offices. The T'CC license stipulates that access
must be available to other users. 	 a
RCA Global Communications (TQ) -- The RCA SATCOM system will accommo-
date any combination of video, switched or point-to-point voice, teleprinter,
data, facsimile, or other wideband transmission. During Phase I of the system, 	 4
RCA first based 2 transponders full-time from TELI'SAT nn A:^Ih II, and then
7U
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TABLE 7.1
:,'
O1tGANIZATIONS CONTACTED IN
SATELLITE COMMUNICATION USER SURVEY
Users
,3
Providers
Government Related Agencies	 Private Industry
Amercian Satellite Carporation Educational Television Center 	 American Broadcasting Ca.
'E
Archdiocese of San Francisco 	 American Television and
AT & TJGTEICOMSAT 	 Carporation For Public Broadcasting
	
Communications Corp.
Educational Television Services 	 Cox Cable Communications, Inc.	 f
INTELSAT	 Georgia Department of Education 	 National Bata Carporation
Bureau of Mass Communications	 Teleprompter Corporation
United States Lines, Ine.
American Can Company
American Trucking Association
Name Box Office
Muzak Corporation
Prudential Grace Lines, Inc.
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
American Petroleum institute 	 _
Coca-Cola Company
Southern Pacific Communications
Telecable Corporation
ITT World Communications
iJeW York State Department of
Education
Appalachian Regional Commission
Department of Justic (LEAA)
Office of Telecommunications
Policy
Public Broadcasting Service
U,S. Postal Service
Federation of Rocky Mountain
States, Inc.
Southern Education Communications
Association
U.S. Geological Survey
Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation Administration
Maritime Administration of
Department of Commerce
Medical university of South
Carolina
::	 American National Red Cross
RCA Global Communications
CML (IBM/COMSAT)
idestern Union Telegraph Co
National Satellite Servica
(Hughes)
Zdestern Tele-Communications,
In.c
--^-r---
,.,	 _	 ..	 ,
. ^	 ...	 _	 _	 . _^	 .	 .. _	 _.._ _..0 - - - y '	 -
:'
:.
..^
^_
Eleased 5 transponders full-time from Western Union on WESTAR. Under Phase
1I, RCA caill eventually have 17 earth stations operational on up to three,
24-transponder satellites. Launch of the first satellite was in December 1975.
Western Union Telegraph Co. (TP) - The system provides fox private
voice channels, data at 9600 bits/sec., and black and white facsimile (on
a data basis) over 2 AN1iC type, 12 transponder satellites. A total of 15
earth stations are currently funded with a prajec h ::d need for 5 more; a
third satellite will be needed as a spare.
CML Satellite Corporation (T) - CML plans to pioneer 12-14 GHz commer-
cial satellites providing high--speed computer-to-computer service, with
' sophisticated systems having high information capacity. Higher radiated
power and the higher fre4uEncies (as compared to `he ^-6 GHz satellites)
will permit the use of smaller earth station antennas, and the penetration
o f docantown locations .
7.2.2 Users---Government/Pub ^ .Ec Service
American National Red Cross {T) - Communications were set up in a
disaster area, as experimental demonstration.
Educational Television Center Archdiocese of San rrancisco (TQL) -
Live/interactive teleconferencing for teachers was set up in CTS experiments.
Corporation for Public Broadcasting (T} - Programming wi11 be provided
to a nationwide network of educational television stations.
Educational Television Services, Georgia Department of Education (TP) -
PBS programming will be received, tapEd, and rebroadcast.
Bureau of Mass Communications, New York State Department of Education
(TQ) - Bibliographic data exchange between libraries was planned, but aborted
for lack of funds.
Appalachian Regional Commission (T) - Service education program incJ.uded 	 ,:
_	 ';^ d
2-way interactive seminars.
Department of Justice (LEAA) {TP) - Fingerprints and criminal justice
information transfer were proposed.
Public Broadcasting Service (T) - Programming service was provided to
PBS member stations.
U. S. Postal Service (TL) - Electr.onic mail service is being examined.
o	 -	 ;;, _ ^
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Federation of Rocky Mountain States, Inc. (TL) - Social services made
favailable including educational, career, and community oriented programs.
'^^ U. 5. Geological Survey (TQ) -fine-way high resolution video required.
7.2.3	 Users--Private Industry
American Broadcasting Co. (TQ) - Radio and television programming will
`,	 ^ be distributed t p nationwide network.
American Television and Communications Corporation (TQ) - Sdill offer
independent programming over CATV as received from Home Iiox Office.
^` Cox Cable Communications, Inc. 	 (TQ) - jiill distribute programming
as received from Home Bax Office to CATV networks.
National Data Corporation (TQ) - Leasing ttao-way data, and two-way
`` U
voice circuits.
Teleprompter Corporation (TQ) - Wi11 distribute programming as
r,
received from }come Box Office, to CATV systems.
- United States Lines, Inc.	 (TQ) - Requires voice and data links to
ships {via maritime satellite).
f:,
American Can Company {T) -- Requires octasienal facsimile and voice
l inlcs .
-- Home BoY Office (T) - Independent programming will. be provided to
CATV systems.
Muzak Corporation {T) - Industrial, business, and entertainment^
bacicground.	 Music will be provided da.rect to customers.
'^ Prudential Grace Lines, 	 Inc.	 (T) - Communications to ships 	 (via
maritime satellite) will be required.
'	 o Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (QL) - Television programming
is provided to a nationwide network.
American Trucking Association {T) - May require communications and
^1
dispatch network run similar to airlines.
7.3
	
riethodolagy
7.3.1
	
Telephone Survey
^`	 ^ four of the five providers and 22 of the 23 users who were contacted
were interviewed by telephone. 	 The telephone interviews were structured
in the following manner: 	 An introduction coos given, stating name, organiza-
^ lion, and purpose of call indicating that a survey for NASA in regards to
^3
Lrecent and proposed usage of communication satellites. The intent of
the survey was to find out what NASA can contribute in research and
development to meet needs for new technology. Information was then
obtained from the various contacts. The initial question was whether
the contact considered his firm to be a "user" or a "supplier" of
comunication satellite services. Other questiuns included in the survey
are outlined below.
1Jsers were asked to give their present usage in the categories:
1, voice
2. data
^	 .,	 _
^	
.1
^^
-- error rate requirement
- 1 or 2 way transmission
- baud rate
- would a delay be permissible?
3. video
-- color or black and white
-- 1 o r 2 way
- would a delay be permissible?
4. number and geographic distribution of earth stations.
Also they were asked to predict their future usage, if any, and to identify
high cost problem areas.
Suppliers were asked to gave an estimate of present demands for service
from earth stations in terms of:
- equivalent voice channels
- video channels (co'ar or black and white}
- data networks (ba ucl rates).
They sae re also asked to identify:
- high cost problem areas
- technology choices and preferences
- degree of demonstration required far the technology.
Satisfactory telephone interviews were completed with 26 of the 42
organizations that were contacted in the sense that each of the agencies
had personnel who were aware of the satellite communications technology
used by the organization. Reponses to the interviews that were completed
havE been evaluated in Table 7.2 where poor, Fair and good refers to
^	 ,.	 .
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°. ^ ` .a
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^ TABLE 7,2
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^^
r^k.:
EVALUATION GF RESPONSES TO
>^: TELEPHONE INTERVIEjaS
i'
CATEGORY QUALITY OF RESPONSE
3
i
Poor	 Fair Good Total ^.
^:
5^
Providers ].	 1 2 4
y,
,: Government Related Z	 2 7 l0
D
Private Industry 1	 2 9 l2 ^l^,
-	 ^''
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the general relative quality and quantity of the inf prmatipn obtained.
7.3.2 Mail Survey
Questionnaires were mailed to the 42 potential contacts listed
	 o
in Table 7.1. The questionnaire without the cover letter that was mailed
tp the $ providers and 34 users of satellite communications is given in
Table 7.3. n
Dut of 42 questionnaires mailed, 11 were r^:turned. Some companies
did not consider the questionnaire related to their needs, but sent liters--
	 -	
j
tore about their satellite common ication services instead of replying to
the questions. The better relative response to telephone queries as
	 '
compared to the mailings sliauld be noted. 'it^o recipients of the question-
naires telephoned their responses.
	 _
Table 7.4 is an assessment of the responses to the questionnaires.
7.3.3 Personal Interviews
Interviews were held with key personnel of the following organizations:
1. tdestern Union/[dESTAR Sales, Atlanta, Georgia.
2. Educational. Television Services, Georgia Department of Education,
Atlanta, Georgia.
4
3. U. 5. Department of Justice, LEAA, tdashingt pn, D.C.
7.3.3.1 Ldestern Union/1dESTAR
The informat7.on obtained from this organization included the 0
following:
1, investment costs--$2D0,000 for each 2-way earth station,
$lOO,000 for receive only stations
2. tariffs--$5D0, $70D, and $1,0Q0 per voice channel per month
over U.S. continental links graded as 0-TODD miles, 1000-19DD
miles, and over 1900 miles
3, planned earth station complement--2D by September 1975.
^S. Rates--up to bD% cheaper than terrestrial links.
Service offered, besides voice channel rental, includes fu11-time
leasing of transponders--5 to RGA GL08CC?rt, 3 to American Satellite Corp. 	 a
Types of uses for the satellites include voice, data, facsimile {Xerox).
Initially, the demand for channels and transponders was slow, such that a
0
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USER N%1;DS FOR 5A"TELL1.'1'E COP@NNICATION
1. Does your organization now use o: plan to use satellite co^nmunicatians'?
No	 Yes { present)	 Yes (Future)
2. If your answer was "yes", please indicate type and amount of usage.
Present Usage:
	 -
No. of equivalent voice circuits usEd:
'Terminals: Between	 and
_	 Between
	
and
Q	 For example, Between New York and Detroit. 	 J
Pio. of Transponders:
No, of earth stations; (Receive only) 	 (Two-way)
Future Usage:
Na. of additional voice cir^:uits planned for nex= five years _
Next ten years
o	 New Terminals: Between _ 	 _and
Betwt^En _____
	
and
No, of trans panders planned for future: Next five years
next ten years
Nn. of earth st::itinns needed: In five years	 In ten years
3. Please rank order of impartance (No. I indicating; highest importance) tine
types of satellite communication service:
Two-w,^y telephone:
Low-speed data: Twn-way	 One-way ^__
High-spend data: Two Wway ^__ One-way
Fac s imi l.e
Video: Twn-way ^
	
Cne-way __
Black and L,Ihite	 __	 f'olor.
other:
4. System characteristics you need:
Commercial telephone system links to earth stations are:
Preferable __ Elsahlc>	Nnt usable,	 _
Satellite terminals (Glintinating telephone links) at final user
input and/or output points can be justified only if each terminal
cast does not exceed: 5144,000	 $10,440	 $1,404	 -
$loo	 Other:	 -^r -^,	 __
Special reckuirements. {Plc^^tse rank order of importance, with Na. 1.
being most important):
Coded transmissians _
High quality audio ____	 ,^Y
Verification of messng;c° received
High resol+ttion video __
Error rates below ].t)-h
5. Your needs, preferenr.es, and rhoic• es among po5sihly t^c^asible space communi-
cation technologies:
Afegabit per sec-and digiti ► 1 data, cc,mputc^r-tn-cc,mi^;:tt?r transmission_
Typewritten copy input, c^vnve^r5ian tc, dit;i*al Gtream, transmission 	 -
through a satellite, and reconvc:rsian tc^ i^rinted copy hefnre
delivery
	 _	 ,^
Worldwide televi.s;^n c{^vc^ragG rela y ed in real tintc^	 ^'`
"Closed-circuit" television, by coded transmis,ion, between "lnforma-	 -
Center" anc9 a large nt[mbc^r ^,t t^rntin^tl5: (()nc°-way)
	 (1'wn-wa^^)
Other technology pre; crc^ncc^s:	 ^. _^—	 -----
6. further cammenks.	 (L`se this Sc^t:t.i.tn i^or env c^c,mmentti vuu consider
applicable to satellite communir • ntic7n t[5r^r nc.^c^d5 hot n^^t 1 istE^cl above.)	 `,'.
ro
..`^	 ...
^,^
TABLE 7.4
EVALUATION OF RESPONSES TO
i^1AILED QUESTIONNAIRES
CATEGORY	 QUALITY OF RESPdNSE
Poor	 Fair	 Coad	 Tota3.
(No-)	 (^da.)	 (N^.)	 (iVo.)
Providers
	
I	 ^.
"retail" market had to be exploited. MAILGRAM is an example of such a
retail service. Transmission/receive time far a MAILGRAM may require
:;; only 20 minutes--it is delivered with next outgoing mail at reception point.
7.3.3.2 Educational Television Services	 -
Two experiments are to be undertaken, one at 14 GHz and one at
^.	 4 GH,:. The 14 Gl^z experiment is to employ one downla.nlc at Atlanta and 	 =
one ^Splink in North Carolina. The 4 GHz operation will employ two dawn-- (..
links and one uplink in Atlanta.
	 ^ ^
r:
The main problem is the high cast of earth stations ($62,000).
Satellites with high power (2.SOW) could lower the cast of earth stations
^+
to about $10,000. Rooftop antennas far schools should be $500 to $1,000.
f
Cassette/mail distribution is currently being used at a rate of $17/cassette, 	 __`
$1,500 for record/playback versus $900 for playback only. 	 ^,
7.3.3.3 LEAA
The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U. S. Department
of Justice, funded studies that examined the question of LEAA use of satel-
lite communications facilities. Twa reports on the subject were: 	 ^ ..
1. "National Law Enforcement Telecommunications Netwarlc Analysis-- 	 ^^
^:
i
Final Report, Phase II," Norman B. Rei11y,
	
et a1, JHL, for
LEAA, 20 February, 1975.
^`,. 2.	 "NALECOM 5ate11ite Usage Study," Rockwell International, 	 a
Collins Rad^.o Group, far JPL, NAS 7-100, EP 37-2146,
12 February 1975.
^. Reference 1 was an analysis of nine alternative approaches to
a the NALECOM (National Law Enforcement Communications) network, with 	 r;'.
ranking.	 A satellite communications network was analyzed that consisted
of two regional terrestrial swztchers, 14 around stations, and one leased
,. ^
'. transponder which would support 2$ kbps, full duplex data, as well as video 	 ^^
C transmission.	 Four non-satellite network options ranked higher than
Y
'^ satellite communications by technical evaluation criteria and eight options
^:
}' were found to cost less than the satellite network.
-`
Reference 2 analyzed the technical requXrements of satellite
communications for law enforcement:	 (1} color TV with audio, (2) digital
^` transmission at T/1 {1,544 Mops) data rates, and {3} digital transmission
i-:
I.< at 50 Kbps.
^	 ^	 E	
..
_	 _ ^...
User requirements as seen by LEAH were reflected in the study's work state-
ment to answer the questions:
1. Can the ground stations be located within a city? (i.e., at a 	 o
criminal justice facility} or must they in most cases be located
j	 outside city limits where security is a problem? What security
I
measures are available {and what are the costs) for protecting
	 :.
i` 	 or monitoring of remote stations? 	 }
^	 2. ^^hat is the potential for unwanted monitoring of the uplink or
downlink transmissions by unwanted persons? [,That would be the
cost and complexity of clandestine monitoring equipment? How
can these efforts be circumvented, acid at what cost and complexity?
3. Is there any potential far false message injection? If so, what
are the costs and complexity of hardware far providing false
messages? jdhat techniques can be used to circumvent false
message injection and what are the costs and complexity?
4. What are casts and complexity of hardware to jam (disrupt)
communications and for hardware to circumvent potential jamming?
5. What redundancy in ground stations is necessary to provide 	
a
average availability of 0.99 video and 0.995 for digital data
transmission?
LEAA did not plan, as of 5egtember 1975, tv usa satellite communica-	 Q
tions for transmitting criminal justice information.
7 3 3 4 Broadcast and Fixed Satellite Services
The purpose of Working Group D, Evolution and Requirement Committee,
	
t,-'
^;::;_..
{	 ^'CC Joint Industry/Government/CCIR, is to determine the evolution of demand
and/or uses for the 11.7-12.2 GHz band for broadcast and fixed satellite
	 = ^
s ervices. The working group output will farm part of the faint industry/
	 v,;;.^i
	
	
-.
government committee report, which in turn will permit the FCC to prepare
9
the U. S. position for the 1977 World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC)
	 3
of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). The 1977 WARC is to
^	 make decisions about broadcast satellite service in the 11.7-12.2 GHz band.
a
_.
i
9
`^
Y
;:
v.a
i.,r
^.
ldorking Group D was divided into three subgroups:
D-1 Review of Present Terrestrial Distribution Services for
,^
	
	 Television Broadcasting and Terrestrial/Satellite Pixed 	 ^'
Services.
D-2 Potential Users, Time Schedule, Evolution of Services,
^	 and Technology Needs.
D-3 Probable Developments for Social Services Applications
of Satellites in the 12 GHz band. 	 i
Potential uses of broadcast satellites were defined by the
`^^;
=-	 i caorking group and Table 7.5 lists these uses. 	 Mast of these uses are	 -
` being realized, such as CATV program distribution, and some are having a
.b
`' s ignificant economic impact.
	
Others, such as electronic mail service and
;,' electronic funds transfer, could have even more impact. 	 -
;.i	 _
It might bE mentioned that in the group discussions, it was painted 	 _;
out that direct-to--home broadcast/reception would severely damage local
^^ broadcast companies, and would eliminate local event coverage.
7.3.4	 L^,terature Survey
:_' The literature that was surveyed included the fallowing NASA^
Publications:
	 '
'^^'' Television and Education: N75-16705
^ 
^ Economics of Maritime Satellite:	 N75--13907
N75-14016
Health Care by Satellite: 	 N75-15868	 _
'^': Satellites for Electronic Mail: 	 N75-18464
N75--18465
n N75-18466
	 '$ ;	 ,r^,. J 9
i.Gt
	
-
'.{; Commercial Trends in Satellites: 	 N74-11700	 •;.^i
. -{^
Satellites for Mobile Commun^.cation and Surveillance: 	 N74-12884,
-::,
Satellite Requirements in the 1980's:	 N74-16888	 d
', N-74--14891
Europe's Next Generation of Satellites:	 N74-17682
N74-28675	 ^..:
-^ Historical Survey of Communication Satellites: 	 N74-27625	 '.
`,:
Satellite Trends:	 N74-31642
Television by Satellite:	 N74--32594	 ^	 -
Remote Telephone and TV via Satellite:	 N73-23109
Priority Basis Satellite Applications in U.S.A.:	 N73-31784	 ^
3
.^
;?.•
81- ,	
'
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TABLE 7.5
j	 POTENTIAL USES Of BROADCAST SATELLITES
Network Television Program Distribution
^	 Network Radio Program Distribution
Closed Circuit Television Distribution
Closed Circuit Radio Distribution
a	 Business Teleconferencing
Medical Teleconferencing
Community Reception of Educational Television
CATV Program Distribution
Subscription Broadcast Programming and Data Service
^	 Electronic Mail Service
I
!	 Biomedical Services
^	 Leased Private Telephone Circuits
{	 Leased Data Transmission Circuits
Leased Lora--Speed Message Services
I,Iide-Band Common Carrier facilities
High Density Data Services
Single Channel Per Carrier (SCPC} Services
tdeather Distribution Services
Individual Direct-to--Nome TV Broadcast Reception
Safety/Navigational Services
Sp ycialized Services
Emergency Services
Interaction Services
-	 sz
^_
7.3.5 Analysis of Methods
The personal intervicRa proved to he the mast effective method of
obtaining information, but telephone interviews ranked a close second.
	 '
i^iailed questionnaires were very ineffective. ^dhen cost xs considered,
	 ' ^	 '
telephone interviews were the most cost effective, followed by personal
`;
contact. The personal contacts were made only after telephone interviews
r I	 ^{
identified the. contact as a useful source of information.	 !^ ^ ^^^
.{	 .
7.4 Survey Results
	 ..{
7.4.1 User Classif^,cations	
,I
The survey revealed activity or active interest in the use of satellite 7
3'1communications an the following areas:
1. Rduc ational television, national program distribution 	 ,.9
2. Cable television, national program distribution	 '''
3. Business transactions, point-to-point telephone links for voice,
data, and facsimile	 '^'
4. Radio and television, on-the-spot events 	 `^
_:
5. Common carrier, long haul service F'1
6. Message service, mailgram and electronic mail
7. Social services, coverage of remote areas for medical service, ``	 ^
and emergency/disaster radio links	 .'
8. Transportation, wide area mobile radio and maritime service 	 =_
9. Data service companies, computer networks
10. Government, electronic funds transfer and message service
7.4.2 Types of Service
The. types of service in satellite conmunxcations system can be 	 '	 ^.<,	 1..	 ,
cls.ssified as:	 k
1. Telephone, two-way voice	 _^
2. Video, one-way, two-way single frame, television 	 e"_^
3. Radio, one-way, two-way, fixed sates, mobile 	 ^
4. Data, low-medium, ar high speed data; teletype 	 '' ^	 °!
S. Facsimile, black and white, color 	 '
7.4.3 Needs of Users	 '!
The present needs of users were found to include:
1. Smaller earth station antennas, costing under $7,OOG
2. Lower-cost earth stations, at less than $10,000 	 ^'	 ^'
3. Rooftop receiving antennas, tasting less than $1,000 3
4. Broadcast TV, radio, and common carrier to remote areas 	 - 'i
$3
wi
^. `
5. Program distribution for reception and redistribution
6. Digital data redundancy to Lower error rates
7. Television transmitter mobile vans
$. Improved reliability
The needs of future users, as deduced primarily €tom the literature survey,
will include the following:
1. Error rates approaching one part an 1012
2. Automatic exchange switching equipment in the satellites
3. Higher efficiency in the use o€ message space (time/bandwidth
_^	 occupancy
4. High resolution video, for both television and single €tame
F	 transmissions
5. Decrease in beamwidth (spatial specificity)
6. Increase in number of transponders in each satellite
7. Improved security of information
8. Wide area, reliable mobile radio
9. National personal. paging alert system
10. Extended educational television broadcast/program distribution
ll. Navigational systems
12. Data rates approaching 60 M6ps
13. Digitized television broadcast to home receivers
7.4.4 Data Obtained
At the tame of the users' survey in the first half of 1975, the
users' demand forecast was determined to be as shown in Table 7.5,
The estimate of demand versus cost far receiving antennas is
shown in Figure 7.1.
The desire for improvements in space communications technology,
in order of the number of responses from ^:sers were:
1. High resolution video
2. High quality audio
3. Vezification of message as recieved (error correction}
4. Coded cransmissians
5. Megabit per second data transmission
b. E7.'r:Jr rates below one part per million
c
.^	 ^>
t
.. ;
es ``
$4
.^	 ^
f
2,000,000
m
0
m
0
NOa0
Figure 7.1. ^stimared Demand Versus Cost for deceiving Antennas
i7. Typed copy in/typed copy out
$. Closed circuit television, from one transmitter to several
receiving points
9. Worldwide, real tune television coverage
There were only three statements expressing needs for further
demonstration, These were:
1, petermine the requirements for CATV earth stations by comparing
the picture quality at users' sets in CATV with users' sets
Cohen receiving broadcast TV. The CATV operators believe the
FCC requirements for ZO meter receiving antenna dishes to be 	 Q
unrealistically s.ringent.
2. Demonstrate that transmissions of data have an acceptably low
error rate.
3. Establish a criterion far reliability of operations, based on
users' requirements.
7,5 Projection of User Needs
The channel requirement forecasts for international, U.S. domestic,
and foreign domestic satellite communications which resulted from the
user survey are given in Section 10, "Baseline Scenarios." Forecast
quantitates of earth stations are given in Figure 7.2, and Table 7.6.
7.6 Concluding Observations
The users can be divided into three organizational. categories: {1)
profit-oriented businesses, {2} government agencies, and (3) non-profit,
public welfare agencies. They have little knocrledge of the system require-
ments of satellite communications. The first category is preoccupied with
financing, with operating costs, and with system reliability. The second
category is preoccupied with costs and efficiency of throughput. The
third category is striving to make a case for government funding of high--
cost p:.:^^ects which will benefit those who are in some sense underprivileged.
The information that graved most usable came not from the primary users,
but from technical people who were aware of the goels and ob3ectives of
the users.
If the U.S. shares orbital positions with Canada and South America,
there may be room for only about fifteen U.S. satellites at each operating
frequency. The coveted assignments at 2 to 6 GHz caill be filled quickly.
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TAELE	 7.6 '
IISERS f DEMAND ESTIMATE
Number Data Usage Circuits Earth	 Rooftop
Sources Vaice	 Video Transponders Stations	 Antexznas
^::	 Present S 2^+	 ^ 42 64	 __..
Future
5 Years 27 281	 --- 116 857	 1DD,DDD
'^	 1Q Years 3^* 3Gfi	 ---- l69 15b1	 ---
Includes literature
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Users fall into a number of categories. The Federal Reserve Clearing
1 House, Social Security, Defense Department, Postal and Western Union r,
'^' represent high-service, volume, digital data, two-way users.	 If the USPS
succeeds in its plans for electronic mail service its usage potentially
constitutes a volume of 80 million pieces of mail per day. 	 Western Union
^^	 ^ currently transmits about one million mailgrams per week with perhaps 10% ^	 -
by satellite.	 The USPS plans to huild 125 two-way earth stations. 	 Western t`
k Union presently has 5 two-way earth stations and is planning 1.5 -additional
`^
'^'
stations within six months.	 Cost of two-caay stations is about $200,000
;, each.
	
Some customers of Western Union plan to use portable two-t+ray terminals,
3°	 ^
^'
at a cost of $250,000 each, for televi.szan transmissions.
;' The Corporation for Public Broadcasting represents a second category
F^
which uses satellies for (primarily} one-way video transmissions.	 PBS _	 ,.,
will use 12-14 GHz transponders on board the Communications Technology i^^
^' Satellite (CTS), 	 Plar.:s call for 1bO receive-only earth stations with eight-
€` ^^
^'
:	 # ^
foot dishes to be built by rebr^aadcasters of PBS programs at a cost of
11
^
i'
_^ about $7,000 each.	 Four transponders in satellites would be leased for
PB5 program transmissions. 	 The Educational Television Service of the _	 _	 #
Georgia Department of Education is an example of a rebroadcaster.
a
Home Box Off_ce is another example of a one-way video user.	 The
company has leased two 4-6 GHz transponders from RCA GLOBECOM for 70 hours
a week transmissions to CATV systems anywhere in the U.S. (Until GLOBECOM
: is launched, RCA has leased five transponders on WESTAR to provide service _
to its customers, such as Home Box Office.) 	 Teleprompter Corporation, ^i	
^= ^
^f
^ ^
^' Cox Cable Corporation, and American Television and Communication Corpora-- '^`i`
:' tion are examples of receive-only CATV customers of Home Box Office.
-^ These three companies are building, or planning to build, thirty receive- a..
`.. only earth stations with 10 meter diameter dishes, at costs of 80 to 100
thousand dollars each. 	 The FCC is presently approving only the large dia-
a
:	 ;'
meter antennas for CATV reception and rebroadcast.
The reduction of costs for earth stations is a need expressed by
all users.	 Higher operating frequencies {such as the PBS transmissions)
^:
permit the use of a smaller antenna, which is sized to produce a narrow
^,^
t
3	 .'
^.
Q84^'..
^p
^. '
beam so as to reduce interference from ar to spatially adjacent satellites.
The half-power beamwidth requirement is about 0.5 degree, which is turn
specifies a dish diameter of about l00 wavelengths. Methods of reducing
	 o'
sidelabes in the region of 2.5° to 5.5° off-axis would be desirable, if
it also permits a reduced cast for the antenna.
A third category of users of satellites is represented by Muzak
	 a
Corporation, This company participated in experiments through ANIK II,
and [dESTAR (by lease with RCA). They plan to have 100,0x0 receive-only
earth stations, and would use one transponder (about 36 MHz) to transmit
o:^ly four music programs.
The frequency band 11.7-12.2 GHz has no satellite radiated flux
density limits, so the CTS satellite, which is experimental, and the
CPtL satellite, which will be commercial, may transmit downlink signals
at power levels which will permit the "rooftop" antennas required by
ouch users as Muzak.
The higher frequency transmissions suffer increasingly from rain
attenuation. At 12 GHz, heavy rain attention is about ten times the
attenuation at 5 GHz; and at 22 GH:, it is about one thousand times
the 5 GHz attenuation. For equal signal levels at the earth, the
effective radiated power of satellites operating at 5, l2 and 22 GHz
would have to be in the ratio 25, 250, and 25,000 watts. To reduce
costs of earth station receivers, th is ratio would have to be even
higher.
ti
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SECTIDN 8
TECHNOLOGY SURVi:Y
8.1 5umma^}r r of 'I'echnologY State--of--the--Art Survey
_	 The main objective of this study was to assess the potential benefits
!:	 of NASA space cort;munications technolagy. As a part of that assessment, a
survey has been m<^tde of technology currently available for application,
^ technology in the development stage, and technology in the planning stage.
This survey of the state-of-the-art of space communications technolagy has
considered the total communication system, including directly associated
^o	 ground equipment as well as the space segment. Correlations have been
established between new tec}tnology items and the forecasted needs and applica-
tions far space car^^nunicat_+.ons. Table 8.0 gives an outline of this section.
8.1.1 Survey l^iethodoiogy
A review of related technical reports and articles available in the
open literature was c:anducted by (l) reviewing literature already available
in the Engineering k.xperiment Station staff files, {2} using the technical
indices of the Georgia 'tech Library, (3) reviewing pertinent literature
supplied by NASA/Lewis, (G) monitoring related periodicals, and (5) periodi-
crilly reviewing the NASA/SCAN abstracts. The relevant articles were copied
and filed according to the technology classification structure described
below.
.
	
	
A literature review provides a broad basis of information an the
related technologies, but current state-of-the-art information is available
0
only through dir P.Ct contact with those engineers in industries and government
agencies currently working with the fast-moving space communications
`^	 technology. Accordingly, telephone interviews and visits by Georgia Tech
personnel were conducted with several cvmpanir;s and aPencies. Space
cammunicatian indu;:try facilities visited during the technology survey
include Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., Westinghouse (Baltimore), General
Electric {valley Forge, Pennsylvania), LJatkins John^^on (San Francisco),
Comsat Laboratories (Clarksburg, Maryland), Varian (San Francisco), Aerospace
Inc., TRW, Aeronutronic/ford, Lockheed Missile and Space Division, AYDYN
Energy Systems, Hughes Space and Communication Group, and Hughes Electron
^. ;r..
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TABLE 8.0	 j
TECHNOLOGY STATE-OF--THE-ART SURVEY 	
j
1
8.1 Summary of Technology State of the Art Survey
8.1.1. Survey Methodology	 °
Literature Review
Personal Intervie^^s
Technology Classification Structure (TCS)
8.1.2 Resultant Technologies of Most interest
8.2 Compilation of Technologies Encountered During the Survey ^,
8.3 Ground Station Technologies
$.3.1 User Connection
8.3.2 Modulation and Multiple Access Techniques
8.3.3 Transmitter
8.3.4 Recesver
8.3.5 Antenna	 j
8.3.b Propagation	 c^
8.4 Launch and Injection Technologies
8.4.1 Launch
8.4.2 Injection
8.5 Satellite Technologies
8.5.0 Structure
8.5.1 Station Keeping	 --
$.5.2 Attitude Control
8.5.3 Electrical Power
8.5.4 Thermal Control
8.5.5 Antenna
B.S.b Transponder	 -
^`
8.b Millimeter Communication System
$.7 Laser Coirm ►unication System
j
1	 r-•'	 ..
a
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'1 Dynamics Division.
	 Government agencies visited included Ll. S. Air Force
' SAMSp, NASA/Ames, and NASA/Goddard.
	
Tn addition to fhe visits at these
facilities, later telephone conversations were held with these "experts"
-a
-Cf
^__^
to discuss specific technologies and to solicit opinions as to parameter
^^ values far the cost-benefit analyses.
l
:.:^	 ;
-: A technology classification structure {TCS) was developed for orderlyo
handling of technical literature and interview documents.	 The TCS is as ^
shown in Table 8.1, and serves as an outline far the major portion of ^^°
''
-.
^.	 ^ this section.
	 Subsection $.2 contains a detailed listing of many sub-tech-
nnlogies and devices classified according to the structure.
8.1.2	 Resultant Technologies of Afast Interest -
< .v
A set of nine space communication technologies capable of meeting
anticipated requirements as determined by the user survey has been selecter?
^s	 ^`'^'
for evaluation by the cost-benefit methodology developed in Part I: ;.;
Low Cost Earth Station Direct Demodulation iieceiver ;,
Ian Engines ''
=^'^ RF Attitude Sensors
Advanced Solar Arrays
5
^' Adaptive Heat Pipes
Satellite Multibeam Antennaso
Satellite Solid State Power Amplifiers
Millimeter Communication Systems
Laser Communication Systems
a
o Each of these technologies will be analyzed by the screening, assessing,
and ranking methodologies in Sections 11 through 14.
',: 8.2	 Compilation of Technolo ies Encountered During the Survey ,.
Many technologies at the system, subsystem, and device levels were "3
^ researched to varying depths during the technology state-of-the-art survey. ^	 1f'.
Table 8.2 contains an itemization of many of these technologies, classified ^`
`" according to the TCS.	 The fallowing sections discuss in more detail most
of the more important technologies. v^`f
' i	 ,
8.3
	
Ground Station Technologies
8.3.1	 User Connection ;.^:
a The specific equipment and technology required for future development
t
^^
for satellite communication ground stations will depend an the functions z=_
;
;,
that the users require of the systems. 	 Specific user demands will also 3
n
impact the overall design of the ground stations, including siting and ;?	 ^
t
{'	 3
i
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TABLE 8.1
.	 ^
TECI^NOLOGY CLASSTFTCATTON STRL^CTtJRE (TCS)
^ }^	 ;^
I.	 Ground Station r
^^	 A.	 UsEx Connection ^,	 if
^ ^
B.	 Modulation Techniques ^'_t
-,^ C.	 Receiver/Transmitter ^ -^
D.	 Antenna ^^	 ^;
E.	 Propagation Media i^ ,.	 j'
i	 II.	 Launch and Injection
V	 i"r
3
+
1	 A.	 Launch
F
j
i
^^
!
B.	 Transfer Orbit
,$
4
C.	 Synchronous Orbit. (Satellite Locations) ^'
SaCell'ITI.	 ^.te 9^i'
f^
A.	 Structure ^1
1.	 Station Keeping ' 
i=
2.	 Attitude Control
^f	 l
,^	 ^'
i	 B.	 Supgnrt ;I ^^
1.	 Electric Pawer 3
j
,^
2.	 Thermal Control a.	 ;?^•
,^	 .i	
C.	 Communication Equipment ^
i^
1.	 Antenna :°^
^.,
2.	 Transponder ^{
,.^ -
^ ^	 s^^^
^^ ;- ^	 1
,1
,: r	 ^-
^f
^j
Z 3
r4j I
E ^' i
j
i
:-j
... j
G:
`:
^^
9^
r
-	 3^
''^
..	
..	 _ ..	 _..^ ^	 ^ ^_
.	 -	
.,;	 ..
,.
f. Commercial Video Interface
g, Terrestrial Link (external)
2. Techniques
a. Single Channel per Carrier/Single Customer per Transponder
b. Multiple Channel per Transponder/Multiple Customer per Transponder
(FDi^fA, TDMA)
c. Digital TV (DITEC)
d. TV fiebroadcast
e. Summing and Distribution
B. Transmitter
^^
_.
a
4^
1
il
1. Modulator
Z. Local Oscillator {Baseband, IF, and RI')
3. Nfultiplier Chain (RF local oscillator)
4. Filters (IT' Band-Limiting, Sharp Cutoff)
5. Amplifiers {Feed-Forward, T[+1T, Klystron,
Buffer)
6. Multiplexer
7. Differential Encoder
8. Oscillator (Gunn, Gunn Effect Pump)
9. Mixer {Balanced, Schottkey Diode:)
10. RF Isolator
11. RF Circulator
12. Diplexex
C. Receiver
Thermoelectrically cooled,
-^
'zi
'[;;z
-;
Demodulator
Upconverter (Ground Station Transponder)
Local Oscillator (Baseband, IF and RF)
Multiplier Chain (Rr local oscillator)
filters (Bandpass: tuned RF for demultiplexing, IF Band-Limiting)
Amplifiers [MIC Transistor Preamp, IF AGC, Parametric, Tunnel
Diode, GaAs Schottky Varactor (Paramp}^
Group Delay Equalizer
Demultiplexer
Oscillator (Gunn, Gunn Effect Pump)
riixer (Balanced, Schottkey Diode)
Fhase Canceller
Diplexer
95
1.
2.
3.
^.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
i0.
11.
12.
.._	 _...
TABLE 8.2 {Continued)
.:	 ,..
1. Parabolic Dish
2. Horn Antenna
3. Conical-Beam Antenna	 ^!
^. ^dideband Cross Polarization feeds
5. Radvme	 '
6. Multibeam Antenna (Offset Feeds, Cassagrain Antenna, Parabolic Torus)
7. Cancellation Device 	
n l8, Parabolic Cylinder
9. Planar Array
10. Linear Array
11. Switched Beam Antenna 	 .,
12. Electronically Steered Beam
13. Corrugated Feedhorn
14. Step-Track Antenna
II. Launch and Injection
A. Launch
1. Expendable Booster
2. Reusable Shuttle
3. Strap-On Motors (Delta 3914)
B. Transfer Orbit
1. Transfer Orbit Engine
^, Solar Electric
b. Liquid Propellant
2. Apogee-kack Piotor
3. Omni Antenna
4. Attitude Conrol
0
III. Satellite
A. Structure
1, Vehicle
a. Equipment
(^.) Spin Beaxing {gas, hydraulic, magnetic)
(2) Nitrite-Acrylic Copolymer retainer material
(3) Frame (sheet metal core, honeycomb panels, aluminum,
magnesium, beryllium)
b. Techniques
(^.) Spinning
(2) 3-D Stabilized
2. Station Keeping
a. Thrusters	 a
(1) Ion Engine (Cesium, Mercury)
(2) Hydrazine
(3} H2O2
b. Sensors	 ^
(1} Ground Based
(2) Satellite Based
(3) Radar Measurement Between 2 Satellites
96
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C. Communications
^^	 ^	 .x-
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^^	 ^
Electric Power
a. Generation (solar cells)
b. Storage (battery cells, battery recharging circuitry)
c. Distribution (voltage, frequency, regulation) 	 ^:^
Thermal Control
a. Heat Pipes {active, passive, variable conductance) 	 ^
b. Pumps
c. Valves	 ';	 ^E
d. Fluid Loops
e. Second Surface Mirrors
f. Phase Change Material
g. Passive Radiator
h. Heater	 ,^	 ^ ^
i. Louvers	 ^+
3. Attitude Control
a. Sensor
(l) RF Interferometer
(2) Stellar Tracking (Polaris}
{3) IR Horizon Tracker (high frequency, static, scanning)
(4} Radar Measurement Between Satellites
(5} Solar
(6) Beacon Tracker
(7) Monopulse--Antenna Auto-Track
(8) Rate Integrating Gyro
b. Actuators
{1) Momentum/Reaction ^,Thee1 [Bearings (self lubricating--
polymide, graphite, molybdenumdisulfide/antimonytrioxide,
Teflon, Tungsten Sulfide, Barium rluoride, Esters,
Fluoridated Synthetic Polyfluralaklether; Magnetic),
Double Gimbal Wheel
(2) Reaction .bets
(3} Notation Damper
(4) On--Board Processor
B. Support
1.
2.
1. Antenna
a. Equipment	 ^^	 -	 `
(1) Arrays (slot, phased)	 -	 ^ "`` a^
(2} Parabolic Reflectors 	 ^	 - ^
(3) Plano--convex Lens	 ^
(4) Antenna Material {graphite, kevlar, epoxy)
(5) 5witchable Feeds
(6) idaveguide Lens	 i'
{7) Polarization Correctors
(8) Microstrip Antenna Element ,. ,
(9) Variable Converge Antenna
(lQ) Large Reflectors	 I
^7
1 ^
t.=:.
i
:.
i
4
^
^
(6) Offset Feed^^__---- '-'
(7) Cancellation (polarization correction) j^.
_ (8) Shaped Beam
{9) MulCiple Shaped Beams }^:: -^
2.	 Transponder `
f	 a. RF Generation {thermionic, solid state, hybrid) ^`,'+	 ^ '
b. Preamp (TDA, FET parametric amplification) -
r.. Mixer (Schottky barrier, image enhancement) ^'':` '
d. Local Oscillator (bu11c-effect diodes, central. synthesizer, .,
individual Xtal controlled source) ^;
e. Post Amplifier (Transistor--FET, Bipolar, TDA) ^:! it
I 	 f. Pacaer TjdT Amplifier I`	 ' ^'
g. lsolators 4 ^
h. Circulators (latching)
i. Filters (Chebyshev, composite, invar, Lita 03)I	
j. Multiplaxer Filter Matrix +:.'
k. Switch Matrix (SSTDMA) :: ^^
1. Butler Matrix =E.;"
m. Frequency Down Converter ^'^
;	 n. Staitches (waveguide, coax) ^^	 ,`._
I	 o. On-Board Digital Processor (compression, coding, digital. .^	 ?i	 '.
idemodulation)
Laser
	
wave uide	 YAG:Nd	 CO	 iota rated)
j	 q. High Speed Photo Detector ''
r. Laser Modulators
s. Auto Track {mad/combiner, lightweight receivez) n	 ,,^
d.
^
^
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archa.tectcrral design, and will evex ► determine the classes of communication
service offered
The. initial emphasis in the development of satellite camn^^;nicatians 	 _
has been on providing the same services as, and interface connections to,
terrestrial communications networks. The concept has basically been to
replace terrestrial networks for transmissions over long distances, trans-
,	 ;	 ::
mining voice, data, teletype, and video signals as multiplexed channels 	 ! .^
:modulating a microwave carrier. Radio and television sigansl are received
I
by ground stations and delivered over local loops for rebroadcast. by local
stations. There is an emerging demand, hocrever, for both dedicated ground
stations and far .satellite broadcast service. 	 ^'
A fast-growing usage of satellite communications which bypasses local
telephone loops and radio and television rebroadcast is exemplified by
the availability Pram Home Box Office Co. of centralized programming, which	 :.
is transmitted via satellite to dedicated ground stations that feed the	 ^	 '. ;
received television signals into cable TV networks. Other potential
demands for .transmissions to dedic aced ground stations include those
.^ of educational television networks, electronic mail, electronic funds	 -f;	 ^
transfer, national law enforcement, electronic publishing, movie distri-
^,
'' bution, etc.	 Table 8.3 lists potential users of fixed, dedicated ground
<r
stations	 [1].,.:	 ^
''^ Anoth er class of potential users of dedicated ground stations include
. mobile termina/fixed terminal systems, as summarized in Table $.4 	 The
4
first entry--emergency and disaster---potentially includes a nationwide
^ personal alert system.	 The last entry--state government--might only
' j apply 'to Alaska and other states where the environment precludes terres-
trial telephone networks, ar where satellite systems are less costly.
Table 8.3 groups services wh ich interface with local loop telephone
`' networks, and which presently include baseband switching functions in
_ ground stations.
''	 ^ Tables 8. 3, 8.4 and 8.5 suggest that gruund stations can be classified
according to usage (dedicated or multiple access), service {fixed, broadcast,
or mobile), size, signal quality, and cost.	 The most intensive development
_ ,	 ^
i.,
of ground station technology has centered on the large, ^^ostly,	 two-way,
99
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^-^	 TABLE 8.^
SATELLITE COrQNNICATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND TRENDS
HIGH MESSAGE VOLTJI^H; USERS ---- DEDICATED GRQLE+iD STATIONS
Channels Required k'or Total Coverage
Voice Ground Station
Service Network Slow-Speed No, Channels/ Requirement Senrzce
Network Coverage Data Video	 Aata Rate Trends Trends
Elementary Natianal 2600 20	 2600 Rooftop Antennas Broadcast
school regional,staCe 300 KEps on Indv, schools .Satellite
Higher National 1b0 60	 1500 Rooftop Antennas Eroadcast
education regional 300 KSps on Indv. schools Satellite
Value Natianal 30 K -	 Uses grouped High Security -
transfer 50 KBps slow-speed coding, High Data
channels Rate
H ^
o°	 Securities and National 8 K -	 Uses grouped High Security for -
.	 commodities 50 KEps. slaw-speed Transactions
exchange channels
Reservations Nasienal I5 K --	 Uses grouped High Security, -	 '
and Tickets 50 KSps slow-speed High Data Rates
channels
Electronic National - -	 20 High Security, --
mail
i
4 MBps High Data Eurst Rates
Movie. National - -	 20 Could Use Elect^anic	 -
distribution 4 hSBgs Mail Service
Electronic Natianal - ,.	 1000 - -
''^	 publishing 2 KBps
RF enaironment Global -- -	 1 Very High Aata
monitoring 1 GBps Rates
National law State, national 1000 -	 I000 High Security -
enfarcement 2 KBps 600 KBps
High-speed National - -	 5/I GSps High Security -
computer 100/lOQ Maps
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SATELLITE CGMMUNICATION SYSTEMS_REQUIRErIENTS AND TRENDS
LOjd MESSAGE VOLUATE USERS ----- 1^fOBILE AND DEDICATED TERPIINALS^GRQUND STATIONS
Channels Required For Total Coverage
Voice Ground Station
Service Network Slow-speed No. Channels) Requirement Service
Network Coverage Data Video Aata Rate Trends Trends
Emergency National 1D0 - ^- gortable video Broadcast
and disaster 20D Bps Satellite
NASA space Global lD0 20 4 -
0	 operations 2DD MBps
Earth and Glob21 - - 15 High data volume 3{
ocean data 2D0 Bps
relay
Marine
cammunica- Global 2000 4 - -- -	 f
tions 2.4 KBps
^
^	 Aircraft Global,
,:	 communica- National 1D00	 _	
- -	 -
tions 2.4 iCBps
r
United Global 104-	 20	 1 Maps Higiz security
^-	 Nations
•	 State State 2D00	 20D	 3DDD Except for A'.laska,	 -
Government 2 ?caps	 50 KBps need is question-	 ;^
',^ able
e^
^`€
^' ;
'^
..	 _	 __	 ,,,.,	 ..,	 .._...._. ^. r __..	 ...	 _	 _.•	 _..	 ._	 ...	 _.	 ,.
Privacy
High security
High security
Broadcast
Satellite
Broadcast
Satellite
Satellite borne
baseband switch
Satellite borne
baseband rvitcl.,
trunk lease
Satellite borne
baseband snitch.
trunk lease
^ .^
'^ TABLE $.5
SATELLTTE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM REQUTItEAiENTS AND TRENDS
r1ULTIPLE ACCESS, SWITCHING GROUND STATI^DN NETWORK/TELEPHONE UTILITY INTERFACING
Chanaeis Required Fpr Total Coverage_
V^,ice Ground Station
Service Network Slaw-speed	 Ho. Channels / Rzquirement	 Service
Network Caverafie Data	 Video	 Data Rate Trends	 Trends
Library Nationai, 516	 --	 I20 Roe€top. Antennas	 Video
Regional 3D6 KBpa on Individual
Librar3ea
'-'	 Telecom- Nationai ..	 2SD	 - -	 -
ferencing regional
'	 Biaaedicai National, I50D 3Z5 -
regional 50 KBpa
Commercial National - 60 -
broadcast
}-^	 Public National, 30 IO -
^	 broadcast regional
Telephone National 280 K 400 1000
50 KSps 6 t^pa
$usinesa National 140 G I40 Uses video
50 KBpe ChIti20 MSpa
General National, 2D K - 130
eampueer inte:natianal 50 KBpa IO '[Rpa
General	 National	 100 K	 4D	 IIses groups of -
{	 aervites	 50 KBpa	 sloe*-speed ch
Ground vehicle	 Re canal	 800 K	 -	 -8
'!j communications
Religious
	
Natipnal	 -	 24	 -
^ 	 pragra ma
Name	 Regional	 20	 -
s^ communfcaciona
Area support	 Regional	 10,OOD	 100	 10
ne[work	 50 K	 1 spa
Trunk lease
-	 Sroadcaet
Satellites
Lower cost CAT6	 Broadcast
headend receivers 5arellites
Privacy	 Satellite borne
baseband snitch
f	
_..
,. ,.
multiple-access fixed service stations, such as the RCA SATCOM installa-
tian [6] shown in Figure 8.1, which will serve the classes of users listed
in Table 8.5, interconnecting Alaskan users and furnishing long-distance
connections to the rest of the U. S. and to Canada. The functions of
the user connections and the subsystems shotm in Figure 8.1 include:
1. Space--division, local-loop, baseband switching
Z. Baseband channel multiplexing
3. Channel concentration control
4. High speed digital modulation/demodulation (MOD>~MS)
5.	 Video amplification/equalization
6.	 Community antenna television {CATV} headend signal conditioning -
7.	 Telephone nettaork signal conditioning
8.	 Area su	 ort network
	
thin-line service:pp y^-
a.	 Television and radio reception and retransmission, and -'
b.	 Single carrier per channel. FM telephone signal reception,
transmission and distribution, }
8.3.2	 Modulation and Multiple Ac^ess Techniques }
jJhere a satellite system consists of many ground stations per satellite,
there is a potenta.al for cost reduction in transferring some of the ground s
station functions to the satellite.
	
In the thin-route system shown in Figure
8.1, as it is being developed [7] far Alaslca, a telephone call from one _
bush community to another must pass twice through the satellite transponder. ^._.^
The first pass would be from thy: caller to the switching terminal at Tallceetna,
where demand access eguipmenC taould direct the signal through an available
`i
channel, bacic through the satellite to its destination. 	 TDMA j8] or some
-^	
^
^
other multiple access design is being investigated, but it promises to be
costly to implement.
The inclusion of baseband switching capability in the satellite would `'^`+
improve ^Ilaskan thin--route service, perhaps at reduced overall system cost.
The dedicated ground stations of high-message-volume, fixed service
users as listed in Table 8.3 will generally require less baseband switching
capability, fewer channels, and fewer interface connections than the type
of system exempli;ied by Figure 8.1. 	 The needs for high security of these -
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users wil]. however require that the integrity of uncodel messages be insured.
encoding/decoding equipment far satellite communication ground stations, and
the design of secure facilities should only require adaptation of military
practice.
High speed modems are presently available, but same development of
advanced technology may be required to meet the needs of electron_c mail
transmission for very-high-speed burst transmissions. Very-high-speed
modems and Choir associated buffer storage equipments would also serve the
potential needs for global weather prediction, environmental monitoring, etc.
Two areas requiring research, development and demonstration of demand
are rooftop antennas and broadcast satellites. An economic justification
exists far developing rooftop antennas and satellite broadcast service
far educational television. - The justificiation lies in savings
that would be realized by bypassing the present programming distribution
bottleneck--the one or two-per-state ground station/tape recording centers.
A law--cost (ca. $1000) rooftop antenna ground station at each school would
perneit real time classroom display, and would permit recording fewer tapes
for program storage.
A broadcast satellite dedicated to educational television would also
enrich the choices of all viewers, if rooftop antennas for home reception
can be developed. A realistic target for an individual home antenna/down-
converter would be about $100.
The rooftop antenna ground station, with rebroadcast on a clear VHF
channel., would also afford a possible approach to a nationwide, personal,
emergency alarm system.
Table 8.6 summarizes the potential demands in satellite communications
that would require research and development of advanced technology for
. 
,p
--	 ground station components.
,^
8.3.3 Transmitter
There are two basic types of transmitters which may be used in a
?' u	 ground station: a single multicarrier wideband amplifier covering the
entire band of operation, or many smaller wideband tubes, each restricted
4,	 to the portion of the satellite band assigned to the earth tezrninal, in
r
t
,'^
n^
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:^
:^ TABLE 8.6
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
GROUND STATION COMPONENTS
^!
a
$ TECHNOLOGY
k ^ COMPONENT IMPROVEMENT AGENCY:	 COST TARGET
i
Antenna Small Size Schools, ^i3O00	 ^'
^ Homev, $100	 ^
Business $1,000	 ^_'
^ Encoder/Decoder High Speed Government
o Banks, Stock
^ Brokers, $100,000
	 `?
Reservations,
" Tickets
MODEM/Buffer Satellite Borne/ Postal Service $1,000,000/
	 i;
Hzgh Speed, High Speed $100,000
High Capacity, Computers
i,ow Error Rate ^^
^:
^ Satellite Borne Miniaturization, Message $10,000,Ofl0
Baseband Switching Remote Repair, Utility Companies €	 h
^' Matrix Losxg--Life !i
TV Receiver/ Digitized transmission Homes/telephone
,;^
.
$100/	 ;;
'f` Telephone companies $1,000,000	 `i
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a single carrier mode. The practice of using one T1dT as the final amplifier
^,n a multicarrier F'l^i system has resulted in a steady increase in .the TTdT
power requirement, which is currently at about the 12 Kid level for commer-
cial communication satellite systems. Current research includes utilizing
low power (400-watt) TWT`s multiplexed with filters to form the equivalent
of a single high potaer amplifier. The discussion in this section is limited
to using single tubes, but for the sake of comparison, Table 8.7 shows
the advantages and disadvantages of the two types of transmitters operating
at 500 ^iHz with a 40 MEiz band^,ridth.
A large number of available tube types can furnish the expected power
levels required for earth stations. however, needs from the standpoint of
transmission properties as well as power output limit the types to the travel-
ing wavetube or multiple cavity klystron. Of these two, the T1dT appears
better suited because of its bandwidth and other transmission properties
as compared to the klystron.
Growth curves of power output and efficiency for a T1dT are given in
Figures 8.2 and 8.3.	 These curves show the growth trend for high powered !
3 TSJT's of the t ype being considered for contemporary earth station design. #y
F'f^	 ^^ Future increases in efficienc 	 are ex ected thrau h more wides read a	 lica-y	 P	 8	 P	 pP
i^
Lion of the tapered Helix pitch and depressed collector operation concepts. -
^`' Characteristics of example tubes suitable for ground terminal applications
are shown in Table 8.8. 	 Mill^.meter caave sources are treated in a separate
,'
section and arE not included therein.
	 A commercial series of TWT high
power amplifiers (HPA T s) covers power levels of 100 to 700 watts in the y
a
5.925 to 6.425 GHz frequency band.
	 These HPA's have been designed for l^:	 a
^
^} uplink service in satellite communications earth stations. 	 Table 8.9
summarizes the general specifications far ground stations travelling -
^^ reavetube amplifiers. ^,	 ,,^,^-
,?
Ground station tubes have been of the 4, 6 and $ KW type and future ,.
{ tubes have design goals of 50 KW power output.
	 However, such high powers
may not be consistent with low intermodulation and high bandwidths.
.',	
w
Industry generally believes that amplifiers with higher power, greater efficiency, '^	 '^
^	 i increased instantaneous bandwidth,	 less signal distortion, reduced cooling
f requirements, and longer operating life are needed to meet performance and ^i
(^ cost objectives of new ground systems. r`i
a;
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TABLE 8.7
COAiPARISON OF SINGLE 'TUBE AND MODULAR TRANSNLLTTERS
Type of
Transmitter	 Advantages	 Disadvantages
1, Simglicity due to single tube
Z. Carrier frequency assignment
flexibility
3. 1--£or-1 spare
1. High power output per tube
2. Large high--voltage power
supplies
3. Water cooling
^. Intermodulation and cxoss-
talk
5. Inefficiency far small
stations
6. Difficulties of remote
contxal
1, Restrictions on carrier
frequency assignment with
wideband transponders
2. Complex multiplexer and
.switching circuitry
Modular Type	 ].. L,ower power tube
Transmitter	 2. Station size flexibility
3. No intermodulation or
crosstalk
4. Air cooling
5. Lower standby investment
6. nigh reliability dt^e to low-
power air cooled tube and
low voltage power supplies
^.
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TABLE S.S
TYPICAL POSJER-FREQUENCY--GAIN CHARACTERISTICS
OF GROUND STATION TUBES/TRANSMITTERS
POC,^ER FREQUENCY GAIN BANAWIDTH GROUP DELAY
WATTS GHZ dB MHz
650 b 75 500 .lms/MHz
lzoa 14 37 s5 .04ms /MHz
650 b 40 500 .lms /MHz
20 6 44 -- --
5 S 40 -- -
TABLE $.9
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
FOR GROUNA-STATION TWTA
Frequency: 5.925-6.425 GHz
Power output: 100 W, +49.3
{dBm min at 400 [a, +55 , 5
output flange) b00 W,5725
Tao w,.+57.s
Bandwidth: 500 MHz
Po
 settability: Within + 0.2 dB
Gain at zated output: 75 dB min
Gain stability: +0.25 dB/24 hr
Gain variation: +l dB max over
500Hz Band
Gain slope: +0.04 dB/MHz
over any 36-MHz
Tzansponder
Band
110
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$.3.4 Receiver
The ground station receiver is one of the mare critical components
in the ground segment from a state-of--the-art point of view. It is the
receiver which must be sensitive to the relatively weak signal provided
by the antenna and amplify the signal with minimum noise introduction.
';	 Paramps, GaAS FET's and image-enhanced mixers are suitable for the small
ground station receivers ^9]. Cooled paramps are being used in many large
ground stations ^ 1Q^• Table 5.10 is a list of the low noise receivers taken
from a Stanfaxd [9Z report updated with information from current literature [10].
Paramps are cooled thermoelectrically ox cryogenically. The minimum
p	 noise temperature obtainable with these methods is 35°K and 15°K respectively.
FET low noise receivers are used in many small earth stations operating
in the 4-6 GHz range and used for television reception ar law capacity
voice. Image-enhanced mixers are under development ^ g ^ and should provide
performance similar to the GaAs FET receivers.
Microwave television receivers have been transformed fram specialized
equipment to relatively common equipment for small ground terminals. Table
-	 $.l1 taken from the Stanford report ^4! gives desirable video receiver
performance parameters. Direct demodulation techniques have been recently
introduced for use as video receivers. Hewlett-Packard and Hughes have
b uilt direct demodulation video receivers. 'The Hughes version is an
advanced technique and illustrated in figure 8.4 [10^.
$.3.5 Earth Station Antenna
^
	
	
Antennas for microwave communications have been in use ror many years.
Recently, high capacity satellite communications have been introduced
placing a new requirement on the microwave communications industry including
the ground station antenna manufacturers. The antenna industry has found
it necessary to produce a variety of products to meet the needs of various
users.
• Using communication techniques such as single channel per carrier
(SCPC) or broadcast satellites, the need for small earth terminals has
increased. A sma11 remotely located terminal could provide several duplex
`	 voice circuits and/or television reception for small communities assuming
a synchronous satellites) providing SCPC and/vr broadcast services is
111
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^^ TABLR 5.10
^^	 Important Technical Features o^ Low-Noise Rece^.vers
€
}
^'	 ^`,i.	 `a
1 j
';
Available Frequency
;i	 ^^
^!
Range {GHz) 2-14 2-36 12 ^`^
_	
'°^
Ava^.lable Noise
Temperature (°K) 190-500 15-175 275-300
Circuit Complexity Medium High Low-Medium ^9
4
Prime Power
9
s
Requ^.red (watts) 5 50-250 0 ^	 ^^
^
,.
^	 .^
i
Degradation of r;	 0
Noise Temperature 50°K 5°K 2S °K ^.
at SO° C _	 r;	 i
y	 ':: ^
5
i
I
^'	
^.
1
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TABLE 8.1^
Video Receiver Performance Parameters
3
^, A
i
i^
^,
E^ ,I
Jl'	
I
ii
'^
t „^
3
t
a
f ^
3
i
^ r;
s:.;! y
Number of Selectable Channels Any one of five, selectable over
the entire 5Q0 MHz allocation
Channel
	
Bandtridth 30 MHz
Intermediate Frequency 70 or i2D NSHz
Input Power Range -70 dBm tq 	 -50 dBm (preamp assumed)
Dynamic 1• hreshold Less than 11	 d6
Peak-to-peak Videa Signal
to rms weighted noise ratio
4-6 dB for Ii	 dB carrier-to-noise
ratio,	 input, rrinimum
Signal-to-hur^ ratio 50 d6 for peak-to-peak signal	 to
rms noise and	 hum i n a 1	 kH^	 1 o^^r-
pass baseband bandwidth
Differential	 Qain &Phase Less than 8°^ and 5 degrees, rf to
baseband, with emphasis
►lideo Frequency Response ^ 0.5 dB from 3Q Hz to 4.2 MHz
Video Output Level i	 to 1.3 Volts peak-ta-peak
Video De-Emphasis CCIR recommendation 4a5-1 	 far 525
line system
r^^umber of Audlo Channels 2 per video
Audio	 signal-to--noise ratio 45 da for 11	 dS carrier-to-noise
ratio input, minimum
Audio Frequency Response lO Hz to 10 khz ^ 3 d6
Audio Output Level -^ 8 d8m	 2 dB	 into 6OO S2 balanced
r!
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Direct Demodulation Video Receiver
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properly positioned in longitude.
	
Antennas from one meter to several ''
i'
meters in diameter have been used for this purpose. 	 For example, the AT5-6/
,, Rocicy Mountain Experiment employed 15Q, 10-ft. d= ametex ^rarabolic reflectax
`'^antennas to receive television programming at 2.54 GHz ^1.0^	 Antennas as
small as 0.6 meter have been built. 	 These small antennas present a beam-
,^ width problem at microwave frequencies. 	 L+Side beamtaidth antennas are '
: z more likely to receive interfering signals from adjacent satell^.tes. j	 _.^^.
` Table $.12 gives a list of small and medium earth station antennas which
3
^^	 ^ have
	
been built. +
3 Medium-sized eaxkh station antennas have been manufactured far bath
:^
transmit/receive and receive only functions. 	 These antennas have narrower
,} ^
,^ beamwidths but axe subject to interference from adjacent satellites through
sadelobe reception. 	 Methods of amprovang sidelobe performance include -_
`^,
;,'
removing obstructions from the aperture and using corrugated horns [11].
_
A pxame--focus feed using no support structure to block the aperture has '
:^ been used in a 10-meter CATV receive-only antenna [10].
:^^ Large earth station antennas up to 30 meters in diameter are employed ^	 ^
}^ in the Intelsat	 network.
	
Medium and laxge antennas must have tracking -
i^
_,
_^ capabilities due to their narrow beamwidths.	 An alternative to tracking
^^`` by repositioning the dish is to steer the beam with movable feed horns.
^^
Movable feed barns are used in the parabolic torus antenna built by COMSAT [11]. ^'
^^ This antenna is fixed, and all beam relocation and tracking is accomplished
^^'(f^ by mechanically moving the feed horns.
t= In addition to movable feed horns, another des9.rab le feature of the
^	 ^ Large earth station antenna is multiple scaitched beams which have two
°^ t	
/.
°' advantages.	 The €first allows the antes ►na to access more than one satellite '-	 ^;	 `t
F
at a time which will be necessary in a highly flexible communications net- }
'
^..6
work.	 The second advantage will be improved network reliability accomplished
:^
^^ by quickly switching beams from a satellite which is not totally operational -_
to one that is.
^^ ,
^	 4 8.3.6	 ^'ropagation Media -'
^j
3'.
Propagation media of concern in satellite communications consists ^'''
;^ of the few hundred miles of Earth's atmosphere and the few Chousand males
1
-
k
of space between earth stations and the satellites in synchronous orbit.
-
i
-	 I
1lS
F=	 9
`	 ^'^
.,, A
T
- -	 ___< -^
FREQUENCY GAIN BEAMWIDTH '.	 ^	 y',
DTAMETL^R (GHz) (dB) (degrees) REMARKS
^, 1	 _	 ,:,.
E
.6 m 11.7-1.2.2 34.9 2.77 ^
Z m 11.7-12.2 39.6 1.5 ''	 ^ ^	 ;,:, a
1.6 m 11.7--12.2 43.9 .96 ° ^;
IO m 4 50.2 .56 CATV receiver
l6 ft 12 52.5 CTS ,^.
ib ft 14 53.8 CTS ^	 ° _	 '*^"
l-l.5 m 6 emergency transmitter `'
4.5 m 3,7--4.2 43.7 TV receiver
'i,	
^
€	 10 ft horn 3.7-4.2 43.7 TV receiver
(	 4	 ft music program receiver '`	 v
30 ft 2 offset Cassegrainian feeds }
f32x55
`
ft torus 3.9 50 .53 3 movable feeds ^. ';
^
32x55 ft torus 6.9 54 .34 3 movable feeds
30 m 4-6 Intelsat standard earth
station ^
;^	 ^<.
f
1`
,a
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^^	 This media affects space communications in five ways:
^{	 (a) Free space loss is simply loss due to the radiated beam divergence. 	 -	 {
-	 ;^
^:;	 Free space loss is characteristic of the media and cannot be overcome,
(b) Atmospheric attenuation is caused by energy absorption and scat-
tering by atmospheric molecules. Atmospheric attenuation is a function
of frequency and in general is a greater problem at higher frequencies.
Certain atmospheric molecules (oxygen, for example) resonate at specific
frequencies. The radiant energy at the resonant frequency is converted
to kinetic energy of the molecules resulting in considerable absorption
for the specific frequencies.
(c} Rain attenuation is one of the major problems which occurs
I}uring the heaviest periods of rain. Communication outage is practically
unavoidable. l^iost systems today are designed with a margin to allow for
rain attenuation, but the obtainable margins dv not allow for service in
the worst• conditions. Rain losses are generally localized and can be over-
come by use of space diversity or transmit power variation [12^. Space
diversity is implemented by providing tcro ar more receivers separated by
several miles. The strongest signal from the several receivers is used
Eor commun ications purposes. Transmit power may be increased during periods
of high attenuation. Far example, if site A is receiving via satellite from
sites B and C and transmitting via satellite to site D, then during a period
of rain at site A, B and C wi11 increase the power to signals whose destina-
tion is A and A will increase its transmit power for signals whose destination
is D.
d
	
	 (d} raise power exists in the propagation media and is received by
the earth station. ^ioise degrades the received signal and needs to be
reduced as much as possible. Thermal noise is ^^ower radiated by electrons
8
vibrating at random and is a function of temperature and bandwidth.
N = KBT
;;	 where N is the received noise power, K is Boltzmann's constant, ii is the
E'
^	 receiver bandwidth, and T is the absolute temperature which the antenna "sees."
^i
^^_'.	 Energy radiated from other communcation equipment may also be received as
`` ^	 noise and is the only controllable noise source in the media. Various FCC
regulations and international agreements are designed to regulate this
4
noise source.
0(e) Depolarization of signals is caused by phase and amplitude distor-
tion occurring in the atmosphere ^.^)• Equipment designed, to receive polarized
signals is used in satellite systems to increase communication capacity
through frequency reuse. +Then the signal is partially depolarized two
things occur: (a) received signal power is reduced, and (b) noise is
increased in adjacent receivers which are designed to receive signals
with other polarizations.
8.4 Launch and Injection Technologies
$.4.1 Launch
Communications satellites la^;^ached in the past few years were placed
in orbit by Atlas or Delta vehicles, The sequence of events to put a
satellite into synchronous orbit using these two vehicles is (a) place
the satellite into a low earth orbit inclined with respect to the equator,
(b) transfer the satellite from a low earth orbit to an elliptical orbit
with apogee near 3b000 km, and (c) provide thrust at apogee of the transfer
orbit to circularize the orbit and bring the orbit plane to near 0° inclina-
tion with the equator ^.3]. The Atlas and Delta vehicles each have three
motorized stages. ^..a stage is used for each of the three steps in the
above sequence. A successful mission requires successful operation of
all three stages. Each stage has a probability of failure and, therefore,
a probability of success. The product of each of the three success proba-
bilities gives the overall probability of mission success. Table 8.13
gives these probabilities based on data gathered between 19b2 and 1970
I14]• The Titan III-C is included in Table 8.13. It is not a staged
vehicle and could be used for direct injection into synchronous orbit
with a higher reliability than a staged vehicle. The three vehicles in
Table 8.13 have been improved over the years. The payload capabilities
of the vehicles have increased at the rate of approximately 30% per year
I14]. These increases are shown in the plot of T'igurP B.S.
8.4.2 Synchronous ^Jrbit
Satellite spacing in synchoronous orbit is a major factor in deter-
mining the total capabilities of satellite communications. As stated
in previous paragraphs, interfering signals may be received from satellites
adjacent to the satellite of interest through antenna sidelobe reception
or in the case of wide beamwidth antennas reception through the primary
i
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LAilNCH VEHICLE' FAhtIL1ES FOR 1452- 70
SECOND 1'IkS'L' SiAU^;	 (s} SECONI]
OR FINAL
STAGE ATLAS ATLAS D
AZFAS THOR
S1A`GE
OVERALL ^
II „ IIT B 1Ii-C
^^. a 1.0 ^' 0.89 1.0 - - 1.001 0.93
ngena B 0.82= 1.00 ^- 0 .45 1.001 0.89
n^;ena n 0.85 U.87 0.92 U.45 0. 9J
Centaur 0.74 0.74
Able Star ^ 0.73'
^7elta 0.42 0.92
A11air * 0.831
Burner LI 0.00 1.00 +7. a1
First
Stage
overall +
0.83 0.90 1.0U
^
0.90 0.92 0.94 0.93
0.8^	 0.91
'^Not i.n use in 1959-70
+These overalls are the row or column sums and represent the combined upper/lower stage performance.
•^: :^._ ,	 .
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'i': half power beam and sidelobes.	 The same situation exists for satellites
,; receiving interfering signals from ground stations other than the one of
^;`;^ interest.	 Re ulator	 a encies have	 pg	 y	 g	 put sidelobe	 erformance restrictions
l`
^^
on ground station antennas and are considering beamtaidth restrictions as
well.	 An analytic methodology has been developed by Reinhart[15] for
-3':	
o determining orbit spacing requirements given satellite and earth station ^	 -.
# ^:
i! configurations. 	 The FCC has considerer3 minimum orbit spacing of 3°-^°
far current satellite configurations [16].
}
:-	 o _
- _ The requirements for minimum orbit spacing wi11 Lead to competition -'
^^^ between countries for orbit real estate.
	
For example, the orbit arc allowing
i
a access to Canada is part of the orbit arc which allows access to the conti-
^iji nental U.S . , Mexico or Central America ^.5] , to name a few. 	 For this ° _	 ^ `
!f example Canada will be forced to enter into an agreement with these other
f;' countries to minimize interference cahen the orbit arc becomes highly used -	 ^!r'
^` in the future.
^ 8.5	 Satellite Technologi es
k Technologies assoc:i.ated with the communication satellite have been
^'.
^	 4
,;
x,. subdivided into six areas:	 station keeping, attitude control, electrical
'^;
power,	 thermal control, antenna, and transponder.	 Technologies under these `-.j
categories are discussed in this Subsection. 	 Millimeter and laser communi- _
-
"	 ^.
cation technologies are di.scusse.d separately in Subsections 8.6 and 8. 7,
^ ^^
- ^,;^^ respectively.
k $.5.0	 Spacecraft Structure
..
` Satellite structure considerations are primarily spin versus non-spin 0.;;
^
^
1 ^ __
`^ configurations and material selections. 	 Until the launch of the RGA SATCOb1
= in late 1975, all commercial communication satellites were spinners. 	 The
j^ RCA satellite utilizes three-axis body stabilization. 	 Pr^.mary features of w	 '^^
spinning communication satellites include (l) simplified stabilization, -
r
- (2) a despun
	
antenna farm, and (3) a cylindrical spinning body whose
surface is covered ^,rith solar cells. 	 Edith the trend of increasing power ^
E'
requirements and increasingly complex antenna systet*^s, the spinning confi-
^:: guration offers less advantage because only 30% of its solar ce]_ls are
t
^"
effectively illuminated simultaneously and because the increasing mass of
-
the despun antenna package reduces	 the inherent stability of the gyro- -
stat configuration. 	 Also, difficulties encountered with the spin bearings
^<
^r
t
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which have resulted in fractional de free misalignment of the antenna
system tend to increase with increasing satellite size. Three--axis body
stabilized satellites offer the advantages of improved solar cell effi--
ciency and the absence of spin axis bearings, but do increase the require--
menu of the thermal control system since the nonspinning satellite is
not uniformly illuminated by solar energy. Attitude control systems for
three-axis stabilized satellites have long been employed for noncommunica--
tion satellites, and application of the sensor and actuator technology
should present no particular difficulties.
Current developments in materials fax communication satellite structures
include sheet metal core and lightweight honeycomb equipment panels, with
extensive use of aluminum, magnesium, and beryllium an the RCA SATCOM.
Satellite antenna reflector material for the current state of the art
is Kevlar. Other weight-saving materials used within the satellite in-
clude graphite-fiber epoxy composite filters in the multiplexers replac-
ing the conventional invar filters.
8.5.1 Station Keeping
The gravitational forces of the moan and sun, as well. as the gradient
of the earth's gravitational field, perturb the orbits of geosynchronous
communications satellites. Satellite station keeping systems are required
to ovexcome these distrubance forces. 24otion of the satellite {as seen
from the ground} increases the complexity of the earth station antenna
systems and increase the interference between satellite systems. The
current technology for these station keeping thrusters is a chemical
reaction engine utilizing hydrazine as the propellant and having a low
specific impulse (approximately 220). In the near future, these hydrazine
thrusters will be replaced by Cesium or Mercury Ion engines with signifi-
cantly higher specific impulse (approximately 2000).
The specific impulse of an engine is proportional to its thrust
and inversely proportional to the rate at which it consumes propellant.
Titus the propellan€: r^.quired to prov • .de a specified thrust for a given
length of time is inversely proportional t p the specific impulse of the
thruster. The mass budget which must be allocated for a station keeping
system with current hydrazine technology is significantly greater than
that which would be expected with the use of ion engines. A recent
Hughes Aircraft Company study has concluded that the weight savings
r
r
c
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.introduced by the use of ion engines is approximately 165 pounds far a
small spinner communications satellite and approximately 195 pounds for
u
a larger 3-axis stabilized satellite. These weight savings are after
allocation has been made for additional electric power requirements.
Station Keeping requires (1) a measure of the error in satellite
location in orbit, (2) a method of algorithm for determining the required
thrust direction, magnitude and duration required to correct the station
keeping error, and (3) a set of thrusxers to accomplish the corrective
c
manuever. Station keeping error is normally measuxed by a earth tracking
station. Earth-based tracking, telemetry and command (TTC) systems are
a	 utilized with Intelsat, WESTAR, etc. Autonomous station keeping; measuxe-
ment systems are used an the experimental LES 8/9 satellites. Typical
station keeping thruster requirements necessitate a minimum average thrust
of about 1 millipound. Recent ion engine activities include an experi-
mental system on khe ATS--F satellite where a failuxe of the cesium feed
system during the second attempted firing of the 1 millipound, l50 watt
ion engine occurred. The planned ion engine experiment on the Communica-
tivn Technology Satellite (CTS) was removed because of weight limitations.
In recent studies, Hughes Aircraft Company has performed tradeoff and
analyses of five, eight, and twelve centimeter ion engines versus hydra-
tine thrusters. Gomsat has proposed the use of higher thrust ion engines
used in conjunction with nickel-hydrogen batteries for higher electrical
efficiency and longer wear-out lifetimes. Specifications for the inn engine
system of the ATS-F experiment are given i.n Table 8.14. Requirements for 	 ^':,
thrusting to correct north--south orbital pextuxbations are significantly 	 `°}
greater than those for east-west perturbations. Figure 8.6 shows a plot
i
of the available payload as a function of spacecraft weight at the beginn- 	 `:
ing of the syndronous orbit for system utilizing hydrazine and for systems 	 :: ^
utilizing ion engines for north-south station keeping. Projected lifetime 	 =^
for current design ion engines is 21,Q04 hours, or a 7-year lifetime. A 	 ^'^
typical station keeping accuracy for such a system is 0.1°. The primary 	 '.
limitation on the technology for ion engines seems to be the power supply 	 ^` ^
fox the ion engine. This supply requires a number of different high voltage
outputs. An area that should be addressed in ion engine studies would be
that of locating the boundary of the plume from the ion engine. Angles
of from 50° to as high at 90° have been used as estimates for this boundary.
ti
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TABLE $. l4
b f
_	
Ian Engine System Specifications for ATS-F
;)
3
System specifications for each of the two ion thruster systems are:
^^
thrust	 0,004N
j	 thrust vectoring	 ^3o in X and Y
specific impulse	 2500 s
total impulse	 70,000 N-S	 III
'I
j	 input Bower	 150 W	 ^^',
j	 system mass
	
15 kg (35 1b)	 " ^^^	 ^^^^
x
^	 propellant capacity 4400 h at 0.004 N
_	
^command channels	 13	 ,. d
a
telemetry channels 	 12	 i
ja
r	
fr 1
-	 ^	 ^"'
^'
r A
1
I 	 t
^ ^^^^''f
Table 8.15 describes the characteristics of several types of electric
i
j thrusters.	 ^
a	 A sa.de benefit to be gained by implementation of ion engines f°r 	 ^'^
station keeping a.s that of control of space charging of the satellite structure. 	 1
k,	 3
In previous syncrhonous satellites a large voltage build-up has occurred,	 o	 _
with discharges damaging electronics and upsetting 1ogi.c devices. Ion engines
have been used on ATS-5 and ATS-6 to safely discharge the spacecraft.
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TABLE 3.15
ELECTRIC THRUSTER CHARACTERISTICS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Fuel Tankage & feed Power
weight weight plus Specific Power penaltyd Total kg
Thruster Isp electrical system thrust requiredc weight
system	 ^ {sec) (kg) weight (kg) (w/m-N) (w) (tcg) 2 + 3 -^- b
Uecamposed a
1^2H4 ar NA3 a 250 131 13.5 + 0 ---- 20a 1 145
Ion Engine 2100 15.7 4.b + 9.2 30 133 6 35.5
Colloid
Engine 1300 25.2 4.5 -^- 9.1 18 $0 3.7 42.5
Pulsed
Plasma
Thxustex 800h 41 2.5 -F 16 40 176 8 b7.5
aI'or iVH 3 system only
bAt 50 joule/discharge.
cAt =^s . ', 3 x 10
-3
 N Thrust .
—^i
„ _
€;	 _
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''	 8.5.2 Attitude Controlis
`f`	 The attitude control system of a spinning communication satellite
^^
`'	 maintains correct orientation of the satellite spin axis, and the attitude;,
I{ control system a£ a three-axis stabilized communication satellite maintains}:
';	 the desired orientation of all three body axes of the satellite. Control
,;
!'	 of satellite orientation is required in order tv point the satellite
^'	 z	 _
antennas at the desired rega.on of the earth's surface. for a three-axis
"°	 control satellite, the attitude control also keeps the solar cell array
^	 r
^" u	 directed toward the sun.
.	 '•	 Attitude control systems are composed of (l} attitude sensors, (2)	 }
;;
an implemented control law, and (3) the actuators. With current technology 	 _
^'R	 the angular accuracy of the attitude control system is limited by the
^'	 accuracy of the attitude sensors. These attitude sensors may be either
^;
(1) infrared earth horizon sensors, (2) star or sun sensors (3) inertial 	 _
`.	 reference systems, nr (^) Rf' earth beacon trackers. Infrared horizon	 `^
sensors are mast frequently used and offer attitude control systems
caith O.l degree accuracy in pitch and in ro11, and 0.3 degrees in yaw.
F^arthex improvements in the accuracy of these infrared sensors is hampered 	 _
by the nanspherical nature of the earth's infrared horizon. 	 A,'
With a trend toward smaller beamwidth antennas, future attitude 	
^.
''	 control systems cai11 be required to control larger, mere flexible space-,..
:, craft with. even mnre stringent attitude-pointing requirements. estimates
of antenna beamwidths of 0.5 degrees and attitude control requirements
of 0.05 degrees in 1985 have been made. While RF attitude sensors such 	 '.
^;
	
	
as interferometers or monopulse trackers can be used to track a sped-;.
fically designed and located beacon signal. from the earth's surface, they 	 '"
can also be used tc track directly the transmitted communication signal 	
,#/r.,.'
"p	
from the earth station. These so-called autotrack systems result in direct
control aver the pointing of the antenna itself and therefore are not subject 	 `?":
_: ;i
to the error introduced by thermal distortion of the satellite structure 	 ^`-`'^
nox`ma1l;• ;:ncountered between the antenna and the sensor location.	 ^
RF attitude sensors apparenriy are currently flying on military
	
	 -`.
-a:.
satellites. Their performance figures are said to be goad, but advances	 s
a	 need to be made in reduction of size, power requirement, weight, and cost	 ^" '
far these sensors to be competitive for application can commercial cammuni- 	 ''
^^=
cation satellites. 	 ^
`I `	 7
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The primary disturbance torques acting on a geosynchrvnous communica-
tions satellite are due to solar pressure and to misaligned station keeping
thrusters. The disturbance torque associated with the misaligned thrusters
^:
is less for ion engine thrusters than for hydrozene thrusters because of
the lower thrust level. Actuators available for attitude control include
thrusters, momentum wheels, control moment gyros, and magnetic torquers. 	
^^^
The trends in requirements for attitude control are towards increasingly
tighter pointing requirements associated with antenna spot beam requirements,
and larger, more flexible solar panel arrays and antennas leading to
	 ,-
flexible spacecraft. This latter trend may necessitate the use of distri-
buted control systems an future satellites. The current accuracy state
of the art far satellite attitude control systems is approximately 1/10°
in the pitch and roll axis, and 2/l0° in the yaw axis. Improvements in
attitude control tolerances must Conte from improvemexsts in the sensors
themselves. Tdith horizon sensors, one may need to resort tv processing,
such as Kalman filtering, to improve the sensor accuracy. The use of RF
sensors tracking the communication uplink signal in a manner analogous to
a monapulse radar tracker offers an opportunity to reduce the thermal distor-
P
tzan point^.ng errors associated with separately located sensors and commune.-- 	 ;:
j
cation antennas. Table $.lb contains some of the key features of present
technology attitude control systems appropriate for a 24-transponder 	 ^?
4_
domestic satellite weighing about 1000 pounds. 'Table 8.17 shows the
attitude control system performance of the ATS-6 experimental satellite.
It is expected that the 1985-era satellites using 0.5 degree antenna
beams wi11 require painting accuracies of 0.05° in pitch and roll, and 	 1.
	
_	 ^-
0.01° in yaw.
A recent ATS-b interferometer experiment ^17]utilized an 18.5 pound,
15.5 watt, spacecraft interferometer system. As an attitude sensor, the
f
interferometer demonstrated an ability to provide stabilization to better
than 0.004° for 43 minutes and a projected long-term stability to the 	 ^`;
order of 0.01°. Momentum wheels used in the attitude control of ATS-F	 v ^,
and similar experimental spacecraft operate at levels of i to 2 Newton 	 ;.!
meter. seconds of stored angular momentum. The wheels rotate at approximately
^.k.:
-
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TABLE 8.I6
ATTITUDE CONTROL PARAMETERS
?` Pointing accuracy, 0.1 deg in pitch and roll
^! 0.3 deg in yaw `t	 '
4 tdei$ht, on the order of 37 lb ,^
Expected operating life, i0 years
^ Reliability, 0.97 for 7-year life
^-
r:
F'
Power, 30 watts I^
L'	
Ci
t
f
+,
_	
f
TABLE 8.17
'^
ATS-6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SXSTEht PERFORMANCE -:-	 ^^
-
Axes Control. node Accuracy
^	 9
Stability
Pitch/Roll Using EarCh Sensors or Interferometer 0.5 deg .O1 deg	 -
<^ Pitch/Roll "Low Jitter" Mode, with E.S. or •-.1	 deg .OUS deg	 '
Interferometer
Pitch/Roll using C--Band rionopulse (Direct - .005	 deg	 '_}a
pointing only, na "offset" capability)
i.
f:
^.
^ Xaw Using Polaris Sensor .1 deg -	 E
-	 r ___,,,__^.
^}	 e -
v
^-
Z
't	 .
r
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I,DDD RPM. An appropriate research area for momentum wheel and control
moment gyro actuators is the wheel highspeed bearing technology. Magnetic
bearings are presently in the transition stage from being a laboratory
curiousity to being an item of practical use [18^.• Highspeed bearing
research programs must consider such areas as causes of oil degletian,
retainer stability, alignment, thermal distortion, contamination, vibra-
tion, and metal flaws. Previous research L l9 ain hearing retainer material
has zncluded Nitrite-acrylic copolymer material. Tests of ii^s physical
properties have shown it to be suitable as a ball bearing retainer.
One of the biggest error sources in the infrared horizon sensor
(horizon radiant noise) is being reduced by moving to a higher frequency
sensor--about 14 to lb microns in the CO 2 band. The yaw accuracy of attitude
sensors can he improved by using a sun sensor with the horizon sensors.
A typical sun sensor accuracy is only about 2 arc-minutes. Alternately,
the use of a biased momentum wheel gives a natural yaw control to alignment
of the wheel momentum vector with the normal to the orbital plane. Typical
solar torques are on the order of one millifaot pound in magnitude. There
is a need for xate gyro development resulting on lower drift rates. The
drift specifications on laser gyros are now about D.D1S° per hour. Future
systems may use a gyro for short-term sensing, and an averaged ar Kalman
filtered earth sensor for long-term control. Measurement experiments
rel ated to this have been performed with idESTAR. Another sensor approach
is the use of a large number of inexpensive sensors.
The first Intelsat 4 spinbearing system went into a 90 Hz oscillation
resulting in a D.3° antenna pointing error. Increasing the amount of oil
to the bearing for increased life had resulted in a thicker oil film at
the bearing which apparently induced slow oscillations in the bearing
disturbance torque. Two primary goals in bearing development are (1}
to end the wearout mode of failure and (2) to operate at higher speeds,
such as 2a,DDa to 5o,D0D RPM. Early experiments with magnetic bearings 	 ''
have shown that the magnetic losses themselves are surprisingly high. 	 °	 ?
An overall geocentric pointing accuracy a€ a.d32° of arc has been 	 ^
claimed for the new generation of static infrared earth sensors derived
from those on the symphony satellite. 	 ^	 ;",:^
1
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Figure
	
8.7 `
	shows a block diagram for a single channel monopulse tracker
	 '
'.j applicable to spacecraft antenna autotraclt systems.
;^
^ 8.5.3
	
Electric Power System
'`
'r
Spacecraft electrical power systems consist of subsystems for energy
`:.,^!: generation, storage, and distribution. 	 The electric power may be generated
F.
-'-
by solar cell arrays or by nuclear reactors.
	
Although energy can be stored
^
"
_
in flyurheel devices, it is commonly stored in batteries such as the NiCd, or the
^^
^:
more recent	 Nil^i	 batteries.
	
The electrical distribution system can be AC	 t
Zo
or DC at high ar lC+w voltage levels, and regulation may be performed at a
}'
:` central location or individually at the loads. 	 -
?^^ Previous studies have indicated that nuclear generation of electric
f,	 .
^. power is competitive only if the power requirements of the satellite exceed
El -	 '!
l0 KW.	 Communication satellites currently in orbit nominally requirti^ about
y'r, 1 KW and utilize arrays of conventional solar cells. 	 Spinner satellites
using the drum surface for mounting of the solar cell have only about a
30% effective area towards the sun. Body stabilized satellites caith roll-out 	 `^
ar fold--out solar	 panels can have essentially a 1001% effective area arrays. 	 ;:
The arrays should be of lightweight and minimum thermal distortion material
and low resistance interconnections between solar cells are required. Conven-
tional solar cells are about 10% efficient in the conversion of solar energy
to electric energy. Recently developed advanced solar cells called tra
violet cell and the black cell have efficiencies of 30% and 50%, respectively.
Cadmium sulfide solar cells are structurally flexible but have a lower effi-
- ciency than Che standard silicon cells. 	 Antiradiation coatings are required
^ for each type of solar cell.	 The tcao classes of advanced solar cells described
above are still not commercially available on a production basis.
_^ Current technology solar arrays produce about 15 watts of power per
pound of array.	 Array pointing mechanisms are required far maximum efficiency
'' operation, and power slip range using technology such as liquid metals are
required far transmission of the power from the arrays to the satellite
distribution system.	 Minimization of solar pressure torques is an important
consideratirn in the design of a solar cell array.
The current standard of the industry, the NiCd battery, is relatively
heavy and has limited chargefdischarge cycling characteristics. 	 Research
;
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^^	 in the early 1970's in electric energy storage devices centered on H2O2
E	
fuel cells. The recent advances of the NiH2 battery has same of the
:^,",-	 advantages of the fuel cell. This new battery is lighter than the NiCd
•^':	 by a factor of 2 or 3, and has a larger number of allowable charge/discharge
^;
cycles. However, it does require more volume than the NiCd battery. The
NiH2
 battery produces no change in its avatar level as i r: is bE^ing charged;
I^'
^.I`	 this allows more flexibility ii the chargingldischarging cycle. The NiH2
;:
battery is scheduled to fly on an NTS-2 satellite in the fall of 197b. 	 t
. 
^	 tr	 ,
t'	 The cos y
 for an electric power system for a typical communication satellite,
-	 ^;
,,L ^.nclu3ing the battery, is around $2 million for a 1 LCW power system.
	
p	 The solar cell radiation damage experiment (SCRDE) of the ATS-6 satellite
' '^	 has been transmitting data on 16 different solar cell/cover glass configura-
-k
tians in orbit. The experiment is designed to study the effect of the
synchronous orbit environment on selected solar cells and cover glass
`^	 parametf:rs, such as solar cell. thickness and base resistivity, cover
is glass th ickness variation, neta cover adhesive processes and matarials
such as the 794D and 7D7D integral covers and the fluorinated ethylene
propylene (FEP) covers, the Comsat violet cell, and backside irradiation
effects 1 2D ^• A11 cells performed caell through the 325 days in orbit,
except the FEP-cover cells which appeared to have increased their rate
of degradation during the fai.rst eclipse season. Table S.iB describes
the AT5-6 solar cell flight experiment configurations. Figure 8.8 shows
the ;^,aximum power obtained from each configuration as a function oC the
-	 number of days in orbit. The relative cost of solar cells as function of
	
^	 cell thickness for different time frames is given in Figure t3.9. 	 f:
a	 ,
-	 Figure ^i.10 shows the cost comparisons Car solar arrays and batteries
% a	and three types of nuclear reactor power sources.
TRW inc. has found that spacecraft batteries can be reconditioned	 ^.^
-	 ,..^
by draining them dawn to approximately 1 volt per cell and then recharging
<,
them. The batteries come back up to near their original performance status. 	 '
	
`^	 The current state-of--the-art on solar cell grid contact resistance seems
3
to be ab out 1/10 of an ohm in experimental arrays. This value was achieved
by the use of photolithography and with large area contacts. Anti- 	 _	 ^,
_ ^	 radiation coatings impedance matching significantly affects the
;.	
,
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q
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ATS-(^ Solar Cell Flight Fxperilnent -
Configurations
is
'	 i
efficiency of solar cells.	 The radi.a isotope generators used in LES- 8/9
-	 satellites produce 3.50 watts of electric power initially; this i.s more than
,,	 tcaice the output of previous spaceborne souzces of this type.
	 Projected
^.
output from each generator after 5 years in orbit is 130 watts.
	 The
`:..
generators utilize silicon/germanium thermoelectric cells and having the
s
highest sp.e^ific power achieved to date. 	 The generator is fueled by
^	 plutonium-238, and measures 15.7 inches in diameter by 23 inches long. 1^'
8.5.4
	 Thermal Control ^	 ^.^
<y	 Satellite thermal control systems are required in order to avoid tempera-
t^re extremes which increase component failure rate or require mote costly ^';=^
components.	 Tuinperature extremes also result in thermal distortion of
satellite structure, antennas, etc. 	 The severity of the thermal problem `.y
^	 is highly dependent upon the satellite configuration.	 A spinning satellite ':	 j
is more uniformly heated by the sun and has less temperature extremes than
-	 does a three-dimensionally stabi].izPd satellite.	 In addition to heat from ^	 '`
v
solar radiation, heat is produced by paver dissipation in the transmitter
output amplifiers and by hearing friction, 	 l'hermal control techniques include
both passive and active systems. 	 Passive radiator panels can be used to 1
^,9
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Figure 8.1a. Electric Pawer Generation Casts
control Maximum temperatures. Electric heaters can be used to control
4	 minimum temperatures, and controllable louvers can be used to reduce the 	 ,^,'-;
.
	
	 heater power requirements. Fluid loops can be used to transport heat from
hot spots to deployable radiators. Heat pipes are useful. for efficient
^	 conduction of heat from a hot spot to a radiating area.
	
..;';.a
`
	
	 Passive paint patterns with heaters for cold regions can be used for
maintenance of required temperature limits when all units of a satellite
[	 ^	 operate at a similax power level (for example, the proposed Intelsat 5).
However, for communication satellites with a large variation in power
dissipation of various subsystems (for example, the military ^SCS) the
	 _
*	 use of heat pipes with the radiator is required. Heat pipes have reached
a reliability point where they are flown without particular concern now.
R^
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Current research in heat pipes is devoted to the development of bent pipes,
longlife heat pipes, and variable conductance heat pipes. Active heat	 ^
pipe systems incorporate the variable conductant heat pipe, temperature
sensors, and the heating of the inert gas of the pipe to vary the
conductance. Typical working fluids ^.nclude ammonia and acetone. Grooved 	 o•
heat pipes are being investigated far minimum temperature differential.
For heat pipe designs where a large heat rejection requirement (500
to 700 watts) with perhaps a high transient requirement with peaks
about 10 to 20% of the time, phase change devices (melting) may be useful
for the transience, An a1L• ernate concept for thermal control is the use
^^
of fluid loops where a liquid a.s pumped around the loop at a high rate.
The valves, rather than the pumps, .ere the lifetime limiting items for these
systems. Anoth er desirable quality of heat pipes is graceful deterioration
rather than catastrophic failure.
Ldhite paints have a solar absorbance factor, alpha, between 0.2 and 0.4.
A titanium surface would have alpha approximately 0.7 and an epsilon of 0.1,
and would run hot (approximately 1000°}.
One thermal control system problem tiahich has been encountered in industry
is an instability resulting from coupling between the charge control system
for the batteries and the temperature control system for the batteries. 	 a :.
Advance analysis techniques utilizing computer modeling should allow design 	 _ 3
of an inherently stable control system here. Contamination of radiating 	 '
surfaces is also a problem with thermal control systems. ^tesearch is 	 `	 f'^
currently being conducted with cascaded heat pipes operating at liquid 	 ^ ^	 ^
nitrogen temperature with a 7 watt transfer capability. There is a need 	 {
for a lightweight heat radiator for traveling wave tube applications with
-	
d	 f°^
operating temperatures around 230°P', power dissipation around 150 watts, 	 '.^
and a system weight of about 3 pounds. The variable conductance heat pipes
intended for application as battery temperature control device utilize a
noncondensable gas stored in an adjoining reservoir. Within the heat pipe 	 a
itself, the vapor stays to. one side, and the gas stays to the other; the 	 - 3
^`	 gas is at the heat sink end of the tube, and the vapor is at the end of
the bue which picks up the heat. Industry has expressed a need for an
i
incentive for flight testing of variable conductance heat pipes.
-	 4
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^ The advanced thermal control flight experiment (ATFE) launched aboard
^•_
^,	 ,,
the AT5--6 in May of 1974 contained a thermal. diode (one-way heat pipe),
^=
a feedback controlled variable conductance heat pipe, and a phase change
rr material.	 All thermal control components performed as expected for the
t	 ^
existing flight environment.
	 h.'^wever, the daily reservoir and radiator
+
^
temperatures during peak solar imputs are greater than those experienced
^'
in ground acceptance tests.
	 These increased temperatures have resulted in '	 ^
,a
^'^= a loss of control b	 the feedback control variable conductance heat	 i eY	 P p
f;
-	
^' far several hours around a period of maximum insolatian. 	 The higher tempera--
za lures are apparently due to contamination and/or degradation of the second-
_	
.	 l
^' - surface mirrors wliich cover the reservoir and radiator. 	 Table 8.19 descril5es `:- j
si}
^:
the operational modes of the advanced thermal central flight experiment,
.
The temperature control capability of the thermal diode, phase change '^
^' material, and. feedback controlled heat pipe have been demonstrated for
almost one year of ATS-W flight operation.
	 Both the diode and the feedback '"
4-
^ controller transport approximately 23 watts in the normal and passive
modes during maximum conditions.
	 Up to 30 watts has been carried by the ^
feedback controller when the auxiliary heater as applied. 	 The thermal ^
j` conductance of the pipes dura.ng fonaard mode nperata.on is approximately '.	 ,
" 10 watts/degrees C.
	
The variable conductance operation of the feedback ,^	 -
control heat pipe has resulted in temperature stability to within +2°C
at 42°C.
	 Th y: same pipe whop operated as a passive variable conductance
heat pipe demonstrated 32.5 + 9.5°C control under the same test conditions.8
The phase change material melts at 2$°C and freezes at 27.7°C. 	 Complete °^
melting and freezing of the material has been demonstrated through mare '^	 `'
1
'¢ than 200 daily cycles.	 Subcool ing has no apparent affect upon the stability y'
J	
:_ f i
of the melting temperature.	 While variable data has been gained from
f
this experiment, additional effort is required to bring these technoloKies,
especially the closed loop controller, to maturity.
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TABLE 8.19
ADVANCED THERMAL CONTROL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT OPERATING MODES
e
^	 ._;
MODE DESCRIPTION COMMAND STATUS
i
Normal Normal operation of system; ATFE Experiment Turn ON a	 `s`
Conntroller provides automatic ATFE FCHP Controller ON i
regulation by FCHP. :^
Auxiliary Auxiliary heater ON, to provide ATFE Experiment Turn ON
H
additianal exercise of FCHP or ATFE FCHP Controller ON _
redundancy if thermal da.ode ATFE PCM Box Auxiliary -
should fail. Heater ON^^
Passive FCHP Controller turned DFF: ATFE i;xpe cement Turn ON a	 :i
FCHP acts as a passive _
R
variable conductance heat
pipe•
Passive-- FCHP Controller OFF and ATFE Experiment Turn ON
^ Auxiliary Auxiliary heater ON as in ATFE PCM Bax Auxiliary
Auxiliary Mode, to evaluate Heater ON
system with passive control.
Back-Up Manual control of the back-up ATFE Experiment Turn ON
reservoir heater, to provide ATFE FCHP Back-Up Reservoir
redundancy in the event the Heater ON/OFF^'^^
r FCHP Controller should fail,
or operatian at an alternate
set point.
a
Back-Up/ This mode is redundant to the ATFE Experiment Turn ON
^ Auxiliary Auxiliary Made, with manual ATFE FCHP Back-Up Reservoir
control of the Back-Up Heater ON/OFF^^
Heater.	 It can also be used ATFE PCM Box Auxiliary `::
to demonstrate additional Heater ON ^	 ,
j FCHP performance at tempera- }	 -	 ^	 ^^.
^ tares different from the
E
FCHP controller's set point.
}i s
_'
The auxiliary heater is attached to the diode side of the PCM box and has a -	 ^`	 ^
2O-W electrical output. ^
^^The back--up heater is attached to the FCHP's reservoir and i.s redundant to
the reservoir heater regulated automatically by the controller. 	 It has a
2.$-W output and is turned ON ar OFF by command, as needed, to maintain
control at the desired set paint.
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8.5.5 Satellite Antennas
i
...._
	 z.
Tmprvved satellite antennas are needed for the uSe of loca-cost earth
stations where high effective radiated paver is required. Satellite antennas
are required then with high gain and multiple beams. Communications satellites
can employ reflectors, horns, lenses and phased arrays. For lenses, law-Loss
dielectric materials are needed while lightweight, law distortion materials
.^	 are a reflector requirement, Far multiple beam applications, beamwidths of
less than ^° with gains greater than 43 dB are necessary. Beam shaping will
	
r
a
	 in turn be necessary to illuminate specific areas on earth, while sidelobe
reduction must be realized so that sidelobe levels are held to -40 dB. Among
the additional. requirements for satellite antennas are -
a. Orthogonal palari.zation isolation between beams must be 40 dB or
greater for independent beam operations;
b. Efficient generation of a large number of independent beams from
a common spacecraft aperture is needed;
c. Reduction of mass and cost for single .large satellites roust be a
continuing development;
d. The availability of high power transmitters (Subsection 8.5.6) with
improved spacecraft antennas with gains up to 30 dB will provide spat
beam footprints on earth with enhanced flux density.
The improvements of effective radiated power will provide for the use of
receiving terminals in applications nv previously possible. It has been
suggested that with sufficiently large broadcast satellite power, a useful TV
ll GHz system can be built to provide an entire ground terminal with a cost
under $500.
New antenna concepts continue to appear, e.g., the offset feed Cassegrain
0
	
antenna (BTE.}, the Torus antenna (COMSAT} and the flat plate using Fresnel
	 ^` !
rings (Aeronutronic Fard/Stanford).
	 {	
- 1
'^	 ^	 `',	 ^
The requirements on antennas into the millimeter wavelength region are
discussed in Subsection $.b.1.4 and, except far the high tolerance requirements
	 y>`-;^
of the millimeter wavelength region, the majority of the discussion also refers
	 ^
to antennas in the frequency range from 2 GHz to 30 GHz. Considerations for
antenna improvement must include:
.; 6.
Q
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Maximum efficiency,
New antenna approaches,
Multiple feed systems.
A recently launched synchronous satcom system of RCA has employed graphite
fiber epoxy composite materia^.s for the spacecraft's communications input and
output multiplexers, antenna horns, waveguide and supports. The system operates
on a 6 GHz uplink and a ^ GHz downlink. Parabolic reflectors of the antenna
are fabricated from Kevlar, a Du Pant aromatic palyimide material. Twelve
vertically polarized and twelve horizontally polarized channels are used with
an adjacent channel isolation of 33 dB minimum.
The use of small isolated beams directed to high traffic areas requires
lax.•ge antenna reflectors. The techniques required include further investigation
of furled or folded antennas, multiple beam feeds, temperature variations, new
materials and the important parameter of flight testing since testing cannot
be performed on the ground.
Figures 8.11 and 8.12, talcen from a recent NASA Task Team Report on Satellite
Communications, show a forecast of developments in gain, mass, and cost for
single large satellite antennas and a weight trend plot fo g• a multiple beam
antenna at 12 GHz.
8.5.& Satellite Transponder
During the recent developments of satellite communications systems, solid
state devices have played an important role. While low noise TWT's are impor-
tant far transmitter requirements, many of the low power requirements are being
assumed by solid state devices. Thus, receiver front ends in the form of TDA's
and now FET's are being realized. Driver oscillators and local oscillators can
employ Gunn oscillators and possibly eventually FET's.
r	 l"f'	 4The rel^.abzlity of TWT s is important for the power amp i zers at GHz :'? ^ ^
and above.	 Below "_his, the power amplifier can use transmitters. 	 The S-band
power amplifier of the ATS--6 satellite serves as an example here,	 For power
levels above 10 Gd. and at frequencies above 4 GHz, the power amplifier or TWT -
will continue to he used.
	
The solid state area will continue to work toward
o
the development of a solid state equivalent of the TWT power amplifier at
^	 frequencies ti 4GHz.
a	
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The need for increased satellite power and receiver sensitivity is impor-
tant far realizing systems to meet the future communications requirements. Far
the case of satellite pocaer requirements, the follocaing developments are im-
portant:	 ^
].. Increased satellite radiated power to reduce cost and sensitivity
requirements of ground terminals. Increased effective radiated
power is also a necessity for broadcast satellites.	 a
2. In order to reduce intermodulation content, linearization of the
power amplifiers' gain must be improved.
3. Constant improvement in TWTA power output has resulted in a Hughes
TiJT with 200 ca. output at 11 GHz for CTS. At 12 GHz, broadcast
satellites have available a 200 W. i,itton T^dTA and above 500 W.
from Siemens and Thomson - CSI'. It is possible that continued
tube development will result in an output in excess of l KW. at	 '
12 GHz.
4. The expectations for FET's are such as to expect them to compete
with 15 W. TtdT's at 4 GHz and 7 GHz. Their good efficiency and
excellent law intermodulation distortion characteristics are attrac-
tive. On the other hand, efforts to linearize the TWT will probably
increase the effective linear range of these devices.
5. In all spacecraft transmitters, increased efficiency is needed to
achieve greater power Levels on the satellite.
6. Improvements continue to be made in Ga As IN[PATT devices. At a
recent Solid-State Circuit Conference, a Ga As IMPATT reflection
amplifier was described which delivers 5 W. over a 250 MHz band-
width at 13.5 GHz. This provides 57 dB of gain for a -20 dB input
and to achieve the output level, a double-mesa Read diode is used.
A cavity-stabilized IMi'ATT oscillator has been developed by Bell
Labs and has shown a frequency stability of 1.6 ppm/°C. A K --band
microstrip IMPATT amplifier that delivers 5 W. at 13.5 GHz was also
reported by TI and this could be a significant device far communica-
tions applications.
7. A recent NASA Task Team Report on Satellite Communications (December,
1975) has presented a group of curves on the characteristics of
linear beam tubes (e.g., maximum power vs. frequency, electron tube
cost vs. power and 3 dB life vs. rf power) and graphs of solid state
transmitter and tube transmitter trends. These are valuable data
for assessment of the capability and cost of future communications
systems.
The front-end of spacecraft receivers in the microwave region to I2 GHz
can contribute significantly to improving the earth/space link as improvements
in RF amplifiers are made. Figure 8.2 shows the forecast of device noise
temperatures, and subsection 8.6.1.2 describes some of the receiver technology
,1^4
.y	_	
........-.r	 __ _ , ..	 __ _ _______.	 ^	 ^	 -	 _	 _
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through the millimeter travelength region, The trends are such that the
j	 simpler, lower cost galliumarsenide FET amplifiers will replace the costly
'<	 tunnel diode amplifiers (TDA). The FET amplifiers have demonstrated noise
'`"^	 fi cares on the order of 3 dB cam ared tq ag	 p	 pproximately 5 dB for the TDA.
The forecast f qr the year 2000 shows a large improvement over the TDA. FET
^ >:
amplifiers are currently available commercially to l2 GHz. It is expected
5
	
	 that, as FET's develop and the m- cast is reduced, they will replace not only
TDA's but also TWT's, Gunn-effect and TMPATT amplifiers.
3
	^	 Several interesting aspects of the FET are observed in the rapid advances
being made witch these diodes:
r:
b 1. It is predicted that, as costs are reduced, the FET twill replace
the law-cost Gunn diode in oscillator applications. In turn,
as FET rf patoer increases, they will possibly replace the IMPATTS
as higher power sources. The current high cost of the FET has
restric*_ed their use to amplifier applications.
2. A recent cost projection in Microwave System News estimates that the FET
will drop from the present $100 range to approximately $20 by 1980.
3. It has recently been possible to demonstrate the operation of a
l2 to l8 GHz FET which used a 0.5 micron wide gate.
^. Reduction of gate widths will result from improvements in pattern
	
"	 definition processes. Optimization of FET device performance wi11
als q result from improvements in the material itself, Ga As epitorial
wafers.
5. RCA, Ltd., has employed an FET amplifier in a space system and has
demonstrated successful operation.
6. The FET devices are new and have not been given extensive reliability
tests. This area will be important for future spacecraft applications.
Many small signal Ga As FET's which are commercially available tend
to drift with time on the order of a few dB in noise figure and gain
	
Q	 for periods ranging from seconds to days. RCA Labs has reported chat
power FET's do not have the drift problems demonstrated in small
-
	
	
signal devices. Avantek has reported that the noise figure and gain
drift in small. signal microwave FET's can be minimized by depositing
a	
a layer of polyerystalline Ga As {pGA).
The trends of uncoated and coaled paramps are such that these devices
will be used in cases where FET's cannot meet the law noise temperature require-
na
are expected to have 30° iC - 60° K noise temperatures in this spectral region,
while TBT's are predicted to have 1.5 dB - 3 dB in this region.
the Schott^Cy harrier mixer devices; rahich are discussed in Subsection
$,6.1.2, are continuing to develop to contribute to lobo noise performance.
^1ith image enhancement, these devices will improve beyond their current status
of a 3 dB conversion loss at 12 GHz.
Transponder switching is an extremely important factor for increasing the
capacity of the transponder. This can be achieved by time division multiplex,
PCM--phase shift keyed, time divis3.an multiple access techniques and further by
using multiple beams (space divisinn multiple access). A further two-fold
increase is possible by use of polarization diversity, discussed in Subsection
8.5.5.
8.6 A1i1..limeter Communications S^rstems
The increasing demand of communication system users requires that tech-
nologies currently not employed be considered for expanding the capabilities
available for applications. The indication is that the number and type of
applications for satellite communications will increase significantly in the
1980-2000 time frame. Ldhether or not these appli xtions can be realized
depends on the utilization of appropriate technologies. Of. particular im-
portance is the potential problem of spectral crowding; obviously, some form
of achieving higher capacities is necessary. One such means of spectrum re-
n
lief is to shift the appropriate services to the millimeter wavelength and/cr 	 o
i
optical tavelength regions.
„,
Zn order to provide a measure of the potential benefits to be gained and
r
to allow an assessment of the risks and the costs involved in the development	 ;^:',
and applications associated with the millimeter and optical regions, it is the 	 ^	 3
objective of the following two sections of this report to establish the state- 1l
z	 of-the-art and forecast potential technology developments in the spectral 	
',''f
regions of interest, and to investigate associated technical problems (e.g,.
the impact of atmospheric attenuation). This section, Section 8.b, will
	
,.	 .a
survey the millimeter wave technology requirements, while Section $.7 will
E7	 =`	 3
`	 treat the optical. technology needs.
f	 With a knowledge of the current demand for services and a forecast of the
'"	 j
need for these services in view of NASA"s long term (1980-2000) goals, an
y°	 C	 t
attempt will be made to establish the services and corresponding requirements
that could be realized in the 1980-2000 time frame with emphasis on those ser- 	 ;
^^ .
^,	 i ^	 lib
^,.	 ...	 __...o^	 ,,...	 -	 ^	 - ,	 ...	 -.	 _..	 :, ;
^,.
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vices that could be provided by Millimeter wave optical technology.
A survey of millimeter and optial technology relevant to space
communications must cover an enormous number of topics in both the research
	
°	 and development areas. In several of these areas, the required technology
does not exist as yet, so that cons3.deration must be given to those sCteemes
which wiZ,7, meeC future technology needs. Before embarking on a comprehensive
	
._ n
	
survey, it is necessary to establish the advantages which will accrue from
operating at the short wavelengths of the millimeter/optical regions. Table
	 hi
	a	 8.20 lists the advantages of satellite communications in ehe spectral regions
`'	 of interest.
Iri order to perform this survey, several sources were employed for ob--
^-' ti	 taming information, Bath telephone conversations and visits were used as a
means of contact with industrial suppliers, NASA centers, COMSAT, DOD, and in-
dividual investigators. A detailed literature survey has been performed during
the course of th^a survey. The survey which is presented in the following sections
has been organized in the following categories:
1. Millimeter Wave Component Technology Required for Communications;
2. Atmospheric Effects in the Millimeter Wavelength Reg;.on;
3. Millimeter Wave Communications Systems Concepts;
	
a	 4.	 The Potential Use of the Submillimeter Wavelength Region.
Simmilarly, Section 8.7 on Optical Technology has been organized in
the fallowing categories:
	
'	 1.	 Candidate Optical Communications Systems;
Z.	 Required Optical Component Technology;
3.	 Atmospheric effects in the Optical Wavelength Region;
4. Optical Communications Systems Concepts.
..	
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8.6.1 Millimeter [dove Component Technology
The advances made in recent years in millimeter wave component technology
has mainly been the result of the extension of low frequency technologies,
stimulated by both military requirements and the realization o;; the need for
utilizing greater frequency coverage, The major deterrents to utilizing the
millimeter wavelength region have been the lack of sources with adequate power
output and the insensitivity of millimeter wave receivers. Recent advances in
y
both radiation sources and receiver devices have improved the situation con-
.	 siderably. Yn addition, solid state sources are developing rapidly and offer a
great size advantage fnr satellite systems.
The current state of technology for millimeter wave components is the
subject of this section. A survey of the industry and literature of milli-
meter wave components has been made. The results of this survey are presented
in such a manner that iC will be usable far the cast benefits analysts. Each
topic of interest is presented in a subsection, independent of the other sub--
:	 sections, so Chat continuous up-dating of the mafierial is possible. The
following categories are treated in this report section:
8.F.1.1 Radiation Sources
8.6.1.1-1 Solid state Sources
8.6.1.1-2 Vacuum Tube Sources
8.6.1.2 Receiver Components
8.6.1.3 Waveguide Components
8.6.1.4 Millimeter Wave Antennas
8.6.1.5 Millimeter [lave Integrated Circuits
8.6.1.6 Millimeter Wave Components Above 100 GHz
8.6.1.7 Millimeter Wave Modulators and Demodulators
8.6.1.8 Submillimeter Gave Technology
The availability and current capability of each required component will be
seen to have its effect on the feasibility of millimeter wave communications
systems and on the prediction of trends in this area.
_	 _^
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The format to be foll.otaed far each topic is to give a description of the
current state-of-the art fox the particular item, followed by a summary of the
discussion presented in tabular form.
$.b.l.l Radiation Sources
	 t
t
r	 `:
The development of millimeter taave sources has been significant since
^	 World War lI. It has been a direct function of the funding which has been 	 {
available from the various government agencies. The millimeter wavelength
region has often been considered to be an inappropriate spectral region for
j,a	 applications and as ri result has received insufficient support. Belated recog-
nition by the military and spectral crowding at lower frequencie, are resulting
in increased rea^.ization of the importance of this part of the electromagnetic 	 '''-
region.
During the past 10 - 15 years, source development activities have resulted
in the availability of several tube sources below 100 GHz. In addition, solid
state so •^rces have been continuously pushed from the fang wavelength region 	 = .il
until now the limitations on the use of solid state sources is imposed by rlle
need for new materials. 	 The availability of these solid state sources will
allow satellite communications ro be performed at higher frequencies with re-
duction in size of components and the eventual lowering of costs. ''^
TYtis section on millimeter wave sources will discuss both solid state ^	 y
sources and tube sources, including amplifiers and oscillators.
,:	 ^^
.	 ^
'';^°$.6.1.1-1	 Solid State Sources
Solid state sources exist as both oscillators and amplifiers, and, having ;'
` d	been developed at low frequencies, can now provide several attractive advan-
^^`tages at millimeter wavelengths.	 These sources take the farm of Gunn effect ^^
oscillators and amplifiers, and IMPATT oscillators and amplifier, 	 More
recently, Tunnel Diode Amplifiers (TDAs) have been demonstrated as potential^
devices for millimeter wave systems.	 Each of these solid state devices have _
advantages tahich must be exploited in space communications systems. 	 Although {
I
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each source must be considered i.ndivi.dually, potential functions in millimeter
wave communications systems are readily evident. The solid state sources as 	 a
oscillator/amplifiers can serve as power sources in satellites fox millimeter
wave communications systems. They have ^:he capability to serve as small local
oscillators for fundamental mixing in millimeter wave rece3_vers. An important 	 ^`
function of millimeter solid state sources is to serve as the pump source for
high freque:^cy parametric amplifiers. In turn, solid state amplifiers can
be employed not only far the transmitter end of the propagation link but as an
amplifier of the received signal.
Supporting the use of solid state devices in the above functions are their 	 ..
characteristics as compact, efficient sources w^.th excellent lifetimes and
potential low noise. They offer great potential for reduced size, caeight and
cost of the RF sections in millimeter w::eve systems of the future. Their pro-
jected compatibility with integrated millimeter wave circuitry is an additional
incentive in considering their applicability to satellite communications needs.
In the area of high power transmission capabilities, power combining techniques
currently being investigated for IMPATT oscillators offer considerable promise. 	 ^ .
To provide a brief survey of the rapidly advancing field of solid state
sources, the currant state of development, required technology and the direcwion
that planned R^4D appears to be headed are discussed for each type of solid 	 °
state device individually.	 1
Gunn Devices
The Gunn devices are transf erred-electron devices (TEDs) in the form of 	 r
oscillators (TEOs) or amplifiers (TEAs), capable of operating in the millimeter
wavelength region. The Gunn devices are very attractive for low noise per-
:	 formance, and it is in this area that the TED has an advantage aver IMPATTS.
While they exceed the capability of IMPATTS in bandwidth and tunability rela-
tive to fm noise levels, the TEDs are lower in power output and efficiencies 	 ^ ';
ti(by a factor > 2) for the same operating frequencies and tuning ranges.
In evaluating the applicability of TED's to millimeter wave communications
systeL^s, the following advantages must be considered: 	 o r
_ __	
.
`	 ,
^	 _
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Advantages:
^	 Small Size
^:
Potential. Low Cost
'^	 Simplicity of Construction^^
Compact Power Supplies
	 ^
Low Voltage Requirements
o	 Low Current grain
High Reliability
Broad Bandwidth	 -
a	 Tunability
Low Noise
^_
Low Distortion Effects
The disadvantages of the TED's apply mainly at higher frequencies. While
the construction of these devices have simple ohmic contacts, the formation of
good ohmic contacts and the chip-to^-pacl^age banding present difficulties as
higher frequencies are approached. Thus far, the Gunn oscillator is limited
to operating frequencies below 100 GHz as the efficiency decreases with higher
frequency due to parasitic resistances and time dependence of the Gunn effect.
Improved material purity and dissipation are required for operation at higher
frequencies than is currently possible.
Despite the above disadvantages, the TED's by their I.ow noise capabilities
are excellent candidates far stable efficient paramp pumps, stable low noise
local oscillators and broadband low anise amplifiers. Consideration has been 	 ^	 `°
given to the problem of whether the Gunn devices are fundamentally limited in
their operation above 60 GHz. This, however, appears to be a problem in
'^
	
	 materials. Indium phosphide (InP) is expected to double the efficiency	 ^ %^
achievable with GaAs, will have noise figures at least 10 d8 better as amplifiers,
and wi11 potentially operate to approximately 200 GHz. Actually, InP is superior
^: i
	
	
to GaAs as a TEA or TEO above ti20 - 30 GHz. The prospect of good InF sources
with broad tunability will allow low noise fundamental mixing above 100 GHz.
Currently, harmonic mixing with higher power, higher noise, 1^^ca2r freytiencv
sources results in limitations on achievable noise figures of receivers. In
	 ';
addition to the LO capabilities, the InP units will have better heat dissipation
^:
^•
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for pulse devices:
In order to have InP available for these agplications, there is a need far
basic InP materials work. In addition, composite InP/GaAs holds promise
a,
but investigations of this material are a1.so needed. In the United States,
Varian is currently cansidered the leader in InP ^,raric, but the major activi-
ties in InP development are occurring in Great Britain. Despite the efforts 	 ^
currently being exerted, InP reliability is an unknown quantity because of
the small U. 5. development of InP devices. In general, the field of TED develop-
went is limited to a few organizations because of the large investment required
and the production results yet to be achieved.
Among the achievements in the development of Gunn devices, it is possible
to paint to the following:
1. Narrow band TEA's have operated for years in satellites in the spectral
region of 36 - 40 GHQ. In adda.tian, the TED's have had the following
demonstrated capabilities:
TEA's: GaAs 18-26 GHz, G ^ 10 dB, NT = 15 dB
GaAs 55 GHz, G = 7.5 dB
GaAs Ka--band, reflection type, 2 stage, output ^ 100 mW
GaAs Ka-band, single stage, P o = 200 m[d
	
GaAs 240 mlJ at 38 GHz 	 ,
	
150 mtd at 54 GHz	 ^ 4% Efficiency
S7 mW at 75 GHz
TEb's: GaAs 95 GHz, 25 mW	 -;'
4	 . :-:
2. 40 GHz varactor tuned TEO has been demonstrated as state-af-the-art.
3. Pulsed TEO's have also been demonstrated.
i
4. The lifetime of TEO's have been shown to be excellent, thus yielding	 _
1.^
High reliabzZity. Extensive life tests have been performed Chrough
K -band.a
5, A Ka--band Gunn driver has been developed for s,-^rcllite communications 	 ^,
ground stations. This driver used a new single stage tunnel dzode 	 ':
amplifier with P o = 200 mW and G = 15 dB.	
1
O
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6. As indicated above, wider band^ridths have been demonstrated for TED's
•	 than for IMPATTS. A singe TED has been demonstrated to operate over
the bandwidth of 4 - 3l GHz,
7. Negata.ve resistance has been. demonstrated over greater than 50% band-
width.
	 r
8, Law noise InP TEA T S have bean demonstrated in the 1& - 26 GHz and 	
'1
^	 26 - 40 GHz frequency bands as p pssible replacements for T4dT`s. An
amplifier fabricated i^ the United States has shown a noise figure of
10 dB with a gain of 9 dB at 22 GHz, while a British TEA has been
shown to have a 7 dB noise figure,
On the basis of the capabilities that TED`s have demonstrated, several
developz^ental activities are underway or will be required in order to be usable
devices f pr communications applications. Included in these considerations are
the following topics:
1. Replacement of TK+IT's with TEA's. It is anticipated that bandwidths
of TEA's will increase with the improved bandwidth of associated components
such as circulators. The high noise figures, which currently are reported,
limit the usefulness of the TEA's to very broad-band applications. However,
it is likely that, if lower NF can be achieved over narrow bandwidths, the
TEA`s could be replacements for paramps and tunnel diode amplifiers.
2. The continued development of TEA's ofrers the possibility of wideband,
low noise amplifiers above 100 GHz.
^
	
	 3. Efforts are underway to provide TEO's as higher frequency paramp pump
sources above 100 GHz, and this area of development should continue in the
future.
°
	
	 4. In like manner, the TEO's, with continued extension to higher frequen-
cies, can eventually provide Ld`s above 90 GHz and will permit the use of
vara.ctor-tuned LO's abovE 90 GHz.
5. Integration into millimeter wave MIC's should occur, resulting in
	 ;.
compact circuits for system applications. At Georgia 'Tech, current investi-
	 ^
gations at the chip level are concerned with the integration of varactor tuned
TEO's on a diamond substrate for thermal stability and bread bandwidth.
-_	 -'^
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5. To achieve the goals offered by InP, a program on improved materials
and processing techniques is necessary since the United States is at present
dependent on foreign sources.
IMPATT Sources
The IMPATT diodes are in some respects complementary to the Gunn devices,
	 ^'
yet the two sources are often viewed as competitors and comparisons are made
for particular functions. The IMPATTS are characteristically higher power and
higher efficiency sources than the Gunn devices, but in turn are much noisier
devices. The IMFATTS can consistently give 1/2 W as single units at 60 GHz 	 ,M
- ' ^+
with 5% efficiency.
As single sources, the following capabilities have been reported:
^.. Si It^ATTS have been developed as sources up to 170 GHz for
paramp pump applications.
	 _	 `-°'
's
2. The high frequency IMPATTS are double drift region diodes with improved
packaging and new waveguide circuitry but law efficiency (1 - 2%}. Continued
,^
improvement of the package is important since the drop in power is believed to
be caused by parasitic lead inductance of present packages.
3. IMPATT diode amplifiers have been demonstrated at frequencies up to
94 GHz. Table 8.21 shows the II'4PATT amplifier performance as obtained at Hughes
while Table $.22 shows pulse IMPATT oscillator characteristics from Hughes
The IMPATTS are silicon devices.
!:
4. Hughes has bean able to integrate both IMPATT sources and amplifiers	 -	 '"'"^:
into millimeter wave circuitry at 60 GHz.
5. IMPATT oscillators have been phase locked at 60 GHz for stability im-
':,
pravement. The free-running spectral out put of these oscillators requires this 	 ^-
stability improvement to be utilized in future communications systems. Above
h0 GHz severe fm noise makes phase--lacicing sources difficult.
6. Accelerated life testing has demonstrated MTTF far Si II^II'ATT diodes
	 ^
of 2.5 x lOb
 hours at 200°C.	 .
7. The state-of-the-art for silicon double-drift diodes has been shown
to he 25 mW at l70 GHz by Hughes while 80 mti at 170 GHz has been reported in 	 ^ "'
Japan. The 5i double-drift devices are cons^,dered by Hughes-Torrance to be
. i
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TABLE 8.21
:;.
:^
4i
^`
^`
IMPA'1T AMPLIFIER PERFORMAPICE SLiMMARY
Amplifier Description Small Signal	 barge Signal
x^
^
Gain	 Bandwidth	 Gain Power Eff. r	 '
!^
is
dB	 GH	 dBz{	 )	 (	 ) mFd(	 ) (	 )
-
^ 59 GHz - 1 Diada 10.7	 1D.D	 S.0 315 3.3
}
f	 ^
{;; 57 GHz _ Cizculator
Coupled 11.0	 3.D	 6.D 180 2.3
,
`^ 59 GHz - 2 Diode 12.0	 7.2	 5.D 500 2.8 _
r
^ '^
s S9 GHz -- ^ Diode 11.0	 7.6	 5.0 830 2.1
r
r
57 GHz - 3 SCage 31.5	 2.5	 22.5 48O
94 GHz - Circulator -
-	 f
Caup led 1D. 2 	 1.5	 ^.a 1D O 1 . 3 -^,
i
TABLE 8.22 ^'	 '
i
PULSE IMPATT OSCILLATORS -	 ```J
-
'
`^
Output Pulse
Freq. Power Efficiency	 Width	 Duty Diode
Band {Zdatt) {^)	 (]ss) % T	 e ^=
X 22.5 5	 1 1 NSDR
Ku S 2.5	 1 1 NSDR -	 ^^
t
^,
J	 :J 9
^'^
1,
Ida 1D 1D	 0.1 1 DDR
W 1.7 2	 0.3 0.5 1VSDR
^f
-
D U.7 4	 0.3 0.5 DDR _	 -
-
^; NSDR = .H-Type Single Drift ^^
1'
PSDR = P-Type Complimentary Single Drift ^^
DDR ^ Double Drift Regian
^^^	 ^
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superior to GaAs REAI]^s in power, efficiency and noise above 35 GHz. This
can to same degree be attributed to better control of silicon technology plus
the benefiC of silicon ion implantation technology and compatibility With a
diamond heat sink.
$. The GaAs IMPATTS are believed by same investi.gatars to have the
promise of lower noise and greater efficiency than silicon, despite the
excellent results for Si demonstrated by Hughes. GaAs has perfoz-cned well to
l0a GHz with good reliability, although noise and efficiencies must be im-
praved. At 45 G"riz, Varian has obtained in the laboratory an output of 20 m[d
at an efficiency of L1. 7% as compared to 380 mW, 5,5% efficient aL- 25 GHz.
9. Investigations at 35 GHz have shotm that p -type IMPATTS have better
fm noise characteristics and higher efficiency than n-type diodes.
In discussing the IMPATT diodes, one can list several drawbacks ar im-
proved performance needed for millimeter wave applications. Included in these
problems are:
1. Difficulties in interfacing available IMPATT sillimeter sources in
subsystems.
2. Need for improved temperature stability..
3. Improved reliability.
G. Need to be more reproducible.
5. Reduction of gain variations with temperature.
6. A ^^efinite need for locaer source noise and improved amplifier ^VF.
7. Greater bandwidth capabilities are needed.
8. Improvement of packaging, heat sinlcing and electrical contacts.
For an insight into the current related R&13 and future R&D needs for use
in millimeter wave communications systems, the following topics should be
cansi.dered:
1. Research and development has been on-going and should ire continued
in these categories:
a. Extension to higher frequencies;
b. Greater stability and reliability of IMFATTS;
c. Bandcaidth and power output improvements;
^.^.'R^DUC^II ^ ,4pF^ ^^
n^.t^^
l5b
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d. Integration into millimeter integrated circuits;
^'
;. e. Materia:Ls improvements;
^'^	 f. Lowering of costs of GaAs diodes;
f'
^	 g. Continued improvement in Lifetime of diodes;i,
^,
s-, ,
	h. Continued development of double drift region diodes; an improve-
-	 ii	 ment in power and efficiency by a factor of 2 at approximately 4Q
r	 —
__	 wiz is anticipated;
t` `^
	
	 i. Noise improvements for LO's; 	 `t
j. further investigation of superior noise and efficiency character-
,	 is tics of p-type TMPATT's.
^^
2, tdork which has been performed by TRW on a 34 GHz, 1Q watt amplifier
for a satellite down-linlc should be continued and extended to other wavelengths 	 '
in the millimeter region. The study of noise, modulatiun products and long
term reliability are important. 	 __
_^
3. It is important to extend the technology of ion implantation to GaAs.	 ``^
Epitaxial growth and ion implantation have been successfully used far double--
.	
'i
drift silicon TT^PATT development at 60 GHz, achieving 725 mid at 6% efficiency.
With the achievement of the goals of the above topics, Ii^ATT devices will
allow solid state technology to have an impd^rtant impact on millimeter wave
satellite communications. The continued extension of these sources (oscillators
and amplifiers alike) to even shorter wavelengths (a ti ^. mm) will permit the
a
exploitation of high data rate, very high frequency satellite-to-satellite
links. Recent laboratory demonstration of 3Q mW at 225 GHz by ^iughes under
^	 AFAL support indicates that programs to achieve maximum power at these frequen- 	 !`„
^'=
cies can be important.
Zn the next section, power combining techniques are briefly discussed
as a solid state means for achieving the higher powers required for transmission
.^ ^
in the millimeter wavelength region.
5al.id State Power Combining Techniques
The needed capability of moderate power ( 5 -- 10 W) and broad bandwidth
(5 ^- 10% of operational frequency) at 60 GHz and above can potentially be acquired
a::^
'	 l57
^^ti
^. k
-.=	 ^^	 ."`^!	
,.
by the use of solid state power combining techniques. Such schemes can pro-
vide ca^npact transmitters far communications transceivers in the CFO GHz -- 14Q
GHz bands, l:n turn, Che power combiner technology can be considered desirable
relative L•o tube devices due to
1. Projected longer fifes;
2. Increased reliability;
3. Lower cost and capability to be compatible with MYC techniques;
4. Smaller prime pataer needs;
5. Reduced size and weight.
The power combining techniques employing IMPATT diodes have been demon-
stratec in several schemes. IMPATT diodes have been combined in push-pull
manner to increase potaer of single amplifier stage at the chip level.. Hughes
has dem.anstrated a relatively wideband combiner (10%) at ^iQ GHz utilizing
hybrid couplers to avoid bandwidth limitations imposed by circulators. This
appEars to be tt^e only approach suitable for integration.
At lower frequencies, series, parallel and push-pull schemes have been
investigated. for chip level power combining schemes. The push-pull technique
is considered to have the greatest potential, yielding greater RF impedance at
lower bias voltages and thereby facilitating combination of several diodes.
At X band, with the use of cavities, power combining has resulted in a 12 W cw
output with a 3 dB gain and 4 % bandwidth. For systems with amplifiers cas-
caded, ferrite circulators limit the bandwidth, and this presents severe prob-
lems for high frequency applications.
Tunnel Diode Amplifiers
Tunnel. diode amplifiers (TDA's) have been considered as low frequency de-
vices, but recent investigations ha^^e demonstrated their applicability at
wavelengths as short as 3 mm. The convenience of use of these amplifiers con-
tributes to their e^:cellent properties for communications, which includes low
Ari to PM conversion, very law gain ripple phase nonlinear.ity snd High gain-
bandwidth product. The TDA's have definite performance and cast advantages
aver paramps although paramps exhibit a lower noise figure.
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Experimental TDA's have been operated at 30 GHz by Hughes and in the
a	 range of 55 - 85 GHz by BTL. The ultimate goal is the development of reliable,
lara cost TDA's at 50 GHz for communications. The 30 Giiz TDA of Hughes had
bandwidth of 2.5 GHz and an 8 dS NF while the device of STL, reported in 19b1,
^	 had a N`F > 10 dE. ^.'he higher frequency applications will require development 	 . _.
of diodes with a resistive cut-off frequency of 90 GHz or greater. Aerotech
D Industries has reported new structure and fabrication techniques for milli--
meter wave tunnel diodes with a cut--off frequency o€ 90 GHz. The structure
produces a law stress, mechanically rugged device.
^
	
	 The TDA has been used in several satellite--borne receivers, however, GaAs
FET amplifiers have replaced TDA's at frequencies below' 8 GHz, and the trend
will continue as the performance of GaAs GET amplifiers improve. Watkins--
Johnson currently can supply GaAs FET amplifiers to l2 GHz. The TDA will be a
strong candidate far space and ground use in the 18 -- 30 GHz communication
band if suitable diodes are developed. The TDA has an advantage in gain stabili-
ty and bandwidth, and 30 GHz would have a size, ::eight and cost advantage over
a paramp which in turn would have the better noise figure..
In order to achieve the indicated capability at millimeter Yaavelengths,
R&P efforts on TDA's should include an effort to affect an increase in the
resistive cutoff of the diodes and continued activities to achieve new and im-
proved structures and fabrication techniques, as indicated by Aertech.
Solid state sources are seen as being significant devices for millimeter
wave communications systems, and some of the important aspects of these de--
^	 vices are listed in Table 8.23.
Q	
8.6.1.2 Vacuum Tube Sources
The conventional radiation sources in the millimeter wavelength region
have been vacuum tube devices. In early millimeter wave investigations,
signals were generated by nonlinear harmonic generators. The originating
'	 signal source at the lower frequency was a reflex klystron or, in some cases,
a magnetron. Extension of tube technology has resulted in a variety of
oscillators and amplifiers. Development of tube sources has been sporadic
depending upon various planned applications. Funding has most often been
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TABLE $.23
^.
MILLIMETER [dAVE TECHNOz^OGX
Solid State Sources	 r
a
ri
Impatt Oscillators	 ::^
Gunn Oscillators
Impatt Amplifiers
Gunn Amplifiers
Tunnel Diode 3 .
Provide Power Sources for mm Wave Communications Systems;
Local Oscillatars for Rec^:ivers;
^'
Amplifier Pump Sauices;	 -
Amplifiers far Transmitted and Received Signals
Advantages: Compact, Efficient Sourr.es;
Excellent Lifetimes;
Potential Low Noise;
Reduced Size, Weight and Cost of R^' Sections Used in mm 	 -
Systems of Future;
Potential High Power and Reliability in Power Combining
Techniques;
Compatible with integrated mm Circuitry
;^i	 ^ --
Current atate of Development: 	 ^:
1. Si IMPATT Oscillators with Power Combining Techniques Have Produced
5 - lfl tdatts at 43 GHz (Hughes/AFAL for Satellite-Aircraft Cotmnuni-
cations)	 y ';.^-
2. Si IMPATTS with Power Combining Techniques Have Produced in Excess
of 1 Watt (Hughes/AFAL for Satellite-Satellite Communications}
3. Si IMPATTS Have Served as Sources up to 17 q GHz (Hughes/AFAL for
Allier and Pump Appla.cations)
G. IMPATTS Above lflfl GHz are Double Drift Region Diodes, Have Tmpraved 	 ^
Packaging, New Edaveguid Circuitry but Low Efficiency {l - 2%};
Drop in Power is Believed Cacsed by Parasitic Lead Inductance of
Present Package	 _	 ,
Item:
Types:
k'unc Lion
^^°	 ^^
Gurren,t State of DeyelapmenL- (Cant.):
_	 5. Current WorEc on Indium Phosphide by Varian and Uughes is Conducted
to Provide Improved Materials for Higher Frequencies and far
Higher Efficiencies and Higher Power
0	 6. IMPATT Oscillators Have Been Phase Locked for Stability Improvement
7. Excellent Lifetimes for Gunn Oscillators and Impatt Diodes
8. Pulsed Gunn Oscillators Have Been Demonstrated
°	 9. Pacaer Combining of ?MPATT Sources Has Demonstrated Both Higi;er
Power and Improved Reliability
10. Accelerated Life Testing has Demonstrated PiTTF For Si I^iPATT Diodes
of 2.5 x 106 Hrs. at 2O0°C
ll. IMPATT Diade Amplifiers Have Been Demonstrated to Operate up to 94
GH z
l2. Both IMPATT Sources and Oscillators Have Been Integrated Inat mm
Circuitry at 60 GHz
:.	 Required Technology:
Continued Improvement in Lifetimes;
Increased Power Output;
Improved Materials, e.g. GaAs and InP;
Continued Develapmenz ^f Double Drift Region Diodes;
Improved Material Processing Techniques, e.g. Ion Implantation;
Higher Frequency Sources for Amplifier Pumps and Transmitters. 	 -^
_	 Expect ed R&D:
_	 1. Improvement of Materials (ECOM; Varian/Hughes)
^	 2. Lowering of Cost of GaAs Diodes (Hughes)
3. Extension to Higher Frequency (Hughes/AFAL)
4. Greater Stability, Reliability of IMPATTS (Hughes)
5. Bandwidth and Power Output Improvements (Hughes/AFAL}
^	 6. Integz`ation into mm Circuits (I3STL.; ECOM; Hughes; AFAL)
f	 7. Extend TDA's to Hi^,ner Frequencies
^	 I61
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dependent upon DOD requirements. With the advent of solid state sources,
vacuum tube technology has not always received the attention that is required.	 o
Despite these deterrents, a slaw but steady development has occurred.
Millimeter wave Iow level tube oscillators include backward wave os-
cillators (BWOs) and reflex klystrons. Reflex klystron oscillators have been 	 ° r
employed in various airborne applications under adverse environmental conditions.
Tuning ranges of several GHz *ith power outputs on the order of 100 mW are
available in the millimeter spectral region. {Extended interaction klystrons
provide tens of watts of power at a fecr percent tunable bandwidth ^.n these
frequency ranges.) The BWO is used to provide tens of milliwatts of power 	 ,
into the hundreds of gigahertz region.
Several choices of millimeter wave power amplifiers are available for
both ground stations and the satellite. The traveling wave tube (TWT) is
inherently a broadband high gain amplifier for the microwave and millimeter
wave regions. As such, it has found wide application in communication systems.
TWTs have been used in communications satellites and ground stations for aver
ten years. These tubes are especially constructed and tested to ensure re-
	 a
liability. As a result, these space TWTs are experiencing lifetimes near
100,000 hours.
Classified programs are in progress to develop space qualified millimeter 	 fl
wave tubes. Several 60 GHz tubes have already been delivered. It should be
emphasized that space qualified millimeter wave tubes are quite expensive,
especially if a tube at the desired frequency range has not been previously	 j=.
constructed. It is expected that access to these classified programs would be
obtained on any ensuing communications work. Data on these new tubes should
be particularly useful in assessing the potential for the required amplifiers. :^
Key parameters are average and peak pocaer outputs, gain, bandwidth, a^,t.^
efficiency. NASA is currently pursuing programs to develop highly efficient
TWTs at frequencies into the millimeter wave region. For example, multi- 	 -1^
-,
stage depressed collector operation is expected to yield tubes with ug to 50
percent efficiency at 40 GHz. Single stage depressed collector operation is
used on the b0 GHz tubes discussed above. ^Ience, Ti+1'2's will likely be used as final
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power amplifiers in satellite Communications at millimeter wavelengths. It
should be noted that low-noise low-power T[dTs have also been t,ridely used in
the microtaave region as driver amplifiers. For the higher power final ampli--
fier, INIPATTs will probably be competitive with T[•ITs.
The tube amplifiers and oscillators are important to the success of milli-
meter wave communications. Despite the attractive features of solid state
o	 sources, applications requiring high transmitter power must employ tube sources.
The demands of millimeter wave communication systems impose requirements
an transmitter and amplifier devices:
e 1. For ground station applications, increased power is needed for higher
frequencies. Tn addition, tube efficiencies must be improved. Tn the case of
amplifiers, increased handwidth, uniformity of gain and constant phase across
the band are needed.
2. Spacecraft applications have the same requirements but in addition
must achieve these features with reduction in size and power consumption with
greater efficiency.
3. Direct broadcast millimeter reeve systems are potential applications,
and will need significantly greater power possible only with tube sources.
The development of tube technc^.tagy has resulted in the following advanceG:
1. Varian Associates has been able to extend the frequency of reflex
klystrons to 220 GHz with approximately lD mW output at the high frequency.
These tubes are relatively stab7.e and are readily phase-locked to harmonics of
frequency standards. As local oscillators, they are adequate for ground
a
stations but will be replaced by solid state LO ` s, when available, in satellite
systems. These klystrons need further improvements in lifetimes and require
^	 high input pavers associated faith their low efficiencies.
2. Hughes has constructed TWT`s at 3i GHz, 38 GHz and 55 GHz. The source
at 55 GHz is a solenoid focused TidT amplifier with an output in the 5 - 7 kW
range, but is a narrow band tube. Currently, "CtdT amplifiers are in the design
stages at 40 GHz (100/2U0 W} and at 80 GHz (2DD 1d) for satellite communications
applications.
3. Varian has developed Extended interaction Oscillators ^f:IO) which are
available from 34 GHz to 2$D GHz in both pulsed and Cld modes. ^^orty different
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tube types exist with a Beak output power of 20 kW at 9S GHz and 1 kid {cw) at
35 GHz. These devices have advantage over BWO's in that they require fewer
	 u -'.
supplies and their frequency output is less sensitive to high voltage changes.
4. Watkins-Johnson has produced a BWO with approximately 10 mW at
a
50 GHz which are much smaller than carcinotrons and have recorded lifetimes of
	
i
104 hours. They are, however, high voltage tubes. The C5F (France) carcino-
trons are available to 800 GHz and are large, high voltage tubes. The power
output var^.es greatly as a function of frequency. Russian carcinotrons have
been developed to provide a complete line of sources to approximately 40U
GHz.
5. Recent developments in relativistic electron beams {REB's) offer the
promise of high power, efficient, tunable sources throughout the spectrum
to wavelengths as short as approximately 10Q }am. NRL is the lead lab in the
T3nited States. Tdhile RFB technology is in its preliminary development
stages, these devices are capable of providing exceedingly high power for
ground-based transmitters. Size presents a problem fox satellite-borne
systems. Pulsed operation requires increased pulse repetition rates over
existing devices, but rates up to a few kHz will be possible. Pulsed gigs--
watts of power are projected for wavelengths into the submillimeter region. Yn
the case of cw sources, the Russians have developed high power tubes, known as
gyrotrnns, which have been demonstrated to yield 10 kW at 2.78 mm and l kW at
0.95 mm. Projected cw powers for these sources are lOC kLd at 3 mm and 10 kW
at 1 mm. The cw sources offer the greatest potential for communications appli-
cations. No information is currently available on the stability or mono-
chromaticity of the gyrotrnns. Zn the Un:.ted States, Varian is funded by F^2DA and
RADC to construct gyrotrnns in the wavelength region from approximately 1.25 cm
to 2.5 mm.
6. Optically pumped lasers, discussed briefly in subsection h.8 on the sub--
millimeter wavelength region, are available at wavelengths as long as approxi-
mately 2 mm. The characteristics of these devices are treated later, but for
the millimeter region they can be considered as low noise but inefficient,
low power sources. Few sources with suitable Bower exist above 100 GHz, and,
in. many cases, the efficiency of the sources are low. Table 8.24 presents a
list of conventional sources taken from tye open literature. This list in-
cludes several tubes which have been constructed ar which are currently under
lb4
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TABLE 8.24
CCidVE^TIC^?.4.I, wL;f AND SLB^^1 SOURCES
Por^ler Efficiency
- SOLRCE 'li'PF, f{GHz) Cut	 ut	 (jti^) (%} REMARKS
1. .dJ-282 Itlystrar_ 35.5 103 14 idatkins-Johnson CW, Fixed
Frequency; Oscillator
:.. TdJ-2Gb Klystxon 35 103 10 Watkins-Johnson CW,
Amp?:?z.i.er	 (10-33 dB)
3. 196H Rlystron 92-95.5 3x103 -- HuGhes 0.0003 duty cycle;
oscillator
4. 197H Rlystron 93-95 104 --- Hughes; Oscillator; 0.0003
duty cycle
,.,_, 5. QKH-1 ah3 :iagrctrar_ 32-35 6Sx103Peak 24 Raytheon; 0.1-1 ^s pulse
u; wi^3th duty cycle=D.OD1
b. RL^;-076A .^iaonetron 34-36 103 9 Varian; 0.25 ^:s pulse width;
- duty cycle	 0.0005
7. 3^'D-319 2^^a^nE^CL'on 3'x.5-35.2 10 5 17 Varian; 0.05 ^s pu1s^: width.;
^^ `	 ^ duty cycle = 0.0005
j 8. ^L-246 ?^iaonctron 68.0-71.5 5x10 3 6.3 Varian;	 pulse t,*idth = 0.2.5 ;.:s
^'^^ duty cycle = 0,00055
9. EL--24o_^ .Ia4nstron b8.0-71.5 104 7.9 Varian pulse width = 0.25 t^s
	 ^''
duty cycle = 0.00055
"! C^. BL-221 '•ia.^netron b9-70.5 104 7.9 Varian pulse width = 0.3 ass
duty cycle ^ O.DOI
ll. LL-234C ,^'.aonetran 69.3-71.5 0.4x10 3 6.1 Varian pulse width = D.25 ps
duty cycle = 0.001
	 '^
- 12. Dti:--423 A]agn2Cr.oit 95.53 8x103 4.5 ^.r.:perex pulse :aidt'.z = 0.05 ps
duly Cycle = 0.002
13. 4:15-1043 t^t^^ne.tran 34-35 45Y103 20 Varian frequency-agile;
pulse width = 1.D ^s	 ^	 `:
duty cycle = 0.001
^ r_
TABLE 8.24 (font.)
T
Potrer Efficiency
SOURCE T^'PE f (GHz) Output	 (':^) (%) REMAP.KS
14. 841 H TtdT 31.4-3i . 8 103 ---- Hughes Max duty cycle = cW
Amplifier Gain = 50 dB
15. VKQ- Extended 35 I03 IO Varian duty cycle = 0.001
2416A Interaction pulse duration = 0.5 ks
0$C1113tOr
16. VICL-- Extended 50-75 104 10 Varian duty cycle = 0.001
2412 Interaction pulse duration = 1 ;^s tna.x
Oscillator
17. E^:tended 94.0 8x103 7.9 Garian proposed tube
Interaction duty cycle = 0.001
Oscillator pulse duration = 1.0 ps
18. V',^T- ^.xteadcd 140 1 0.21 Varian proposed tuba
2411A1 Interaction
OsCZllat0l
19. 819H Tj^T 54.5-55.5 7x103 - -- flugt^^:s hEax duty - CW
?^.rplifier Gain = 20 dB
20. 825HG TI,iT 93-95 1.03 -- Hughes max duty = 0.001
""-.mnlific:r gain = 30 dB
21. Vitt E^:tertLed 280 + 15 1 -- Marian proposed tube; Cj,T
2-^32E1 Intex::ction
Oscillator
2`'. ['R^: E:cta^:dcd 280 -F 15 10 -- Varian proposed tube;
Z!+3C sEl Interaction duty cycle = 0.1 ^nax pulse
^^sc iLator length = 1 ms
23. (,010.1 L;.:] 275-310 1 -- CSF;CW mode
24. Ubitran Undula^ir:g 55 150x103 ti6 GE 250 td average
Bc^:m
Inc4ractior.
20x10325. 50:10 :iagnetron 50 13 OKI duty cycle = 0.00025
pulse width = 0.25 =,sec
,jam
T
0
k
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TABLZ 8.2G (ConC.)
Potaer	 Efficiency
SOL^ECE	 TYPE	 f (GFiz)	 OuC^ur _(4d)	 (%)	 REP^RKS
26. 18^H	 BWO	 135--130	 2	 —	 Hughes CW Oscillator
^,	 ,	 .
I'
i
-	 development.	 The list does not include all sources which exist in the milli-
meter-submilZimeter wavelength region..
	
Table 8.25 briefly summarizes some of ^`
,,
the tube requirements and current developments. ^	 '`:c^
Tn summary, for millimeter wave oscillators both solid state and tube
devices must be evaluated.
	 For low--noise law-power drivers, Gunn amplifiers ^	 -,
would be leading contenders with IMPATTs and TWTs also a possibility.	 T^'or
the higher pocaer final amplifier, ZMPATTs and TG11's will probably be more ^`#
'^	 appropriate. -
TABLE 8.25 ^	 '^
MILLIMETER WAVE TUBE DEVELOPMENT
Types:
	
Both Amplifiers and Transmitter Oscillators
Requirements:	 For Ground Station Applications, Increased Power at
Higher Frequencies; Improved Efficiency; Increased ^'^
Bandwidth Capabilities; Constant Phase Across Band.
-'.,.
-	 For Spacecraft Applications, Same Requirements as
Above [Jith Reduction in Size; Reduced Power Consump-^
Lion; Greater Efficiency.
If Direct Broadcast Millimeter [Dave Systems are to a
be a Reality _ Significantly Greater Pot+rer is Needed.
Current Status:	 1.	 Several Tubes Have Been Developed Through the
Years for Various Specific Applications
2.	 Reflex Kl straps Available to 200 GHz; Power Framy
r
-	 ^=.r .:_.
.	 200 mW to Approximately 10 mW; Poor Lifetimes; High
Input Power.
	 MFG:	 Varian.
3.	 Carcinotrons Available to Approximately 800 GHz; -
Large, High Voltage Tubes; l [datt Available to 300 ^;"%
GHz.	 AiFG:	 CSF of France.
^+.	 BL70 With Approximately 10 mW at SO GHz Much
Smaller Than G.^rcinotrons; Lifetimes of 10,000 Hrs. -
Recorded;	 High Voltage Tubes.	 MFG:	 Watkins--Johnson. .,	 _^
5.	 Russian Tubes:	 Complete Line of Carc^aotrons to
Approximately 400 GHz;	 High Power Tubes (syrotrons
With Superconducting Magnets} -- 10 kW at 2.78 mm and
1 k[J at 0.95 mm, Bath CW. a	 _'s;
,:.;	 -
t	 ..
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TABLE 8.25 (Copt.)
MILLIMETER WAVE TUBE DEVELOPMENT
Curx'ent Status: 6, Interaction Oscillators (EIO) are Available from
30 GHz to 280 GHz, Both Pulsed and CW; Peak Output
Power of 20 kW at 9S GHz and l kW (CW) at 35 GHz Have
Been Achieved; Family of 40 Different Tube Types Exist;
4	 Approximately 200 EIO's Have Been Sold; Requix'es Fewer
Supplies Than BWO's and its Output Frequency is Less
Sensitivity to High Voltage Changes. ^1I'G: Varian.
7. Solenoid Focused TWT Amplifier 5 _ 7 kSd at 55 GHz;
Narrow Band Tube. MFG: Hughes (Nfalibu}.
8. TWT Amplifiers in Design Stages at 40 GHz (loo/zoo
W) and at $0 GHz (200 W) for NASA-Lewis. MFG: Hughes
(Torrence).
9. TWT's Constructed for Navy (38 G^lz} and
Army (31 GHz}. MFG: Hughes.
10. Several Magnetrons Available to 94 GHz
11. Research an Relativistic Electron Beams at
Several Labs
l2. Optically Pumped Laser to 2 mm
8.b.1.2 Receiver Components
Millimeter wave receivers are possibly the most important elements of
	 0
a milimeter wave satellite communications system, for they determine the
sensitivity of the system, setting the requirements on transmitter power. 	
o
The millimeter wavelength region has always been of interest for scientific
investigations so that receiver development has had an impetus from radiome-
try of the environment and radio astronomy in addition to communications
applications. Developments which are currently being made in receiver tech-
nology can make millimeter devices competitive with the technology of the
centimeker wave^.ength region.
In discussing millimeter wave receiver technology, it is necessary to
survey mixers, local oscillators and the configurations employed in apply-
ing the local oscillator to the mixer, associated receiver components and
the 1F characteristics of the systems which have been assembled.
Because of its importance for communications in the millimeter wave-
length region, the overall performance of the receiver system has been investi-	 }
gated in detail for frequencies up to 100 GHz. Scientific requirements and
other interests have stimulated receiver investigations at wavelengths into
the submillimeter region.
0
Aevelapment of components continues to be a necessity. tdhile many signi-
ficant advances in the state-of-the-art of low noise receiver technology have
been made, it is necessary to focus on both the current and projected state-of-
the-art millimeter wave "front--end" noise performance.
The most general high-sensitivity receiver front-end is of the heterodyne
type in which one or both RF-input sidebands are translated, via a single
down-conversion, into a single IF hand. In the majority of receiving system 	 -	 J
applications, including communications, discrete information bearing signals	 =.
in one input sideband must be received and processed unambiguously with re-
spe d to extraneous signals in the other. The use of a double-sideband re- 	 ^
ceiver far single--sideband reception results in a 3 dB degradation in sensitiv-
ity.
'i
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Thezefore, in order to maximize receiver sensitivity in single-sideband
	
§	 front ends, a high degree of rejection is presented to the unwanted sideband
by the selectivity of the RF preamplifier, by the presence of a "preselector "
bandpass filter preceding the mixer, and/or by the use of a mixer canf figuration 	 ,
with inherent image-rejection properties. Tn turn, for millimeter applications,
waveguide component losses can be high sa that it is extremely important in
	
o	 most system applications to minimize the input circuit losses in functional
components such as duplexers, limiters, switches, filters, etc. 	 _
In the case of bandpass filters preceding the mixer for rejection of an
	
^	 unwanted sideband, difficulty is experienced at millimeter wavelengths as a
result of the high losses which are caused by conventional band-pass filter
techniques employed at centimeter wavelengths. Current millimeter wave tech--
piques are resorting to other filter methods such as those offered by qu^si-
optical techniques. Bath JPL and Georgia Tech are investigating quasi--optical
schemes. At Georgia Tech, Fabry--Perot interferometers are being testes as a
technique far sideband rejection. Problems in this scheme are concerned with
reduction of insertion losses and achieving of t •he proper interferometer
finesse to achieve a high degree of rejection.
A variety of approaches to low-noise millimeter-wave zeception has
evolved in recent years. The approaches have included the utilization of low-
noise RF preamplifier mechanisms, lota-noise mi:€er -^TF amplifier configurations,
and cooling of the front-end package to significantly reduce its internal am-
bient temperature. The thermal noise power available from a given dissipative
element is proportional to the physical temperature of that element so that
the noise performance of thermal noise--limited front--end components can be
	
a	 improved significantly by cooling. This is particularly true of parametric
amplifiers and converters; and, to a lesser degree, it applies to Schottky
barrier mixer diodes.
The relative merits of the various front-ends must be studied for the
millimeter wave region. Figure 8.13 shows the receiver front-cnd noise per-
formance as a function of input signal frequency.
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Figure 8.13. Receiver Front-End Noise Perxorm^
Function of Input Signal Frequent
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For the law noise RF preamplifiers in the millimeter region, three ampli-
- fiery merit Consideration:	 traveling wave maser amplifiers, parametric
amplifiers and converters, and traveling wave tube amplifiers. 	 The traveling
k
a wave maser represents the ultimate in virtually noise-free reception at
..`	 j,:	 ,^
^ frequencies as high as 50 GHz. 	 Structures ar.c^^^^lrrently under investigation
^:
to extend the traveling wave maser technology to 120 GHz. 	 The Costliness
t and complexity of the maser structure have, however, resulted in its replace-
^.	 Q
:.	 ^:
ment by the parametric amplifier in most ultra-loci--noise receiver applications.
The parametric amplification mechanism which is applicable to the short
^'Q wavelength millimeter wave systems is the circulator-coupled, negative-resis- 	 '
fence parametric amplifier.	 In this device, negative resistance, generated at 	 `
the signal frequency (f s) provid^:s unlimited reflection amplification, subject
to gain-bandwidth constraints.	 Itao paramp configurations are possible:	 the
non.degenerate ( single-sideband} with pump frequency fp + 2fs and the degenerate
(double-sideband} with f s = f p /2.	 These paramps have been utilized to 60 GHz
and are feasible to 100 Ghz. 	 Under Air Force Avionics Lab sponsorship, 9^+ GHz
.. nandegenerate paramps are being developed by LNR Communications. 	 In turn,
IMPATT oscillator development for the Air Force is extending the operating
. wavelength to 180 GHz so that degenerate operation of paramps can be utilized
at frequencies to 90 GHz.	 Cryogenic considerations, pump source stability and
reliability, and compactness of the paramps are all factors which must be
` analyzed for the millimeter wave communications systems. 	 As materials and
^6
techniques improve, noise temperature of the various devices will decrease.
v
	
	 Figure 8.1^a, taken from a recent report, "NASA Task Team Report c,r, satellite 	 '^	 1`"'._
Communications," dated tiecember 1975, shows a forecast of noise temperatures
' 6	of front-end devices. Maser devices, while providing the best noise tempera--
tares, are relatively narrow band and require cryogenic cooling. Among the 	 `'.^
uncnoled devices, the forecast for the year 2000 does not show a great im-
i
provement with an uncoated paramp over a mixer-IF combination. The projection 	 `,•
^;	 ^
of FET's also presents an interestng potential. These devices are currently
available to approximately 12 GHz. 	 "^
3
e	 In the area of mixer-IF amplifiers, Schottky barrier mixer c^iade tech- 	 ^ ^
' 
a
nology has led to the evolution of moderately low--noise Schottky barrier
r
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mixer-IF amplifier front ends. These configurations are competitive with
various RF preamps for single-(and double--) sideband reception, particularly
in the millimeter wave region tsp to 100 GHz. High quality diodes and IF
amplifiers are available commercially, and receivers employing these
elements have been flown in satellite experiments {e.g., the Nimbus NEi^fS and
SCAriiS designs). Investigations at Georgia Tech are concerned with extending
low-noise receivers and Schottky barrier diode technology to 300 GHz. Tech-
id
	
	piques for employing balanced mixers, for implementation of matched-image
mixers for single-sideband receptian,the use of still higher quality, lower
parasitic content Schottky diodes, the realization of improved circuit tech-
'
	
	 piques and the advantages of cryogenic cooling are being evaluated during that
program.
tdith the concentration of efforts which have been made in mi^-er develop--
meet, several significant points can be ma^-ie on the status of mixer technology:
1. Satisfactory waveguide mixers are available commercially to
frequencies as high as 100 GHz. Most devices use Schottky barrier diodes in
Sha.rpless wafer mounts. Double sideband NF ti7dB are available. Hughes employs
5i Schottky barrier diodes. Thee are usually available in 1F frequencies
from ld MHz to greater than 2 GHz with instantaneous RF bandtiaidths an the
order of 2 GHz (at 1 dB points).
?.. Very broadband waveguide mixers have been developed in the 40 - 60
GHz region by i3ELC.
3. Spacekom has employed a unique balanced mixer configuration with
ff	 Schottky barrier diodes up to 70 GHz. These units, employing beam lead diodes,
i
have NF = 5.5 -- 6 dB with 20 -- 25 dB image rejection. While beam lead
	 ^
Schotticy^-barrier diodes are being produced, efforts to use these elements in
a Spacekom mixer at 7.18 GHz have thus far been unsuccessful. The design
offered in this mixer configuration is extremely interesting from the view-
point of single side-band operation, since other schemes, e.g. Fabry-Perot
interferomete-_s, thus far have higher losses than desired and present a more
^	
_	
_
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5,	 Excellent receiver development work has been performed by Wrixon of
''^ Cork, Ireland and Schneider of Bell Laboratory up to 230 GHz.
	
Total receiver a^'
revise figures of 13 dB at 230 GHz and 8 dB at 3.70 GHz have been achieved. -
Fundamental m^.xing at 170 GHz and harmonic mixing at 230 GHz were employed,
At 3PL, the use of quasi-optical mixer configurations have resulted in the a	 i
reporting os NF ti $ dB from ll$ GHz through 184 GHz,
	
The quasi-optical
i
mixer design has been ^.:adicated as having the same sensitivity to frequencies .,^
as high as 225^Hz. -
- 6.	 Schottky barrier diodes have been developed at Lincoln Laboratory
for use up to Cs0 GHz, and these have been employed for harmonic mixing
^	
':
- against optically pumped lasers in the submillimeter wavelength region. "'
'`^
7.	 GaAs Schottky barrier diode fabrication and receiver development is
,; currently being performed at Georgia Tech for the spectral region from 100 GHz ^^	 e
_.: to 300 GHz for NASA-Goddard. '^j
$.	 Asuper--Schottky barrier diodes has been used at Aerospace for
X-band, but efforts have not as yet been successfully used in the millimeter
wavelength region.	 This device consists of a superconducting lead "whisker" 4	 -
in contact with a GaAs Schottky barrier diode. 	 It is projected that, if the
technology can be extended to approximately 100 GHz, it would result in a j
NF = D.5 dB for the mixer, a l dB receiver NF with a bandwidth of 1 GHz.
9.	 The techniques of stripline receivers have been developed up to
230 GHz by Schneider of Bela. Labs, and appear to offer excellent coupling of
the IF signal from the diode to the IF gre-amp. ,j'
10.	 Cooling to nitrogen temperatures of GaAs Schottky barrier diodes
has been demonstrated by Kerr of Goddard Institute and Mattaueh of NRAO,
Noise figure improvement has resulted from this effort. 	 These researchers, ^`	 ```^ra
a ;:;	 :^;
	 ,,.	 ^
in collaboration with JPL, have been developing excellent Schottky barrier
i'
- ma.xers.
-
In addit3.on to the development work on mixer technology, investigations
v^ receiver front-ends have been progressing in the millimeter region. 	 Since
size is an important factor for satellite communications systems, dielectric
guide receiver research o£ IITRI, Hughes and Be11 Labs is important. 	 A b0
-- GHz dielectric guide transceiver with NF = 10.6 dB has been demonstrated by _
^
i.
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	ai	 Hughes. Schneider at Eie11 Labs has constructed a GO GHz receiver, pumped at
_	 ^
`' a	1/4 of the L. 0. frequency yielding a 5.2 dB conversion loss with NF = 7 dB.
E
	
`	 The areas related to millimeter receivers which require continued R&A
efforts include the fallowing:
d	 '
!^
j
1.	 Lower cost, compact receivers to include both small discrete ele- ^
!^ ments and integrated dielectric components. 	 An eventual monolithic system
is desirable for satellite devices.	 Size, weight and cost will be important `+	 '`
^,^
?^ in satellite systems.
f^
'^
1.
2.	 Broadband, up to ti 10 GHz, receivers in the 40 -- 100 GHz region for
^`^' satellite communications.
,:,: _	 _ .
' 3.	 Paramp improvements in bath lower noise and higher frequency opera- ^	 ^'
i Lion should be continued.	 High frequency pump source work, currently being
^ pursued, is important for high frequency degenerate paramp development. _
While paramps have been developed at frequencies as high as 94 GHz, ;^	 ^
' •c:he performance can be improved by the availability of better pump sources.
Needed are stable, high power solid state sources co avoid the use of kly-
,-
^	 ^'
^
strops which are short-lived, large, expensive and require high primary power. -	 ^
An exploratory development program, conducted by AZL for AFAL, has had the
3
objective of providing sources suitable fox use as a paramp pump up to 300
3
s	 '
GHz.	 They have been able to achieve frequency tripling from 100 to 300 GHz
with an output of 2.1 mtd and an efficiency of l.4 percent.	 Frequency
E:
doublers from 1.04 to 200 GHz with an output power of 16.5 mW at 6% efficiency
,, and 10.2 mW at 11.4% efficiency have been developed. 	 A 200 GHz quasi-optical t	 1
^'' doubler was used as a pump source for an experimental degenerate paramp. ^
`^ 4.	 The advances made in balanced mixer technalo gy will, when fully
^:b developed, provide a major contribution to single side-band operation in the d;,,;'
millimeter wavelength region.	 This technology is significant, not only far
4-
communication receiver systems but for high frequency radiometery of the
^^ atmosphere.
5.	 Cooled mixer devices with low conversion loss for very law noise
applications should be developed.	 A caution to observe in this area, however,
is the additional weight and pocaer consumption imposed on s^ tel.lite--borne,^ F+
;•; communications systems by the cryogenic apparatus.	 The use in ground stations
should be fully expected.
i a
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6. Local oscillators are demanded for millimeter wave systems. In
order to avoid the poor noise figures imposed by harmonic mixing techniques,
d
low noise solid state L.O. 1 s are required for fundamental mixing at all
wavelengths to be used for communications systems. Phase stabilization of
these sources must also be established.
7. The developments made at ,TPL in the area of quasi-optical technology
are very important for receiver developments. Limitations imposed by con-
ventional waveguide techniques have made L.O. injection to the mixer a
^-
..
difficult and high loss task.	 The quasi-optical schemes can provide the _
methods for single sideband receiver operations, low loss injection of the
L.O. to the mixer and local oscillator noise filtering.	 The quasi--optical
technique far local oscillator injection will prove superior to directional `::^
couplers, ring couplers and coupling cavity techniques. -
8.	 Beam lead technology can provide a very stable diode and must be
extended into the millimeter wave region. 	 These devices are available
through b0 GHz but should be developed to the region of 100 GHz. 	 Parasitic
-	 a
capacitance will unlikely be a deterrent to their use above l00 GHz.
a
9.	 As high frequencies above 100 GHz are employed, open structure mixer
configurations can be an advantage for receiver systems. 	 Some such devices
have been built in the past, but not with Schottky barrier diodes nor with
a	 _
the design considerations required. ^
Table $.26 presents a summary of mixer considerations.
a
%`
TABLE 8.26
.x;-
`'
?4	 ^
MILLIMETER WAVE TECI^]OLOGX ^^	 ^'^
.^
n	 w.
Item:	 Receiver Mixers
'^
Types:	 Schottky Barrier Diodes
Silicon or Gallium Arsenide ,	 '
Function:	 Low Noise High Sensitivity Receiver Mixer '`
:^
Advantages:	 Improved Noise Figures
3
^
Mast Sensitive mm Wave Raom Temperature Mixers
Radily Integrated into Millimeter Systems
_^
j
^,
17 S ^^
_^^,
_.^
f'
^yy;
t<
It
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TABLE 8.26 (Copt.)
^	
J
^I
x
MILLIMETER Z,IAVE TECHNOLOGY
^;	 ...
^
.	 ri
E	 ected R&D:
E.
_
Extension of Mixer Technology to H^.gher Frequencies fox'
^ Radiometry Applicatipns (NASA-Goddard/Ga. Tech; 3PL/Univ. Va.} ,'1
.	 ^
Improved Local Oscillator Power at Fundamental Frequency (Ga.
{
,'	 '
Tech, Conic, NASA-Goddard) ''
Continued Fabrication Improvements (BTL, L,ix^coln Lab, GTC) g.:
Cryogenic Investigations (Univ. Va. , ,IPL} ^^.kfi
Configuration. Development (Ga. Tech, NASA-Goddard}
^^
^1	
"'^
Current State of Development:
^;
r;:
=,,,`	 ;
1. GaAs Schottky Barrier Diodes Employed at 230 GHz Receiver with ,^.'gg'
Overall Noise Figure of 13 dB (BTL) i^::	 3
2. Operated at 170 GHz with Noise Figure of 8.2 dB {BTL) ^'
_'E
^^- 3. GaAs Diode Materials Developed and Available From Several
^
'^.,-
Sources -BTL, Sperry, TRG, Ga. Tech-EES, Lincoln Lab, ;`:
University of Vi.rginia., Aerospace, Baytran, Cvric
;,
4. Improved Operation up to 94 GHz with Cryogenic Cooling (Univer-^
r;
'
'	 `-^
^
sity of Virginia) i.;.
;,.,,
.^ S. Super-Schottky Diodes Demonstrated to x-Band (Aerospace) {.^.
^ 6. Improved IF Coupling and Matching by Strip Line Techniques (BTL,
Cork) ^'^^^
^ p
^.
7. Employed as Direct Mixers y id Harmonic Mixers (BTL, Lincoln Lab) "^
;;
^,
^^
8. Silicon Diodes at Frequencies up to 100 GHz (Hughes)
-
^;
'' 9. Noise Figures Approximately ^ dB up to 94 GHz `',
^^ f ±>^;,
fi. Required Technology:.^.f'
_	 ! Improved Mixer Configurations ^':',,,',
^''" Improved LO Coupling Schemes at Higher Frequencies ^	 `	 ;
E'
f'
More Rugged Structures - Protecti.on Against Shvcic and Transients ^	 ';
^^ Development of Strip Line Structures
^ Improved Materials Fabrication ^	 ^
^	 ^	 1
i< Balanced Mixer Configurations
_ }
s^
E
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$.6.7..3 Waveguide Gomponents
Several companies manufacture millimeter wave components with components
available to l0^] GHa. Gustom made components can now be provided in con-
ventional waveguide configurations throughout most of the millimeter wave-
length region. Above 100 GHz, there are companies that can provide conven-
tional components to approximately 300 GHz. The losses encountered in fun-
damental mode guide at these higher frequencies can become prohibitive so
that oversize guide or quasi-optic schemes must be employed.
There are c •srrently problems in components which must be solved in
the frequency range from 30-7.00 GHz for improvement of communications
systems. These components include circulators and isolators. A few brief
comments are given an some of these components.
a. Millimeter Wave Circulators
Millimeter wave ferrite circulators are available at frequencies
up to approximately 1^+0 GHz, but as indicated previously axe limited in
bandwidth. This limitation is highly undesirable in millimeter wave
communication systems, for which broad band operation is one of the greatest
advantages. Improvement in amplifier bandwidths will in turn result with
increased circulator bandwidths. In the region of 50-1.00 GHz, bandwidths
on the order of 4 GHz with 20 dB isolation and up to 0.5 dB have been achieved.
Increased bandwi{iths to at least 5 GHz are needed for wideband 60 GHz
IMPATT reflection amplifiers. In order to achieve broader bandwidths and
improved isolation, new materials with higher magnetization or higher
saturation level will be needed. In addition, materials capable of handling
the increasing power of millimeter wave sources are areas of investigation.
In turn, with increased bandwidth and isolation, it is necessary to maintain
a low insertion loss.
b. Isolators
The problems encountered in millimeter wave circulators are also
encountered in millimeter wave ferrite' isolators. Both bandwidth and inser-
Lion Toss are critical. Hughes has been able to achieve 30 dB isolation in
the 95 GHz region but these devices have high insertion lasses on the order
of l dB. The problems could be removed by research on materials with higher
saturation moment.
RE^'RODUCIB^ITY OF THP^
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c. A complete line of miscellaneous waveguade components must be developed.
'	 ^.. Phase Shifters - need low lass and low cost phase shifters
fox millimeter wave phased arrays; ferrite phase shifters not practical
x
	
	
above SD GHz; Pin diode phase shifters far dielectric guides need locaer
insertion loss, better matching to waveguide; electro-optic type.pl^ase-shifters
loo H	 t^ 1should be ^nvest^gated; for frequencies above	 G z, quasi. op zca ^
techniques should be developed.
2.	 Conformal voltage - scanned arrays for millimeter frequencies
3
are being explored by Ball 1Zesearch Corporation. 	 These antennas have ''
functioned up to 16 GHz a.nd are projected as possible devices for the 35--4D
GHz spectral region.	 They are sheered with micro--strap phase shifters which '^
should be developed so that a variable permittivity or variable permeability
i
substrate can be used in the antenna feed system. 	 The major requirement is
in the microstrig phasor development.	 Ferrate, semiconductor and electro- ';
optic m^^.^rials should be investigated.
3.	 idavemeters are currently ava2lable to 325 GHz, one model. by ^^'
Baytron being a direct digital read-out system. 	 The low Q of the resonators -	 ^
which are currently employed presents a poor response. 	 The best response
of a wavemetex is obtained from a small confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer
which can be packaged as small as the conventional meter.	 The high Q of
Fabry-Perot resonators can an turn be employed as stab cavities for ,,
source stabilization.
4.	 Oversize waveguide components and quasi-optical techniques
f'g.	
f^^	 l
u
should be investigated mare fully as components for higher frequency. 	 As ^`^
higher powers are employed at the higher frequencies, larger waveguides -
^?	 must be used.	 In the case of the projected use of very high paver relativistic a'>^
beam sources, pressurized quasi-optical components are currently being
i
considered for future applications.
5.	 Signal Switching and Routing - For certain Cypes of services,^,
it may be desirable to configure systems which switch between various ^`'-	 -`
channels ar antenna beams.	 Zn addition, instead of a single high power
^	 ampl:^fiar as discussed in previous paragraphs, it may be desirable, or -	 ;:
necessary, to utilize an array of low power amplifiers for the final
power amplifier. 	 ^^uch an array would require a feed network to distribute
j	 1$1
``
^`,^9
^^^^^
^-	 ..	 f
W
.s
,`
the drive signal. This network might utilize an N channel corporate
divider, a series of 3 dB hybrids, a series feed with progressively increased 	 e
coupling ports, or same other approach.
Components which are available for switching and controlling millimeter
caave signals in the millimeter wavelength region include PIN diode switches, 	 ^
ferrite isolators, diode modulators, variable phase shifters, and couplers.
Critical parameters include bandwidth, insertion loss, reliability, phase
errors, V$WR, temperature dependence, and cost. The nee3 and availability
of suitable components of this type will depend, of course, on the system
configuration.
ether signal routing schemes are available in addition to switching 	 ^,
	
.^	 the entire RF signal. Ghannel dropping filters are currently being used
k
by the Bell Telephone System at millimeter frequencies. A few hundred
N
	
t	 megahertz of bandwidth can be removed from a SQ to 60 GHz signal with
relatively Iow loss and low cross talk. Such a technique might be applicable
	
-^	 to the proposed effort. Still another scheme would involve translating the
millimeter signal down to a baseband signal and then filtering and switching 	 Y	 {
_	 ;
at these lower frequencies. This is the mare likely approach for the ground 	 _
1 based transmitting station.
	
^	 8.b.1.^ Millimeter Ldave Antennas 	 c ;
i^iillimeter antennas have the distinct advantage over microwave 	 ^
antennas of producing higher gains and narrower beamwidths far the same
size aperture. These and other considerations can be exploited in systems 	 ^	 ^^';
	
^	 applications. ThesE benefits are obtained, however, only if proportionately 	 `^ ^^'	 ^
increased tolerance and rigidity are maintained in the antenna. Usually
a ^/l6 to a a/32 rms surface tolerance must be maintained on a reflector 	 ^^
surface for proper performance. This translates into a 0.1 to 0.2 mm rms
a error at 3 mm. Maintaining these tolerances in a thermal vacuum environ- 	 ^ ;'
	
^	 ^
ment with adequate strength and without excessive weight requires careful
selection of materials and careful mechanical design. The structural 	 ^
	
-	
design of the antenna syste^h is also governed by such factors as accelerations,
	
^	 thermal stability, vibrations, materials compatibility, shock, and cast. -	 ^	 ^
^ ^.'
This subsection briefly considers some of the technical tradeoffs 	
1
which must be considered far antenna components for the millimeter wavelength 	 ^	
,^
region. The selection of an antenna type requires a consideration of a
182	
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	 ou ber	 f factors
	
some of which are included in Table 8.27 other im octantp
^.
factors to be stressed in this survey' that relate to both satellite and ''
ground applications include antenna configuration, lightweight construction
. techniques anc^ multiple-beam techniques.
i
^;; (l}	 Antenna Configuration
!	 `
Both single and double reflector antennas have been used at
^^ millimeter frequencies.
	 The double zeflector antenna (Cassegrain, for i^
example) has the advantage of having its center of mass near the ma^.n
reflector which simplifies pointing the antenna.
	
In addition it permits ^,s
-^ the receiver front erd to be conveniently mounted near the feed, thus :.5^
minimizing losses.	 A major disadvantage of a double reflector is the extra 'f
mechanical problem of a+_curately maintaining the position of the subreflector.
Other reflector tradeoff considerations are listed in Ta?^le $.2$. `'
A number of alternatives to a reflector antenna are available at
millimeter frequencies.
	 These include lens-horn combinations, corrugated ^.
horns such as the scalar feed, slotted arrays, and phased arrays. 	 The beam-
r
width, beam shape, bandwidth, sidelobe level, beam scan capabilities, weight
^^
and losses of each of these types are different,
f
(2}	 Lightweight Coxistruction Techniques
It is also vitally important in designing - the antenna that the t;^'^	 ;
proper tradeoff of performance versus weight be made. 	 To this end,
consideration must be given to the use of lightweight construction techniques
such as the use of aluminum, beryllium or honeycomb struci:ures.	 In addition, ,E
graphite fiber reinforced plastic as well as fiber-glass lay-Lp techniques ^	 ^^::
,.:_
must be examined for the primary reflector.. 	 These materials possess very i'
high strength-to-weight ratios.	 Various mesh reflector designs can be
considered for millimeter applications.'	 Table a-29 shows spacecraft "^^
antenna thermal distortion data anti the types of materials which can be
6-
considered for satellite antennas, while Table 8-30 summarizes the charac- 1	 _
teristics of some graphite epoxy antennas which have been fabricated. '
The technique of placing a stressed-skin covera.ng over a rib or
stringer structure is a well-knanm method for obtaining lightweight, rigid:
,'
antenna components.	 A structure of this type operating at 45 GHz was i
^ designed, f abra.cated, and tested in a recent Georgia Tech program for Applied
'^
1.83
^:
:,	 ^'
i	 ,	 , ^:"
^^
t_
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^ TABLR 8.27
ANTENNA DESIGN PARAMETERS ^_
Signal.
:^
I
Platfoxm
_
Antenna Tracking Hardware Qther
a
'^	 nLty fa;tar Stability Beam shape Acquisition State-af-art Packaging
';( technique in rf com-
I	 Modulation Attitude Beamw3dth
ponents gnvironment
3'srror slope
Intensity Motion rates Gain Mechanical Simplicity
_ i	 iAmb	 u tg	 Y
components
Sidelabe level
Dynamic Range Pasitianing Electrical Reliability
modes Null depth Angle detection
circuitry components Quality
Tape of element/
feed Receiver
assurance
^ Accuracy Sensitivity
Element number Human factor
S/N ratio
Element spacinZ; ^ .
`^ Signal processing
Scan sector
Target spacing
Bandwidth
,.
_.	 ^:
^' ^^	 -	 ___4
;,	
...:.	 ,_.	 ^.t;.	 `:may
...-
•r*1;tL;.	 ^	
i	 a	 z,.	 .-	 -. ^!' 3^.	
_.^.d..^,^ ._ ... ^ 	
-	 —	 --
..__W.._.—w^.^...e..^^...0 ^.._.,.,.,^y.......o....,..._	 ,.^, ^	 ^	 ___...	 ,.. r,^nu	 ^
tt^r^t,^;^aux ^rxt^^u^r uun^l^^iceislu^v^
Reflector Aspects
	
Tradeoff Considerations	
r
Aperture illumination
	
Gain:
	 ?
5idelobe level
.	 ^ieamshape
Bendwidth
Bandwidth
_':
Reflector type
	
_ Weight
Shape. Tolerance
Slew rates
.	 Transmitterjreceiver location
Feed geometry	 Polarization performance 	 '.
Square or round	
a
Yllumination
Cost of fabrication
Feed network
	
Size and blockage
RF losses
Complexity
A:^gle tracker aspects 	 Multihorn
Quadridged
Reflector F/D ratio
Temperature Ldeight Solax-Induced Effects
Coefficient {lb.)
of Dish, Sub _	 _
Max.	 1Expansion ReflecCor
Material & [;sed in & 5truts Edge Beam Gain Difference
Fabrication Analysis Includirg^ Defl. Squint -Loss Boxesight^^
Technique (in/in/°F) Paint {inches) (degrees} {dB}^ (degrees)
O.fllO" 0.92 x l0_
g
27.24 0.008 0.0075 O.14 C 0.01
Craphite^epoxy skins
an 3/4" aluminum
honeycomb
0.10" lnvar skins Varies 62.99 4.01.5	 ^ 0.013 0,40 ^ 0.01.
on 314" Aluminum with
honeycomb Temperature g
o . 7-1 . 2x1 a--6
1/I6" Salid b.5 x 10 6 35.87 0.043 0.088 3.96 ^ U.QI
Beryllium Shell
r^
a^
r''
At b0 GHz
^; ^
Divergence between main beam peak and tracking pattern null
	
,.	 o
I^	
,.	
_	
...
	 T^
,::.
..,	 a
._ _.d	
_ _.._.^.^
	 .. ..._.^_
	
__	 _.^.._^.
	 ^	
.._._ __.,...... _ .^...^^.^.......^..._...4..... __e._......_----,.w
	 .I	 --
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TABLE 8.30
'_ SUMMARY 0^' SEVERAL iCNOtiJ i`+i GRAPHITE EPQXY ANTENNAS
i;
RECENTLY FABRICATED {50URGE. JPL}
'^
I i
'^ Humber Surface
_ Made Construction Dia.	 Tol. Application ^
;^
' 2 laminated 72"	 ,0025 R&AD
^. honeycamb 64"	 .004 READ
^^ 1 laminated 96"	 .002 R&AD -
1 honeycomb 96"	 <.010 R&AD "''!
6 honeycamb 58"	 <.010 Viking
1 honeycamb 144"	 in fab. Mar-Jup-Sat '
. 3 honeycomb 48"	 .003 R&AB
2 honeycomb 108"	 .0045 R&AD
^^ 1 honeycomb 72"	 .00i SatelliCe(?) ^	 '.
TWO WEIGH'' VALUES I^iAVE BEEN QUOTED
(],)	 Several 5$" reflectors with spars and su6reflector weiFY: ^ 12 lbs.
(2)	 An 80 cm reflector (wikh unknown supports) weighs ^s4 lbs.
x	 ^:.
^ ^. .
^
Research and Advanced Development
^.:.
=^
^.,
^!
,'.
.^
-.
^.. r
i
7.
i
It	
i
r	
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I:	 physics Laboratory. The approach combines the advantages of a high section
^:
'^	 modulus (related to stiffness} with low weight,
^^
	
	 Reflecting surfaces or other components for large antennas sometimes
employ panels formed by sandwich construction techniques. These pa^te]s con-
sis^ of either metal ax fiberglass skins top and bottom separated by a shear-
carrying material, usually a honeycomb or rigid foam care. These panels are
^	 designed to maintain their curvature without additional support.
Where figures of revolution are involved, metal spinning is the fabri--
cation technique usually employed. Such reflectors may also be fabricated
of fiberglass with the reflecting surface consist^.ng of a fine wire mesh
stretched over the mold, or a metal-sprayed surface applied directly to
the maid. These latter techniques, however, have often displayed limited
service life. Once the curvature has been obtained, bath fiberglass and
I	 metal shins require reinforcement to maintain their shape, unless a sandwich
'	 construction is employed.
I (3) Multiple-Beam Antennas
3	 The need for adaptive multibeam antenna systems has already
4
been established by a number of investigations. Multiple beam antennas are
becoming a necessity for proposed operational satellite systems. Multiple
beam antennas must be used when the communication 1^..^1, ::^s^ be pointed ati
a number of different points in space. This is especially true for the
satellite if it must relay information between several ground stations that
are widely separated. If more than one satellite is involved, similar cape-
`	 bility might be necessary far the ground stations.
Multiple antenna beams can be generated either '^y using one aperture or
through the use of several apertures. Considerable savings in volume and
weight can often be realized by using a single aperture which can take the
form of either a complete phased array, a small array feeding a collimating
device, or a number of ;separate feeds in conjunction with a collimating
device. The antenna designs will vary depending on the operational function 	 -
of the system. By use of a parametric tradeoff study, the antenna type for
a given mission can be determined.
{a} Phased Arrays
	 -^
The phased array ofFers the greatest flexibility in	 'F'
th number of beams and beam shapes that can be obtained as well. as in the
rapidi^y in changing from one beam configuration to another. A large number
1S $
..
{	 _,
..	
_	 t
`v
L
l
of design considerations must be taken into account in selecting the method 	 ;"
of implementing a phased array. Tlie selection of element spacing, type of
spacing (e.g., rectangular, triangular, or hexagonal.} and whether the array
is thinned or not determines the allowable scan sector, the presence and
level of grating Lobes, the number of elements required and the complexity	 's
of the beam forming and beam steering computer. Element thinning can reduce 	 r
the number of active elements in the array by as much as 5fl percent, as was 	 ^
done in HAPLA^t. i
Series and corporate feeding is used to achieve a relatively compact
structure. Phase shifter losses are usually cumulative for a series feed
i
but are not for the corporate one. A spare fed array can be used if room
is available to simplify the iZF distribution network. Transmission type
and reflection type lenses can bath be used for a space fed array. HowevEr,	 '
i
the feed for the reflection type array must be offset to reduce aperture
blockage and the structure does not package as nicely as the transmission	 t
type of lens far many applications since the exit aperture and feed must
be on the same side of the lens.	 ^	 -.
Multiple beams can be obtained from an array by rapidly switching one
beam to a number of different positions using the phase shifters of a '!
totally phase steered array or by utilizing some type of interconnection '^
matrix to simultaneously obtain a number of beams.
	
The penalty that must be !	 ^i^:
paid for the flexibility of a totally phase steered phased array is quite
high.	 Cost, size, and weight are usually all high for a completely phase
steered array.	 To reduce these factors, techniques are used such as com--
f.
;	 /:"
:^:
bination of phase-frequency scanning, instead of pure phase scanning. 	 Alter- a'.
note approaches to multiple beam performance exist.
(b)	 Beam Switching ,...:^
A
•	 Beam switching as a means of beam agility might be a useful. ^;_^
alternate to a phased array.	 For example, multiple beams can be simul-
•	 taneously generated in space by using a cluster of feeds along the focal
locus of a collimating device such as a lens or a reflector.	 Using an
electronic switching network {instead of phase shifters} the beam can be
switched to any one of a number of beam positions (to maximize the signal),
thus avoiding the complexity of the electronic equipment associated with
the adaptive technique. -	 -
1
f	 J^
l$9
;^y
i ^	 r^.-
-^=^,,^^
-
{c) Multi--frequency Qperation
Simultaneous operation at wore than one frequency from a
single aperture can be achieved in a number of ways, including: interlacing
of several a^'rays, each operating at a different frequency, into one
aperture; utilization of wideband elements; and through use of different
elements, separated physically, each operating at a different frequency.
To illustrate the first approach, Provencher has reported the results of
an interlaced array operating at I,, S and C bands simultaneously. :tidged
horns and orthogonal polarization were used to achieve a compact structure
with law crass coupling between bands. However, a substantial amount of
work needs to be done to improve the sidelobe performance of this type of
array.
if the individual elements in the array or the subarrays can be made
broadband enough, one array can be used to handle more than one frequency
rather than having to interleave arrays. Certainly corrugated horns can be
built which can operate over an octave bandwidth, and they can be dual polarized.
In addition, corrugated horns possess high beam efficiency, low sidelobes
and equal beamwidths in all planes. Using cascaded mode couplers, single
horns have been made to operate at ^, b, and 7 GHz and at 4, 6, and 11 GHz
with separate outputs for each frequency. Concentric coaxial cables can
also be combined to permit multifrequency operation from a single feed.
Still another approach. for providing multifrequency operation is through
use of a separate feed at each frequency with the feeds physically separated.
The practicality of this particular approach depends on the specific appli-
cation for which it might be considered. 7f the beams do not have to look
at the same spot on the earth at the same time, a mechanically rotated feed
system might provide adequate coverage. A five frequency Radiometer system
has been built around this concept using a multi--spoke feed and a parabolic
torus reflector. If a fan beam is required, beam squint can be avoided
by using a parabolic cylinder and stacking the feeds of different frequency
one above the other along the focal axis of the reflector.
(d} Polarization Effects
For systems employ^.ng frequency reuse with orthogonal
polarizations to increase channel capacity, the bandwidth and polarization
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isalatiatt of antenna feed components such as orthomode transducers, polarizers, =
'^^
?'
^} and tia'aveguide become extremely cxitical. 	 These components have to be designed
^^^
{^^^ to minimize cross--polarization effects.
^`
F:
Table 8.31 briefly summarizes some of the antenna considerations.
^^I
^
f
i
I` TABLE 8.31
. ^' ^ MILLIMETER WAVE TECHIVOLOGY ^
I:
ITEM:	 Millimeter gave Antennas
'^
r} S
_	 ^', TYPE;	 Satellite-Borne Lightweight ^^'	 wa
r_
^
( y}
^^ FUNCTI0;1:
	
Antennas Required fox 3S GHz, 40 GHz, 80 GHz, and above 100 GHz
k
r
^ ADVANTAGES:	 Lightweight small temperature coefficient of expansion '`
Relatively low solar-induced effects
-
y
Tolerances adequate for millimeter wave antennas
CURRENT STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
^' 1.	 Antennas fabrication from fiber epoxy composite materials on aluminum -
honeycomb (see tables).
'^
' REQUIRED TECHNOLOGY: ^
^q
ii 1.	 Extend fabrication to higher frequency antennas. '; i	 "^	 ^
^:
2.	 Lower fabrication costs.
3.	 Space environment testing.
^	 i
Y: —_
EXPECTED R&D : '	 .
r
1.	 Development of mm antennas (I^ASAf Goddard) .
^
2	
-	 I
2.	 Space environment exposure (LDEF). -
3.	 Design of antennas for particular applications -multiple-beam
antennas; broadcasting systems beamswitching; multiple frequency^
operation. -	 -^
} ;1
S
f
!S
s ^
I91 ,,
^,
,...`
f8.6.1.5 Millimeter Wave Integrated Circuits
The potential miniature size, low loss, and low cast of the newly
developed class of active millimeter wave integrated circuits in dielectric
waveguxde configurations-may be of benefit to satellite communication systems
in the millimeter region. While solid state millimeter wave devices have
developed rapidly into components in recent years, the cost of waveguide
circuit components is relatively high, partly due to the close tolerances
required at millimeter wavelengths. The rectangular dielectric waveguide,
on the other hand, can be used for effective low loss millimeter wave trans-
mission. In turn, it is possible to integrate active devices into the
dielectric guide. The new devices offer law loss and low cost active milli-
meter wave integrated circuits capable of performance comparable to those of
the conventional waveguide circuits.
The status of millimeter wave integrated circuits is such that:
1. Hughes and Bell Telephone Laboratories have demonstrated
source integration and Hughes has developed a millimeter wave exciterf
modulator at 60 GHz.
2. Microstrip and MIC components have been demonstrated in the milli-
meter wavelength region. Bell Laboratories has been able to reduce losses
in microstrip systems. Above 60 GHz, microstrip guides become sma11 and
have severe ohmic losses.
3. Low cast and small size are important for satellite communications.
^. Dielectric guides, because of small losses, will be the MIC above
60 GHz, must become more reliable and be available far lower casts. Cast
data twill become available as production volume increases.
5. Matching techniques must be improved to lower losses. A major
problem is in interfacing MiC's into a system. For the longer millimeter
wavelength region ($--10 mm) the microstrip circuits have an advantage over
dielectric guide systems and are much less dispersive than dielectric guides.
6. The MIC technology must be extended to materials other than silicon,
e.g., GaAs, and must result in the development of monolithic systems.
7. Current research related to communications needs includes launchers,
mixers, circulators and filters for Ka band and filters, combiners and
dividers to $0 GHz. MIC mixers and up/down converters have been developed to 60
GHz.
`:.-i
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,; ^^	 S, ^'or AiiC T s in the 90-100 GHz regian, dielectric waveguide configure-
,;,-..; i^
	
Lions must be studied, Loss per wavelength of alumina microstrips relative
;'.	 to that of alumina dielectric waveeuides is about 17:1 at 90 GHz. Alternatf
^ trapped inverted microstrip (TIM} lines up to 7Q GHz. 	 In general, dielectric
`,^'I^ waveguide will be larger than microstrip, thereby facilitating easier fabrica- ^	 ^
'`
^i Lion and handling.
^ 9.	 Dielectric waveguide work has thus far been narrow--band; because '
^^
Y
of the high Q nature of the medium, the dielectric waveguide may likely
i
`	 ;'r be restricted to relatively narrow-band applications.
;qf
:^ The field of integrated circuits looks promising from the viewpoint <{
s>
of future millimeter wave communications.	 Considerable development is needed
`' before the technology can be utilized.	 However, extensive contributions
^;
^, are currently being made, and it has been possible here to discuss only a
?'
c'
few of the advances which are being made. 	 Table $- 32 summarizes some of 3
z
' the effects of interest. ',a
^^
^,
^^^ 8.6.1.6
	 itillimeter Wave Components Above 100 GHz
±
1^;
The satellite communications applications above 100 GHz can utilize the g
windows at 150 GHz and 23Q GHz for satellite-to-ground links, and the H 2O ^
^^ absorption line at 1$3.3 GHz or the 118 GHz 0 2 absorption line for propagation
above the atmosphere.	 As spectral crowding becomes a problem at longer milli- T.
meter wavelengths ox higher data rates become a necessity, the spectral regian
;:; , ^	 .
above 100 GHz will be developing as a potential satellite communications area,
^	 f`.:
Several of the technologies, sources, receivers, solid state devices, have ~'E^
been discussed in previous sections, and developments in the spectral region ^
above 10Q GHz will be an extension of the technology developed at longer wave- d^"'^
lengths.
	
In the case of solid state devices, new materials and new concegts -...
will have to be developed.	 Sources in the form of BWQs {carcinotrons), Extended
Interaction Oscillators, lclystrons and itEBs will provide transmitter power. ^'
Local oscillators, RF amplifiers and modulators must have continued development 3
of existing devices. 	 The lack of use of lowest mode waveguide, due to its high
losses, will result in the use of quasi-optical techniques. 	 As receiver de- ':.^
-	 .-	 ^
velopment currently being pursued at ,IFL, Be11 Labs, Goddard Space Institute,
Cork and Georgia Tech continues, it is expected that system sensitivities will
'
1±
approach those of lower frequencies.
a
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Item:
Types:
Function:
___^ vantages:
integrated Millimeter Circuits u^
Dielectric Waveguide rf	 ^	
- ^^^
,^	 f^l
Strip Guide ^^^	 ^	 ^^'^
Microsbrip
g!
^	 ^.
'I	 E
^Receiver Front-Ends
^s
Exciter-•Modulators ^'`
,^	 ^
Power Combining Units
^^Receiver/Transmitter Subsystems rE
i	 -
Reduces Size, [Jeight and Casts
j
Avoids Mechanical Discontinuities of Waveguide Components
f
Law Lass
ii
Low Voltage Requirements ^i
.^
Applicable Fram mm to iR Wavelengths '^^
Reliability ;^
Readily Scaled to Higher Frequencies ^^
Provides Means for Satellite-Borne Multichannel Systems
Can Employ Existing MIC Technology
f;
Current State of Development:
1. Demonstrated Source Integration (BTI,, Hughes)
2. Developed mm Wave Exciter/Modulator (Hughes/AFAL)
3, Basic Components Demonstrated (ECOM, ITT, Hughes)
^. Developed Techniques for Silicon Planar Strip Guide Approach (Hughes)
5. Reduced Losses in Micro strip Gonductcr Patterns and Coupling
Structure (BTL)
^.94^
,.
._	
_•.. r.
^.^.^_..
_, ... _. ^_ ...M^^_ _._..^. :,	 ..
f{}i
i.'_^^^
G
^^
-^
.	 i.
^^
TABLl; 8.32 (Coat .) ^	 '
^)..
f E'!'
MILI,IMETEIt taAVE TECHNOLOGY
r^s
^^ Required Technology_:
^ '^' ^ ^	 ^^_s;
`^, ]..	 Extend to Materials Other Than Si, e.g. GaAs
!
ii 2.	 Rxtend to Higher Frequencies i
^., v 3.	 Develop Monolithic Systems ''
!'ii 4.	 Develop High Quality, Large Quantity Production Techniques
n5. Improved rlatching to Antennas, etc.
^^
t fi.	 Mu1tiWSystem Techniques for one Substrate _i	
_^
^ l;xpected R&D:	 RTL, AFAL ECOM, Hughes, ITT
^'^ ^..	 Experiments in Progress to Develop an Effective Means of Goupling
to Planar Strip Guiding Structure Both from Wave Guide and Discrete
Devices e
2.	 Developme,tt of Complete Monolithic System
3.	 Inclusion of More Components into Circuits
'.:
''
;`
^.
s
s
^^^ $.6.1.7	 Millimeter Wave Modulators and Demodulators ^	 '-::	 ;
,, ;t
^'
As available bandwidth increases, as would be the case for operation at
millimeter wavelengths, more emphasis wi11 be placed on high speed modulation
f
_	
^dqyW '^:.J
and demodulation.	 To a large extent, the technology required far modulation
l
;.
?f
and demodulation wi11 depend an the concept that is applied for channel utili-- ';
<{
ration.	 For example, Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Frequency Division
^:	 a
?.^	 ^
^' Multiple Access (FI1MA), and Cade Division Multiple Access (COMA) each infra- t
duces unique modulation and demadulata.on requirements. 	 Modulation and demadu-
!i '
'_, lati.on wi11 be especially critical far such applications as digital TV and '
'' y
-
ii
high speed data communications.	 Uniq:ce modulation and demodulation require--
_	 :^
^
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merits which may develop as a result of mil:^imeter wave operation m^.;t be
- assessed fnr each individual system.
	
Recent integrated circuit madulatvrs ^^.-
4,	 -
have beaxi constructed by Hughes fox _the ^i0 GHz region and have demonstrated a
^^
capability fax modulation bandwidths 3.n excess of ^. GHz.
.
r^'^:	 ^
^'	 r
+s
{1)	 Modulation Techniques ''4^
With regard to modulation concepts, it is possible to consider m-ary ^'	 +if''
PSK, differential PSK, FM, and PM as viable modulation concepts, 	 Tsa^o and ^#.
I^
four-phase PSK have proven particularly advantageous fax satellite communi- !^^	 .
cations systems developed to this point.	 Particular emphasis will be placed
i3^
^n multiplex technology and the modulation concepts which could be applied. 3}
:,
^ As a minimum, FDMA, TDMA, and CDMA and various combinations of these multi-
plexing techniques have to be considered.
	
Particular attention must be paid '±
to techniques which axe compatible with projected services.	 For example,
sl
i	 •'
^ TDMA, because of theproblem of synchronization, may not prove to be viable -	 ^
with a large number of multiple users. ;^^
i	
-
{2)	 High--Speed Processors
ii
^`^,'
^ Emphasis will have Co be placed an high speed real time processors
which are. likely to be required as the bandwidth increases for future milli-
;.,
};,
meter wave systems. 	 Such digital operations as optimum dwtection, encoding f
^;	 ..
and decoding, and data buffering may require processing rates t;eyond the '(^, ..
current state-of-the-art.
	
Of course, it may also be the case that in the ^^
^ event of Frequency Diviszan Multiple Access, the processor speed required for ^^	
Ir^
d
each channel. may he well within the current technology.
Of particular interest are recent developments in Che areas of ultra-- _^
high--speed digital LSZ, charge coupled devices (CCDs), surface acoustic -	 +^:^^
taave (SAW} devices, and microwave LSI devices. 	 These various signal pro--
;..
l
^^ cessing device technologies may he of significant benefit to the high data
x
^ rate signal processors likely to be required in sh^.fting to the millimeter
S
wavelength region.	 These microminiaturized component technologies wi11 likely ,"
E
A lead to significant reductions ins size, Yaeight, complexity, power, and cost
^ so that increased use of on-board processing could be consider°ed far future 3	 i
;::.^. satellites.	 In particular, advances in these signal processing technologies
^^	 ^
!.^ 'a
i
a
it.
=i
^
,:
_
?	 '
	^'^.(	 combined with advances in solid state phased array technology and microwave
	
^^	 integrated circuits could lead to reduced complex^.ty and higher reliability
4^
	i	 for on--board electronically steered mt'.tiple beam antennas, A brief dis°
k^
.: ^^	 cussion of potential satellite applications of these sigr:al processing com^-
	
'`	 ponents follows.
^s
Thirty--two bits of correlation can now be realized on one lota power bSI
	
^^^	 chip with clack rates greater than 3.50 Mf€z. These chips are cascadable for
t
longer word lengths. Potential advantages in communication systems include
reduced acquisition times and increased channel capacity in TDMA systems as
	
^^^	 wall as reduced complexity in beam formation{steering processors. In addition,
^^
	^+	 the internally matched microwave transistor has led to the development oft
microwave (up to 5 GHz} LSI devices which could significantly reduce the size
^^
i
and weight of phased array receiver and transmitter components.
	
^	 Charge coupled devices could reduce the complexity of sate^.lite analog
	
'	 signal processing circuitry through their inherent elimination of analog--to-
digital converters. CCIIs also offer tremendous advantages in s^.ze, weight,
sk
	#`	 cost, and power dissipation in digital processing applications. Clack fre-
^,
	^^	 quencies of 13S NlHz have been reported in laboratory devices and up to 1 GHz
	
'^	 rates have been postulated for future devices. Potential communication appli-:,,:
	
-^	 cations include low power, small size memories; beam formingJsteering pro-
	
;`	 censors• and hi h s eed law ower data buffers and shift re inters.
	
^'	 ^	 g	 P	 ^	 P	 g
I
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices can offer significant size and weight
	
= '
i	 advantages in communication equipment. Nondispersive long delay lines,
.	 bandpass filters, and programmable PSit correlatoos area few of the SAW de-
	
g;'.	 vices which could benefit millimeter wave communication systems, The pro-
.	 ,:;
grammable SAW correlator {tapped delay line) can offer flexibility, fast pra-
	
j,	 gramming speed, and low cast, size and weight in processing PSK signals, in-
chiding pseudo-noise (PN), and could be advantageous in satellite systems
	
``•	 having multiple users with a variety of identification codes.
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8.6.1.8 Submillimeter Wave Technology
The submillimeter wavelength region is potentially a spectral region
which is a comgromise between the m^.11imeter and optical region, capable of
wide-bandwidth transmission and having less stringent acquistion, pointing
and tracking requirements Chan the optical region. Because of its High atmos-
pheric attenuation, satellite-ta-satellite or aircraft communications will be
the most appropriate submillimeter application. A brief description of the
potential use of the l mm to 10 Ism region is given in Subsection 8.6.x+ so that
only a few comments are given here on components.
Sources have always been lacking in this spectral region. iiawever, re-
cent developments in lasers, bath direct discharge and optically pumped have
made it possible to consider their use as both transmitters and local as--
cillators. Efficiency improvements are necessary for these devices, as is
smaller size of the lasers. Relativistic electron beam devices appear as the
highest power and greatest efficiency {ti[ ►0% predicted. Stability and size of
these sources must be studied. No solid state sources exist so that entirely
new concepts must be innovated to yield small, low power solid state devices
for this spectral region.
i7evices must be developed for the region:
a. Schottky barrier mixers and superheterodyne receivers are advancing
and currently can be usEd over` a large part of the spectx'um.
b. Saturation absorption amplifiers and optically p^,uaFed laser ampli-
fiers must be developed.
c. Quasi-optical devices will be employed throughout the spectrum. Al-
though no dielectric waveguide devices exist in this region, such technology
should be developed.
d. Modulators have received little consideration in this region, and
nonlinear optical methods must be fully explored.
The spectral region can provide a vary large band for communications.
The imgetus given by source and detector development should stimulate a de-
velopment of ccmponents which will be required for systems applications.
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3i	 $.6.2 Mi1li^neter Sdave Atmasph2ric Effects
^^t	 The role of the atmosphere in satellite-to-earth propagation links is a
tF
significant one, for which a large number of measurements and considerable
theoretical investigations have been performed. Despite this accumulation of
^"
	
	
information, the planning of millimeter wave communication systems requires
continuing atmospheric investigations and extension of observations to shorter
^	 wavelengths.
i^igure 13.15 illustrates the effects of the atmosphere on electromagnetic
propagation from centimeter wavelengths into the visible spectrum. 'L'he curves
7
	
	
show horizontal atter..uation by clear air (oxygen and water vapor absorption),
by condensed wafer vapor (fog and clouds) and by precipitation (rain}. Models
have been formulated Co account for excess propagation introduced by precipi-
tation and that introduced by fog conditions. The effects of cl.auds and fog
at shorter wavelengths are seen to be extremely detrimental to propagation.
The stronger atmospheric absorption due to molecular constitutents also con-
fines communications to applications involving aircraft and satellites.
The transmission qualities of the atmosphere are a function of several
parameters of the atmosphere. ^f particular interest are tha characteristics
dt<ring inclement weather, i.e., rain, fog, haze and clouds. 'fhe water vapor
absorption in the atmosphere is the major attenuator in .the wavelength region
tram approximately 15 µm into the microwave region.
At longer millimeter wavelengths, the oxygen molecule plays a prominent
tale in determining the position of transmission windows. xn the region of b0
GHz, the attenuation, shown in Figure 8.16, is very Strang and provides a
spectral region applicable for covert communications. The zenith attenuation,
shoran in figure 8.16 is extremely high with peaks of several of the 0 2 lines
at high altitudes affording additional attenuation. because of these relatively
narrow peak attenuations, communication from aircraft to satellites is limited
in bandwidth to less than $0 MHz. It is seen from .^igure 8.16 that the magnitude
of the 0 2 zenith attenuation is such that detection on the ground of 60 GHz
communications between aircraft or satellites is virtually impossible. As a
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individual lines of the Q 	 cam 1ex suffers ver	 little attenuation.	 To cal--
2	 P	 y
r
culate the total attenuation from a particular altitude to a satellite, use
ii
{^ can be made of curves such as that given in Figure 8.18 in which the abscissa 	 ^>
is the lower altitude and the ordinate is the attenuation from this lower a1- 	 ^^
y
titude up through the remaining atmosphere. 	 In turn, the attenuation from 	 =f
;^
;; ground to a given altitude can be determined for these 0 2 curves by taping the
^
`a
;
difference of the attenuations for the altitude h and that fox h = 4. 	 Excellent
,^
f
treatment of atmospheric Q 	 has been performed by Liebe [21] caho has presented
2	 r
detailed data imgartant for propagation applications.	 #
-	 '-f In addition to its complex of lines at b0 GHz, 0^ has a strong individual	 ^
^° transition at ll$ GHz.	 In the atmosphere, these lines are superimposed on the
^, water vapor lir^es with the ressilting millimeter wave absorption shoran in
Figure $ • lq	 This figure presents the average atmospheric absc?-ption of the
millimeter wavelength in dB/Icm far sea level and G lcm altitude.	 Curve A at
sea level is the long ^,=aveZength end, caith O z included, of the absorption
- curves for the atmospheric H2Q.
^^ For computational purposes, the clear weather atmospheric attenuation has
I
been presented in several forms, which in general are consistent but, for need
= of further experimental data, variations in detail. can be noted.
;^ The total attenuation for one way transmission through the atmosphere
is given in Figure $.ZQ• At the lower frequency end of the graph, the attenu-
anon as a function of the angle from zenith is given. 	 tdith oxygen included,
the total absorption far one way transmission through the atmosphere at various
,^
millimeter region frequencies is given in Figure 8.Z1 as a function of elevation
angle.
The importance of the atmosphere is seen from the propagation link equation:
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°^ where PR
 ;power received
::	 !` Ps = transmitter power
^! Gs = transmitter antenna gain
,.
s.*
,; GR = receiver antenna gain
_,	 .g	 r
a = clear air attenuation `-^
s;
^^
^.
R = transmitterlreceiver range
3.
T^ = rain loss
f
Ll, = pointing losses .._:.
;,
'^
:..	 !	 ;
LPoI = polarization losses.
t;
-	 ^' For PR
 = ^ BkTR (8-2)
,
-#..
where ^ = carrier--to-noa.se ratio f
.-
B = receiver bandwidth
k - Boltzmann's constant -
.
and	 T	 =R receiver temperature, the link {e.	 downg linlc) e cation takes the4 '..	 i
form (in dB)
^' ^^
-- (Ps + Gs) + {GR - Z`R) - LFS - 
I'Pol -
LP - LR
, ^	
`:	 i
a
'; where: (P -1- G) =satellite ETRI'
a
>';
,,
s s
,;
{GR - ^R) =Earth station G/T
^
^'FS -- a -2R = free space loss
1
_'
j: R
^`
and 228.b = Boltzmann's constant.
1
1,
,`
;^ 2Q8
.	 ^
^^ ^^^
E
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The atmospheric effects are evident in Equation (8• -3). The factor L^,B in-
cludes the clear air attenuation Yahile the lass factor L R should include not	 ;
only losses due to rain but also that resulting from clouds and fog,
In addition to the clear atmospheric absorption discussed above, other
characteristics must be considered as causing attenuation or degradation of the	 '!
'.
propagated signal. Among these parameters are clouds and fog, rainfall and
hail., refraction, reflection and scattering, polarization rotation and deLorrela-
Lion effects.
Precipitation, haze and fog have deleterious effects on propagation in the
millimeter and submillimeter cavelength regions. Rain attenuation presents 	 '.;
one of the most perplexing problems encountered in the design and operation of
millimeter wave propagation systems. Recent interest in millimeter and sub-
millimeter applications has resulted in bath experimental and theoretical roves-
tigations. Radiometry and satellite propa^;atian studies have yielded direct
measurement of attenuation for A ^ l cm[ 24]• Observations are being made to
acquire long term statistics at a number of frequencies in the millimeter region
and at different locations.
The attenuation due to a distribution of spherical raindrops is
A{dB/lcm} = 4.343 J N(a) Q(a, a)da
where N(a)da is the number of drops per cubic meter with radix between a and
a + da(cm), and Q(a,a) is the attenuation cross section (m2 } of a single
spherical. drop of radius a(cm) at wavelength 7^(cm).
The relationship between raindrop size and rainfall rate was investigated
emp_.rically by Laws and Parsons [25] and later distribuitians were developed by
Marshall and Palmer [2&]. They showed that drop size distribution measurements
can be represented by the relation
-0.21
where N(o} ^ value at zero radius and 11 = 82 R	 where R is the rainfall
rate, in mm/hr.
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Medhurst ap pli.d measured drop terminal, velocities and measured Laws and
Parsons drop size distribution to calculate the attenuation ^.:oefficient for ^
to 100 GHz.	 '
~^
Gunn and ^as^ X273 have proposed an exponential expression relating
attenuation and rainfall rate, ^;^^
t
o A(dB/^^ ^ aRB : t	 ',
a-
where a and B are frequency dependent constants, and R as above is the rain-
{
4;ii
fall rate (mm/hr).	 This expression has shown reasonably good agreement with i
^►easured values aver short terrestrial paths.
The probability of occurrence of a given attenuatian level, or more pre-
cisely, the probability that the attenuation has equalled or exceeded a given
level, is extremely important for the design of systems t^rhere rain attenuation
plays a significant part.	 A knowledge of this factor grovides the basis for
-the potaer margin requirements for the link or conversely will indicate the ex-
pected outage time far a given link margin. -	 ;:;`
An important aspect of satellite communications is the need far spatial t
diversity.	 Orly a limited amount of diversity gain data exists for min i- ^^
meter wavelength earth space propagation paths	 [28].	 The diversity gain is
defined as the difference between the path attenuations associated with the
r
single terminal. and diversity modes of ope^'atian for a given percentage time.
-
The diversity gain is a function of the single terminal fade depth as well :>	 y	 1
^:
as the terminal separation distance. '^
In the case of attenuatian due to absorption and scattering by hydra-
meteors, several extensive calculations have been carried out. 	 Figure 8.22 - ^'
-
.shows the variation of attenuation in dB/km with frequency for various rain- ;^
fall rates, as determined by 5etzer^2g l•	 The only significant difference '
among the results of the various authors occurs in the calculation of attenu- f
atian far low rainfall rates, on the order of 0.25 mm/hr.	 At frequencies
-
approaching, or greater than, 100 GHz, depending on the rain intensity, the ;;
^
rate of increase of specific attenuatian with frequency levels off and, at
$
even higher frequencies, the attenuation declines. 	 Measurements made at
r
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110 and 890 GHz [301 show general agreement with these predictions, but,
probably owing to inadequate particle size distribution measurements, the
attenuation at R90 GEix was found to exceed that at 100 GHz by a factor of
1.25.
Detailed calculations of attenuation due to fog have been made by Ryde
and Ryde[31] , and some of these results appear in Strain's report [ 3^1 • In
particular, Figure B-7 of 5trom's report is important for fog of various
visibilities and cloud attenuation, The Appendices of Reference 12 treat
several propagation parameters and show the need which must be filled at
shatter millimeter wavelengths.
Tile transmission through clouds, similar to fog, has also been investi-
gated. Figure 3. 23 shows the absorption by ice clouds from a Raleigh approxi-
mation. The effects of ice clouds are relatively sma^.l until wavelengths of
approximately 300 um are reached. Waterclouds, on the other hand, show con-
siderably more absorption, as indicated in .Figure 8.24 . but at millimeter wave-
lengths, transmission is far greater than it is in the infrared. The scattering
and extinction coefficients for loco lying stratus clouds have been calculated
and are shown in Figure 8.25.
The importance of the atmospheric effects on millimeter wave communications
requires continued investigations in all windows of the spectrum. Of particu-
lar importance are:
1. Determination of the cumulative probability distribution function
(per unit of time abscissa is exceeded) with attenuation as the abscissa
independent variable. The attenuation statistics are based on actual propa-
gation data from specific geographical locations. Analyses must be made of
past and current data and attenuation due to the weather class designations must
be determined, The information obtained provides the probability density
funcCions of Carrier attenuation for specific intervals of time and weather con--
ditions.
2. Attenuation due to the Components, rain, clouds, etc. must be docu-
mented in detail.
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3. One of the important techniques i.s the use of space diversity which
wild. increase the probability of maintaining communications from a satellite
to a pair of terminals on the ground. It is important that spatial diversity
be established, i.e. the required number and spacing of ground terminals, f^rr
all geographical locations caithin the United States. Storm cell characteris-
	 a
	
E
tics must be known in addition to design requirements such as reliability,
fade margin, Faavelength, range of zenith angle and available power.
4. The atmospheric characteristics must be determined for all window
regions up to l50 'H z in order to provide data for future planning of milli-
meter wave communications systems.
The atmospheric effects of importance to millimeter wave communications
are summarized in Table 8.33.
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TABLE 5.33
-	 MILLIMETER WAVE TECHNOLOGX
,:
a	 Item;	 Millimeter Cdave Atmospheric Transmission Studies
Type:	 Satellite-to-Ground Transmission
'"	 Ground-Based Solar Radiometric Measurements
^,^iY
Propagation in the Presence of Hydrometeors
is
}^	 Functions: Provide Data on Communication Paths Through the Atmosphere in
^	 Glear and IncJ.ement Weather
'^	 Advantage: Provides Propagation Information in Transmission [dindnws on the
^:
Millimeter Wavelength Region; Data on Spatial Diversity:
Allows Prediction of Gumulative Attenuation for Various Localities;
Provides Means for Comparing Propagation i.n Che Millimeter Wave-
length Region with Data at Other tdavelengChs; Provides Data at
Millimeter Wavelengths for Propagation Through Clouds
,;
Current State of Development:
Y.
F o 	1. GSFC Millimeter Saave Expe^:iment {ATS-6} Provides First Available Data
^	 Above 15 GHz for Satellite-to-Ground Measurements
^.	 2. Sun-Tracking Experiments to 9^ GHz (BTL)
t
3. Radiometric Measurements to 300 GHz {Univ. Texas, Appleton, Aero
^	 ADTEC, etc.}
4. Russian Investigations to Approximately GDD GHz
5. Laboratory Experiments (Piartin-Marietta, NBS, OT, Texas)
6. Cumulative Attenuation Measurements and Predictions
7. Detailed Calculations have been Performed•
8. Diener and ^'lucturation Measurements (Appleton)
9. Spatial Diversity Measurement; have been Performed {Aerospace}
<;
,^
#^
,';
n
r '	 t'
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TABLE 8.33 (Cant.)
MILL'IME'L'ER WAVE TECHNOLOGY
Required Technology:
1. Radiometric Observations in Atmospheric Windows of the Millimeter Wave-
length Region
,;
^}4
i
t
Z. Propagation Measurements (Similar to ATS--6) as High as 94 GHz in
i Frequency
3. Adequate Meteorological. Measurements Simultaneously with Propagation ',
Measurements
`^1
4. Prediction of Geographical and Seasonal Model Atmospheres `^^,
S. Accurate Attenuation Calculations and Measurements in Millimeter Trans-
mission Windows `^i
^; 6. Detailed Fluctuation Measurements
7. Comparative Propagation Studie:^ 	 (caith Other Wavelength Regions) ''.
^
-	 }
^ $. Propagation Parameters of interest -- _;_
Attenuation, Depolarization, Site Diversity, Bandwidth Coherence,
^
Scintillations, Prediction Techniques, Refractive Effects, Statistical
-'.^
i
! Properties of Rain, Multiple Scattering Effects ;	 -
'E
Planned R&D: ``
i 1. Radiometric Observations in the Windows at 140 GHz and 230 GHz {Ga. Tech, ^^	 j;,:	 d
f^,.	
^
NASA-Goddard) ^	 #
2. Attenuation Measurements at 94 GHz (Ga. Tech, NASA-Goddard)
3. Fluctuation Measurements (Appleton)
a
'> 4. Propagation Measurements at 300 GHz (MICOM, Ga. Tech)
i
' S. Laboratory Studies -Simulated Atmasph^ric Conditions 40-140 GHz (OT) s
! 6. Continuing Radiometry and Propagation Programs -- Univ. Texas, NOAA,
AEROSPACE, NASA-Goddard, MIT, 3PL, BTL
.;,:
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8.6. 3 Millimeter Wave Communications Systems Concepts
'j
i
_^ ^,'
r	 ° ^„ b
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The need to extend the spectrum to alleviate overcrowding and to trans-
fer large amounts of information is recognized as an important requirement
for millimeter wave communications. The spectral regicn provides the means for
1t	 communications from satellite-to-satellite and to various ground terminals.:,
^	 For example, a spacecraft--ta•-space.=raft communications linEc would provide an
.^
increased ser:7?ce area for each user ground terminal. There are many areas
^;	 of the world which would benefit from a spacecraft-to-spacecraft link to
communicate with 7reas not serviced by a single satellite. In Section 13.1,
an example of a satellite-to-ground 44 GHz millimeter wave communicatsan
system is discussed. A number of millimeter communications systems can be
postulated based on the projected requirements of future users. This ser_tion
brief 3.y discusses some of these systems cahich should be evaluated in future
work.
a. One of the most important applications of millimeter wave (and Optical)
communications systems will be in wide•-band data relay links. With the large
number of environmental monitoring low orbiting satellites which are envisioned
far the future, millimeter /apt _cal systems can play an important role. Milli-
meter waves can be employed foi any of the fallowing sections of a total lirEE::
1. Low-orbiting satellite-to-synchronous satellite;
2. Synchronous satellite-ta-synchronous satellite;
3. Synchronous satellite-to-ground.
The millimeter wave system can constitute part or all of a total link.
The synchronous-to-synchronous link could consist of a 60 GHz system, avoidin^y
interference with terrestrial applications. Communications from the orbiting
vehicle to the synchronous satellite is less critical for the longer wavelength
of millimeter communications than for the optical. wavelengths. In addition to
the data relay satellites for environmental monitoring, the large amounts of
d^^^ cahi_r_h will continue to be accumulated and processed in the areas of cam-
a^
The large number of m pbiZe vehicles (vessels, aircraft, Land mobile vehicles}
which are currently used and predicted for future use requires a high quali-
ty, reliable communications technology. A c pnservative estimate sets the
number of land mobile transmitters in the U. S. to exc^:ed 7 million by 1980.
A compact, inexpensive millimeter receiver, transmitter system from earth to
j	 satellite and return would provide a real time system on a global basis. '^	 ^
Development of advanced techniques far multiple access by large numbers of
`	 small terminals and millimeter equipment for Zow--cost mobile terminals is
,1;
required for this application.f "	 -'-^
_	 j	 c.	 The use of millimeter waves for broadcast services is a concept which '^i
i	 f
must be fully explored in the future.
	 With the development of high power
--^
so^lrces and antenna techniques, the possibility of broadcasting Pram satellites ;''^
3
to a single time zone or mare than one is a desirable millimeter wave appli--
:^	
,
°'
cation.	 Multiple beam antenna technology will permit the broadcasting to chasm #
areas without rad^.o interference effects is promising.
	
Current use of portions
of the spectrum already heavily occupied by terrestrial systems creates a major,
I	 complex frequency management problem, which can be eased by the use of mi^^i-
T.
. meter wave satellite systems. `r
1 d.	 The use of new communications technologies and services will become
3
I
available as millimeter wave techniques are employed. 	 The greater bandwidth
f will provide the means for having a larger number of picturephone Channels per
^
transponder that could be handled by current satellite links.
	
Extensxan to
3 other services, e.g. library or educational must be included in assessments of
millimeter wave applications.
i
.i	
^:
,^,
^	 4
$.6.4	 The Potential Use Of The SubmiZlimetc:r javelength Region
^,^
y	 ^^^^^
The use of submiZlimeter waves for terrestrial communications or ground--
f
;,
to-satellite communications is oat very promising because of the large atmos- ;^	 .
pheric attenuation from approximately 25 um to 1 mm wavelength. 	 A few win-
dows in the long wavelength end of the submillimeter region (e. g. 1.3 mm,
''f
0.85 mm and a. 7S mm} can be employed for ground based communications. 	 The
possibility of communication between high-flying aircraft and satellites, !^
;7
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synchronous-to-synchronous or synchronous-to-law orbit spacecraft exists in	 '
the submillimeter wavelength region where no interference with terrestrial
communications is passible. The enormous spectral region offered between 2
mm and 10 um can handle most exoatmospheric communications requirements which
can be projected for several decades.
	 ^
The improvements which have been made in recent years in submillimeter
technology indicate khat complete communications systems can be : a ssembled	 '	 '"'^i
in the near future. aver 500 optically pumped sources have been developed
-	 across the submillimeter wavelength region, and these can be employed as i
local oscillators ar transmitters. Direct discharge lasers also exist at
,,
discrete wavelengths and can be used as transmitters.	 A recent development in
s	 ` ^_
'^ transversely e^ccited HCN lasers at 337 pm by F. I{neubuhl of ETH (Zurich) will
'	 ^ probably result in the highest power laser' sources available in the sub--
^i millimeter wavelength region.	 Sdaveguide laser technology has been developed
by D. Hodges of Aerospace Corp, and these optically pumped sources will	 '^
probably yield the packaged sources for airborne applications. 	 'The stability	 F
'- of submillimeter lasers has been established several years ago by a group at	
t
- ^` Martin Marietta who phase-locked the HCN laser at 337 um (890 GHz) to a 5 M1^?z 	 1
^'e frequency standard. 	 The long term stability of the phase-lacked laser was
<^` approximately 6 parts in 101z .	 With receiver development currently being per-
'^ formed, relativistic beam devices (REBs) providing high output power and 	 ^
E^ ' quasi-optical techniques being demonstrated, the submillimeter wavelength region	 -
^ will be a potential spectral region far high data rate applications. 	 The	 ^`,
^^^
'';
T
longer wavelengths of this region will ease the problem of acquisition and 	 ;e^	 `'=.j
^` tracking so that the establishing of a link between a late orbiting satellite
4' and a synchronous satellite as the orbiting vehicle comes aver -the horizon will.
,^ be achieved better in the submillimeter region than in the optical region.
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$.7	 optical Communications Systems
As with millimeter wave communications, optical communications can be em-
ployed to meet the increasing demands of communications systems users. 	 Table
$.20 can be considered as listing the advantages of optical systems as well as
c'.
millimeter waves.
	 The inclement weather effects on optical propagation r
dictate the optimum use of optical systems as being satellite-to-satellite
-
applications.
	 The other advantages of Tab 1e $.20 indicate that optical techna- ''; ^
logy will pra^ride the basis for the high data rate systems of the future.
In the sub--sections which follow,
	 a brief discussion is-given of the optical
i	
communications systems which are considered for satellite systems.
	
The fact
-
that laser technology is in its infancy has resulted in some reluctance in ,^
applying these. techniques; however, great advances have been made b^ the United ,
States Air Force on YAG:Nd ai;.d doubled YAG:Nd systems and by NASA on CO 2 sys-
tems so that- the most pressing need for- satellite optical communications is the
performance of test flights and comparison of the two systems.
_
t
$.7.1
	 Candidate Optical Communi^ations Systems
`!
^V	 ,'
The optical region has been considered since. the advent of the laser as an ;:	 !
excellent part of the electromagnetic spectrum for communications. 	 As a result, ^;
as various lasers have become available, they have usually been surveyed for '-..
use as sources for optical communications.	 Table g,3l^	 indicates those optical. `.^
communications systems which have been considered the leading candidates. 	 In
recent years,	 this list has been narrowed to the first three systems, i.e. CO2
*"	 k
10.6 lam system,	 the 1.06 um YAG:Nd system and the doubled YAG:Nd system at
0.53 µm.	 Actually, a comparison of laser communications systems, 	 taken from a '
Hughes report,	 is given in Table	 $.35.	 T9^e impo^:tant factor far comparison
is the Figure of Merit, M in the next to last column. 	 This factor, M,	 is a _
-,	 .	 -^
product of several factors and has been given by Hughes as M = (laser efficien- d
-2
cy) x {modulator figure-of-merit) x {bandwidth) x (P T /P) min X{^)	 ,
This figure-of-merit shows the CO 2 laser as the strongest contender and ^'
Fable 8,35 further indicates that short pump life is a reason for excluslo.; of ^
the doubled YAG:Nd system. 	 There are merits for both these optical
;;
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^,; CANDIDATE D^'TTCAL COMMUNICATTDI3S ^'YS'TF.MS
^:
^E^
sx
x
; a 1. CO 2 Laser Communication System at 10,6 Microns
-^ 2. XAG:Neodymium Laser System at 1.06 Microns ;-_
^:^ 3. Dauhled YAG:13eodymium Laser System at 0.53 Microns
`^
E	 ,^
4. Helium-neon Laser System at O.b328 Microns
^^C',.' 5. Gallium Arsenide Diode Laser System at 4.90 Microns
^+
i, b. Liltraviolet Wavelength Laser System
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TABU 8.35
COI4PART50i1 OF LASER CaI9I'NidICATIQN SYS T^I^Li
Laser
?I,
microns
0.51
Laser
Power,
W
Lifetime, hr Laser
Efficiency.
%
0.01
Modulator
Power, W
1.0
Modulator
Figure of
Merit
1.0
Maximum
Bandwidth,
Hz
1D9
PT/PRmin
5 x 1037
Figure of
Merit,
M
67
Reason
for
Exclusion
Law laser
efficiency
f]evice
5,ODD
Fump
Argon 1.0
poubled 0.53 t.3 500 O.D3 1.1 0.9 109 1.6 x 10 1 ^ 53 Shan
YAG Pump life
H^ Ne O.fi32$ D.OD5 > 2D,ODD 0.1 1.4 0.7 109 7.fi x 1 Di5 1 Law
PTIPR
min
GaAs 0.9 D.010 1,000 10 1.0 1.0 103 2.0x'1015 G<1 Low band-
width
Nd:YAG 1.46 0.6 5D0 0.06 5 0.2 10g 1.5 x 10 16 5.7 Low
W PTIPR
Rump Short min
pump life
1+1d:YAG 1.D5 D.1 10-400 0.03 5 D.2 109 2.7 x 1036 0.499 Low
iGR 6 P7.lPR
pump Short min
pump fife
Nd:YAG 1.06 0.05 1Cr-400 0.1 5 4.2 109 3.4 x 10 i6 0.882 Law
LED P.^IPR
pump ^ $port min
pump life
He-Ne 1.15 0.005 >2D,000 Da 5 D,2 109 1.1 x 10 15 C1 Low
PTIPR
min
He•Ne 9.39 0.005 >2D,OOD 0.05 2' 0.5 109 4.3 x 1D16 C1 Low
PTIPR
min
C(?2 10.6 1.0 >10.ODD 10 12• 0.08 0.5 x 109 2,70 x 1019 341
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^,^	 communications systems as their advocates have indicated. Recent advances ^..i
`,'	 YAG:Nd efficiency would place the laser efficiency in the 1 - 2% region so
that the Figure-of-Merit of both the YAG:Nd and doubled YAG:Nd systems would
exceed that of G0 2 . The simplicity of the YAG system receivers and the
ti
capability to achieve higher data rates (> 1 Gbps) are factors favoring the
doubled YAG:Nd system, On the other hand, the short pump lamp lifetime con-
^	 times to be a problem, damage to the crystal doubler must be avoided and
the difficulty of painting at shorter wavelengths must be considered. The
latter is a currently solvable problem, and, with continued development, the
difficulties associated with both systems will be removed. The lifetime of
experimental CO 2 laser tubes is currently approaching 30,000 hours. It is now
the consensus of the laser communications community that laser communir_ation
components that are presently being developed are suitable far an operational
laser communication system in the early 1980'x. 1n the light of these develop-
ments and the availability of components, the most important development cai11
come from the flight--testa.ng of these systems. The doubled YAG:Nd laser sys-
tem wi11 be satellite-borne in 1976-1977 by the Air Farce, but funding curtail--
ment at NASA will delay the CO 2 tests.
8.7.2 ^?equired Optical Component Technology
The technology required for optical communications spans a multitude of
disciplines as does that required for the millimeter systems. Bec^.use qf the
short wavelengths of the optical region, the requirements on precision became
more demanding than in the longer wavelength regions. Table 8.36 list same
of the general categories of optical technology which are required fox optical
communications. The listing is applicable to bath CO 2 and the YAG:Nd systems.
'fable $.^7 chows some of the CO 2 technology needs trhile Table 8.38 shows a
similar breakdown for the YAG:Nd laser communication system. A brief dis-
cuss^.on of these needs follows.
^
	
	 1. The CO2 laser sources have received considerable support under NASA-
Goddard programs and, as a result, are currently developed to the stage of
V x	being capable of satellite applications. The developments have resulted in
t frequency stable lasers with good lifetimes. T^ork by U. Hochuli of the
_^	 .	 . _	
^	
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TABLE 8,35
S'
3^	 Required Optical Technolagy:
1. Laser Source
2. Wideband Detector ^;apability
3. High Data Rate Modulation
4. Lifetime Improvement
5. Testing of Acquisition Techniques
6. Environmental Testing of Optical Components (LDEF)
7. Flight Testing of Optical Communication, System
(Satellite-to-Satellite)
8. Propagation Experiments (Satellite-to-Ground)
TABLE 8:37
c;o 2 LASER coM^ItTNIGATZ^}N S sl'STEM
Technology Needs:
1. Flight Testing cf. Currently Develaped CO L Laser Systam in
Satellite-to-Satellite Application
2. Testing in proposed Space Shuttle Experiments
3. Continued Improvement in Lifetime of Conventio,Zal Mode Laser
Tubes.. Current Lifetimes are in Excess of 30,000 Hours
4. Improved Lifetime of C^Taveguide Lasers. Detailed Testing is
Required.
5. Frequency Stability Improvements. Stark Effect Stabilization
and Lamb Dip Tests Should t,e Performed Over Yaong Periods
6. Increased Data Rates Over the Current 3C'0 Megabit Ra*_e, There
is a Need for Improved Modulation Techniques
7. Increased Bandwidth ^n Current Detector Carability.
8. Space Environmental Te,>ting of System Components, e.g, LDEF
9. As a Long R.sn^;e Objective, the Development of 10.b i^ficrometer
Integrated Optical Components will Provide Improvements in
Packaging and Performance. Example: An Integrated Modulator
Will Provide Compactness, Lower Voltage Operation and Tmgroved
Performance
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TABLE 8.38
i!- YAG:	 NEODYMIUM LASER CQMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
Technology Needs: ;
1. Performance of Planned Air Force Experiments ^,
„' 2. Testing in Prapased Space Shuttle Experiments
^4
3. Improvement in Lifetime of Excitation Flash Lamps ar Better "'
Pumping Techniques r
G. Continued Impravemen*^ in Modulator and Daublex Materials. '^
'' Higher Threshold to Damage _
5. Fxeedom from Distortion of Doub7.ed Mode^Zocked Signals -
'' 6. Space Environmental Testing of System Components, e.g. LDEF
7. Testing of Pointing and Tracking Techniques
8. Improved Laser Efficiency
9. Reduction of System Size, Weight and Power Consumption
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''	 University of Maryland has extended the lifetime ofr small CO Z lasers to 30,000
`..
	
^^	 hours. The development of waveguide lasers by Hughes has pzovided compact
i'^
	^^	 tunable sources (on the order of 1 GHz} with a high potential for local os-
^'
t
cillators in boppler-shifted receiver applications. For these sources, life-
	
`^	 time improvements are important. Since the waveguide CO 2 lasers are relative--
	
^	 ly new, detailed testing is necessary. Frequency stabilization improvements
a
	
^	 are necessary. Stark effe,t stabilization is employed and should probably pro-
vide stabilization on the alder of a part in 10 g . The use of Se0 ar alumina
tubing projects the possibility of having sources which do not require water-
cooling thereby lessening the weight and size of satellite-borne sys^.ems. For
the conventional normal made CO 2 lasers, stabilization techniques exist in the
form of Lamb dip fluorescence which can result in stabilization on the order
of a part in 1011- 1012 . Improvement over the 10% efficiency cf the CO2 lasers
which are employed is highly desirahle.Effic^encie s as high as 20% or more have
been achieved but this is not the case for sealed-off small CO 2 lasers.
The current status of the YAG:Nd laser is such that continued improvement
in the lifetime of excitation flash lamps or better pumping techniques are
required. Laser efficiency has always been a problem for the YAG:Nd laser, and
this must be improved far future optical communications systems. Recent improve-
ments in laser efficiency has been experienced in YAG:Nd laser designator de^-
vices, and this capability must be transferred to the communicatinns technology.
Eff^.ciencies on the order of 1 - 2% have been achieved.
2. In the case of the CO Z laser communications system, increased aata
rates aver the current 300 megabit rate is a necessary requirement for future
applications. The paver consumption involved in high data rate modulation for
10.6 }gym must ba reduced considerably. New materials and new modulation tech-
niques should be explored.
For the YAG:Nd laser, it is important that improvement in modulators and
doublers be continued. Barium sodium niobate and lithium tantalate have been
	
}	 shown by the Air Force to be appropriate materials for doublers and modulators
	
^	 respectively but higher thresholds to damage are raqui.red far long term operations.
c
In the doubling of made-locked signals freedom from pulse distortion and deter-
ioratian must be guaranteed.	 ^^
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3. Reduction of system size, weight and power Consumption should be a
goal of future operations. The improvement in source efficiency wi?i contribute
significantly to lowering of the power consumption, As a long range objective,
the development of 10.6 um integrated optical components will provide improve-
ments ire size, weight, power consumption and performance. An example of this
possibility is afforded by integrated waveguide modulators which will provide,
in addition to compactness and improved performance, lower voltage operation.
G. Environmental testing of systum components under space operational
conditions will provide important data fnr system design. Satellite testing
planned ry the Air Force and provided by the Shuttle Lang Duration Exposure
Facility (LDEF} will fill the role for spade environmental testing. As in-
dicated previously, the most important developments for optical communica-
tio^is is the availability of flight testing of the systems. Performance of
planned Air Force flight experiments will furnish data on the doubled YAG:Nd
system while the carrying out of proposed joint Space Shuttle experiments will
yield data on bath CO 2 and YAG:Nd systems. For the currently developed CO2
system, funding should be provided to flight test in a satellite-ta-satellite
application. It is in this role that the value of the CO 2 laser will be mast
evident.
5. For CO 2 , increased bandwidth capability aver. that provided by existing
10.6 um detectors must be possible if higher data rates are to be achieved.
6. The narrow beam widths of laser communication systems require accurate
,^	 pointing, acquisition and tracking techniques which, while proven in the labora-
tory, must be tested under flight conditions. Geosynchronous-to-geosynchronous
satellites and geosynchronous-to-orbiting satellite situations must be examined.
The latter link places the mast stringent requirements on the painting and
tracking apparatus and is important for the data relay systems.
5.7.3 Atnaspheric FEfects in the Optical Lavelength Iteginn
The effects of the atmosphere on optical propagar_ion is much more severe
than in the longer wavelength microwave and millimeter regions. Clear air
absorption does not present a serious problem for the most convenient laser
224
frpquer.^.ias and appropriatE transttti^^sion windows exist in the 10.h um, 1.06 ^m
and visible spectral regions. Far 1U.6 pm and 1.06 um, the r.lear air attenu-
anon is not the limiting factor in transmission. The effects of rain, cloud
and fag are the most serious. figure 8,I.P shows the effects of all atmospheric
I
cansti,tuents. The situation is such that fatal fog atr;:nu{^tion might be 	 n
several tens of decibels far a 1 kilometer range but attenuation for clouds
is much more serious than this, ess.=ntiall.y completely blocking laser trans-
#
	
	 mission. Studies have been performed by HuKltes tc^ ascertain the feasi-
bility or employing spatial diversity in thc^ optical wavelength region. The
i
{	 investigation was concerned with determininf; the prabal.^ility of cloud cover
k
!	 being present at several sites simultaneou^;ly. Six sites ;acre chosen in thu 	 _
'	 United States to examine Che pr{?hability of sunlight, using this as a measure
s
of cloud cover probability. '['he combined probability of sunshine for one,
two and three stations were also c^Iculated. The Sunshine probability was
calculated for each t^f the y ix stations for the four Seasons of the year. The
annual probability wets a1Sa^ determined. Pram Table H. 39 i t is SE^en tlt:^t
when three stations are available, it i4 pucsi?^le to } gave clear line of
`a
sight to at least one cif these three stations greater than 99 ; percent of the
year. The six sites r..hasen for thr gr^zund stati^^n receiving network were:
I
Xuma, Arizona (YLTM)
,'lmarillo, Texas (Al`l^1)
Lander, CJyoming (L^1D)
Evansville, Indiana (EW)
CcTashington D. C. {UCf^)
Tampa, l:larida (7'P11}
.	 While it is posszblc: to heave a m:iit: trunk Sink from ^i synchronous data relay
satellite to an earth station using a laser link, it ^.;iil probably rcgcsirc^ twc^
or three earth receiving terminals. '1'l^c, narrow ht<atn of the: ]racer wi t] ai5r^
necessitate reorientation, acquisition znd trarkin^; cif t_he satc^llitc^-borne
Laser. Further investigations cat the feasibility r.tztd ec^nnomics ^^f this tc^c:h-
no logy is needed. Pr.npa^;aticm e^.perimc^nts pr^,p^,sed at tide Sh^4ttle (:ommstni- 	 -
cations Experiments Cdorkshop Ghc^uld also b^° performed wile'n Shuttle Fii^;hts
P.1
2l ^ 	 ^.9
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SELECTED COM^INATTONS 	
PROBABILITY OF A CLEAR LINE—OF—STOIiT
PERGENT
OF NET[aORK STATIONS 	 JANUARY	 APRIL	 JUDY	 OCTOBER	 ANNUAL
J..	 (YUI^f)	 83	 94	 92	 93	 93.
2.	 (LND)	 66	 66	 76	 67	 69
3.	 (AMA)	 71	 75	 $^.	 76	 76
4.	 (EW)	 46	 bS	 82	 73	 65
5.	 {TPA)	 63	 74	 61	 67	 68
6.	 (DCA}	 46	 57	 64	 bl	 58
;. & 2
	 94	 98	 98	 98	 97
1 & 3
	 95	 99	 99	 98	 98
2 & 3
	 90	 91	 95	 92	 9T
2 & 4
	 82	 88	 96	 91	 $9
3 & 4	 84	 91.	 97	 93	 91
3 & 5
	 89	 9:i	 93	 92	 92
4 & 5	 80	 91	 93	 9^.	 93.
4 & 6	 71	 85	 94	 89	 86
5 & 6	 80	 89	 8fi	 $8	 8l
1, 2 & 3
	 98	 94+	 99+	 99	 99
2, 3 & 4
	 95	 97	 99	 98	 97
3, 4 & 5	 93	 98	 99	 98	 97
4,	 5 & 6	 93	 96	 97	 96	 95
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become available.
In addition to the attenuation of laser signals by atmospheric con-
stituents, the effects an polarization, scattered radiation and coherence are
important aspects of the propagation of optical communications signals which
must be carefully studied if satellite-to-ground optical lanits are to be a
reality.
t
8.7.4 Optical Communications Systems Concepts
The spectral region offering the greatest capability for high data
rate communications is the optical region. The extremely large bandwidths
which are gotentially available uan handle requirements beyond what can
currently be predicted. Despite tine atmospheric attenuation problems, it
has been shown that communications from satellite to ground will be passible.
Satellite-ta-satellite applications wall be the most appropriate use of
optical systems. In Section 13.2, a cost benefits analysis of such a system
is performed. fihe narrow beams of laser systems wall provide the capability
for rntilti.--beam, non-interfering optical communications to several diverse t"
points. _^
^ An application of great importance is the data relay link which has been
-	 ^ considered as an application for several different spectral regions.
	 The
^
-	 ^ millimeter wave regionwould be an appropriate spectral region for this
_
application.	 On the other hand, many of the millimeter wave applications ^=
discussed in sub-section $.6.3 should be considered far the optical communi-
^`V
f.,:.!
cations applications.	 In the light of its :i.mportance, a few brief remarks
i
^ shau^.d be made on the data relay link concept.
j Data rates for space communications are projected to increase from
10 8
 to 10 4 bps dursrig the 1475 to 1980 time frame.
	 The requirements for
these large data rates exist in several areas of communication and necessi- =.9
fate the use of high data rate systems in many links (synchronous-synchron--
ous, synchronous--low orbiting sateli.ites and satellite to ground).
	 A radi- ^
i'=	 ^
i
cal new step in obtaining data from scientific satellites is the data delay
satellite concept, shown in Figure 8.26.	 In this concept, a data relay
-	
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	 I}ata Relay Satellite Concept.
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satellite is utilized to relay data and commands between law earth orbiting
user satellites and a central ground station. The data relay satellite must
operate at a variety of frequencies to accommodate the current scientific
user satellites, but such a system can replace a large number of ground
stations and. is, therefore, economically attractive. System definition
studies have been performed on data relay satellite systems operating i,n the
RF region., and cot^parisons have been made Yaith laser communication systems
more detailed c^nsid.ezat3.on must be given to the use of millimeter
wave systems for data relay linlcs.
In order to analyze the cost benefits of Satellite Data Relay Links,
several program requirements must be considered. A leading candidate for
such high data systems is the Laser Data Relay Link (LD1ZL). Experimental
versions of this system exist, and performance of experiments have been
planned by both the U. S. Air Force and NASA. A co-operative program has
been proposed. Although currant funding does not include the performance
of these experiments, the purpose of the proposed program is to determine t;^e
feasibility of laser communications for wideband data transmission from space-
craft. The Air Force phase of the experiment calls fox a high data rate Nd:YAG
laser transmitter intended far synchronous-to-synchronous satellite applica-
tions and for secure synchronous satellite-to-ground applications.- The NASA
system Evould be a high data rate CO 2 laser transceiver intended fox law
altitude satellite-to-synchronous satellite needs for data relay applications.
A large number of applications of space-to-space relay systems can be
expected with the next generation of space systems. Included in these appli-
cations is the Earth Observations Satellite (EOS) and s^.milar earth sensing
satellites which share a requirement for wideband data transmission from a
law-altitude satellite to an associated ground data center. Tt has been
pointed out that recovery of data is most appropriate performed by a
synchronous satellite data relay link. The techniques can be employed in
several frequency bands, but far the anticipated data rates, either a milli-
meter or optical system must be considered. The Tracking and Data Relay
Satellites (TDRS) will gravide continuous real-time tracking and data ac-
quisition service for satellites in neat-earth orbit (up to 5000 ion altitude).
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A major element of this system is the use o£ 2 geostatianary satellites and
an on--orbit spare in order to relay RF signals received from various lower
altitude spacecraft, including shuttle, to earth stations in continental
U. S. TDRS will consist of broadband multiple-access frequency communications
}	 repeaters with UHF, S--band and K --band subsystems for low, medium and high data
u
rate users. TDR5 will provide range and range-rate information of the low al-
o	 titude satellites to ground stations for tracking purposes and will i:ransmit
ground generated commands and voice to these satellites.
The objective of the LDRL experiment zs to provide a compact, high per-
. formance laser data relay link, capable of transmitting wideband data from a
low-altitude satellite through a relay satellite to ground station. The ex-
periment could use the space :shuttle. as a terminal for complete space-to-
space tests and will proviva information an data quality and quantity transmitted
over laser relay link.
The taking and recovering of data on a reasonable duty cycle using canven-
tional methods of on--board storage and intermittent or direct readout to ground
stations is unlikely and it is for this reason that EOS and similar missions
are considered as prime candidates for future operational use of ca ideband CQ2
laser data relay links. NASA and the Air Farce have considered the FOS
mission as a baseline laser data relay link application; the differences between
various wavelengths that might be .considered for space--to--space re:iay links
were examined briefly. The following characteristics are improtant in the
preference for higher frequencies in the data relay system:
RF system characteristics:
Large antenna (ti3 m in diameter) an low altitude satellite; susceptible
to multipath; ItFY from terrestrial sources; requires frequency alloca-
tions which can be increasingly difficult to obtain in future years;
difficult to meet high data rate requirements.
Laser system characteristics:
Small antennas (12-20 cm in diameter); light weight; reasonable
prime power required; freedom from multipath, RFI and spectral crowding.
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^^' A recent NASA report has considered the advantages of satellite -tv- -
satellite communication .and has indicated the many applications of data relay
satellites.	 For the conceptual system considered here, we limit the discuss^.on
`.i
to a data relay system for the E05.	 The comparison can be made for an E05 ^^
^
^- direct to ground link with an EOS to TDRS to ground 1ink. f^
_^
,;
^<
^^ Consider the following conceptual system: 	 EOS-to-TDRS-to-ground link <`^:,t	
1
^' for data rate of $00 Mbps for the EOS altitude = 450 N.MZ.	 The most appropri- '
'- ate link for this system is the 10.6 um CO 2 laser system far the EOS to TDRS
^ I link with a K	 band carrier for the 'TDRS to ground link. 	 The cost fox one ^°
u
system is:
i
^j
^-S
1'
10.6 ^m	 E05-TDRS Fink	 $3.32M
^<	
-
K -band	 'TDRS-Ground Lintc	 7.95M
i_ u i
^'i
^;
3	 ^
r	 ^
S.
':
^`
Compared with the following: a
'
'' EOS direct-to-ground; r
a
E05	 Ground	 Stations	 For
Telecom	 Recurrin	 Nonrecurrin	 7-- rs . -;
^ 2.25 GHz	 $6.37M	 $1.12/yr	 $9. $5M	 24.06M
^.
7.25 GEIz	 6.23	 1.12	 9.83	 23.90
_	 '	 °	 `.
^^.
f
14.5	 GHz	 6.73	 1.12	 ].0.85	 25.42 ^	 ^jx^
^:
`' 21.0	 GHz	 8.19	 2.24	 15.20	 39.07
f'
10.6	 Um	 4.92	 3.36	 29.87	 58.31 ;:
^:
C
^'^
,:
while other wavelengths for the EOS-TDRS--Ground link show the following total
^;^
^i
costs:
;a
j
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I
E05--TORS	 TORS-Ground Total
7.25 GHz	 9.11 Ns	 16.21 M 25.32
{
`' 14.5	 GHz	 3.41	 16.57. 25.92 `\
.^,^
t, 21.0	 GHz	 10.94	 18.17. 27.45
^^' p^, b0.0	 GHz	 12. b2	 19.81 32.43 ,`^
^;
A comparison shoe ^ d be made of the 10.6 um CO 2 laser with the YAG:Nd3k
laser communication system. _,^
p
r.
':' NASA development costs are those projected previously for the laser
communications system.	 This is for only one EOS-TORS-ground link.	 A pro-
,.	
t
jection for future systems can be made. 	 An estimate is that four -F one spare
TORS will be eventually flown with possibly 3 EOS per TORS. ;;	
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E	 SECTION 9
CONCEPTUAL SYSTEI`15 INCORPORATING INNOVATIONS AND
A1)sETING USER NEEDS
^;	 Results of the user survey described in Section 7 and the technology
"	 survey of Section 8 have been combined to select a set of conceptual 	 ^
technology systems which will meet the near future user needs by incorpo- 	 °^;
;^'.4
	rating technical innovations. These conceptual systems are then analyzed
•	 by the cost-benefit methodology developed in Sections 1 through 5 of this
report. The selected conceptual systems range from ground station items
`;	 to satellite subsystems to total communication systems. They have been 	 1
t
selected so as to be representative of the total group of space communica-
tion technologies. The conceptual systems technologies are as follows:
• Law Cost Earth Station Receiver Technology
• Ion Engine Technology
ai
• Millimeter Communication System Technology 	 ^ s
• Laser Communication System
•RF Attitude Sensor
•Satellite Solid State Power Amplifier 	 :^:';
•Multibeam Antennas
•Advanced Solar Arrays
• Adaptive ]feat Pipes
Each of these tanceptual system technologies is analyzed i.n Sections lI
through 14, and a description of the concepts and the mechana.sms of the 	 ^'^
u	
..:
benefits are given there. ion engine technology is analyzed in Section 11;
low cost earth station technology is analyzed in Section 12; and the remain-
ing seven technologies are analyzed in Section 13. 	 Section lO describes	 ,`;`;+
the baseline scenarios uGad in application of the methodology of Part I
to the conceptual sysrzms developed in Part lI.
A. 3 . J ... V^_:^Y^^ ^ANirl ^Li ii 1.^' i'a^I^' ^+^
.-•max 
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PART III
APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY
p	 ....'
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..
i..
_'
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a^a
10 . 1 Approach
Application of the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) methodology presented
in Part i requires specification of a standar d situation against which
each of the proposed technology development projects can be evaluated.
In accordance with the screening equations, evaluation of net present
values of any proposed technology development program requires specifica-
tion of the following set of parameters: discount rate, time delay factor,
probability of industry adoption., NASA R&D timt^, i^^dustry R & D time,
industry construction time, operation time, total NASA R&D cost, total
industry R&D cost, total industry construction cost, annual gross benefits,
and annual gross costs. Rather than the separate annual gross benefit
and annual grass cost, it is the net annual benefit which is important.
Of the above list of parameters, the most difficult ones to evaluate
are the net benefits. Sources of benefits for the projects under conside-
ration are {1) cost-effective services to USA, (2) profit from the sale
of satellites to other countries, (3) balance of payment considerations,
and (4) employment considerations. Of these the primary benefit is that
gained from cast-effective prevision of communication services to the USA.
The one element common to each technology cost-benefit analysis is
the necessity of estimating the size of the market for the technology in
question. Prediction of the market size for the technology to be utilized
.
	
	 in space communications has three basic steps. First, the estimated
rE^quired channel capacity of satellite communications for the t,*estern
t^rorld is estimated in thousands of half-circuits. These estimates are 	 ,'=,;^
based upon Intelsat's projections for the international communications,
application of a similar projection to the iTnited States and foreign
s
domestic satellite needs and previous estimates by other investigators. 	 -
Second, projections are made of the estimated satellite capacity as a	 ^
_-.^
function of time; that is, projections cf the channel capacity per satellite 	 -^^
for the interval 1976-79, 1980-89, 1990-94	 These projections are
consistent with those made recently by Intelsat for their own planning
i-
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purposes.
	 More will be said below about the relationship between the
projected satellite capacity and the technology development under canside^
ration.
	
The third item is the market prediction methodology. 	 Satellite
launches have two parts:
	 that due to growth and that due to replacement
of older satellites.
-	 Once an approximate launch schedule fo g' communication satellites for ¢'
-	
^
the western world has been established by the procedure outlined above, -
one must address the issue of what share of the western world market will ^'
.i
be held by the United States. 	 Certainly the benefits to the Un^.ted States
^
^	 which result from the development of technology for communication satellites
-
are different for satellites which are constructed, owned and operated in
this country than for those satellites built here but awned and operated
e
_'
by fareign countries. 	 The communication satellites of the western world
may be envisioned in four groups:
	
(1) U.S. constructed and U.S. operated,
(2) U.S. constructed and fareign operated, 	 (3} foreign constructed and `
-	 U.S. operated,	 and (4)	 fareign constructed and foreign operated. 	 Of
these four categories, only the first two have benefits to the U.S. result-
i
ing from the technology development. 	 Calculation of benefits for the
first group does not require separation of benefits accruing to the satel-
life manufaturer as profits and benefits accruing to the operator or users 'j
of the satellite; all benefits ga to the United States. 	 In the second
^^
class however (satellites constructed in the United. States for a foreign ^`,^
country's use), the benefits accruing to the United States are the profit
to the satellite manufacturer and, to a somewhat smaller degree, the bene-
fits associated with increased employment and improved balance of trade. ^"'	 ^'
In any case, calculation of benefits for the second c1Gss requires sepa-
ration of profit to the manufacturer and savings to the owner; only the ^.
benefit accruing to the manufacturer is appropriate. 	 The cost-benefit "^
analyses of th is report assume that the "t^.5.	 constructed and U.S.
operated" benefits (including U.S. share of INTELSAT} 	 adequately approximate
the total benefits.
'The influence of technology development upon the share of the western -
world market held by the U.S., and its impact upon r!;e cast method analysis '	 1
is not quantatively treated in this report.
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The aetua .l baseline scenario can be view?d at any of several levels
of complexity. In the simplest case where only thcase. satellites construc-
ted in the United States far use by citizens of the United 5t;^tes are cvnsi-
dared, the information needed is a projection of the estirt^ated required
channel capacity together with an estimate of the channel capacity per
satellite as a function of time. The channel capacity per satellite versus 	 '
time figure is assumed to be directly related to the development of the	 ;^
critical technologies at specific times. 'lhe cost-benefit analysis then
consists of varying the time of availability of these technologies by
performing the i^ASA R&13 programs relative to the technologies.
Four types of scenarios are of interest in a cos t--benefit study of
government sponsored R&ll. These may be termzd the project scenario, the
ba:aeline scenario, the full shift scenario, and the partial shift scenario. 	 -	 --
The latter two are polar alternative scenarios. The nature of a cost-
benefit study is the comparison of a project scenario with an alternative
ti
scenario. The alternative scenario may be one of the aforementioned
polar possibilities, or an intermediate one farmed as a weighted combina-
tion of these extremes, ar the baseline scenario.	 'll
The project scenario is the stream of resource inputs and outputs	 ;I
corresponding to the more or less immediate adoption of the R&D projer_t.
The baseline scenario assumes the TL&1) project is not undertaken. The 	 ^{
inputs and outputs of the other scenarios are calculated as differences 	 a;"	 ^.
from the baseline. The full shift scenario assumes the input -output	 `;'^
stream of the project scenario remains unchanged, except Chat the stream 	 ;	 1;:: ',f_,.
is shifted, or slipped, same years into the future. The partial shift	 ""
scenario assumes the R &b cost phases are shifted into the future, but 	 `^
the benefits in the final stage equal the benefits in the project scenario. 	 j ^,^
>"	 t
Since costs and benefits are relative, not absolute, dollar values
cannot be associated with each of the four identified scenarios, Rather 	 ^
a scenario can only be asses^::ed relative to another scenario. Thus,	 !
dollar values are associated with the project, full shift, and partial 	 ^^..
s3iift, scenarios by comparing each tv the baseline scenario. It is the
differences between scenarios which are valued. The project „cenario can
n
<..	 .	 w	 ...	 ^:.f	
-	
,. .^:^;
thetl be compared with an altern«tive scenario in either of tcao ways: (a)
the direct method, in which since two scenarios are involved, they may be
assessed	 relative to each other; and (b) the direct method, in which if
each of the two scenarios has already been valued by comparison to the
ba^.eline, these values may be differenced. 	 It should be noted that (a)
°^
is informationally more efficient than (b). $'
To bring this discussion into sharper focus, let XI represent the
physical flow of inputs and outputs in the project scenario; X 2 , X3 , X44 `^
are the physical flows for the full shift, partial shift, and baseline
scenarios, respectively.
	
Let V be a function which assigns dollar values.
s
V is defined only an di fference s between scenarios.	 Thus, V(X1} is not
defined, whereas V(X l -X4 ) is defined.	 i^iethod (a) above finds 
V{Xl -X2 ) 4
directly, while (b)	 finds V{Xl
 - X2} by evaluating V{X l - X4) -- V(X2 - X4).
i
The results are identical. 	 However, the former does not demand knowledge
of X4'
Equation 3.3 in Part I compares the project scenario wish she full '''
shift scenario, while equation
	
3.5 in Part I compares t^:e project scenario
w ith the partial sh ift scenario.
,° ^
r	
I0.2	 Baseline Calculat ion
l^lany space communication technologies ko be developed have benefits III
which can be expressed asa more cost-effective delivery of communication '^	 ^{
^^'
services.	 The benefit of NASA--induced technology development is then
the difference in costs of providing the communication services over an _.i
extended period of time with (1) 	 early introduct^.on of the technology
•_'
and (2) normal (later} introduction of the technnlogy. 	 Evaluation of '
the benefit requires estimation of the technology's value per satellite
1
and of the market demand far communication satellite services.
Benefits of the NASA technology program to this nation are assumed ^^^^
to accrue primarily from communication satellites manufactured and used
,: ^
'`'4
in this country. 	 Secondary benefits will accrue from increases in foreign
sales of U.S. manufactured communication satellites. 	 Estimation of the
primary benefits then requires prediction of the demand for U.S. communi-
cation satellite services and estimation of the portion of this market `^^^
to be supplied by U.S. satellite manufacturers.
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Table 1.0.1 describes the models used for demand, satellite cost,
r[
	
	
satellite capacity, and portions of sales and use and Table i0.2 gives the
baseline parameter values. Figures 10.1, 10.2, and 10.3 portray ttte re-
sulting estimates of market demand, satellite capacity, and satellite cost
through the year 2000 for U. S. domestic communication satellites. Figures
~^	 10,G, 10,5, and 10.6 present similar data for the combined Atlantic and
Pacific regions of the INTELSAT system (thousands of half circuits per satellite.
o
	
	 The capacity per satellite is that which i s anticipated in the absence
of development o£ the specific technology being analyzed at a given time; i.s.,
a nominal growth rate of and satellite capacity is taken as the baseline, and
adjustments are made to account for the specific technologies being evaluated.
The satellite cost is projected to increase at a rate somewhat less than that
of the satellite capacity so as to result in a lower cost per channel with in-
creasing time.
.:
	
	
Attributes of satellite technology which contribute to effective deliv-
ery include lower cost equivalent systems, higher capacity systems with lass
than proportional increase in cost, and increases in expected satellite Iife-
time. Evaluation of the cost difference for the total period with and without
early introduction of a specific communication system requires estiu^atiort of
the two launch schedules. The number of satellite launc^^tes required in a
given year depends upon (1) the increase in demand for communication ser.ices,
(2) the required replacements of earlier-launched satellites whose nnminal
end of life occurs in that year, and (3} the channel capacity per sate Bite
,
available with the then-current technology. The Last is then the number of
satellites launched multiplied by the cost per satellite. A computer sirnul:i-
tion program has been developed at the Enginnering Experiment Station which
generates a launch schedule consistent with the models given in 'fable 1 (demand,
satellite capacity, a.id satellite cost) for any specified set o` initial cats-
_
	
	
ditions (i.e., the initial capaci*y i^-t orbit, the times of the previ^:^s launches,
and the expected lifetime of each satellite). The program also computes t:^e
annual expenditures discounted back to the base year and the cumulative dis-
couts"^^d expenditures. Scenarios involving different introduction times for
a specific technology can be compared by generating the launch and cast sciaedule
for each scenario and by comparing either the sct of annual expenditures or the
cumulative expenditure at same time sign if: cantly past the second tecktnoio^.;y
•:
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TABLE 10.1
SATELLITE LAUNCH SCHEDULE BASE LINE
Satellite Capacity = Co (1+d1 ) t 	,
Satellite CosC
	 = Po (I+dld2)t ^.
Dec^and	 = Do {1+d3} t
,^	 `'./
r
'::	 ii
Pl
Percent Sold by US =
lOQ t < xl
Percent used by US = p3
Lo' c ^ t ^ yl
Satellite Lifetime^'^ =
	i =1.,2,3...
Li , yi < t ^ y i+l
where t = (year of interest} -1,975
The computer program allows an arbitrary number o^ piecewise-constant
segments of satellite 1-ifetime. The baselines as used in this study
use two such segments
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i:^
COMSAT
(US)
INTELSAT
(Atlantic & Pac^.fic)
i
_	 _
.^
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TABLE 1a.z
BASE LINE PARAMETER VALUES
Pp $35M $35M
d^ .11 .1
G lOK half ckts 1410 half ckts
0
d2 .69 .75
D 17K half ckts 24K half ckts0
d 3 .ls .2
pl -2 -1.7
p 2 93 110
p3 50 100
Lc 7 years 7 years
y l 1985 1985
L1 8 years 8 years
y2 2000 2000
3	 {1978) 5	 (1H$0)xl
25	 (2000) 25	 (2000)x2
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introduction date. The later time must be selected such that the effects
of as►y Lifetime extension associated with technology is included.
experience with the Launch schedule simulation has indicated a signifi-
cant sensitivity with respect to the assumed initial conditions regarding
launch time of satellites in orbit at the beginning of the simulation. This
sensitivity is often large with respect to the cost saving associated with
the technology intraduction. A second simulation program which artificially
allows fractional-satellite launching (Launches capacity equal to demand in-
crease plus replacement needs on a per channel basis) has been developed and
used for emphasizing the impact of technology development upon the cost of pro-
viding the necessary communications services. This later program was used for
estimation of benefits in the following analyses.
The output of either of the launch schedule simulatian programs provides
a basis of comparison of early and late technology development in terms of
the different operating costs (discounted back to the base year). The com-
puter programs implemented for screening, assessment, and ranking assume
that the benefit is expressed as a constant equivalent annual benefit during the
operational phase. Accordingly, the discounted benefit of early technology
introduction determined fYom the launch simulation program is transformed into
an equivalent annual benefit {EAB) as input data for insertion rota the cast-
benefit analysis methodology programs by first computing the constant annual benefit
Tl+T2+T3
CAB =	 ( y ) CZ+d}
T4
t-1
L+d ^ t
and then dividing that number by the technology lag term which is a pre-multiplier in
the NPV equation:
CAB = cAB/ C l-1 /( 1+d}T],
there Ti is the length of the ith phase, is the technology delay time, d is the
discount rate, and y is tie discounted net benefit of the early technology scenario.
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10.3 Considerations in Benefit Identification
In the net present value expression, the total frame is subdivided into
four intervals: a basic R&D phase, an applied R&D phase, a prototype develop--
ment phase, and an operational interval. In one type (Type l) of benefit ap-
proxi^natian, the operational interval extended to the time the technology be-
came obsolete. In the second type of benefit identification, the operating
region (benefit period) begins wfien the technology would become available
^'
	 through NASA support and ends when the technology would have became available
::: ,
	 without NASA support. In the first type, the net present value of the techno-
logy development is evaluated by calculating the net benefit in each year of
operation of the device, prorating the net benefits back to the base year {i975)
at the appropriate discount rate, and summing the discounted benefits. In
this approach, the benefit associated with the NASA development program is
calculated by multiplying this technology benefit by a delay factor which is
dependent only upon the discount rate and the time delay resulting from NASA
not pushing this technology. This approach assumes that the benefits which
result from the introduction of the technology depend upon the time since in-
troduction of the technology and not upon absolute time. It is most applicable
for technologies whose rate of application is determined not by a changing market
but rather by an increasing user acceptance of the device; i.e., demonstrated
performance. It is nor particularly applicable to a situation in which the
marlcet for devices using the technology is rapidly changing.
The second type of benefit identification, which is best fitted for a
technology whose rate of usage is dependent upon a changing market and not
upon the length of time since its introduction is given by our second approach. 	 ,:."^
P ^:.	 ':
In this Type II benefit Approximation, the first three intervals of basic re-	 '
search, applied research, and prototype development are handled the same as in
the Type I approach. However, the benefit region is not the useful period for
she technology but rather is the period of time after the technology would have 	 ^ '^y.	 ;
first become available with NASA support and before it becomes available without
NASA support. This Type II approach seems most applicable far our applica-
tion in which the available market Ear communication satellites is assumed to
have an exponential groz^+th with time.
	
The most critical element in the estimation of the nez present value of	 ^^^
the project, regardless of the mode.I used for the operating ^-egior , is specifi-
cation of the net benefits per year. Consider first zhe class of technologies
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whose benefits expresses itself either as an increased capacity per satellite
nr as an increased lifetime of a satellite. The benefit then is simply a more
economical method of supplying the required channel. capacity. The difficulty
in evaluating these benefits is the discrete nature of the communications satel-^
life launch profile. For example, a 1D% increase in the channel capacity per
satellite or a 1Q% increase in the lifetime of such a satellite wall modify the
future launch schedule of such satellites. However, the ratio of requited channel
capacity to channel capacity per satellite is relatively small., aMd the time be-
tween launches of satellites is relatively large. As a result of this, the bet ►e-
fit of supplying a technology cahich increases the effective capacity of a satel-
lite a few years earlier khan it would normally be available may or may not re-
sult in any change in the launch schedule during the interval; certainly an
increased Lifetime per satellite does not yield any apparent reductions in launch
costs until such time has passed that the additional lifetime of the satellite
is being used. These factors make it difficult to determine a net benefit per
year of the operating interval., Thus evaluation of the benefits associated
with an earlier arrival of a given technology would seem to require evaluation
of (a) a launch schedule using the old technology to meet the projected market
demand for several years, (b) and a similar projected Launch schedule utilizing
'	 the net technology with its increase in capacity per satellite to meet the pro-
f	 jetted market needs. The difference an the laun^:.h costs per year between the
two pxoEiles, discounted back to the base year, can then be summed over the
several decades to determine the best estimate of the benef^.ts associated with
the introducr.ion of the technology. A major drawback to this approaci^. is the
-	
strong dependence of the results upon assumptions as to previous launch schedules,
times that previous satellites wi11 be inoperative, and the accuracy of the
projected market demands. The detailed simulation to determine an accurate
Launch schedule and predicted cast per year requires more accurate input data
than is deemed to be available for the future years. That as, the analysis needs
more detail than the accuracy of the available input data would warrant.
Nonetheless, it is apparent that the actual net benefits per year during
the operating interval are highly dependent upon launch schedules in future years.
The prime benefits resulting from the introduction of the technology are indeed
the reduced launch costs of future years. [~That is needed is an approximate
method for calculating the benefits per year and one or more examples using
.,^
a
^-
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projected launch schedules as a means of validating the approximate model. The
approximate model which has been selected and computerized assumes that the
benefits can be approximated by a "fractional satellite" launch schedule.
The baseline and method of evaluating benefits up to this point has bean
discussed in terms ,of unit satellites. No consideration has been given to
applications of this technology to non--communications satellites nor to the sale
of components for commercial satellites built in other Gauntries. The interna-
tional nature of the Intelsat membership has resulted in teaming for bidding
on Khe next generation of Intelsat satellites such that no single manufacturer
nor even one Gauntry caill supply all components for the satellite. This com-
bined builder situation will propagate itself naturally into the do,.estic satellite
sales. Also some of the technologies under consideration, such as the solid state
power amplifiers, likely will find application in non-satellite areas.
1.0.4 On Sum^aary
The total methodology which has been developed for the benefit cost analysis
of alternate space communications technologies is composed of a set of three
consistent methodologies: screening, assessment, and ranking. Ln each
methodology, the underlying approach is the calculation of the net present
values (NVP) of alternate proposed technology development programs, with
an increasing level of detail as one proceeds from screening towards ranking.
Application of the screening methodology produces both the estimated
NPV of the proposed technology development program and a graphical sensiti--
vity analysis of the NPV with respect to each input parameter. Ln the
assessment methodology, each of the screening input parameters is supplemented
with an estimate of the range of parametric values in either standard deviation or
min^.mum and maximum modal values. Application of the assessment methodology
(a form of risk analysis) produces an estimate of the standard deviation of
the NPV of the proposed technology development program. This estimate
assumes a Gaussian NPV distribution. (This is an assumption which Gan be
intuitively argued from the law of large numbers.) The ranking methodology
is a comparison of key parameters of the NPV cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) for the individual technology development programs. This CDF is generated for
each technology being ranked by a Monte Carlo simulation which utilizes either a Beta
or a Guassian random number generator for selecting input parameters of the NI'V
equation and repeatedly evaluates the NPV far the random samples of input parameters.
The Pionte Carlo simulation used in the ranking process produces a sample-
estimate NPV CDF; the analytic estimation of the CDFs standard deviation {a) Gal-
culated in the assessment methodology assumed a Gaussian CDF. The `ionte Carlo	
^; '.
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simulation requires significantly more computer time than does the analytic
(assessment) method. Application of the Chi-squared confidence test to speci-
fic examples during this project has indicated that the Monte Carlo simulation
results are close to being Gauss^.an such that the analytic Estimation is gen-
erally a valid apgrvximativn.
Since each stage of the quantitative cost benefit methodology is an
evaluation of the NPV of NASA-induced early technology development, each
methodology requires estimation of the same parameters (but no varying degrees
of specification). The overall methodology riot only has commnality between
its three parts, but also is intentionally formulated for maximum commonality
in its application to caidely varying technologies. This commonality is
accomplished in the computer programs by use of an N1'V model with four generalized
phases of the scenario: {1) basic R&D (NASA.}, {2) applied R&D (industry),
(3) prototype development, and (4) operation. input data for each methodology
inc]_udes (a} the probability of going into the pose, {b) the time duration
(length) of the pose, (c) the annual costs of the phase, and (d) the annual
benefits of the phase. In addition, one specifies the discount rate to be
used in the analysis and the expected delay time in development of the technology
without NASA efforts. The assessment and ranking programs also require specifica-
tion ranges for these variables,
By allowing the benefits of the technology development program to be
entered into the methodology models as an estimate of the annual benefits
during the operational phase, one can use the same basic methodology far all
technologies even khough the form of their benefits may be radically different.
Pstimation of the annual benefits for technology development is made separately
in the analysis of each technology by methods appropriate far the technology.
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SECTION 11
	 -
DETAILED COST-BEiJEFIT ANALYSTS OF ION ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
Application of the screening and assessment methodologies and develop-
ment of the data base for ranking of a technology {inn engine) whose value
is iargeiy dependant upon the number of communication satellites launched
is demonstrated in this section. A similar demonstration fora technology
(direct demodulation) applicable to low-cost earth stations is presented
in Section 12. The cost-benefit analysis for the other technologies being
evaluated is presented in summary form in Section 13 with many of the asso-
ciated plots located in the Appendix,
11.1 Benefit Mechanism far Ion Engine Technology
The gravitational farces of the moan and sun, as well as the gradient caf
the earth's gravitational field, perturb the orbits of geo.synchronous communi-
cation satellites. Satellite station keeping systems are required to over-
come these disturbance forces. Alotian of tiie satellite (as seen from the
ground} increases the complexity of the earth station antenna systems and
increases the interference bettaeen satellite systems. The current technology
for these station keeping thrusters is a chemical reaction engine utilizing,
hv:i ►'•trin^^ as the propellent and having a low specific impulse (approximately
2'?0). In the near future, these hydz«tine thrusters will be replaced by
Cesium or Mercury Ian engines c r ith significantly higher sp^.cifir_ impulse
(approximately ?000).
The specific impulse of an engine .is proportional to its thrust and
i
inversely proportional to the rate at which it consumes propellant. Thos 	 `^
the propellant required to provide a specified thrust for a given length
of time is inversely proportional to the specific impulse of the thruster.
The mass budget tahich must be allocated for a station keeping system faith
current i,ydrzzine technology is significantly greater than that which would
be expected with the use of zoo engines. A recent Hcrghes Aircraft Company
study has ^^ancluded that the weight savings introduced by the use of
	 `'
i
inn engines is approximately l6S pounds for a small spinner communications
=	 satellite and approximately 195 pounds for a larger 3-axis stabilized 	 ^
satellite. These weight savings are after allocation has been made for
';
;:	 ' .	 4
257
^.	 ^-r--^.-	r'^ ^^-^	 ._
_	
_;.-^^^
ry;
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additional power requirements. Atypical 4^0 Mfiz communication satellite
transponder We3.ghs about 25 pounds, requires about 3q watts of electrical
power, and has a revenue capability of 1-2 million dollars per year. Con--
sideration of khe weight and power requirements of the transponder led
Hughes to conclude that the introduction of ion engine technology into
communications satellites would allow the addition of one transponder to
spinner communications satellites (Delta 2914 class} or 2 transponders
to ^--axis stabilized communication satellites (Atlas-Centaur class). The
nonrecurring cost of an ion engine system (assuming fully developed engineering
models exist) is estimated at 1 to 2 million dollars. The rectirring cast of
the ion engine system is estimated at 500 thousand dollars. Both estimates
are in terms of 1475 dollars.
11.2 Screening of Ion Engine Technology
As a result of discussions of the impact and development casts of ion
engines with several industrial and government groups, the parameter value;.
shown in Table 11.1 have been selected. The basic research and development
program includes the orbital demonstration over a significant length of
time of an ion engine system. It is estimated that such a program caould
require three years and cast five million dollars. The likelihood of
U.S. industry implementing ion engines in commercial communication satellites
after such a NASA R&D program is estimated at 45%. The application program
is estimated to require an industrial expenditure of 1.5 million dollars
over a three-year period far applied research and developmcr;t and prototype
development. It is assumed that ion engine technol^•sy would continue to be
incorporated in communication satellites for ten years after its introduction
without significant modifications to the basic technology. As in all analyses
of this rep art, the discount rate is assumed to be 6 percent. Since ion engine
'.;
technology is at a reasonably advanced stage {having had partial success on	 ^'^
the ATS--F vahi.cle) it is estimated that the time delay in the availability
of ion engines resulting from NASA not pursing ion engine development is
only two years.
A calculation of the equivalent annual benefit (EAB) far the NASA
sponsored development of ion engine technology is based on the fractional	 ,'`;,.^
satellite launch schedules of Tables 11.2 and 11.3. Tables 11.2a and 11.2b 	 `'^
1^
,
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LAUNCH SCEtvARIO Ta'OP. THE ION ENGINE TECHNOLOGY INTRODUCTION INTO THE U. 5. DOMSAT MARKET
TABLE 11.28 TABLE 11.2b
o°aa US OOHSAT --1981 IMTRDDUCTIDN OF 8888 •aao US 0015SAT--1963 INTRODUCTION OF •°••
°' O ° ION ENGINE TECNHOLDGY •°6a q°A° ION ENGINE ifCHNOLDGY °•••	 '
TEAR SATELLITE CO5T AER SATELLITE kQ. OF DISCOUNTED ^7I5COUNTED YEAR SATELLITE
	 COST PER SATELLITE N0. OF	 DISCOUNTED DI5COC^HTE4
lIF£ SATELL3T£ CAPACITY LRUHCHcS US-US CJSY U$-FOR COST LIFE SATELLITE CAPACITY L4UHCHGS
	 US-U5 C p5T US^FGR CGST
!YEARS] [M S) tK CKT/2l INS} iNS7 (YEARS) t)t8) tK CtLT12) iftfl iM5)
1475 ; 35.0 14.0 1.00 35.OD 0.80 1975 P 35.D 14.4 1.00 35.60 S.iO
8976 7 37.6 15.L .31 11.64 3.00 1976 7 37.fi 15.4 .31 11oLV V.]3
1977 T 48.8 15.9 .34 12.20 A.Op 1977 7 48.4 16.9 .34 12.20 O.vO
1978 7 y3.5 18.6 .3T 13.47 O.GO 3978 7 43.5 19.6 .37 13.47 ].]0
1979 7 46.7 20.5 .48 14.88 11.90 1974 7 46.7 2J.5 .aG 14.CB 0.]G
1946 7 50.2 22.5 .4;. 16.43 0,08 198D T 56.2 22.5 .a4 ifi.43 0.80
]991 7 .Sb.A Z6.6 .82 31.46' 0.00 1481 T 54.0 24.8 .d9 32.79 .;.Dp
1962 7 b0.1 29.3 .47 3b.91 O.pD 1942 7 58.1 27.3 1. 8a 38.30 3.10
1983 7 fi4.4 32.0 .69 26.63 O.OG 1943 7 64.4 3t'..tl .09 26.03 d.OG
:944 7 64.1 35.8 .75 28.34 0.00 196y T 69.1 35.0 ,T5 28.34 +.CO
1935 8 T4.I .$.3 .93 30.84 0.00 1945 $ 74.1 38.3 e93 30.14 O.JO
1996 .8 79.5 +.1 .9 .91 33.54 D.00 19$6 8 79.5 41.9 e91 33.Sb Q.00
1997 8 85.4 L5.9 .99 36.x5 0.00 1987 8 85.4 _	 45.9 .99 36.45 J.30
N	 1998 8 91.6 50.3 1.24 4b. 02 0.4D 198$ 0 91.6 56.3 i.Z9 46.82 J.]0
o^	 1999 ^	 ^	 8 98.3 55.2 1.44 52+13 0.00 1909 8 99.3 55.2 1.48 52.13 O.ud
^	 1930 8 1DS.b bd.5 1.38 49.45 O.DO 1990 0 1G 5.6 64.5 1.38 49.45 O,LD
f931 8 113.3 65.3 1.51 53.51 0.00 1991 0 113.3 66.3 1.51 53x61 G.]G
1992 8 121.7 72.8 1.22 42.81 D. JO 1992 8 I2i.P 72.6 1.22 4Z. 61 G.9G
1493 9 136.7 79.8
_
1.73 68.15 0.00 1993 G_ 136,7 79.8 1.13 68.15 O.L4
1934 8 SAC.3 87.5 1.99 fi5.1D 0.06 1994 8 140.3 87.6 1.99 65.10 J. bY
1945 B 156,7 96.2 2.87 TO.4i 0.00 1995 8 150.7 96.2 2.07 78.+81 5.00
1996 8 161.8 IL5.6 2.36 79.29 D.OD 1946 8 1b1.B 105.6 2.3n 79.29 4.0,1
1937 A 173.9 116.8 2.39 86.23 0.00 1997 8 ST3.$ 116.D 2.59 96.23 O.LO
1939 8 10o.T 127.4 2.74 94.40 â .QO 1938 a 186.7 127.4 2.Ta 90.06 G.GG
1999 8 208.6 139.9 2.39 99.46 0.00 1899 8 2D0.6 139.9 Z.39 99.46 0.04
2000 8 215.4 151.7 3.05 1D2.90 O.OD 204D B 215.4 153.7 3.36 102e98 9.3L
2061 $ 231.5 169.9 3.53 120.19 D.00 2401 6 231.5 166.9 3.^3 120.19 J.dG
2602 B 248.7 185.5 3.96 is 2.80 0.06 2002 0 248.7 185.5 3.46 132.40 O.GG
2643 8 257.2 203,9 8.21 146.73 O.OD 2003 8 257.2 ZG3.9 4.21 146.73 0.80
204 B 287.0 214.1 4.b+. 163.68 0.40 2004 8 287.0 224.1 4.44 163.69 6.00
2005 6 3p8.y 246.3 5.78 191.13 0.04 2005 8 3D8.4 246.3 3.09 191.13. O.OD
PROJECTED COST OT SATELLITES (IHCLGDIHG LAUNCH) PADSECTBD COST OF SATELLITES (IHCLUDIHf. LAVHCII)
$ET'.TEEH 1981 AND Y482 PDA U. 5. tSA:YUFACIUAE AND HET[iEEN 19$1 AND ]982 FDA U. 5. ]iANUFACTUAL' AHD
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LAUNCH SCENARIO FOR ION ENGINE TECHNOLOGY INTR011UCTTON INTO THE INTELSAT ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC MARKET
TABT,E 11.3a	 TABLE II.3b
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"#°• tHiELSAT artahTlC aNO QaCIFIC--1981 INTROaUGTIaN of	 •••• `•`• INTELSAT ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC--1403 INTRODUCTION f1F	 •+••
*"•" ION ENGINE TECHNOLOGY •*•• "`*^` ION E{{GIME TECHNOLOGY ••••
YE4Q ^ATc.LLITE COST PER SaTtLLI7E NO.	 Of DI5COUNTE p qISCOUNTEO YEAR SATELLITE CO 5T PER SATELLITE N0. OF DISGO'JkTEO f1ISC0')vT^D
tI F 2 SAT=ELITE CEPCCITY LAUNGM;S US-US COST US-FOR CO57 LIFE SATELLITE CAPACITY E.AUNCNES US'US COST Ua •F(,R	 CG:T
[Yca?5! {M^} {K CKT/21 iHS) fY.41 {Y^J<R51 1H81 1K GKT/21 {Mt! tMt!
1977 7 35.3 iG.G i.tlG 17.50 17.50 1975 7 35.0 iO.0 1..l0 17.50 1T.Eq
1976 7 ST.7 11.1 B.Jq 4.D0 O.Oq 1976 7 37.7 11.1 q.qa tl.flq 1.^]
1 4 77 7 4C.5 1Z.3 .3J 5.35 5.35 1977 7 46.5 12.3 ,30 5.35 5. '_5
1978 T 43.6 13.7 .31 w.92 4.9Z 2978 7 43.6 13.7 .31 4.d2 4-!2
1971 7 46.9 15.2 .96 13.14 13.14 1479 7 46.9 15.2 .95 13.1» 13+,^
19d9 T 5^.5 1b.4 .83 12.52 12.52 19dq 7 SG.S ib.9 .93 IZ.52 ;.2.^2
1591 7 55.3 ^^.7 .34 5.24 5.24 1981 7 54.3 18.7 ^	 .3T S.Eq 5+£q
19x2 T 60.4 22.0 .9q 12.26 iZ.26 1982 7 58.w 20.8 .88 13.00 13.Jq
.933 7 C4.9 25.0 .39 5.86 5.8b 1993 7 b4.8 GS.0 .J9 5.86 5.95
^43a^ ? 69,6 Z7.6 .^5 9.15 S.1S 1984 7 69.6 27.6 .55 0.15 5.15
1495 B 7+..T 3fi.4 .59 8.54 8.54 1945 B 74.7 20.4 .5j 8.54 S.5»
iii& 9 OG.3 33.5 .9T 12. 4d 12.48 1996 A 80.3 33.5 .B7 12.wq i2.»r
1?37 s AE.2 37.0 .99 12.48 12.49 1487 B C6.2 37.8 .8d 12.40 12.+•8
1393 d 42.6 48.-" .72 9.90 4.90 1998 8 92.b hq.d .T2 'J. 9.r 9.91
i5^jj 8 99.5 45.1 .94 13.37 :3.37 15x9 B 99.5 45.1 .94 13.37 13+37
1531 9 137.9 49.8 .92 18. s5 10.95 19j0 8 106.4 49.8 .82 10.85 10.95
19th 9 11+.8 55.2 .94 12.39 12.19 1931 B 114.8 55.1 .94 12.19 iZ.,9
1932 s .23.4 61.0 .Ti 4.00 4.00 1492 8 123.w Ei.0 .7i 9. q0 9.:a
1915 9 13^.b 67.a S.qZ 12.64 12.64 1903 8 132.6 67.4 1.02 12.E4 12.34
13d4 d 1»Z.5 74.6 1.20 fw.44 14.44 19lw 9 142.5 i4.b 1.28 14.44 1».44
1945 S 133.2 dZ.6 l.l0 14.79 14.79 :941 8 153.2 N2.6 1.Z6 14.79 ^	 .4.°9
1915 B lf<4.7 91.5 i.Z4 14.15 2w.15 1916 8 164.7 91.5 1.24 14.15 1».15
19 i7 8 I77.D IG1.3 1.42 15.73 15.73 1997 8 177.9 101.3 1.42 I5.T3 15.73
193d d 134.3 1iZ.3 L.wq 15.11 15.11 1948 8 196.3 112.3 1.48 t5.11 15.11
1§99 8 2tl4.6 1Z^.a 1.52 1x.62 ib.62 1999 8 Ztl4.6 114.4 1.52 lo.E2 1c.S2
2:;Yd d 2ZL.J 137.9 1.^9 15.3 16.w9 2360 8 Zi8.8 137.9 1.49 15.43 ia.46
2Lui 9 [36.5 SS2.B 1.72 19.07 19.UT 2011 9 236.5 152.8 l.li 19.07 13.7
ZJi.2 9 254.3 169.4 1.io Z1.L9 2i.d4 2gL2 8 254.3 1P9.4 1. A6 21.09 21.3a
Z%L3 8 273.4 ltT.B 1.47 22.65 22.65 2083 8 273.4 167.4 1.97 22.E`a 22.55
Z3„a d 294.0 ZGB.2 c.Ub 23.99 23.99 2004 8 294.0 268.2 2.06 Z3.8i 23.46
sL^S d 310.2c3a.9 2.23 25.24 28,24 Z6u5 8 316.2 231.4 2.23 26.24 26.24
PRUJECTFD COST OF SATELLITES (INC[.L'bINC I.rtl'tiC13) PRO3ECTEll CO5T OP SATELLIT&5 (IRCLUZiING LRI)NCi!)
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correspond to the U. S. pOMSAT market for introduction in 1981 and 1983,
f	 resgectively, of the ion engines.
	
Both scenarios correspond to the demand,
satellite cast, and satellite capacities of Figures 1Q.1 through 10.3 except
that the satellite capacity is considered to increase by 2flflfl half circuits
and the satellite cost by two mi1l ;.on dollars at the time of the introduc-
^	 tion of the ion engines. 	 The increase in capacity and cost correspond appraxi-- 	 ^
mately to the addition of two transponders to the satellite.	 The sixth column
of each table, discounted U.S.-^IT.S. cost, contains the annual expenditures ^
for satellite purchase and launch, and are the same for Tables 11.2a and 11.2b
except for the years 1981 and 1982.	 The difference in the values between
the two tables represent the value of early introduction of ion engine
technology into the U.S, DOAISAT market. 	 Tables 11.3a and 11. 3b present
corresponding data for ion engine applications to the Atlantic and Pacific
regions of the Intelsat system. The decrease in sar^ilite construction and
launch costs associated with ion engine technology appearing early (1981
rather than 1983) is 2.71 million dollars for the DOMSAT application
and 1.09 million dollars for the Intelsat Atlantic-Pacific applications,
for a total gross benefit of 3.8 million dollars, discounted to 1975.
Application of the equation far equivalent annual benefits (EAB) given in
the preceding section yields an EAB (gross) of 6.7 million dollars per year -
far the assumed 10--year operating interval.
Application of the screening methodology to ior^ engine technology -
results in a resultant score or net present value of 3.2 million dollars.
1
Figures 11.1--11.11 are sensitivity plots which show the effect upon this ^i
^.;^^,^	 ^
screening scare of variations in the assumed input parameters. 	 A11 sensi- ;.^,II
tivity plots vary the input parameter from 50% to 15fl% of its nominal value. 	 ^ ^^,^
:,
Sdith the exception of sensitivity with respect to discount rate, all ':''
result in$ sensitivities era essentially linear. The sensitivity plot for ;,^
a net present value as a function of discount rate is seen to reach a
maximum NPV for a discount rate of about 7. 5%.	 This nonlinear form of NPV
as a function of discount rate, with a maximum occurring within a reasonable
,,
discount rate range, has occ^.^rred on several of the technologies being
screened.	 Table 11. x+ presents the slopes of the sensitivity plats for
Ian engine technology.
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k'igure 11.5. Sensitivity of Ian Engine N p'V with Respect to Probability
that Industry wall Implement the Techno],ogy.
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Casts in Industry Construction Interval.
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TABLE 11.4
SLOPES OF ION ENGINES NPV SENSITIVITY PLOTS
Variable Slope
Time Delay 500 k$/year
Annual Cnsts for Basic R&D -.3D k$/year
Length of Basic R&D Interval 373.33 k$/year
Probability Chat Industry will Implement the Tec.hnalogy 3773.5$ k$
Annual Costs During Applied R&U lnterval -0.08 k$/k$
Length of Applied R&D Interval -275 k$/year
Annual Costs in Industry Construction Interval - .15	 k$/lc$
Length of Industry Cnnstruction Interval -250 k$/year
Annual Benefits .56 k$/k$
Length of Operating Interval 24O k$/year
^.:- ::`	 , -	 ,,..:	 ,..,.	 _	
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11.3 Assessment of Ton Engine_TechnologY
Application of the assessment methodology requires specification of
lower and upper bounds and the modal value for each of the input parameters
of screening. Alternately, the mean and standard deviation may be specified
1	 far each parameter. Tn either case, the analytic approximation used in
	
assessment assumes a Gaussian distribution for the parameters. (The Monte 	 a	 ^
Carlo simulation method utilized in obtaining data far the ranking methodology
`f
does not make the simplified assumption but rather uses the Beta distribution.)
Table I1.5 contains the input data used for assessment of ion engine technology.
The assessment (risk analysis) far ion engines indicates that the
assumed Gaussian distribution of the net present value of the technology
development has a mean value of 3.2 million dollars and a standard deviation
of 779 thousand dollars. Figure 11.12 contains both the probability density
function and the cumulative distribution function for a normalized Gaussian
distribution.	 Note that the abscissa variable in e.3^^h plot is ^IPV (as in
the Plonte Carla simulation CD1' plats used in the ranking methodology), but
normalized by subtraction of the mean and division by the standard deviation
of the distribution.	 These two constants, l^ and Q are the values of the ,
mean and standard deviations printed at the end of the assessment (risk
analysis) program.
11.4
	 Data for Ranking, of ion Engine_Technology i
The relative ranking of the technology development programs will be ^'"
based upon parameters taken from the NPV cumulative distribution functions r``.:-^
(CDF) for the technologies.
	 These CDFs are established by a Monte Carlo
:`,:,:
simulation using Beta distribution random number generators for the input
parameters of the NPV equation.
	 For ion engine technology, the input -;:°
parameter ranges are the same as those presented in Table 11.5 for assessment. `,;:
Tab 1e 11.6 shows the Monte Carlo CDF for ion engine technology after 600
random samples of input parameter values were processed.
	 The table represents
sufficient information for the construction of a histogram of the net present :^:``^
value and presents the sample mean and sample standard deviation values after
i
.';
100 samples were processed; after 200 samples were processed; 	 ...; and after
-	 :I
600 samples were processed. 	 The sample mean after 600 samples is 3.2 million
'}
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-	 'TABLE	 11.6.	 SADiPLE-ESTIMA'['E CDI' FOR i0N ENGINE TECfiNOLOGY
1
INTERVAL	 ENDPOINTS OCCURRENCE FRE(^UEN(:Y	 (%)
1	 604.0 900.0 U 0
z	 9DO.D 12DO.o 1 D
a	 3	 l2DD.D 150a.o D a
4	 15DD.a ^^oD.o s i '_
5	 1800.0 2100.0 39 7
6	 21flfl.fl 24[10.0 49 8 f`
7	 2400.0 2700.0 75 13
8	 27D0.0 3000.0 85 14
-	 9	 3000.0 330D.D 80 13
10	 3300.0 36D0.0 73 12
•	 11	 3600.0 3900.(1 77 13
1.2	 39DD.D 42UD.0 57 !0
13	 4200.0 4500.D 23 4
14	 4500.0 4800.0 l8 3
15	 4800.0 51UO.fl 7
16	 5100.0 5400.0 4 1
17	 54DD.0 5700.0 2 D
18	 57DD.s^ 6c}oD.o 1 n
19	 60DD.D 63DO.D l _ D
2fl	 6300.D 6600.0 0 it
Total Occurrences hetwe^n NPV^1'I'N and tit'V,•€AX =	 t^00
Total O^^_urrence5 below	 Nt'VI^1I:^	 = 4
Total Occurrences aUove NPVPiAX = U
NO.	 OF	 S^'1I^4PLi::; PIL'^1N STA` DARI1	 OEV IA'9't()I^
1Da 3211 763.
200 3166 778
300 3190 795
400 3178 777
500 32D2 771 -'
600 3202 775 -
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dollars and the sample standard deviation is 776 thousand dollars; these
values axe in close agreement with those produced in the analytic analysis
of assessment. Figure 11.].3 contains the histogram of the Monte Carlo simu
lotion results. The height of each bar is proportional to the number of
sample N1:'Vs occurxing within an interval of width 600 thousand dollars.
The inter°val number is labeled at the bottom of the plot, and a scale
indicating the actual NPV is at the tap of the plot. The histogram indi-
cates that "he distribution is essentially unimo-dal and near-Gaussian in
shape. Figure 11.14 displays the data of the histogram in a different farm;
here the data points have been noraralized by dividing by the total number
of occurrences and by the width of the NPV interval sa that the resulting
:.
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curve xepresents the probability density function (with unity enclosed area).	 ^
Figure ll.l5 shows a plot of the cumulative distribution function, the
integral of the probability density function. It is this cumulative distri-
bution function which supplies the parameters to be used in ranking this
technology against other technologies in Section 14. For the ion engine
technology, it is seen that essentially all of the sample NPVs lie between
about 1.2 and 6.0 million dollars.
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^^ SECTION 12
_	 ..
i.:;,.:
^
^! COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF A LOW COST EARTH STATION TECHNOLOGY
IE
^`, Current technology ground station receivers utilize a low noise amplifier,
_ a mixer with local oscillator to translate the received RI' signal to an inter-
- mediate frequency, and a demvdulat^ .on device for recovering the baseband signal.
^^ 5ignificant decreases in the cost of the ground station equipment can be realized 3
^! if a direct demodulation technology not requiring the local oscillator and the
^^^, mixer can be developed.
	 The potential exists for the development of direct de-- ^.J
#;
^^ modulation receivers utilizing uncaoled degenerate parametric amplifiers with ^:^'^
^ phase-lack loops.
	
Such a system has been developed at Hughes for limited de-
.^ viation video signals, and it has been forecast that further development of this ^
technology will result in a $1,000 reduction in the cost of a small earth station ;j,;.	 .^',
(approximately l0 ft. antenna).
x
` 12.1	 Screening of âirect âemadulation Technology
The parameter values shown in Table 12.1. have been selected to represent ^'
the direct demodulation technology program.
	
The basic research and development ;.
.:
program is estimated to require one year and cast lS0 thousand dollars.	 The ^,
' i	 ',
^{ likelihood of	 U.S. industry implementing this technology after such a NASA
`F
R & D program is estimated at 95 %. 	The application program is estimated to
}f require an industrial expenditure of l2S thousand dollars over none-year period ,:':
-$j
'
^^ ^
far applied research and development and prototype development. 	 It is assumed
^
^, that the technology would continue to be incorporated in low cost earth stations
j{
^f,.',.
^.,
for 20 years after its introduction without significant modifications to the
}' basic technology.	 It is estimated that the time delay In the availability of ;:	 ^^
;.:. ^ 3	 7=
^^ direct demodulation resulting from NASA not cursing its development is five .^;:^`:.	 :'
^.
years .
:;
^'	 S
Calculation of the equivalent annual benefit (EAB} for the NASA sponsored
i,.
-
^^ development of direct demodulation technology is based on a cast reduction
;r	 ;
' -`^-
(savings) of one thousand dollars per earth station. 	 It is further assumed that
the sale of such earth stations will increase linearly with time from 500 i;'
units/year in 1979 to 10,000 units/year in 1998, fora total sales of 105
-;:;
r
^.
thousand units in the twenty--year period. 	 Table 12.2 contains a tabulation
is
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of the yearly savings and the discounted benefits. T€^e grass benefit
sums to $49.35 M (discounted to 1975) and results in an equivalent annual
benefit (EAB) of $4.3 M for the 20-year period. Far the input parameter
values of Table 12.1, application of the screening methodology to the law
east earth station technology results in a score, or net present value,
of $10.9 M dollars. Figures 12.1-12.21 are sensitivity plots which show
the effect upon this screening scare, NPV, resulting from variations in
the assumed values of the input parameters. A11 sensitivity plots vary
i
	 the input parameter Pram 50% to 150% of its nominal value. With the excep-
tion of sensitivity^c+rith respect to discount rate, all resulting sensitivities
are essentially linear. and a tabulation of their slopes is git*en xn Table 12.3.
12.2 Assessment of Direct Demodulation Technology
Application of the assessment methodology requires specification of
lower and upper bounds and modal value for each of the input parameters
utilized in screening. Alternately, the mean and standard deviation may
be specified, If minimum, modal, and maximum values are specified, the
analytic approximation used in assessment computes an "equivalent'' mean
and standard deviation for a Gaussian distribution. (The Monte Carlo
simulation method utilized in the ranking methodology does not make the
simplified assumption, but rather uses the seta distribution.) Table 12.4
contains the input data used far assessment of direct demodulation technology.
The assessment, or risk analysis, for this low cost earth station
technology indicates that the assumed Gaussian distribution of the net
present value of the technology development has a mean value of 10.5 ri
dollars and a standard deviation of 2.1 M dollars.
12,3 Data for Ranking of Direct Demodulation Technol^
Ranking of the technology development programs will be based upon
	
_ .^	 parameters taken from the NPV cumulative distribution functions. These
	
^	 CDFs are established by a full Monte Carlo simulation using Beta distri-
bution random number generators for the input parameters of the NPV equation.
For this low cast earth station technology, the input parameter ranges
are the-same as those presented in Table 12,4 of the assessment application.
Figure 12.12 contains the histogram of the Monte Carlo simulation results.
The height of each bar is proportional to the number of sample NPVs occurring
-	
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Figure 12.7. SensitiviCy of Lp'W ^,ost Earth Station Receiver NPV with
respect to Length of Applied R&D interval. 	 ^^ ','
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TABLE lz . 3
SCUFFS OF DIRECT DEMODllLATION TECHNOLOGY FOR
LOjd COST EARTH STATION RECEIVERS
NPV SENSITIVITY PLUTS
Variable
	 Slope
	 i --
Time Delay	 1800 k$/year
	 f ;
Annual Costs for Basic R&D
	
-.25 lc$/k$	
i
Length of Basic R&D Interval 	 -650 k$/year
Probability that Industry will Implement the 	 12,000 k$ ^ --'
Technology ^
Annual Costs during Applied R&D Interval
	
-.11 lc$/Ec$ i
G
{
Length of Applied R&D Interval	 -1600 k$/year '
Annual Costs in Industry Construction Interval
	 -.l2 k$/k$
s	
-
'
Length of Industry Construction Interval
	
-700 k$/year ':
i
F
^,
}
Annual Benefits
	
2.35 k$/lc$ ;	 ^
i	 ^
Length of Operating Interval
	 300 k$/year ^
F
1
^° within an interval of width 650 K dollars. 	 The interval number is labeled I
l	
y
^,
at the bottom of the plot, and a scale indicating the actual NPV is at the k
top of the plot.	 The histogram indicates that the distribution is essen--
F
^
-. tiall.y unimadal and near--Gaussian in shape.	 Figure 12.x.3 displays the data u=•;	 ; j
of the histogram in a different farm: here the data points have been norma- k
i
lined by dividing by the total number of occurrences and by the width of
—,
^+ the NPV interval so that the resulting curve represents the pro^^ability ^^
density function {with unity area).	 Figure 12.14 shows a plat o` the
_
cumulative distribution function. 	 The integral of the pxobabilTty density ^
s:k
function.	 It is this cumulative distribution function ;;',ich supplies the
parameters to be used in ranking. 	 For the low cost earth stai^ion technology, a
it is seen that essentially all of the sample NFVs lie between about 5 M `'	 ^;
and 16 M dollars. ^-	 ^	 9
Y
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^	 ! .'+	 f
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ti	 i
Ca5T--BI;NRFIT ANALY5I5 aI ADDITIONAL TI;CI^INOLOGIIrS
	 ''
^	 _
^_
Detailed analyses of ion eng^.ne technology and a low cost earth station 	 ;'
^ ^,^	 I
technology have been presented in the pxevious two sections. This section
	 ^ -._^
s	 e
:`€	 presents, in summary form, the screening and assessment results and data 	 ''	 ^
_..^ i
'.^	 for ranking of seven additional technologies:
	 `'
._
	
	 - Millimeter Communication System
- Laser Communication System
- RF Attitude Sensor
- Solid State Pnwer Amplifier
-- I+Iultibeam Satellite Antennas
- Advanced Solar Arrays
- Adaptive Heat Pipes
ii	 The following analyses are essentially the same as in Sections 11 and J.2,
t^
,^'^	 but the associated sensitivity plots have been placed in Appendix II.
^^	 The reader should be reminded that application of the assessment and ranking
'.	 ^^x.
methodologies is normally made far only a portion of the technologies which
i4
are screened; the complete methodology is applied to all technologies
4	 screened here to demonstrate consistency of the methodologies, The section
^^	 concludes with a summary of screening and assessment results.
1^
i^a
^-	 13.1 Millimeter Communication System
;: ^`	 The camliination of (1} the projected exponential growth in demand for
_^	 space communication channels and (2) the inherent limitation in the numbex
fir'. 	 of synchronous communication satellites sharing a common frequency and area
S
of coverage upon the earths surface will require the development of space
ecommunication technology capable of operating in frequency ranges other than
,^^^	 the C-band and Ku-band frequencies currently utili2ed for space communica-
^^	 ti.ons. Federal and world regulatory agencies have set aside frequencies
^^
. 1^ .	around 40 - and 80 GHz for space communication systems; the millimeter wave
r. -
'	 communication technology considered in .this evaluation is intended to operate
^^	 at 4Q GHz. A 4o GHz system will not only have the advantage of introducing
241
F
^.	 r
a new frequency band but also will have twice the RF bandwidth allocated for is	 _3
either of the two lower-frequency bands.
	 If one assumes that the required
technology can be developed for dual polarization operation, then.the
communications capability at 40 GHz could be twice that available at the C
ar Ku-band. 'phis simplified estimate of course ignores the space diversity ^!^.:
^`
requirements associated with the high attenuation in rainfall at this higher ^!	 ^:.
frequency, but it also does not account far the positive attribute of
—•'	 f
tighter antenna beamwidths available for reasonable size antennas.
	 In any
^^^
r.
case, the introduction of this new communication band is necessary if the
,^
space communications industry is to meet the projected demand far services. ^'
^I
The implementation of millimeter wave space communication links will
` .require advances in several technology areas:
	
sources, receiver components,
^^
3
traveguide components, millimeter wave antennas, etc. 	 Table 13.1 contains
an itemization of the required sub-technologies and the estimated development
`!^ cost of each item.
	
Figure 13.1 shows the resulting system block diagram.
j^^
Ps As a result of discussion of the impact and development costs of millimeter
'^ communisations technology with several industrial and governmental groups, ti°^^
the screening parameter values shown in Table 13.2 have been selected.	 The
^
f^
basic research and development program includes subsystem development and
I! a flight demonstration test.	 Yt is estimated that such a program would ^;,
^'
require six years and cost $42 million (see Table 13.1).
	 The likelihood
F`' of U.S. industr	 im lementin	 millimeter communications technola 	 inY	 p	 g	 gY
commercial communication satellites after such a NASA R&U program is yy
'...6	
:^.	 1I'
^^ estimated at 80%.	 The application program is estimated to require an industrial f^`
^-f-
^^ expenditure of $8 million aver a four-year period for an applied research
and development and prototype development program.
	 Zt is assumed that the
E'
^, millimeter communications technology would continue to be incorporated in
u	
,^
I?
f'
'^
communications satellites for 20 years after its introduction irithout signi- ..	 ^
^'
^3
ficant modifications to the basic technology.
	 it is estimated that the time
^
E3 delay in the availability of millimeter communications technology resulting-
from NASA choosing to not pursue millimeter communicatio^ system development _	 _;'
is 10 years.
d
-,
alcu	 ion of	 a	 iv	 tC	 tat	 th	 e u	 alen	 annual benefit. EA8
	
for the NA
	 s onsar dq	 t	 )	 SA	 P	 e
^^
development for millimeter communications technology is based on the fractional -'i
i
;`
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TABLE 13. ^.
_.	 ^"
ff
40 GHz MILLIMETER WAVE COMMLTNTCATIOI^ SYSTEM:	 SATELLITE--TO-GROT]ND
A i
^
^^	 :'
1.	 Required Basic Research and Development t
^}
^^
^	 .	
__ .
a, Atmospheric investigations at 40 GHz: 	 attenuation, spatial
^
3
^^i, diversit	 correlation measurements, Padin	 & fadin	 rates,Y	 g	 8 a ^' E^
^^^ adverse weather, cumulative attenuation studies, data
;^
i^
analysis, ground trut^i data. $	 .4 M
^
b. Solid state transmitter and I.^. 0. 3.0
L
i
c. Modulator , 6 ^-
d. Solid state amplifier 1.5
e. Multi-epot antenna 2.5 i
s
f. Phase locicing experiments .3 `^
g. Up-converter RF-40GHz and 4-40GHz 1.1 d^
;^
.y
^€V
h. 40 GHz multiplexing •8 ^ -	 i
e i. Space-borne 40 GHz components 1.0
^.
^ y
^ j. ATS type experiments at 40 GHz {common. exp} 10.0 ^^
is
^^ k. Ground station equipment: antennas, signal-processing
^:;. equipment, mm receive/transmit 2.5 -
y
';^ 1. Alulti-channeled space qualified system 2.5 ^ _^^
'fm. Flight test in space environment demonstration experiments 15.0
n. Uncooled Par. Amg. 0.5 u
o. Mixer/Receiver 0.5
--	
-
€
TOTAT^ BASIC R & D CO5T X42.2
Er
^^ 2.	 Cost of Subsequent Industrial R & D ^'!
^ 'A'
a. Atmospheric investigations at 40 GHz $ 0.5 M
4
b. Solid state transmitter and L. 0. 1.0
i
c. Modulator 0.4
^
^
d. Solid state amplifier 0.5
'i
293 {^,
J' '^'
.,;
-	 ..	 .
$o.^rz
0.15
0.3
0.3
0.3
a.o
e. Multi-spot antenna
f. Phase locking experiments
-	 g. Up-converter RE'-40GHz and 4-4GHz
h. 40 GHz multiplexing
i. Space--borne 40 GHz components
j. ASS type experiments at 40 GHz (commum. ex^p)
k. Ground station equipment: antennas, signal-processing
	
II,	 equipment, mm receive/transmit
;;
	
^;	 ].. Multi-channeled space qualified system
^
ut. Flight test in space environment demonstration experiments
1^
n. iJncooled Par. Amp.
	
- ^	 o. Mixer/Receiver
TOTATa
a.5
O.b
0.0
0.5
a.3
$fi.05 M
3. Industrial Construction Communication System
	 $2.0 M
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Figure 13.1, l^fillimeter Communication Receiver
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TABLE 13.2
^	 ^.
_
SCREENING PARAI^^TERS FOR MILLIMETER COMMi1N:ICATIONS
" GC^tEEhIING	 i= ►!R	 MM	 GOMMtl^llG'ATIt3N:3 ^	 ,	 _
i,
^^^^•^^	 INPilT f^ARAMETER^ ARE AB F't]I_LO^Ja ^^^a^^^t
j	 TIME	 TIELAY	 FAG'>'t]R	 (YRh)	 ...... . ... . . . .. f ^. ^^
I1L^C(3ilNT
	 RATE	 ........,.» {{...,...,.... ,^'/^
NASA l]EVELGfr'MEItIT
^	 Gl7NI^ITIGNAL
	 PR^7BABiLITY	 » . » ............ 1 .^3l^
_
p NNilA^	 BEiVEPIT'^	 (K^)	 .......... . ... . . .. ^.^3^7
" ANNllA!_	 wri3^T:S	 (K^?	 ....... . . . .. . { ....... 7cJC^^i.l^Jt^J
- LENCTFI	 ^1F	 INTERVAL	 (YRSY	 .............. /^»p^ r
IfV^]IJ:;TRY
	 Rv1^ ^-^`
i^GNI9ITIGNAL
	 FRQI^ABILITY	 ..............» »Gf^ ^	 ^
ANNilAL
	 BEfVEFIT^	 (K^)	 ...... . . ......... . GJ. ^fi7 '';.	 i
ANNtJAL	 C^JBT^	 (I^^)	 » .................... :^l^^^J . GJf^
-_ LENGT(-f	 GF	 I^TEftVAL	 (YRB ?	 . , .. , ....... , , , ^ . t7N
i
Ity LliJ:3TRY	 G'G^IBTRi.1t^Tit7lU
GEtNI3ITIt3NAL
	 FROI3A^ILiTY	 ............... f .f10
A 1
L
, I ^ !	 n	 h F	
,	 , .... ,4'l1 I^ ffL	 BE1^Ei" I^^	 ^^^/	 11 f , p . • O I . Y • ^ [Y^.^:/i^ ^ :^
A^INilAI_	 L^L7^T.{s	 (!{^1	 .,.,,,., . »,h.»,.,.... it3s^1t^J1^^1
LEiVGTH	 i]F
	 INTERVAL	 t YR'a?	 ... . .. . ....... ^.FJ^1
GPERATIGhI TIME
^'	 e
^	 ^
GEitV^7ITIDMAL
	 FRl3BABILITY	 .. , .... ,... , .... i,^Jf9 ^_.	
RANNilAL	 B^NEF I T s	 (f{^ 3	 e M . M Y { . '{ .. • • • • s s i • f BG.1t^f^ 1 !^^ ',	 ^
AEtffNLiAL	 l:O^T'^
	 (K^?	 ..................... .^Ji7 `^	 j
LENGTH
	 GP	 I^lTERVAL	 (YR:31	 ,..»•.h....... ^^.^i3 ^?
J	 J fJJ
1
_	 -.
Ti-IE	 NET	 VALiJE	 (K^l	 I^ICLIlUII^G	 LAG	 TIME	 Et^tJAL'^	 --
7
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r^	 /;;{^	i 7^
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satellite launch schedule of Tables 13.3 and 13.4. Tables 13.3a and 13.3b
correspond to the U.S, D{3M5AT market far introduction in 1986 and 1996,
respectively, of the millimeter technology. Both scenarios correspond to
the demand, satellite cost, and satellite capacity of Figures lQ.l through
10.3, except that the satellite capacity is considered to increas+: by 5D% of
its 198h value and the. satellite cost to increase by 3S% of its 1986 value
at the time of the introduction of the millimeter eaave technology. The sixth
column of each table, discounted U.S.-LI.S, east, contains the annual expen-
ditures far satellite purchases and launch, and is the same for Tables 13.3a
ar^d 13.3b, except far the years 198b-1995. The difference in the values
between the two tabkes represents the value of early introduction of
millimeter communications technology into the 11.5. COMSAT market. Tables
13.4a and 13.4b present corresponding data far millimeter technology
applications to the Atlantic and Pacific xegians of the I13TELSAT system. The
decrease in per channel satellite construction and launch cost assneiated
with the technology appearing early is 34.5 million dollars fox the U.S.
DQMSAT and 13.5 million dollars for the I13T)aLSAT, for a total grass benefit
of 48 million dollars, discounted to 1975. Application of the equation far
equivalent annual benefits (EAB} yields an EAB of l8 million dollars per
year fox the assumed 20 year operating integral.
^	 The resulting screening score {net present value) for millimeter
technology is 23.8 million dollars. The sensitivity plots which show the
effect upon this screening scare of variations in the input parameters are
in Appendix II. A tabulation of the slopes of the sensitivity curves is
given i.n Table 13.5.
The expected range of each of the input variables to the screening
equation is used in assessment. Table 13.G presents the ^.nput data far the
assessment program application of mi^.limeter wave. technology. The standard
deviation of the assumed Gaussian result^n.t distribution of net present value
is $11.5 million and the mean value is $24 million. Application of this
mean and standard deviation to the generalized Gaussian curves of Figure
11..4 will give the analytic approximation to khe cumulative distribution
function.
2 97
a -.... ^
r^^^^	 LAUNCH SCENARIO FOR MILLIMETER COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY IP+TRODUCTTON
^::
r	 INTO THE U.S. DOMSAT MARKET
^::.
4:
1:
^	 'SABLE ^.3.3a
+*"•	 US DOHSII7^-1996 INT400UCTION DF
•^"	 HILLIy^;=^ CGNHUNIGA7ICNS T^CHN^L9GY
Yt44 SATcLLIT; GUST°ER SATELLITc Np, OF f]ISC3UHTED
LIF= SwTEtLI T , CAP1tCITY LAI;NCH@S US-US COST[Y:.G^i37 [r31 t K CxT/21 [nSf
;975 7 35.G 14.0 1.00 35.00
^9Ta 7 37 5 15.4 .31 11.04
i?'r T 4{.,:. 10.9 .34 12.20
1;r8 ,^ 43.5 ld.b .37 13.41
13'9 T 40.7 iu.5 .44 lo.E9
1^iJ 7 7L.L c2.5 .4y 16.++3
1431 T S+..J 7a.9 .d8 32.79
i?'2 T 58.1 27.. S.u^ 39.3D
iii3 T 82.4 :}.0 .T3 25.90
:954 T 67.1 33.G .88 29.19
1915 4 72.1 ,T.o,3 .dT 31.56
1430 93.J 53.9 .TO 3G .50
i yiT B 48.9 57.9 •?9 33.47
1=5a a 105.1 E2.5 i.u4 43.vT
1519 d 111.9 E7.2 i.ly 48.54
1730 9 119.1 72.5 1.:5 46.54
1391 8 124.9 73.3 1.28 50.81
197E d 155.1 8r.8 1.35 4v•E3
1593 9 14+..2 91.8 1.5ia 57.69
1?94 9 153.8 93.6 1.50 o2.7c
1:35 9 :64.2 11,9.2 ^.dv v8+21
1390 a 175.3 117.6 2.i1 77.14
19?7 d :87.3 123.r 2.35 94.62
1Y43 8 1u^.2 134.4 2.Stl 89.19
194 9 21+..1 15:.9 c.75 47.77
=C40 d 228.9 565.7 2. 9» 181.51
Li.Jl 9 245.7 19.9 3.SJ lid.75
Z^.Z 3 1e2.2 197.5 3.42 131.50
2^^3 d 29L.T ^i^.9 3.99 145.57
LEJ4 8 3^G.7 c' .6.i ».vl iu2.f7
C' ^.5 9 321.9 258.3 4.94 19u.2T
PxDJECTED LD5T OF 51TELL;TES (INCLUDING I.AL'NC19)
•	 BETdF.^ 1936 4YD 1495 FOR U. S. :ttYUFACTUt1E Ah0
^	 ^ ^	 L'. S. CSE - 5482.38 HlLLia^
f.
1-i
^c
^
c
C
C:
^ ^.
^^
^ ^
O
^. ^ ^
€	
C
.,	 _	 ,:
. ^	 _	 .-i
:j
;3
f
^^
fiABi,E I3.3b
re.• +rrs - US DOH54F^-19g6 INTAODUCTIaN OF •" ^
+* n+ ¢'•+ NILLI!1ETEP CaHHUHICATIOnS T^CHNALOGY °•'r
OISCDUk7E0 YEAR SATELLITc CO5i PER SATELLITE h0. OF DISCOUHTEU DISGa+1Hi=^
US-FOR CaS r LIFE SATELLITE CAPACIIY LAUNCHdS US-US LOST US-FLR CDST
tH'al [Y€AR5} [HE! [K CKT/Zf [HS1 fMi]
J•D9 1975 7 35.0 14.E 1.e10 35.00 d..'.:
O.GO i9T6 T 37.b 15.4 .31 11.04 7.EJ
D.00 1977 7 4G.4 15.4 .34 12.20 ],;.}
0.00 i9T8 7 a3.5 19.5 .37 13,aT ^.L]
0.00 1979 T 46.7 2J.5 .40 14.^a O.:C
J.00 148D 7 50.2 22.5 .4y 16.43 J•.D
0.G0 19th 7 54.0 c4.8 .d8 32.79 '.LL
0.00 1942 7 56.1 ZT.3 1.G4 39.30 7.D2
C.OD 19G3 T 52,4 30.0 .T3 26.9 3.^5
O. DG lge4 T 67.1 33.E .80 24.19 3.}r
0.40 1985 B 72.1 36.3 .8T 31.66 O.JO
0.40 1985 9 77.5 39.9 .45 34.33 0, ;,0
d.OG 19a7 8 s3.4 43.9 1.J4 37.21 ^•JJ
J.OD 1989 B 89.6 48.3 1.34 w7.59 J.:O
X3.00 19d4 p 96.3 53.2 1.50 52.99 O.tS
0.00 1490 9 103.b 59.5 1.43 50.17 0.73
D.OD 1991 8 111.3 64.3 1.56 54.31 :9. 7L
0.00 1492 8 119.7 TG.e 1.25 43.30 7.^0
J•GG 1493 8 128.7 77.8 1.78 6u. T5 a.50
D.CD 1994 8 138.3 e5.6 1.94 65.67 O.uu
0.00 1935 8 148.7 94.2 2.11 70.95 }.'s0
i,•DD i946 8 175.3 SIT.6 2.12 77.14 Z.30
J.DD 1997 d 107,3 128.0 1.35 ea.22 D.CO
D•GG 1948 8 204.2 139.4 2.53 80.14 J.GL
J.OD 1999 8 214.1 151.9 2.75 gT.77 .1 .DC
d.OD 20J0 9 228.9 16S.T 2.g4 101.51 0.^0
0.00 20ai 8 245.0 1e0.9 3.30 118,75 0.ou
D.GJ 2062 8 2b2.2 197.5 3.02 131.5E ^.DG
^T.GD 20L3 8 28G.7 215.9 3.4E 1~5.57 O.DD
G.07 ZOu4 9 30G.5 2sn . I •..41 1b2.E7 3.70
J•Dd 2DJ5 8 321.9 258.3 4.d4 1A0.2T O.DO
P}t43ECTED COST OF SATEl.LIT£S (INCLllOINC LAUNCH)
9k"f17EEk 1985 AND 1995 FOR U. 5. ^fANCFAGTURE
ANP U. S. U5E - S517.37 HILL1aN
r
._
;,
^'
^- --
-€
.
LAUNCH SCENA^IC FOR riILLIMETER CQMPiiJNICATIONS TECHN©LOGY INTR0bt7CTI0N
INTC' THE INTELSAT ATLANTIC ANA PACIFIC rlARKET
'!^ TAELE 13.4a TABLE ^.3.4b `
4	 •'•• INTEL >' AT ATLANTIC ANO PACIFIC--1.986 INTRODUCTION OF	 '••' •t'^ INTELSAT ATLANTIC ANG PACIFIC--1946 iHTR04UCTIOIt OF	 ••'•
+ "• NXLLIHtTcR COMMUNICATIONS TECHNALOGY '""' • ^`K• MILLINETcR CUHHUkICATIQN5 TECWNQJ.OGY ••••
Y£.:4 SATELLITE COST F_$ SATELLITE	 _	 h0. OF DISCOU^tTEO DISCOUNTED YEAR 5AIFtLITE COST PEi2 SATELLITE	 H0, ©F OISCOUNTEa OISCOUNTta
Ligw	 SATeLl3 :7t CAPACITY	 LAUNCHES US-US COST US-FOR COST LIFE SATELLITE CAPACITY	 LAUNCHES US-215 COST US-FtR CSST
(Y£A^Si [k53 (K CKT/21 {MS1 fHt1 iYEARSi (NQl {K CKT/2} LMt! frTf ^
1475 7 35.0 10.0 1.00 17.50 17.50 1975 7 35.0 10.0 2.00 17.50 17.54
1575 7 37.7 z..l O.JO 0.00 0.00 1976 7 37.7 11.1 a.d0 0.7J 3.}v
2977 7 4G.5 1z .3 .^u 5.35 5.35 1977 7 4p.5 12.5 ,30 7.35 5.35 ^
2'378 7 43.6 13.7 .33 4.62 4.82 2978 T 43.b 13.7 .31 4.92 4.^2 S
1979 7 x.6.9 15.2 .g6 13.14 23.14 1979 7 46.9 15.2 .96 13.14 13.14
193G T 5C.^ 15.4- .33 12.52 12.52 1980 T 55.5 16.9 .83 12.:r 12.52
1491 7 54., 18.7 .37 5.60 5.60 1981 7 54.3 16.7 .37 5.017 5.60
1932 ]' 58.4 20.8 .BB i3.G0 13.00 1492 7 58.4 ^O.B .dB 13.00 13..0 a
1483 T 62.8 23.G .42 6.17 6.17 1983 T 62.8 [3.0 +k2 6.17 6.27
1434 T 67.5 25.6 .59 8.53 9.53 1984 T fi7.6 c5,b .59 B.S3 B.S3 l
tQiS d 72.7 2d.4 .63 8.90 8.90 1985 B 72.7 28.4 .a3 8.4G a.90 ^
1930 B 93.8 45.5 .c4 20.67 10.67 19dfi B 7e.3 31.5 .92 12.96 12.Bo
2931 d 99.7 49.0 .bT 10.90 10.90 1947 B 84.2 d5.0 .94 12.99 12+79
1935 B 106.1 52+8 .5S 8.77 8.77 1988 8 40.6 38.8 .75 10.28 1G.1B
1539 8 113.0 57.1 .IB 11.95 11.99 1489 8 97.5 43.1 1.03 13.71 lL 71
1990 B 1ZS.4 51.0 .66 9.85 9.85 1940 8 184.9 47.8 .B5 11,09 21.99
1931 9 128.3 67.1 .TT 11.19 22.19 14dt B 112.8 53.1 ,y8 12.r3 12.43
^ 1932 6 135.9 73.0 .59 6.34 6.34 1942 8 121.4 59.0 .T3 9.15 9.15
[	 m 1933 9 1x6.1 79.4 .dl 1183 11.93 1993 B i3G.6 65.4 1.L5 12.83 12.93
133a 9 156.8 66.5 1.03 13.52 13.62 1934 a 14G,5 72.6 1.23 14.e3 1y+53 ^
^-	 1435 B iu6.7 94.6 1.10 54.05 14.b5 1995 B 151.2 80.5 1.24 14.96 fy.35
1436 9 278.2 iL3.5 1.J9 13.53 13,53 1996 8 178.2 163.5 1.09 13.53 13.53
^	 1497_ 9 19G.5 113.3 1.27 15.14 15.24 1997 0 146.5 113.3 1.27 15.14 1.14 t1498 a 2G3.B 124.3 2.27 14.62 f4.62 199e 8 203.8 tia.3 1.27 14.E2 14.fi2
1929 8 21!1.1 13$.4 1.39 16 n 16 16.16 1999 8 218.1 136.4 2.34 16.16 lb.i6
2G00 9 233.5 149.9 1.37 1b.09 15.09 2000 8 233.5 149.9 S..iT 26.29 15.:.9 ,
20u1 8 25E.0 164.8 1.58 18.59 16.69 L001 8 250.0 164.8 1.58 18.69 19.54 e
202 B 267.8 181.4 1+74 211.74 20.74 2BfE2 8 267.8 281.4 1+7y 20.74 2}.Tw^	
2633 8 2BE.4 198.8 1.+16 22.34 22.34 2003 8 286.9 199.8 1.86 22.34 2?.34
_	 ^rN.. a ].ice r ]^n^ ^	 ni. ]^ L. ]T c. 711=:[. A TA 7_C 77.7_7 4_OL 92_L. 97_F^
ITABLR 13.5
ELOPES OF MILLIMETER NPV SENSITIVITY PLOTS
Variable	 51npe
Time Delay	 64.17 k$/year
Annual Costs for Basic ^&D	 -1.63 k$/k$
Length of Basic R&D Interval	 -2550 lc$/year
Probability that Industry will Implement the	 1323C.77 k$
Technology
Annual Costs During Applied R&D Interval -.55 k$/k$
.:^
Length of Applied R&D Interval -1450 k$/year
Annual Costs in Industry Construction Interval. -.26 k$/k$
Length of Industry Construction Interval -1375 k$/year
Annual Benefits 2.73 k$/ic$
Length of Operating Interval 335 k$/year `	 _
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^3^JIi=K RI:3K ANALY:3I^ F^7R ^	 MM ^.^^]MMUNTr•ATT^]^1:3
-^^^^^^ INPkJT 1'ARAMETER^ ARE AS F'DLLf3W:3 ^^^-^^-^
BI:3^,^iJkJN"k - RATE ............. . .. .	 . !1 ^^
TiVPiJT )aETA i'ARAMETERS
VARIABLE
	
MIN	 MGS3AL	 MAK
TIME DELAY fYR'^) ..«...,...,... 	 5.l^^J	 il^.l^^	 i^.GJGJ
NA 3A DEVEL4FMENT
G^3NBITIC^kVAL PR^7)aABILITY ..... , .
ANN^JAL BENEFITS tK^) ... , .. , .. .
ANN^JAL ^r^3STS fK`^l .............
I NTERVAi.. LENGTF^ t Y RS) .... , ... .
IfVBiJ:=TRY BEVELBE'Mi^NT.
0^?NDITIfJNAL FROGA?3ILITY .......
ANN^JAL BL-NEFITS (k{^) :.........
ANNUAL ^^^3STS tK^) .............
I NTERVAI_ Lk=EUGTH t YRS f , ....... .
E7F`ERATIE]h1 TIME
^^^?NBITIi7NAL PRBBABILITY ..... , .
ANNEJAL BENEFITS (k{^) ..........
ANN^JRL i3s?^T`^ (K`^) .............
INTERNAL LENGTH tYRS) .........
f.GJl7 J..^1S^ i.^^1 i.^7^!
fJ . t'J ^J !^ . 0 ^ !3 . l^ !%J ^ . ^ fJ
4^JGJ^3 . GJ^J 7GJ^i^ . ^ p i GJ^^JfJ , f^^3 7GJ^J0 . !7{^J
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1,liJl^ i.GJl7 i.!'li;f i.tJfJ
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13.2 Laser Communication System
Laser communications systems, like millimeter wave communication systems,
wi11 offer the advantages of large bandwidth and high data rate. Poten-
tially, laser systems offer a raider bandwidth but the state of technology
development in millimeter systems is more nearly mature than that for laser
communications systems.
	
Laser systems offer a significantly tighter beamwidth
than the millimeter systems; however, laser propagation is attenuated by ^	 -
weather conditions more than millimeter systems.	 Future applications of
laser space cammuna.cation systems wi11 include satellite-to--Satellite links ^	 `"	 el'^	 ;:
as well as satellite-to-earth links.	 Research in laser communication systems ^	 '.
is now being conducted with several laser types; CO 2 , YAG.NEODY 'MZUM, HELIUM-NEON,
GALLIUM ARSENIDE y etc. "	 `.^
,:;	 ^
Estimation of the benefits of laser space communications technology is
complicates, by the several potential applications of the technology. 	 Although ^
-4
"
one could speculate as to the benefit value by assuming application similar ^-'	 s
to that used in the millimeter system, an alternate approach has been taken
here.	 The numerical value of the gross annual benefit was systematically
varied in the screening application to determine that benefit which results "
in a small positive net present value of the technology development program. !"
^	 ^`-'
This annual benefit value was then used as the base for the sensitivity
analysis, risk analysis, and ranking procedure. 	 This break-even value of
annual benefits for the development program zs 4.5 million dollars per year. r'^:.=,^
_	 i	 Development of an optical space communication system requires research
x
=	 .i
and development in laser sources, caideband detectors, high data rate modu- :_
lotion techn^.ques, lifetime improvement, etc.	 Table 13.7 lists the CO 2 laser ^`
;+
subsystems needing development and an estimate of the development costs. ^	 ^"`
i
_	 ^	 The fatal estimated basic R&D costs is $19.3 million, and it is estimated ;`.;;
that four years would be required far the basic research program.
	 The ,§
likelihood of U.S. industry implementing laser technology in communication -^
3,I
f
-
^ f -.	 ^.
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'^ TAELE 13.7
CO2
 LASER OPTICAL COI^i[TNICATIONS SYSTEM: SATELLITE-TO-SATELLITE
^..	 Re aired Basic Research and Develo went
t^
^1;. a. Laser tube development -improved lifetime y^0.60M
b. High data rate modulation development :f1.OM
^ c. Further receiver trork $0.60M
``_'
F'rY
#' d. Waveguide laser technology $0.40M	
—
^`
e. Background measurements (Spacelab) ^	 `$0.5M
^;^ f. Laser Stabilization Technology $0.30M	 ^'is
'+
^^
g. Engineering Model (Spacelab system} Laser Communication ^`
^ System $2,5M
^` h. Spacelab CO2
 laser data relay link (e.g., Spacelab/ground) $1.5M	
,
}^
^^
i. Acquisition, painting and tracking experiments $0.75M	 ''^
^'^
j. Equipment performance evaluation (Spacelab) $0.50M
k. Communication channel measurements $0.75M
j 1. Gommunication demonstration experiments $1.5M	 t'.
- ^
{:
I;
m. Atmospheric propagation measurements $0.4M
n. Synchronous orbit satellite-ta-satellite communications systems
v^
{does not include satellites) $8.Or4
a,
TOTAL SA.SIC R & D COST $19.3M	 ^
a^
r
Z.	 Cost of subsequent industrial R & D ^;
a. Laser tube development -improved lifetime $0.30M
^;
b. High data rate modulation development $0.40M	 ^:	 t
;^f c. Further receiver work $0,30M
fv.	 4.
br
d. Waveguide laser technology $0,20M	
^^l	 ^
e. Laser stabilization technology $0.20M
f. Engineering Model (Spacelab system) Laser communication
t
system $ l . OM	 1.? ,S
first Model Test Flight of System $4.OM	 ^
3.	 Industrial construction: 	 communication system
1
3
(not including vehicle) $3.OM
f
—	 [:	 ^ 9
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'^^
I
^
^	 i
1p	
1
satellites after such a basic R&D program is estimated at 70%.
	
The applica- !^
tzars.program is estimated to require an industx'i.al expenditure of 9.4 million
dollars over a three year period for applied research and development-and
prototype development,
	
Tt is assumed that laser technology would continue ^	 ^
to be incorporated in communication satellites for 20 years after its "	 ^^.
introduction t+?ithout significant modificat:ians to the basic technola^y.
-	 Tt is also estimated that the time delay in the availability of laser tech-
,`.F	
`	 '
nology resulting from NASA not pursuing this technical area is 12 years.
Table 13.8 contains the input parameters for the screening pragxam.
ik
^	 The resultant score (NP V) for the "laser system" is $1.1 million. 	 The ,-" ^',
sensitivity plots which demonstrate the effect upon the screening scare of .^^,
a	 variations in the assumed valrses of the input parameters are in Appendix TI..
{	 Table 13.9 gives the slopes of each of the sensitivity curves. ^
The minimum, modal, and maximum values of the input parameters for the ^	 ^'
_:.°.!
I
assessment (risk analysis) program are given in Table 13.10.
	
The modal ^	 -
I
r	
values are the same as the parameters used in the screening analysis.
t
^	 ,
The resulting standard deviation of the assumed Gaussian NPV distribution ^{
1i
of $2.7 million.	 For the mean of $l.l million and the standard deviation F
of $2,7 million, there will be a significant likelihood that the NPV twill
li
g^.	 ^
"
be negative.
	 This will be more evident in the folltaaing Monte Carlo {
^
simulation results.
	 The basis for ranking of laser communications technology ,,,
is a 900-sample Monte Carlo simulation whose histogram probability density
function, and cumulative distribution function are presented in Figures ^k'^F
13.5, I3.6, and 13.7, respectively.	 The histogram in Figure 13.5 is
^
^^^	 '^'`!
^
^	 seen to be unimodal and near-Gaussian,
	
Rither of the three figures can be
^
'^	 `^
used to observe that most of the sample NPVs lie between about -$4.4 million `
k	
'. A^j	
and -x-$5.4 million.
	 One can see from the cumulative probability dzstr^.bution
N
plot that the probability of a negative NPV is Gd%.
9
13.3	 kZF Attitude Sensor
1
The attitude control system for a spinning communication satellite
maintains correct orientation of the satellite spin axis, and the attitude _.
control system for a three-axis stabilized communication satellite maintains
desired orientation of all three body axes of the satellite.	 Attitude control ^
i
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^1 SCREENING PARAMETERS FOR ZASER COMMUNICATIONS
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TABLE 13.9
E
SLOPES OF LASER iQPV SE^SITIV7
Variable
i
Time Delay
i
l
Annual Costs for Basic R&D
Length of Basic R&b Interval
Probability that Industry w^.11 Implement the
i
P.nnual Costs During Applied R&D Interval
Length of Applied R&D Interval
_ ^. ..^,
}
^^.
1^^
r:
;;
,,,
,;
SOTS `}
'` I
^^;	 ^
Slope
1735 k$/year y'
'F
-2.27 k$/k$
-4500 k$/year
iology	 50000 k$
--3000 k$/year '^f
x
^	 1
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is required in order to point the satellite antennas at the desired region	 j
of the earth's surface. For a three-axis control satellite, the attitude
	 {
control also keeps the solar cell array directed tocrard the sun.
Attitude control systems are composed of (1) attitude sensors, (2) a
control law, and {3) actuators. With current technology, the angular accuracy
	
^w'.^,. j
^^
of the attitude control system is limited by the accuracy of the attitude
	 E^
sensors. These attitude sensors may be either (1) infrared earth horizon
	 `'
sensors, (2) star or sun sensors, (3) inertial reference systems, or (4) RF
earth beacon trackers. Ynfrared horizon sensors are most frequently used
	 ''
i
and offer attitude control systems with O.l degree accuracy in pitch and in
	 ^
^.
roll and D.3 degree accuracy in yaw. Further improvement in the accuracy
	 ---_
^_
of these infrared sensors is hampered by the nonspherical nature of the
	 ^'
earth's infrared horizon.
i
With a trend toward smaller beamividth antennas, future attitude control
systems will be required to control larger,. mare flexible spacecraft with
i
a
more stringent attitude-pointing requirements. Estimates of antenna beam-
	 ^
widths of 0.5 degrees and attitude control requirements of D.DS degrees
in 1985 have been made. While RF attitude sensors such as interferometers
Y
or manopulse trackers can be used to track a specifically designed beacon
signal from the earth's surface, they can also be used tc track directly
	 ^"	 -.^
the transmitted communication signal from the earth station. These so-called
autotrack s stems result in direct co^^trol over the
	 ''^y	 pointing of the antenna
itself and therefore are not subject to the error introduced by thermal
distortion of the satellite structure normally encountered between the
	
`_	
`^,., 	 '
antenna and the sensor location.
^	 „^ ;
RF attitude sensors apparently are currently flyjng on classified
military satellites. Their performance figures are said to be good, but
advances need to be made in reduction of size, power requirement, weight,
and cost for these sensors to be competitive for application on comet^rcial
communication satellites. The improved pointing accuracy of the spacecraft
communication antenna which^is expected to result from the application of
i
RF autatrark systems will allow a corresponding decrease in the power margin
of the satellite transmitter and will rzduce interference on the ground. °^:	 I:.
For purposes of this cost-benefit analysis, it is assumed that the tighter
F'	 -	 ^
fF i
t..
,:
^,
;,
.	 ^:
I
.	 ^'. attitude control results in approximately a 1 dB increase in carrier-to-noise
i.
ratio and a corresponding 2% increase in the channel capacity of the satellite. ;i
Tt is also assumed that the cost of these attitude sensors is approximately 50%
3
t, greater than the cost of the current technology sensors.
i^
it
As a result of discussions of the impact and development costs of RF attitude
J^ sensors with industrial and governmental groups, the parameter values shown in i
r
[:
Table 13.11 have been selected.
	 Zt is estimated that the. basic research and ^,
^
'° development program would require four years and cost $750 thousand. 	 The like-
;::
_
lihood of U. S. industry implementing RF attitude sensors in commercial coranun- ^'
t'.. ication satellites after such a NASA R & D program is estimated at 80%. 	 The
^= application program is estimated to require an industrial expenditure 'of $600
^`
thousand aver atwo-year peeled for applied research and development and prototype '"'
'"^
^_
development.	 Tt is assumed that Rf' attitude sensor technology would continue to h
^<
be incorporated in communication satellites far eight years after its intro-
<
^€;
^i
duction without significant modifications to the basic technology. 	 As in all
!' analyses of this report, the discount rate is assumed Co be 6 per cent. 	 Since
^^ RF attitude sensor technology is at a reasonable advanced stage (with related
,. equipment being r^^sear^hed for COMSAT and with some apparent military applications)
^`
;'
i,t is estimated that the time delay in the availabz.lity of EtI^ attitude sensors ;.	 ^
(` resulting from NASA not pursuing the development is three years.
^:
^'>.
-
The satellite capacity is considered to increase by 2% (of the 1982 capacity) - ,
^	 a
and the satellite cost by $125 thousand at the time of the introduction of the
,^
I
technology,	 Zmpraved attitude {pointing) control is assumed to result in a 1
^,'• : .R dB increase in assured 5JN within the antenna beam. 	 Since the channel capacity ^'-^
is proportional to log (1 + S/i^), an increase of S/N from 20 dB to 2l dB results
^,
°
P^,
in a 2% increase in channel capacity.
- Calculation of the equivalent annual benefit (EAB) far the NASA sponsored ^,
-	 ^^^. devela ment of the technolop	 gy is based on the fractional satellite launch schedules
,; -
'^^ of Tables 13.12 and 13.13, for introduction in 19$2 and 1985 respectively, of the -.
sensors.	 The sixth column of each table, discounted U. 5. - t?. S. cost, can-
" twins the annual expenditures for satellite purchase and launch, and are the same
r
f' for Tables 13. 12a and 13.12b except for the years 1982 thxough 1984.
t
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°••" U5 OOnSA7--192 iNTR00UCTI0N ilF *'a' ^^•p US OOMSAT--1935 SMTRCOUCTION OF *^^•
"+^• e2F ATiITUOE SENSOR TECHNOLOGY `^^• ••w` RF AYTYTUOE SENSOR TECHh060GY •mod•
FEAR SAYWLLITE COST PER SATELLITE NO. OF	 OISCOUNTEO OI5COUNTEO YEAR 5A*ELLITE COST PER SATELLITL N0. OF	 DISCOUNTED OISCOU!/TE5
LIT_ SATkLLIF^ CAPACITY LAUNCHES	 US-US COST US-FDR CDS7 LIFE 5AlELLIiE CAPACITY LAU!1Ckc$
	 US-US COST US-FOR COST
tYEARSf FrvSI IK CKT /2} SH91 ( H81 (YEARS) (H$1 tK CKT/2} [Htl fri}
1975 7 35.0 14.0 1.00 35.00 0.00 1475 7 35.D 1^.D 1.9D 35.00 0.^7
1478 7 37.6 15.4 .31 11.84 O.OG 1976 7 37.6 15.4 .31 12.44 0•.;0
1977 7 +.0,+ 15.9 .34 12.2D O.DD 1977 7 40.4 16.9 .34 12.20 0.0%^
1976 T 43.5 18.6 .3T 13.47 9•D9 197& T 43.5 1$.6 •37 13.47 O.G^i
1379 7 a6:7 8G•5 .VO 14.88 0.011 1979 T 46.7 20,5 .49 14.68 O.rT
1940 7 50.2 22.5 .a4 15,x.3 0,00 .1980 T 50,2 22.5 •a4 16.43 D.^^O
19d1 7 54.0 24,e .88 32.79 O.DO 1981 7 54.0 c4.6 .66 32.79 3.04
1912 T 58.2 f7.6 1,02 37.64 0.00 1902 7 58.1 27,3 1•u4 39,30 9.01,
1983 7 52.5 30.6 .72 26.46 0.00 1903 7 62.4 30,9 •P3 26.90 J.d^
194a T 67.2 33,6 .T9 28.77 0.00 1984 T b7.1 33.0 •80 29.19 a.LO
1935 8 72.3 36.9 ,8b 31.25 O.DO 19tl5 8 72.3 36.9 .86 31,25 D•u0
1936 D 77.7 4U.5 •94 33.93 6.00 1986 6 77,7 40x5 •94 33.93 3,a0
1987 0 83.5 44.5 1.G3 36.82 O.D9 1987 6 83.5 44.5 1•p3 3t;•62 J.97
1938 B 89.7 48.9 f.32 47.23 O.OD f4tl8 8 89.7 ke.g 1.32 47.23 3.L0
1949 d 96.5 53.7 1.48 52.52 D.DO 19e9 8 96.5 53.7 1.48 51.52 3.:.0
1430 8 103.7 59.D 1.42 k9.77 O. GO 1946 8 103.7 59.0 1.42 49.77 0.7G
1931 8 111.5 6a.9 1.55 53.91 0.40	 ^ 1991 8 111.5 64.9 1.75 53.91 D."u0
w	
1992 8 119.6 11.3 1.24 43,u1 0.04 1992 8 119.8 71.3 1.24 43.01 7.27
^	 1993 8 128.8 78.4 1.76 50.39 0.60 1993 8 Y28.8 78.4 1.7u 60.39 0.6J
In	 1994 9 138.4 Bo.2 1.92 65.32 9.90 1994 8 138.4 86,2 1.42 65,32 O.Cu
19)5 8 148.6 94.7 2.10 70.63 0.00 14'J5 8 148.6 94.7 2. SG 79•fiG u•00
1436 8 160.0 104.1 2.39 79,47 D.00 1495 a 1b0.0 1G4.1 2.39 74.47 O.CG
1997 8 171.9 114.5 2.n2 06.34 0•d0 1497 9 171,9 114.5 2•b2 96.39 0.Ou
1939 8 104.3 1.5.9 2.77 9D.13 0.90 1998 8 184.0 1E5.9 2.TT 90.13 D.^9
1999 8 196.7 138x4 3.,e2 99. 5T D.9D 1999 8 148,1 13$.4 3,G2 99.57 ^,i,D
2uGG 9 213.6 152.2 3.u9 103.06 0.90 29D0
^	
8 213.6 152.2 3.09 103.[6 0.00
2061 d 229.6 1E7.4 3.56 120.25 8.00 2Cd1 8 229.6 167.4 3.5b 120.15 0.00
ZOti2 8 Zyb.B 184.1 3,59 132.84 9.D0 20D2 d 246.8 184.1 3.d9 132.84 u.36
20D3 6 265.3 '	 2CL.4 4.24 146.75 0.00 2003 8 265.3 202.4 4.24 14b.75 $,CD
2G^4 8 205.2 2c2,6 a.57 163.E0 4.DG 20D4 8 285.2 2[2.6 4.67 lb3.68 D.00
2u05 8 366.5 244.8 5.11 191.10 6.00 2005 8 3p6.5 144.6 5.11 181.1D 9•L9
PROJECTED COST OE SATELLITES {INCLUDING LAUNCH)
_ pROdBCTED COST OP SATELLIT85 (INCLUDING LAUNCN)
BE'131EEH 1483 AND I9tl4 FDR U. S. lW^UFACTURE BETWEEN 1482 AHD 1984 FOR U. 5. HAHUFACri1AEA.^ill U. S. USE - $42 . 89 MILLION AND U. S. 115E - $94,34 *BILLION
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LAUNCH SCENARIO FOR RF ATTITUDE SENSOR TECHNOLOGY INTRODT3CTION
INTO TSE INTET^SAT ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC MARTC.ET ^rf '--
TABLE 13.13a TABLE ].3.I3b
•••• INiELSAT A7LANTEC AND PACIFIC- -1982 iNfR00UC7I0N OF	 "••" '^•""' iNTELSAT ATLdNTIC AND PACIFIC -1995 INTROOUCTIOH OF	 ••••
••`• KF ATTITUDE SENSOfi TECHN}(,UGY •'•• •**• RF ATTiTUUE SENSOR iECHNOLOGi •'t•	 i
Tc:.+Z SAiELLFT2 CO3i PLR SATELLITE	 NU. OF	 OI5COUNTEO DISCOUNiEO YEAR SATE LLITc	 COST PER SATELLITE	 NO. OF OISCOJNTEO 4ISCOUkT.7	 ^'I
LIFc 5df6LLiic CAPd^IrY	 LAU :3CH=5	 US - U; COST US-FffR X057 LFFE SATELLITE	 CAPACITY	 LAUNCH_S US- US CtlST US-FGF.	 CC3T	 '!
(Yc",4R3} IM i1 (K CKT /21	 (HS} !N3} ( YEARSf	 ( H^}	 (K CKi/2} {HSl [ri{
:975 T 35.0 10.0	 1.00	 17.5D 17.50 1975 T	 35.D	 10.0	 1.DD lT.^i4 17.SD
1976 7 37.7 il.l	 5,96	 0.117 0.00 1976 7	 37.7	 11.1	 0.0^ 0.60 1.CM
1977 r 4e.s 12.3 .3J 7.35 5.35
1978 T y^.6 13.7 .ai 4.d2 Y.92
1979 T 45.9 15.2 .d6 13.14 13.14
15sB 7 5[.5 15.9 .83 12.52 12.52
:991 l ^».^ 1$.7 .37 5.60- 5.60
192 T 5d.5 Z1.3 .96 12.69 12.69
.913 7 0^.0 23.6 .al a.04 6.A4
i:d4 7 67.7 X5.7 .58 8.37 8.37
19$1 d TZ.3 Zd.4 .62 8.75 9.75
5^3 5 TB,Y 32.1 .91 12. 6b 12.66
1937 a e4.3 35.5 .92 12.71 12.71
8 9 9D.T 33.4 .T4 10,C6 10.36
:°i9 9 97.5 43.5 1.v2 13.55 13.55 ,
130 B 105 $ x.3.4 .94 10.98 10.98
W ;911 9 113,t} 53.6 .47 12.32 12.32
M 1912 4 121.5 59.5 .73 9.0$ 9.38
^ .9+3 d 13C.7 t6.0 i.d4 12.74 12.74
1°9» d 14G.o 73.t 1.22 14.54 14.54
:=^5 0 151.8 81.2 1.28 1k.87 1k.97
133b 8 162.$ 49.G 1.25 14.21 14.21
1537 5 175.1 99,9 1.44 15.79 15.79
19a$ d 148.4 119.8 1.42 15.15 15.16
1933 d 2D2.7 122.9 1.74 16.66 16.65
'=^3 9 219.1 130.4 1.^1 16.52 16.52
?u:i d 234,p 151.3 1.72 19.10 14.18
X7.2 8 252.w 167.9 1.88 21.12 21.f2
2:,,3 9 271.6 186.3 1.99 22.67 22.67
Z3Cti 8 234.2 2u6.$ 2.u7 23.89 23.99
2'so^ 8 314.3 229.5 [.Z5 25.25 26.25
PR03ECTED CAST OF SA'laLLTTES (INCLGTlING LAL':ECN1
SET'^EEN 1932 A.tip 1984 FOR U. S. MAtiUFACTL'R£ AKO
U.	 5. CSE _ 521,10 `SILLlOa
^.
^r
^!]
1^^."j
^ ^
c;
1977 7 40.5 12.3 .3D 5.35 5.35
1978 7 43.6 13.7 .31 a.C2 L. R2
1974 7 46.4 15.2 ,96 15.14 13.14
19d0 T 50.5 16.9 .63 12.52 12.52
1981 T 54.3 19.7 .3T 5.60 S.E^
1982 T 58.4 2G.8 .88 13.00 13.40
1943 7 62.9 23.0 .42 6.17 6.17
1984 T 67.6 25.6 .59 8.53 9.33
1995 8 72.4 X8.9 .62 0.75 8.75
1986 8 78.4 32.1 .91 12.65 12.06
1.997 8 8u.3 35.5 .92 12.71 12,71
1948 8 96.7 39.4 .7y 10.C6 19.6
i9d9 8 97.6 .3.E 1.02 13.55 13.55
1990 8 105.0 49.4 .94 1u.98 1'3.98
1991 B 113.0 53.6 .9T 12.'.2 12.32
1992 8 121.5 59.5 .T3 4.08 9.6^
1993 B 13u.7 66,D 1.d4 12.74 12.74
1994 8 14@.6 73,.2 l.22 1k.54 lu.5u
1995 B 151.3 81.2 3,2a 14,rT 14.87
1936 8 Sb2.8 90.8 1.26 14.21 14.21
1447 8 175.1 93.9 1.y4 15.79 15.79
1938 8 188.4 114.8 1,42 15.16 15.16
1999. B 202.7 122.9 1.54 1fi.66 16.66
2ult0 8 218.1 136.4 1.51 16.52 io.52
2001 8 234.6 151.3 1.72 19.10 19.10
2D02 0 252.4 167.9 1.88 21.12 21,12
2D03 8 271.5 186.3 1,y9 22.67 2.67
2004 8 292.2 266.8 2.07 23.89 23.e9
2005 8 314.3 229.5 2.25 26.25 26.25
PRU3ECTEU CO5T OP SATELLITES (INCLllDINC LAUNCH?
IISTSiBEN 1982 AND 1984 FUR U. 5. MANUPACTllRE ANU
U. S. ll5E. - $27,69 MILLION
i
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'^	 The difference in the values between the twa tables represent the value^,
'Y,	 of early introduction of the technology into the U.S. DOMSAT market. Tables
^
t
^	 13.13a and 13.13b present corresponding data far the sensor agplications toI+:
'i	 the Atlantic and Pacific regions of the Intelsat system. The decrease in
t' .z;
satellite construction and launch costs associated with the technology
^^
appear^.ng early (1982 rather than 1955) is $l.5 million for the UOMSAT
^':
'.'.^	 application and $.fi million for the INTELSAT Atlantic-Pacif^,c applications,
i^
`^`	 for a total gross benefit of $2.1 million, discounted to 1975. Application
of the equation for equivalent annual benefits (EAB) yields an EAB of $2.7
^^-^^,	 million per year for the assumed 8 year operating interval.
Table 13.3.1 contains the computer program input parameters for applica-
r
;',	 tion of the screening methodology to RT' attitude sensor technology. The
,^
^;	 resultant score, or net present value, is $1.7 million. The sensitivity
i
plots which shave the effect upon screening score of variations in the assumed
values of the input parameters are in Appendix II. With the exception of
sensitivity with respect to discount rate, all resulting sensitivities are
essentially linear, and a tabulation of their slopes is given in Table 23.14.
Application of the assessment methodology requires specification of lower
and upper bounds and the modal value for each of the input parameters utilizes
in screening, or the mean and standard deviation of each. The analytic
approximation used in assessment assumes a Gaussian distribution. Table
13.15 contains the input data used far assessment of the sensor technology.
The assessment, or risk analysis, fox RF attitude sensors indicates that the
assumed Gaussian distribution of the net present value of the technology
development has a mean value of $1.7 million and a standard deviation of
$391 thousand.
The relative ranking of the technology development programs being
evaluated is based upon parameters taken from the cumulative distribution
function far the net present values of the technologies. These CDFs are
established by a full Monte Carlo simulation using Beta distribution
random number generators for the input parameters of the NPV equation. For
RF attitude sensor technology, the input parameter ranges are the same as
Annual Benefit
Length of Operating Interval
SLOPES OT' RF ATTITUDE SENSOR NPV SENS^.TIVITY PLOTS
A
-^	 'i
Var^.able	 Slope	 ^^r :^,
Tzme Delay	 530 k$/year	 "'^
Annual Cost for Basic R&D	 -0.60 lt$/k$
r
Length of Basic R&D Interval	 -130 k$/year	 1l'%^,	 _
Probability of Industry Implementation	 2300 k$	 ---r
Annual Cost for Applied R&D	 -0.1^. k$/lc$
Length of Applied R&D Interval 	 -120 k$/year
Annual Cast for Industry Construction	 -0.1 k$/k$	 ^'
Length of Industry Construction Interval	 -120 k$/year
.:.
('^,
^^
;^
^^ TABLE 13.15 `
-:^i ASSESSMENT PARAMEfiERS FOR RF ATT T_TUDE SENSORS i
^^
'%;
QUICK RISK A:VALYSiS FCR	 :RF ATTITUdi; S^N53RS
'I
^' ^`^`^`^`^`^`	 I:JrL1T
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^!	 contains the histogram of the Monte Carlo simulation results. The height
i;
of each bar is proportional to the number of sample h'l'Vs occuring within an
y^	 interval of width $480 thousand. The interval number is labeled at the
;^	 bottom of the plot, and a scale indicating the actual NPV is at the top of
^!G	
the plot. The histogram indicates that the distribution is essentiallyr^
^`
unimodal and near-Gaussian in shape. Figure 13.9 displays data of the
f''^	 histogram in a different form: here the data po^,nts have been normalized
by dividing by the total number of occurrences and by the width of the I^PV
i'
- ^{	 interval so that the resulting curve represents the probability density
Y.^ function (with unity enclosed area). Figure 13.10 shotas a plot of the
s?
^;	 cumulative distribution function, the integral of the probability density
^-	 function. Tt is this cumulative distribution function which supplies the
t
i
	
	 parameters to be used in ranking. For RF attitude sensor technology. it is
seen that essentially all of the sample NPVs lie between about $500 thousand
and $2.8 million.
i
13.4 Satellite Solid State Power Am lifiers
Current-technology communication satellites utilize traveling wave
tube amplifiers {TWTA) as the final, or power, stage of the transponders.
I^^"	 Either low-power, high-gain TWTs or solid state amplifiers may be used to^;
i!
=	 drive the output TWTA, with some present designs using redundant drivers:
^-
one solid state and the other a TWT. Solid state power amplifiers are
competitive with TWTA's currently up to frequencies of about 6 GHz and
^, .R
-	 power levels of about 5 taatts (combined form). Seti Teral solid state devices
^?	 including Tnpatts and FETs offer potential for application as power amplifiers
in the 12--14 GHz band and above. Thc: development of an T^'ST amplifier far
the 12-I4 GHz band with a gain of about 4 dB and a power level per device
; 	^ of about 1 watt offers an alternative to lqw power TWTA's in this new
frequency band.
Solid state devices generally offer a longer n^^^=:; time ?^<^tween failures,
a reduced power con^.umption, and reductions in size and weight when compared
s with tube technology. Far purposes of this cost benefit analysis, it is
assumed that the development of a solid state power amplifier f qr replacement
of 'l`WTA's at the 12 GHz band would result in a satellite useful lifetime
extension of two years with no significant change in amplifier cost.
':
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Figure 13.10. RF Atti.tude Sensor I^i.'V Cumu^.ative Distribution.
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;: As a result of discussions of the impact and development costs of the
' ^I
;i
^:^
solid state poc^^er amplifiers with industrial and governmental groups, the
.,	 '`^
} parameter values shown in Table 13 .
16 have been selected.	 It is estimated ''
i that the basic research and development program would require 1 -5 years ^
!' and cast	 250 thousand.	 The likelihood of U.S. industr 	 im lementin ^	 t
^?
^^
th4 technology in commercial communication satellites after such a NASA
,^
^
^^^
R&D program is estimated at 95"/,.	 The application program is estimated to ^
_
',
require an industrial expenditure of $240 thousand over a two- -year period _^
for applied research and development and prototype development. 	 It is assured
•
^	 ^
t that the technology would continue to be incorporated in communicationi
satellites fox tan years after its introduction without significant
''
'^^	 -.^-^.
E	
_	 '
modifications to the basic technology.	 It is estimated that the time
delay in the availability of L•he technology resulting from NASA not pursuing
'	 ^i
^ its development is four years. _
r
^
^
A calculation of the equivalent annual benefit {EAB) for the , NASt_ F3
sponsored development of the solid state power amplifier technology is based _
on the fractional satellite launch schedules of Tables 13.17 and 1 .3.1$.	 Tables
13.17a and 13.17b correspond to the U.S. DOMSAT market for introduction in ^
1980 and 1984, respectively, of the technology. 	 Both sc^snari^s correspond
to the demand, satellite cast, and satellites capacities af. Figures 1- 3 except
that the satellite lifetime is considered to increase by two years at the r
time of the introduction of the solid state devices. 	 The sixth column of
^ p each table, discounted U.S.--U.S. cast, contains the annual expenditures ^:
_ s
for satellite purchase and launch.	 The difference in the values between the ^':'':;'
^` two tables represent the value of early introduction of the technology into
- the U . S. D02^5AT market.	 Tables 13.18a and 13.18b present corresponding ,;
data for solid state amplifier applications to the Atlantic and Pacific
i
'' regions or the Intelsat system.	 The savings in satellite construction and
i
_
launch costs associated with the technology appearing early {1981 rather
than 1984) is $16.1 million for the DOMSA'I application and $4.9 million
. for the Intelsat Atlantic-Pacific applications fora total gross benefit
` t of $21 million, discounted to 1975. 	 Application of the equation far
equivalent annual benefits (EAB) yields an EAB of $18 . 3 million per year for
'i
the as:^umed 10-year operating interval.
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LAUNCH SCENARIO FOR SATELLITE SOLID STATE PO^+^ER AMPLIFIERS INTRODUCTION
INTO THE U. S. DOMSAT MARKET
.^:'-. W;: ^
Vt
TABLE 13.17a TABLE 13.17b
•+ ► +• la DOt1SRT- -1480 INTRODUGTION OF +^^+^• +►}fk US hOMSAT- -1984 INTRODUCTION OF as«•
asas SATELLITE SOLID STATE FOL}I:R RMPLIFIERS m^tra •asa SATELLITE SOLID STATE POWER AMPLIFIERS s;:s
YEAR SATfi_LiTE CO:T FER 5ATELLITE Nr},	 OF OISCOUNTfI} DISCOUNT[:U TEAR SATELLITE COST PER SATELLITE N0. OF Di5000NTEU DISCOUN7fB
LIFE SATELLIT1c CAPACITY	 LAUNCHES U5-US G05T US-FOR GOS7 LIFE SATELLITE CAPACITY	 LAUNCHES US-US COST US-FOR CO5T
tYERRSI {M4i Il{	 GKT12} {MS) (MS} tYEARS} tM81 tK CKT/2} IH11} IMf}
197a 7 35.0 14,@ L.00 35.00 ^	 4.00 1975 7 35.0 14.43 1.00 35.00 0.00
1976 7 37.6 15.4 .31 11.04 0.00 1476 7 37.6 15.4 .31 11.04 0.00
1477 7 40.4 16.9 .34 12.20 4.@0 1977 7 40.4 1b.9 .34 12.20 0.00
1578 7 43:5 LB.b .37 13.47 6.47 1978 7 43.5 18.6 .37 13.47 0.00
1971 7 46.7 20.5 .40 14.$8 0.00 1979 7 46.7 Z0.5 .4@ 14.88 0,00
1?$0 9 50.2 22.5 .44 16.43 0.40 1930 7 50.2 22,5 .A4 16.43 0.00
_?S1 4 54.0 24.8 .88 32.79 ^	 4.00 1981 7 54.0 24.8 .88 32.79 @.00
1=a2 ? 53.1 27.3 1.44 38.30 @.00 1952 7 58.1 27,3 1.04 38.30 0.00
1983 9 62.4 30.0 .73 26.9@ 0.00 1953 7 b2.4 30.0 .73 26.40 0.09
1984 9 67.1 33.0 .80 29.14 0.00 1984 9 67.1 39.0 .80 29.19 0.00
198` 10 72.1 sfs.3 .87 31.66 0.40 1985 10 72.I 36.3 .87 31.bb 0.60
1956 10 77.5 39.4 .45 34.33 0.00 I98b I@ 77.5 39.9 .95 34.33 0.00
19^c7 10' 83.4 43.9 .81 29.09 0.00 34$7 I0 83.4 43.4 1.04 37.21 @.t?0
1968 10 89.6 48.3 .84 31.53 O.k'1@ 1988 10 89.6 48.3 1.34 47.69 0.00
:959 -	 I0 46.3 53.2 1.15 40.77 @,0^7 1984 1@ 96.3 53.2 1.50 52.49 0.00
199f1 30 103.•1 58.5 1,43 50.14 0.570 1990 10 103.6 58.5 1.43 50.17 0.00
;491 :0 115.3 54.5 1.59 55.95 0.04 1991 10 111.3 64.3 •1.15 40.02 0.00
:992 :0 119.7 70.3 1.57 54.63 4.^J0 1992 10 114.7 70.8 1.25 43.30 6.00
1993 t0 128.7 77.8 1.71 58.43 0.W0 1493 10 128.7 77.8 1.71 58.43 43.00
1944 10 138.3 85.E 1.49 56.61 0.00 1494 10 139.3 85.b 1.49 :,0.6I 0.00
19'15 50 148.7 94.2 1,95 65.4:3 0.00 1995 10 148.7 94,2 1.46 65.48 0.05
1446 141 159.8 103.b 2.14 71.%5 4.40 1996 !6 154.6 103.6 2.54 71.25 0.00
1497 iP 171.$ 114.0 2.25 74.03 0.00 1497 10 171.8 114.0 2.34 76.90 0.00
149^a 10 184.7 125.4 2.4b 79.56 0.06 1999 S0 184.7 125.4 2.63 85.55 0.00
;99^ f0 19o.b 137.4 2.75 90.5$ 0.x70 1999. 14 19B,b 137.4 2.88 94.46 0.00
EFS£1 10 ,2.13.4 151.7 3.07 102.23 0.0x3 2414@ I0 213.4 151.7 3.07 102.24 0.0+3
t0di 10 229.5 lbb.9 3.3b 113.31 0.00 2041 10 229.5 166.4 3,19 107.58 0.00
20fl2 1}3 246.7 1fi3.S 3.64 122.91 0.04 2002 L0 246.7 183.5 3.48 118.$2 A.00
2 3^r? 1^7 265.2 201.4 3.92 135.75 0.00 2003 10 265.2 201.9 3.92 135.75 0.00
2ks =?4 Ie7 285.4 222.1 4,14 144.93 4.170 %604 10 285.0 222.1 4.14 144.93 0.613
2xs'15 10 30b.4 244.3 4.b4 164.66 0.60 2005 10 306.4 244.3 4.b4 164,66 0.00
PROJECTED COST OF SATELLITES (INCLUDING LAUNCH} ^	 PRD.TP.CTED COST GP SATELLITES (INCLUDING LAUNCI!)
BETWEEN 1985 A.vD 2050 FOA U. S, lNNL'FACTUISE AND BETWEEN 1985 A'{D 2050 FOR U. &. 1WNUFACTURE
L'. 5. L'SE - $L51,691.27 Y.iLLION AND U. S. USE - $1S1,T07,]4 BILLION
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TABLE 13.18a	 TABLE Z3.I8b
INTEL^3AT ATLANTIC AND PALIFtC--I48Es INTRODUCTION OF	 ^#^+^ n•s* INTELSAT ATLANTIC ANp PACIFIC--i984 1HTRDDUCFION OF	 +a+^
SATELLITE ^aOLI p SFATE POWER AiiPLIFIERS ++^'^^ s^^s SATELLITE SOLID ST'T@ PO4tEER AtiPLIFIERS a:*+
SATELLITE CGS' PER SATELLITE N0. DF p iSGDUNTEO DISCOUNTED YEAR SATELLITE COST PER SATELLITE f+t0.	 DF DISCOUNTED. iISCOUNTED
LIrE SATc'L^ITE CAPACITY LAUNCHES US-US COST U3-FOR COST LIFE SATELLITE CAPACITY	 LAUNCHES US-US COST U5-FOR COST
(YEARS! fK3f fK CKT/27 [11S} fMS! (YEARS} fHSf (K CKT/27 IHSS fHS}
7 35.fl It3.0 1.00 17.59 i7,50 1975 7 35.47 I9.0 i.p9 17.0 i7.50
7 7.7 S1.I 0.00 O.QfI 9.F^f3 1976 7 37.7 iF.i @,00 9.II9 0.fl0
7 40.5 12.3 .39 5.35 5.35 1977 7 40.5 12.3 .3£1 5.35 5.35
7 43.6 13.7 .3i 4.82 4.82 1978 7 43.6 l3.7 .3I 4.82 4.32
7 45.4 15.2 .86 1.14 13.14 1979 7 46.9 15.2 .86 13.54 13.1+4 5E+.` ib.9 ,83 Ii:.52, 12.5T, i4E9 7 50.5 16.9 .83 12.:,2 12.52
9 54.3 18.7 .37 S.btl 5.b0 1981 7' 54.3 18.7 .37 5.69 5.60
9 58.4 20.8 .88 13.00 13,00 1932 7 58«4 20.8 .88 13.99 13.08
9 62.8 3.0 ,42 6.17 b.17 1983 7 62.8 23.0 .42 b,17 b.17
9 67.b 25.6 .59 8.53 8.53 1984 9 b7.6 25.b .59 8.53 8.53
1 p 72.7 26.4 .63 8.90 8.90 1955 1fG 72,7 28.4 .b3 8.99 8,?@
19 73.3 31.5 ,92 12.36 12.86 1936 10 78.3 31.5 .92 12.86 12.pb
1II 3^.2 35.i3 .54 7.42 7.42 1937 10 84.2 35.0 .94 12.89 I2.S9
10 9fl.6 38.8 .57 7.75 7.75 19CA 16 40.b 38.8 ,75 10.1@ 1$.18
!0 97.5 A3,1 .93 12.38 12.38' 1989 16 97.5 43,1 1.03 13.71 13.71
lez 104.9 47.8 .6fl 113.34 10,34 1993?1 10 194.9 47.8 .BS 11.94 11.99
1^ 112.8 53.! 1.F13 13.17 13.17 1991 Lf9 !12«8 53.1 .h9 8.79 8.79
i0 i21.4 59.0 .9e^ 11.21 11.21 1992 19 121.4 59,9 .73 4.15 9.15
10 130.b 65.4 1.43E 12.34 12.34 1993 10 130,4 65.4 1.0! I2.34 12.34
lk7 140.5 72.5 .83 9.87 9.87 1994 16 146.5 72.6 .83 9.87 9.87
i0 151.£ 8fl.b 1.10 12.°9 12.80 1g^'S 19 151.2 80,b 1.18 12.80 12.80
10 ib2.7 $9.5 L,26 14.26 14.26 1996 10 162.7 89.5 1.2b 14.26 l4.2b
1$ 175.6 99.3 1.19 13.43 13.fl3 19'i^7 10 175.A 99.3 1,33 1A.57 14,57
ifl I^o8.3 lifl.3 1.26 13.44 13.44 1498 10 188.$ 110.3 1.32 14.11 14.1I
i0 202.., I22.4 1.45 15.70 15.70 1999 ^	 L9 2flZ.b 122.4 1.49 16.09 lb.II9
i@ 218.A 135.9 [.48 15.15 16.E5 Zk~90 10 21$.0 135.9 I.°,f3 iG.38 16.38
10 234.5 150.8 1.64 18.14 18.14 2.3@1 f0 234.5 I58.8 L.5! 16.79 16.79
1D 2::..3 157.4 I.b7 18.74 18.74 2!7472 1Q 252.3 167.4 E.bl 1$.69 18.09
10 271.4 155.6 I.79 2@.4I 24].4[ 2003 L9 271.4 185.8 1.79 20.41 2tJ.41
18 '92.II 2^7b.2 1.d2 20.99 2F1.99 20J4 !0 3.92.0 20b.2 1.82 20.99 20.94
10 314,E 226.9 c. QI 23.52 23.52 29tx5 10 314.2 21.3.9 2.fl1 23.52 %3.52
PRO.lECTED COST OP SATELLITES ( INCLUDING LAEI:tC![) PEOJELTE'} COST OF SATELLITES ( INCLUDIHC E.hUlICH7
ESE?i7EEti 1985 AND 2050 FOR U. S. `U1.9UFACTlSRE AND BETWEEN L985 AND 2050 F011 U. 5. }fAIiUFACTURE AHD
U. 5. VSE - 59248,55 HILLION U. S. USE - $9253.43 HILLION
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The resultant screening score for solid state amplifiers is $2.3 million.
-
^; The sensitivity plot slopes are tabulated and given in 'cable 13.19.
f Application from assessment methodology require,, specifir.ation of a
^F	 ^
1owEr and upper bound and Modal value for each of the input parameters ^
i;i utilized in screening, nn the dean and standard deviation. 	 The analytic -
}`^ approximation used in assessment assumes a Gaussian distribution. 	 Table ^
^^ 13.20 contains the input data used fvr assessment of the solid state technology.
The assessment, or risk analysis, for this technology indicates that
^ the assumed Gaussian distribution of the net present value of the technology
^ 4 development has a mean value of $23 million and a standard deviation of $5.6
^`
E`
million.
The relative ranking of the technology development programs being
^; evaluated is based upon parameters taken from the cumulative distribution
function far the net present values of the technologies. 	 ThesE CDFs are
established by a full Monte Carlo simulation using BLCa distribution random .
number generators for the input parameters of the NPV equation. 	 For solid
- state amplifier technology, the input parameter ranges are the same as those
- presented in Table 13.20 of the assessment application. 	 Figure 13.11 _
contains the histogram of the Monte Carlo simulation results. 	 The height
^' of each bar is proportional to the number of sample NPVs occuring within an ^^
interval of width $1.68 million. 	 The interval number is labeled at the bottom
of the plot.	 The histogram indicates that the distribution is essentially ^
^'. ^ %
unimodal and near-Gaussian in shape.	 Figure 13.12 displays the data of the
histogram in a different form; here the data poit^.ts have been normalized -
', by dividing by the total number of occurrences and by the width of the NPV
interval so tYeat the resulting curve represents the probability density -	 "^
function (with unity enclosed area).	 Figure 13.13 shows a plot of the
cumulative distribution function,
	
the integral of the probability density
function.	 For the satellite solid state power amplifier technology, it
is seen that essentially all of the sample NPVs Ice between about $10 million
and $3$ million. ,^;:
e
F^_^a`r,
_..	 .,	 M-	 .:.	 .:.	 >..-
TABLE 13.1.9
SLOPES OF SATELLITE SOLID STATE POWER AMPLTFTER NPV SENSITIVITY PLOTS
Variable	 Slope
Time Dp 1ay	 53.00 k$/year
Annuat Casts for Basic R&D	 -.31 k$ /k$
Length of Basic R&D Tnterval 	 -5000 k$/year
Probability that Industry will Implement Technology 	 23, DOD k$
{
^	 Annual Cast During R&U Interval 	 --.28 k$/k$
4	
Length, of Apg3-ied R&D Interval	 -1400 k$/year
i	 Annual Costs in Industry Construction Int^:rval	 - .O8 k$/k$
Length of Industry Construction Interval 	 -1300 k$/year
Annual Benefits	 3..25 k$/k$
1
F	 Length of Operating Tnterval	 1700 k$/year
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k	 QU{^K RISK ANALYSIS FOR	 :SOLID
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o	 ******	 INPUT PARAMET^RS
^
AR^ AS FOLLOWS ******
^
^i
^
^	
-'
` ^	 `
'
n
`	 DISCOUNT	 RATE	 ..............,..
^
.06
^	 /	 ^^
^.^	
"
^
'	
`
^ INPU7 BETA PARAMETER^
^COMPUTED	 ^^	 ^Y
v	 VARIABLE
`^^	
^
MIN M0OAL MAX MEAN
'	
^	 TTME	 DELAY	 (YRS>	 ............,.
^	 ^
2.00 4.00 6.00 4.00	 '
^	 ^
^
^	 NASA R&D
^	 ^
^
.	 `
°	 CONDITlONAL PR0GABILITY 	 . . . , ^ ° . 1 .00 1 .00 1 " 00 ^1 .g0	 "	 ^^
ANNUAL	 8ENE^ITS	 (N$)	 .......... 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 ^
'	
^	 ANNUA^
	
COS?S	 (K$)	 . , . . . . . . . . . . . ^00.0N 167.00 250.00 1^9.67	 ^	 ^^) ^`^
^	 INTERVAL	 LENCTH	 (YRS)	 .........
^
1.50 1.5^ 1.50 1.^@	 ^^
^^
l	 INDUSTRY	 R&D ^	
~
^	
-
^	 ^	 CONDITIONAL
	
PR^BAB%L%TY	 . . . . . . . .^^ .95 1 .00 .94	 ^^	 `^/'
ANNUAL	 8ENEFlTS	 (K$>	 . . . . . . . . . . 0 00" .0 00 0 00^ 0	 00	 ^L^.	
^'	 ^^ANNUAL	 COSTS	 (K$)	 ............, 100.00 140.00 250.00 151.67	 \'	 ^^`
^	 ?	 INTERVAL	 LEN^TH	 (YRS)	 ........°
^
^	 ^
1.5^ 1.50 1.50 ^	
'
^.50	 ^	 ^^
`	 1{	 ^
^	 ^'.i
INDUSTRY CONSTRUCTIUN
CONDlTI0NAL	 PRO^AOILITY	 ....... 1.0W ^.00 1.00 1.00	 `'	 ^
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13.5 Satellite Multibeam Antennas
Current technology communication satellites use global beam„ hemi-
spherical beam, and spat beam antennas. The number of spat beams is small,
typically being less than five. The expression "mutt"abeam antenna" is
used in this report to refer to a satellite antenna with a large number of
beams tightly spaced using orthogonal polarization for adjacent beam isola-
tion and with antenna beam amplitude for isolation between every--other-one
of the beams. Such a satellite antenna accomp7.ishes frequency reuse through
spatial diversity and has application to a high capacity point-to-point
communication satellite for use in the fixed service. Multibeam satellite
antenna technology, together with onboard switching, can significantly
I
!^	 increase the channel capacity of a satellite. For this post-benefit analysis.
it is assumed that the antenna technology would be responsible for a 25% in-
crease in channel capacity (per satellite) and that the associated increase
r	 in cost is 20% of the satellite cost.
As a result of discussions of the impact and development costs of
satellite multi--beam antennas with several industrial and governmental
groups, the parameter values shown in Tab 1e 13.21 have been selected. The
basic research and development program is estimated to require two years
and cost $2.3 million. The likelihood of U.S. industry implementing the
technology in commercial. communication satellites after such a NASA R&D
program is estimated at $0%. The application program is estimated to
require an industrial expenditure of $1.25 million over a two-year period
for applied research and development and prototype development. It is assumed
that multi-beam antenna technology would continue to be incorporated in
communication satellites for fifteen years after its introduction without
significant modifications to the basic technology. Zt is estimated that
the time delay in the availability of this technology resulting from NASA
not pursuing its development is 8 years.
Calculation of the equivalent annual benefit (EAB) for the NASA
sponsored development of multi-beam antenna technology is based on the
^	 fractional satellite launch schedules of Tables 13.22 and 13.23. Tables
13.22a and 13.22b correspond to the U.S. DOMSAT marlcet for introduction in
1980 and 19$$, respectively, of the advanced antennas. Both scenarios correspond
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LAUNCH SCENARIO FOR SATELLITE ^'fULTIBEAM ANTENNAS INTROQUCTION INTO
THE U.S. DOrfSAT MARKET
i
W
W
TABLE 13.22a
.xx• US DOnSAT--1980	 INTRODUCTION OF sxx•
*••• SaTGLL IFE MULTI9cdr1 ANTcNNAS xrxx
YwGR aaTECLIr^ casr PE? SATELLFTE NJ.	 OF DISCOUNTEb C]ISCOUNiEO
LIFE 5A7E{.LFrr CA PACFiY	 LAU'+CHES US-US COST US-FCR COST
(YG.:sS) [ Ma1 {K ckrizi CMg} (r. y}
1975 7 35.(1 1w.0 1.00 35.p0 ].Sfj
1?T6 7 37.6 15.4 .31 15.04 0.87
1477 7 yG.^ 15.9 .34 12.27 J.JO
1 y 78 7 43.5 ld.b .37 13.47 a.a0
i?73 7 46.F 2J .5 .Y] 14.89 J.J.
isi] T §u.2G9.I: .ii 15.84 9.]:
1S gi 7 64.G 3J.3 .T2 31.99 O.G,
:?32 T 66.1 32.8 .90 3T.3fi 1.9a
1513 T 72.4 ^5.5 .6Z Zb.37 O.;,G
191. T 77.1 38.5 .59 28.75 J•0a
i y 8i .. 82.1 4:.9 .T6 31.31 O.Op
],?^6 d 87.5 45.4 .dy 34.a7 B.OG
1937 8 93.4 49.4 .32 37.14 a.43
:?^3 8 99.0 53.8 1.21 4T.6G a.J0
1519 9 lvS.3 59.7 1.35 53.Lp 7.G3
:53^ 8 L13,b b4.;, 1.31 Su.29 0.08
1341 6 :21.1 69.8 1.44 54.52 O.CO
193 9 129,7 7b.3 1.16 43.53 a.00
:333 d 136.7 83.3 1.5fi b1,15 a.a0
' ? ?4 8 14 9.3 91.1 1.32 6fi.iT B.O a
1435 d 15H.7 9^?.7 2.Ui. 71.54 O.9a
:935 tl 139.9 lu'9.1 2.28 90.54 O.CQ
_a]7 9 181.9 119.5 2.SZ 87.56 a.00
i5ad d I`34.T 13J.9 2.5c 41.34 ,1.a0
lai9 3 2G8.6 143.+. 2.92 104.41 0,00
2^_^ 9 223.4 :57.2 2.39 104.43 p.ca
Z3u: a 239.5 1T2.w 3.w6 121.91 O.p0
2GL2 9 256.7 189.0 3.76 134.53 0.00
z4c3 e 27,.2 zcr.4 4.L^ 14a.sr a.ao
ZGC+ 9 295.3 227.6 4.57 165.66 0.00
za]s 8 316.4 2w9.8 5.00 1!+3.22 0.00
PROJECTED Cl*5T OF ^tTELLITES (IVCLCDItiC LAUNCUJ
$E.'9ES 1950 A.sD 19`(7 FOR U. S. S:AtI'F.ICTURE A`D
C. 5. CSE - $24,.54 MILLIOS
TABLE I3.22b
+*sx US 0O+15dT- -1983 INTROBUCTION OF •••"
++*+' SATELLITE HUCTIBEAN p NTCHNIIS °V'•
YEAR SA7cLlIrE COST Ptx SArELLIFE +(0.	 OF bI5C0UNTEC+ bI5C0'JHrE9
LIFE SA FELI.ItE CAPACITY	 LAUNChES' US-US COSF US-FCR :CSr
tvEAR51 (NSI [K CK7/21 [ItS1 [rt1
1915 T 35.a 1w.L 1.D0 35. Q0 G.3G
1976 7 37.fi 15.4 .31 11.94 J.J9
1977 7 40.4 16.9 .34 12.20 ,;.CC
1379 7 43.5 1a.6 .37 13.47 a..:a
1974 T 46.7 X0.5 .4G 14.59 :_
14d0 7 5L.2 22.5 .4v 16.43 ].::,
1"'81 T 54.a 2w.8 .88 32.79 J.4J
1982 T 56.1 27.3 i.u4 39.3G 7.]u
lsd3 r fiz. 4 F G.G .^r3 26 .90 a.a D
19dw T 67.1 3J.S .da 2i.19 9..G
1905 6 72.1 36.3 .8T 31.66 a.za
1986 a 77.5 39.9 ,95 34.33 ].^_G
1937 8 83.4 43,9 1.3+ 37.21 ^..5
19H8 8 99.0 53.8 1.20 47.68 3..:C
1949 B 10=..3 58.7 i.'_b 53. G,7 3.:.9
1999 8 113.5 E4.0 1.31 50.29 "•aJ
1991 8 121.3 69.9 1.44 ^	 54.52 ]..^
192 8 129.7 76.3 1.16 43.53 O.mt
1933 8 13d.7 83.3 i.b6 61.15 a.Ga
1934 8 14&.3 91.1 1.82 bn.i7 O..:J
1995 8 158.7 99.7 2,J0 r1.:4 3.3G
1996 8 169.8 ia9.1 2.28 9D.54 G.SB
1997 8 181.8 119.5 2.52 37.56 3.GJ
1996 8 194.7 138.9 2.60 31.34 a.Cu
1999 8 2GB.6 143.4 Z.92 1a^.41 7.i+a
2aan 8 2Z 3.4 157,2 Z.d9 194.43 J.CB
2001 8 239.5 172.4 3.wb 121.91 7.u7
ZOu2 8 256.7 189.0 3.78 134.53 G.JO
2063 6 275.2 2CT.4 4.Ir 148.57 O.C7
2004 8 295.0 2^T.6 4.57 165.66 d.80
2005 8 316.4 249.4 5.u] 183.22 A.a0
PROJECTED COST 0° SATELLFTES ( INCLUDING LA4'NCI()
$EIWEEN 148D AND 1987 FOR U. S. HAtiL'FACTURE A'.ip
U. 5. USE - $246.SI MILLION
f
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LAUNCH SGENARTO FOR SATELLITE rNLTIBEAM ANTENNAS INTRODUCTTON
INTO THE TNTELSAT ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC MARKET
TABLE 13.23!
	 TABLE 13.23b
ar..• INTElSAT ATLiiRTIC ANO PACIFIC -I9E4 IHTROOUCTION OF	 ^'+*` °+*+ INTELSAT ATLANTIC ANO PACIFIC•-1^9^89 INIRODUCTIOH OF	 •^^'
""+ SAT_°LL37£ HULTSd£AH ANTfNt1A5 ""+" •„• SATELLITE HULTI3EAM AHTc'NlIAS r"wr
YEAR SIII£LLITc COST PE4 SATELLITE FPO,	 OF DISCOUNTED OISCDUNiEO YEAR SAT£LL3Tc COST PER SATELLITE h0. OF DISCOUNTEO OISLD'JHT.O
LIFE SATELL:T= CA PACITY E.AUNCH£5 US-U5 COST US-FOR GOST LIfE SATELLITE CAPACITY LAUNCHES US-E15 COST US-FCR CC3T
tYEARS) fH31 CK CKT/21 (MS1 (M$) fYEAR5) fMR3 fK CKT/2) iPiS9 frF)
1975 7 35.8 1p.0 1.00 17.50 17,y0 1975 7 35•p 10.4 E.. 4D 17.58 iT.SJ
1976 7 37.7 :1.1 3.4J p,Gp D.pO 197fi 7 37. 11.1 O.^p O,G4 p.60
1977 T yC+S 12.3 •30 5.35 5.35 1977 7 4p•5 12,3 ,3p 5!35 5+35
199 7 '43,6 13.7 .31 k. B2 6.82 19TH 7 43=6 13.7 .3i 4.?2 a.i2
1979 7 46.9 15.2 .86 13.14 13.14 3979 7 46.9 15.2 +d6 13.14 13.14
1990 7 6p.5 E1.1 .a6 12.81 12.1}1 19dp 7 50=5 16.9 •63 12x52 12.52
1931 7 64.3 E2.9 .31 5.41• 5,41 19d1 7 54.3 18.7 +37 5.6il 5.^.3
1932 ]' 68.4 25.p .73 i2,t:6 12.66 1982 7 58.4 20.8 .ea 13.00 1'b.,;p
1933 7 72.e 27.2 .36 6.45 6.45 1483 T 62.8 23.0 .w2 6.17 6.17
1934 7 77.6 29.8 .51 8.41 8.41 1984 7 67.6 25.6 .59 8.53 E.53
1995 D A2.7 12.6 .55 e. B2 8.82 1965 8 72.7 Z8.6 .63 8.90 8.9A
19dfi •E •88.3 35.7 .91 12.84 12.80 1986 d 78.3 31.5 .92 12.66 12.86
1937 B 94.2 39.2 .d4 12.E7 12.37 1987 B 86.2 15.G .94 SE,89 iZ.99
158E 8 1Gu.6 43.p .58 ip+20 ip,23 1988 8 14G+b Gasp +68 10.24 10.24
1933 E 107.5 ti7.3 .9^ 13.77 13.77• 1484 8 1p7.5 _-	 47.3 -	 .94 _ 13.c^7 13.77
193 p 8 114.9 52.p .T8 11.17 11.17 199p 8 116.9 52.G .7E 11.17 11.17
IN	 1931 8 122.8 57.3 .9p iZ•54 12.54 1991 8 122.E 57.3 -	 .94 12.54 12.5+.
^	 1472 7 131.4 63.2 .ob 9,24 9.26 1992 E 131.4 b3,2 .6E 9.24 9.Z4N
1993 E 14.6 69.6 .d4 12.98 32,98 1993 E 144+6 69.6 .99 12.9E 12.99
I99y E 15G.5 15.8 1.16 1w+B2 14.E2 1994 8 154,5 76.8 3.16 1+..12 14.!2
1995 a 161.2 a^..3 1.22 15.16 -	 15.16 1995 8 161.2 84.9 1.22 15.16 15.15
1496 E 172.7 93.7 1.21 i4.k9 14.69 1996 E 172.7 93.7 1,21 14.49 14.y9
1947 8 195.3 163.5 1.39 16.10 16.16 1997 8 185.!1 iC3.5 1.39 ib.iJ 16.1A
1593 d 19@=3 iia=S 1.3E 15.65 15.45 1998 8 198.3 116.5 1.3E 15.65 15.45
1999 8 2:2.6 125.6 1.50 16.97 10.97 1999 E 212,6 12b,6 lr5!] lfi.9T 16.97
2u pp 9 248.6 140.1 1.47 16.91 16.9k 24110 A 2ZB.G 16p.1 1.47 16.81 16.rS
2L^1 8 24k.5 15i.G i.o8 19.64 19.46 24G1 E 244.5 155.0 1.6E ^	 19,44 13.46
2Gu2 d 262.3 iT1.fi 1.84 21.68 21.6E 2442 8 262.3 171.6 1.94 21.48 21.43
203 8 281.4 19S.G 1.95 23,G4 23.44 2403 8 ZN1.4 194.0 1.95 23.Lk 23,4y
2Du y a 3pL.p 21+1.4 2.03 24.27 29.27 20U4 8 362.0 214,6 2.p3 24.27 24.27
2G05 8 324.2 233.1, 2.21 26.65 26.65 2445 8 324.2 233.1 2.21 26.65 26.55
PROJ°CT6D COST OF SATELLITES {INCLUDING LAUNCR) PROJECTED CO:,T OF SATELLITES {INCLUDING LAUNCH}
SET'FEEN 1980 ?I50 1987 FOR U. 5. `1A•Yi1rACTURE AND 861SD:EN 1984 AND 1987 FOR U. S. HANUFACTURE AtrD
U. 5. USE - 579.03 HILLI09 !7. S. tlSQ - S8b.4b HILLIOR
G
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^^
,i
.'^
a
f
to the demand, satellite cost, and satellite capacities of figures 10.1 -
10.3 except that the satellite capacity i& considered to increase by 25%
and the satellite cast by 2Q% at the time of the introduction of the
technology (the increases are based upon 1980 capacity and cost). The
sixth column of each table, discounted U.S.-U.S. cast, contains the annual
expenditures for satellite purchase and launch, and are the same for Tables
13.22a and 13.22b except far the years l9$Q through 1987. The differences
in the values between the two tables represent the value of early introduc-
tion of the technology intq the U.S. IIOMSAT market. Tables 13.23a and
13.23b present corresponding data on multi--beam antenna applications to the
Atlantic and Pacific regions of the Intelsat system. The decrease in
satellite construction and launch costs associated with the technology
appearing early (1980 rather than 198.8) is $4.3 million far the 1)OMSAT
application and $1.4 million for the Intelsat Atlantic-Pacific applications,
far a total grass benefit of $5.7 million, discounted to 1975. Application
of the equation far equivalent annual benefits (EAB) yields an irAB of $2.1
million per year fnr the assumed 15--year operating interval.
The resultant screening score is $4 million. Sensitivity p],ots which
show the effect upon this screening score (NPV) of variations in the assumed
values of the input parameters are in Appendix iI. A tabulation of the
slopes of the sensitivity plots is given in Table 13.24.
Application of the assessment methodology requires specification of
lower and upper bounds and modal va1uE far each of the input parameters
utilized in screening, or the mean and standard deviation of each. The
analytic agproximatian used in assessment assumes Gaussian distributions
for the inputs and output. Table 13.25 contains the input data used far
assessment of the antenna technology.
The assessment, or risk analysis. for this technology indicates that
the assumed Gaussian distribution of tha ;.et present value of the technology
development has a mean value of $4.i million and a standard deviation of
$l.l million.
The relative ranking of the technology development programs being
evaluated is based upon parameters taken from the cumulative distribution
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TABLE 13.24
^^ SLOPES OF MULTIBEAM SATELLITE ANTENNA NPV SENSITIVITY PLOTS
^;>
^^ Variable Slope ^
^
^^ Time Delay 430 k$/year
k
^
,'^ Annual. Casts for Basic R&D - .50 k$/lc$
^ Length of Basic R&D Interval. -750 k$/year
;r
"^
^
Y Probability that Industry will Tutplement the 5800 lc$ ^-=
Technology `9
"f.
9:
Annual Costs During Applied R&D Interval. -.27 k$/k$
t R
^ Length of Applied It&D Interval -SOD k$/year
F Annual Costs in Industry Construction Interval --.26	 k$/k$
.,
_
-
Length of Industry Construction Interval -4D0 lc$/year
" J^: Annual Benefits 2.2	 k$/k$ ^
t
Length of Operating Interval 290 kfi/year
^;` a
^f
_ j
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^	 `^
DISCOUNT	 2ATE.	 ................. .G^ _
ZNPU'^ BETA DARAMETE^2S COMFtJTEt3
VARTA Et.E MTN MODAL MAX h1EAN	 ^ r
TIME	 CELAY	 (YRSP	 .............. S.OG 8.00 iii, DG B.G^
f
NASA R^0 i	 ::E
i	 CON^ITTIONAL PROBABILITY	 ....:.. 1.00 1.C.^ 1, D0 i.u^
ANNilAL	 cENEFITS	 (K^)	 .••..•.••• O.Ou. Oe017 D .^iO t7. C0
ANNUAL	 COSTS	 (K^f	 ............. 75G.DG 15UO.i.O 2250.GG 1500.Lu
INTERVAL	 LEtJGTh	 (Yf?5)	 ......... 1.5iJ 1.50 i.5t, 1.5D
i
INDUSTRY ^&0
CONDITIONAL PROf3AE3TLITY 	 ....... .7D .a,i .9G ,8E
I ANNUAL	 3:.iVEFTTS	 (K$)	 .......... 0.00 G.GO 0.00 0.00
AfJNUAL
	
GOSTS	 (K^)	 ..+.......... 375.Ou 750.G0 1i25.OD 753.00r
INTERVAi.	 LENGi'h!	 (YRS^	 .••...... 1.00 1.CG 1. CG i.GG
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OPERATION TIME '
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function for the net present values of the technologies. These CDFs are
;=
estab^.ishec^ by a full Monte Carlo simulation using Beta distribution random
rf	
number generators for the input parameters of the ^]PV equation. For the 	
.^
:,	 _
'`	 antenna technology, the input parameter ranges are the same as those pre-
F`°	 sented in Table 13.25 of the assessment application. Figure 13.14 contains 	 `^
the histogram of the Monte Carlo simulation results. The height of each 	 ^
^-
_:
^^	 bar is proportional to the number of sample NP Vs occuring within an interval	 i<
k; 'r	 ,1
r'	 of width $330 thousand. The interval number is labeled at Che bottom of
the plot, and a scale indicating the actual NPV is at the top of the plat.
The histogram indicates that the distribution is essentially unimodal and
near-Gaussian in shape. Figure 13.15 displays the data of the histogram	 ^'
in a different form; here the data points ha y=e been normalized by dividing
by the total number of occurrences and by the width of the NPV interval so
that the resulting cuxve represents the probability density function (with	 '-
unity enclosed area). Figure .13.16 shows a plot of the cumulative distribution
function, the integral of the p robability density function. It is this
;a
cumulative distribution function which supplies the parameters to be used
in ranking this technology against other technologies being; cons^.dered.
For the multi-beam antenna technology, it is seen that essentially all
of the sample NPVs lie l,etween about $1.S million and $7 million.	 -^
13.6 Advanced Solar Arrays	 ^	 _
llectric power for communication satellites may be generated either by
solar cell arrays or by nuclear reactors. Previous studies have
ind^.cated that the nuclear technology is competitive only if the power
requirements of the satellite exceed 10 kilowatts. Communication satellites
currently in orbit utilise a conventional solar cell which is only approximately
10% efficient in converting the available solar power into electrical
power. Improvements in this basic solar cell, primarily at COMSAT Labs,
have resulted in development in the violent cell and of the black cell
which has an efficiency of about 15:6. These latter two ce11 types,
however, are sti11 not available on a production basis.
The cost for the electric power system for a typical communication
satellite is around two million dollars (including the batteries) for a
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1	 ne kio	 lo^,ratt power system. Incremental increases in the efficiency of
available solar cells result in significant savings in the cost of a
communication satellite. For purposes of cost-benefit analysis, an
advanced solar cell technology pro^,ram directed at further increasing
the solar cell and solar array efficiency so as to result in a 10% cost
d
'	 reduction of the power system is assumed.	 +
As a result of the discussions of the impact and development costs 	 ^^
of advanced solar cells caith several industrial and governmental groups,
the parameter values shown in Tab 1e 13.26 have been selected. The basic
research and development program is estimated to require two years and
cost 500 thousand da'_Iars. The likelihood of U.S. industry implementing
the technology in commercial communication satellites after such a NASA 	 w
R&D program is estimated at 95%. The application program is estimated	 ^`
to require an industrial expenditure of 175 thousand dollars over a two-
year period for applied research and development and prototype development.
It is assumed that the solar cell technology would continue to be incorpo-
rated in communication satellites for ten years after its introduction
without significant modifications to the basic technology. Since solar
cell technology is at a reasonably advanced stage, it is estimated that
the time delay in its availability resulting from NASA not pursing its
development is only five years.
Calculation of the equivalent annual benefit {EAB) for the NASA
sponsored development of so^_ar cell technology is based on the fractional
satellite launch schedules of Tables 13.27 and 13.28. Tables 13.27a 	 ;:
and 13.27b correspond to the U.S. DOMSAT market for introduction
in 1980 and 1985, respectively, of the advanced solar cells. Bath
scenarios correspond to the demand, satellite cast, and satellite
capacities of Figures 10.1 -- 10.3 except that the satellite cost is
assumed to decrease by .Z00 thousand dollars at the time of the intro-
duction of the advanced solar cells. The decrease in cost corresponds
approximately to a 10% reduction in cost of the electric power supply
system. The sixth column of each table, discounted U.S.-U.S. cast,
contains the annual expenditures far satellite purchase and launch, 	 ,
and are the same for Tables 13.27a and 13.27b except for the years
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LAUNCH SCENARIO FOR ADVANCED SOLAR CELLS INTRODUCTION
INTO THE U . S . DOPSSAT MARKET --°--^-^
TABLE 13.27a TABLE 13.27b '
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:914 T c5.3 33.fl .34 L9.10 4.00 1984 7 67.1 33.G .90 29.19 a.G;
1995 B 71.9 ?6.3 .9T 51.57 0.80 1985 B 71.9 36.3 .B7 31.57 ^.^u
1415 8 77.3 Z3.9 .35 34.24 0.40 1986 8 77.3 ?4.9 .95 3v.2y 4.u4
1437 ^ 83.2 a3.9 1.44 37.12 0.00 1937 B 83.2 43.9 1.u4 37.12 3.C8
13id d 99.4 44.3 1.3y 47,59 0.00 1988 B 89.4 48,3 1.34 47.53 S.CG
1999 9 96.1 X3.2 1.54 52.88 0.44	
^
1989 a 96.1 53.2 1.54 52.98 3.^0
:934 S iG3.y 59.5 1.43 SO.CB 4.04 1990 8 103.4 59.5 1.43 54.GB u.G".
W 1931 9 111.1 bv.3 1.56 54.21 7.04 1911 8 111.1 6v.3 1.5o Sti.21 3".:.^
.^	 1.^2 8 119.5 7'3.8 1.25 43.22 0.20 1942 8 119.5 70.8 1,25 ^3."e2 O.Gil
^ ;.935 8 124.5 77.6 ^	 1.78 60.x6 O.OG 1933 8 128.5 77.8 1.78 64.66 J.G4
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j	 1.980 through 1984. The difference in the values betraeen the two tables
E	 represent the value of early introduction of the solar ce11 technology into
the U.S. DOMSAT market. Tables 13.28a and 13.28b pr..esent corresponding
data for advanced solar cell applications to the Atlantic and Pacific
regions of the Intelsat system. The decrease in satellite construction
and launch costs associated with the technology appearing early (1980
rather than 1985) is 0.5 million dollars for Che DOMSAT application and
0.2 million dollars for th^^ Intelsat Altantic--Pacific applications, far
a total gross benefit of 0.7 million dollars, discounted to 1975. Applica-
tion of the equation for equivalent annual benefits (EAE) yields an EAB
of 0.43 million dollars per year for the assumed ZO-year operating interval.
The resultant screening score far solar cell recllnalogy is 0.5 million
dollars. Set-^sitivity plots which shoo the effect upon this screening score
of variations in the assumed values of the input parameters are given in
Appendix II. A tabulation of the sensitivity plot slopes is given in
E	 Table 13.29.
Application from assessment methodology requires specification of
3	 lower and upper b y unds and a modal value for each of the input parameters
utilized in screening, or mean and standard deviation. The analytic approxi-
motion used in assessment assumes a Gaussian distribution for each input
and for she output NPV. Table 13.30 contains the input data used for
^	 assessment of the advanced solar cell. technology.
The assessment, yr risk analysis, for solar cells indicates that the
3
^	 assumed Gaussian distribution of the net present value of the technology
development has a mean value of 530 thousand dollars and a standard devia-
^^	 tivrt of 112 thousand dollars.
`;	 The relative ranking of the technology development programs being
^	 evaluated is based upon parameters taken from the cumualtive distribution
function for the net present values of the technologies. These CDFs are
established by a full Monte Carlo simulation using Beta distribution random
[	 number generators for the input parameters of th.e NPV equation. Far solar
cell technology, the input parameter ranges are the same as those presented
i.n Table 13.30 or the assessment application. Figure 13.17 contains the
histogram of the Monte Carlo simulation results. The. height of each bar
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TABLE 13.29
SLOPES OF ADVANCED SOLAR CELL NPV SENSITIVITY PLOTS
i	 4
Variable Slope
r
`^`u Time Belay 90 k$/year '^^_
Annual Costs for .Basic R&D -.S k$ /k$
°
.`^
Length of Basic RCxB Interval -94 k$/year
Probability that Industry will Implement the 670 k$
Technology ;< "^^
Y
t
Annual Costs During Applied R&D Interval -.2 k$/k$
I
!
i
Length of Applied R&D Interval -60 k$/year
Annual Costs in Industry Construction Interval -.2 k$/k$
^'
Length of Industry Construction Interval -50 k$/year
-
- Annual Benefits 1.4 ^$/k$
Length of Operating Interval 50 k$/year -	 -
b;
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Figure 13.17. Advanced Solar Cell NPV Hiskogram.
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is proportional to the number of sample NPVs occurring within an interval
,f	
of width 40 thousand dollars.
	 The interval number is labeled at the bottom
of the plot, and a scale indicating the actual NPV is at 	 the top of the
s
-	 plat.	 The histogram indicates that the distribution is essentially unimodal
and near--Gaussian in shape.	 Figure 13.18 displays the data of the histogram
in a different form; here the data points have been normalized by dividing o	 :`
i
'^ 	 by the total number of occurrences and by the width of the NPV intervval
G	 so that the resulting curve represents the probability density function `^
(with unity enclosed area).	 Figure 13.19 shows a plot of the Cumulative
distribution function, the integral of the probability density function. Yr
It is this cumulative distribution function which supplies the parameters
'	 to be used in ranking this technology against other technologies being
Considered.	 For the advanced solar cell technology,	 it is seen that
essentially all of the sample NPVs lie betcaeen about 200 thousand and
900 thousand dollars.
13.7	 Adaptive Heat Pipes
Heat pipes are now being routinely used to transport heat from boat
'
{
{	 sources to radiators in satellite thermal control systems. 	 Current develop-;
%'	 i
meats in heat pipe technology include bent heat pipes and variable conduct:^nce
a	 e
heat pipes.	 The ATS--F satellite contains an advanced thermal control system
experiment which utilizes a variable Conductance heat pipe and a closed
loop temperature control system. 	 tdhile valuable data has been gained from .,
this experiment, the temperature of the controlled region has been signi-
s
ficantly greater than the designed value, and the Control loop is effective
/;.;' 	 '
only a portion of the time.	 Additional effort is required to bring this %":-:;
i
technology to maturity, j
One application area of interest for the closed loop thermal control
system with variable Canductant heat pipes is temperature control for the ^`^
satellite battery system.	 The charging cycle of the battery pack requires
a rather close temperature control, and application of a closed loop thermal
control system for the batteries can result in increased effective lifetime
of the battery system.	 This in turn 3 1 10SJ5 a higher transmit power near
9
^
the end of the effective life of the communication satellite. 	 The proposed
,^
heat pipe technology program caill utilize variable Conductance heat P ipes F
in the development of a stable closed loop thermal control system alpro-
priate for use with satellite battery systems. ''
;^^	 ,	 ^9
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eAs a result of the impact and development costs of adaptive heat pipes
with several industrial and governmental. groups, the parameter values shown
in Table 13.31 have been selected. The basic research and development program
is estimated to require three years and cost 1.5 million dollars. The likeli-
hood of U. S. industry implementing such heat pipes in commercial communica-
tion satellites after such a i^ASA i2&B program is estimated at S p%. The
application program is estimated L-o require an industrial expenditure of
450 thousand dollars over a two^year period far applied research and
development and prototype development. It is assumed tlZat adaptive heat
pipe technology would continue to be incorporated in communication satellites
for 12 years after its introduction without significant modifications to the
bas is technology. Since adaptive {variable conductanr_e) heat pipe tachriology
is in an early stage of development, it is estimated that the time delay
in their availability resulting from NASA not pursing the development is
six years .
A calculation of the equivalent annual benefit {EAB) for the NASA
sponsored development of the technology is based on the fractional satellite
launch schedules of Tables 13.32 and 13.33. Tables 13.32a and 13.32b
correspond to the U. S. DO1^lSAT market for introduction in 19$1 and 1987,
respectively, of the technology. Both scenarios correspond to the demand,
satellite cost, and satellite capacities of Figures 10.1-10.3 except that
the satellite capacity is considered to increase by 2% and the satellite
cost by 1% at the time of the introduction of the technology. The increase
in average capacity is associated with improved battery performance from
better temperature control. The sixth column of each table, discounted
U.S.-U.S. cost, contains the annual expenditures for satellite purchase
and launch, and are the same for Tables 13.32a and 13.32b except far the
years 1981 through 1986, The difference in the values between the two
tables represent the value of early introduction of adaptive heat pipe
technology into the U.S. DOrlSAT market. Tables 13.33a and 13.33b present
corresponding data for applications to the Atlantic and Pacific regions
of the Intelsat system. The decrease in satellite construction and launch
costs associated with the technology appearing early (1981 rather than
19$7) is Q.S million dollars for the DOMSAT application and 2.2 million
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TABLE I3.3I.
SCREENING PARAMETEES FOIL ADVANCED ADAPTIVE HEAT PIPES
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LAUNCH SCENARIO FQR ADVANCED ADAPTIVE HEAT PIFES INTRC}DUCTIQN
INTQ THE U.S. DOMSAT r1ARRET
TABLE 13.32a TABLE 13.32b
;_:
"• " US DJMSAT--1981 iNTRCDUCTION DF +*++' a}as VS DOHSAT--198r INTRODUCTION OF
'ti
_f ••*^ ACyANCED ACAPTIVE xEAT PIPES '"""" "+*^ ADVANCES ADdPTIVE MEAT PIPES
,`.^ Y;wR .iAILtITE COST Fc'R SdTELtITE NO. OF RI5Ctl^3NTED DISCOUNTED YEAi[ SATc'I.L.IfE COST PE8 5ATELLSTE	 htl+ tlF OISCOUNTED
Ll rc SATcLLIi6 CAPACITY	 ldilNCHES U$-US GOS7 US-FOR COST LiFc SATE4LITE CAPACITY	 LAUriCM.S U5-US COST
CTEd2S7 I"S! CK CKT/L) CM'al CN.E1 CYGAP,$1 iM?) [K CK7/2) CItS)
^.{
14TS 7 35.0 1v.0 1,ud 35.00 d.00 1975 T 35.0 14.0 1.CIl 35.4D
:^76 T S7.ti 15.4 .S1 11.54 4.44 1976 7 37.6 15.4 .31 1i.44
`'h
c
1°TT T ^L.4 16.9 .14 12.20 0.03 1977 T k0.4 16._9 .3w 12.60
1970 7 43.5 19.6 ,3T 13.47 D.DD 1978 7 43.5 18.6 .37 13.47
1979 7 46.7 20.5 .i0 14.88 0.40 1979 7 46.7 7_4.5 ,40 14.08
1Siti 7 SC.Z z2.5 .v4 i5.43 C.DO 1980 7 56.2 s2.5 .4v ib.43
",i 1931 T 54.5 25.4 ,9fi 32.31 0.00 1981 7 5+.,4 24.8 .BB 32.79
1992 T 58.6 27.4 1.J2 3T. 9D 0.00 19d2 T 58.1 ZT,3 1.D4 3B.3D
?. SS?3 7 62.9 34.6 .T2 25,58 0.04 1983 T 62.4 30:0 ,73 26x413
3 1994 7 57.6 33.6 .T9 2d,D8 0.40 19d4 T 67.1 33.D .84 Zd.19
;.^ 19'.5 B TZ.o 30.9 .96 31.36 4.00 1985 $ 72.1 X0.3 ,37 31,fi6
1935 8 78.D La.5 .94 34.64 C.40 1986 8 77.5 39.9 .95 34.33
1437 8' E3.9 4ti.5 1.42 36.93 0.4C 1987 8 83.9 44.5 1.D2 36,93
Szid B 9C.1 k9.9 1.32 47.37 0.00 1908 0 90.1 40.9 1,SZ 47.37
1^i9 d 95.8 53.8 1.v8 52.67 O.JO 1949 0 96.0 53.0 1.40 52,67
5 I9iw 8 1D4.1 59.2 1.42 49.90 0.40 1490 8 104.1 54.1 1.42 49,94
^ :9ai 9 lli.d 64.9 ..55 54.65 0.00 1991 0 111.0 64.9 1,a5 54+G5
^	 145 9 12G.Z 71.4 1.Z4 43.11 0.40 1992 d 120.2 71a4 1.64 43.11
^.	 1a93 a 129.2 7a.4 1.76 60.SZ 0.00 1993 8 129.2 7{3.4 1.7b 60.52
1 .374 d 138.4 Bo.2 1.42 65.45 0.44 1994 8 138.8 86.2 .1.92 b5.45
1575 9 149.2 ?4,8 Z.iC 70.74 4,04 1995 8 149.2 94.8 Z. 10 70.7+[
193a ! Lfii..3 1>i4.2 1.39 79.51 D.IlO 1946 8 160,3 104.2 2.34 74.fi1
1977 d :,72.3 214.6 Z.o2 86.53 0.00 1997 8 172,3 114.6 2,a2 0fi,53
1578 B Ld5.2 1Zo.0 Z.T7 84.27 O.Od 1998 B 185.2 126,6 Z-.7T 9d,27
1919 3 199.1 138.5 3.OZ 99.72 O.II4 1994 8 199.1 138.5 3+D2 49.72
2,:,iJ 9 213.9 152.. 3.J9 103.20 0.04 2400 - B 213.9 152.3 3.09 iD3+24
Z.,.1 9 wS^.0 157.5 5.5fi 12a.4d 0.011 2061 B 230.9 167.5 3.56 1Zu.40
•
Govt 9 247.2 iB^+i .i.99 133.0 4.LD 2002 8 2v7.2 184.1 3.98 133.60
^ 2403 d ZbS.7 2i..5 ^.2^ S4fi.9I 0.40 ?043 8 265.7 2L2.5 4,24 146.91
ti19v 9 295.5 222.7 ^.n7 103.85 4,u0 2DII4 8 285.5 222.7 4.6r lo3.b5
20x5 8 506.9 2w4.9 5.11 191,20 4.00 2005 9 306.9 24k.9 5. lit 181,28
PRU.:ECTED CDST OF 5,1TELLCTES (INCLIlDI ;JG LAUtiCl3) P)itlJECTED CDST DR SATELLITES (It:CLURTNG LAVHCI!)
"^ ^i 9°'IXg£V 1981 !L`tD 1986 FOR U. 5, Y1.^1' PACTURE Al:D 13$T4)EER 1981 h"lA 3986 FOR U. S. MA) ) UFACTURE A:iD
^ :7 L'. S.	 L'SE - $140 . 97 MiLL1DK U. 5. USE - $ 193.16 IITLLTDS
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LAUNCH SCENARIO T'OR ADVANCED ADAPTIVE HEAT PIPES INTRODUCTION
INTO THE INTELSAT ATLANTIC AND PACII'IC 1^fARKET
TABLE 13.33a	 TABLE Z3.33b
°"•' In7EL5A7 ATLbNiIC dND PACIFIC--1981 INTROOUC7ION OF	 °O°° °°°° INTELSA7 ATLANTIC ANtl PACIFIC--1981 IitfROtlUCTION DF	 °°°°
tlA ° • ADVANCED ADAPTIVE HEAT RIPES 000a •°°° AOVAtiCEO ADAPTIVE HEAT PIPES i°°°
TEAR SATELL.ITc COST PER SATELLITE NO. OF DISCOUNTED tlI5COUN7E0 YEA4t SATELLITE COST PER SATELLITE h0. OF AISCOUkTEtl pISCO•ltiT,D
6iFE 54TELLITE CAPACITY	 LAUNCHES US-US COST US-FOR COST LIFE 5ATELLITE CAPACITY	 LAUNCHES US-U5 COST US-FG4 GO;T
tYE.R37 1M8) {K CKT/23 CH?1 {NS! tYEARSf tfi$! tY. CKT/2) tnEJ {°ti
1975 7 35.0 10.G 1.00 17.50 17.50 1975 7 35.0 10.0 1,DD 17.50 1T, 5i.
1976 T 37.7 11.1 0.00 D.00 0.00 1975 T 37.7 li.l A•89 0•LO D.30
1977 T 40.5 12.3 .30 5,35 5.35 1977 T 40.5 12.3 •30 5.35 5.'S
1979 T 43.6 13.7 .3I 4.82 4.82 1479 7 43.6 13.7 .31 4+t2 4.^l2
1979 T 46.9 15.2 ,80 13.14 13.14 1979 T 46..9 15.2 •86 13.14 13.2+•
1988 T 50.5 16.4 ,83 12.52 12.52 19dD 7 50,5 f6.9 .83 12.52 12.52
191 T 54.8 19.1 .37 5.53 5.53 14d1 7 54.3 x8.7 .37 5.8b 5.6G
1432 T 58,9 21.2 .e6 12.85 12.06 1982 7 Sa,y 20.8 .88 i.3 •L3 13.JG
5997 7 63.3 23.4 .»2 6.11 6.11 1493 7 _	 62,$ ^3,D _	 •42 6si7 6.17
1984 7 fi0.f 26.0 .58 8.46 0.46 1404 T 57.6 25.6 .59 0.53 5.33
1495 B 73.2 20,8 .02 8.04 0.84 1905 8 ^2,T 2E•4 •63 S•4D 0.90
1936 8 78.8 31.9 .91 SZ.7E 12.7E 1586 B 78.3 31.5 .92 12.85 22.86
1917 8 04.7 35.4 .93 12.82 12.82 1907 $ 84.7 35.4 •43 12.82 12. E2
193E B 91.1 39.Z .75 10.14 1D•14 190E B 9x.L 34.2 •75 SO.itr 18.1+.
1939 a 9e.0 43.5 3.02 13,65 13.65 1489 B _	 90.0 _43.5 _	 i.A2 2^+65 13.65
1990 9 105,4 48.2 .05 11.05 11.05 199D B 1D5.4 40.2 .85 11.L5 11.x5W^
 1992 E 113.3 53.5 ,97 I2.^.0 12.40 1991 B 11.*•3 53.5 .97 12.40 12.40
In	 1392 9 121+9 59.4 ,T3 9.13 9.13 x992 0 121.9 59.4 •73 4.13 9.13
19)3 8 131.1 65.8 3.J5 52.80 12.60 1993 B 331.1 65.8 1•D5 J2.0D 12.33
199+. 9 141.0 75.0 1.22 14.60 14.60 S9i4 8 141.0 73•E 1.22x4.6p 14.6D
195 8 151.7 91.0 1.28 14,93 14.93 1441 8 151.7 01.0 l.2a 14.93 14.93
1936 B 1b3,2 89.4 1.26 14.27 iy.27 1996 8 163.2 89.9 1.26 E4.2T 14.2?
19 yT 8 175.5 99.7 1.44 15.85 15.85 1997 E 115.5 99,7 I.44 15.05 1S.d5
1938 8 198.8 11.7 1.y2 15.21 15.21 199E E x88.0 110.] 1.42 15.21 15.21
1999 8 203.1 122.0 1.54 ^'•Tf ib.T1 1499 B 203.1 122.E 1.54 SG.71 15.71
ZCID 8 218.5 136.3 1.51 16.55 1fi.56 28Gff 8 218.5 130.3 1.51 16.56 16.56
2^^! 8 235.0 151.2 1.Td 19.15 19+15 2001 8 235.D 151,2 3.7Z S9,i5 14.15
2Gu2 8 25.8 loT.e 1,88 Li.iT 21,17 2002 8 252,8 1bT.E 1.88 21.17 21.17
ZuJ3 8 271.9 1A6.2 1.99 22.71 22.71 2CD3 8 271.9 146.2 1:99 22.71 22.71
2J^4 8 292.5 2C6.6 2 ,JT 2].94 23.94 2004 8 292.5 21'5.6 2.07 28.94 23.94
1005 a 314.7 2e9.3 2.25 2fi.38 26.38 2D85 0 314.7 2c?•3 2.25 26.31 25.30
PRO.lECTEp COST 4F SATELLiiE5 (INCL!lOINC LAVNCi^) PH03ECTE0 CO5T OF SATELLITES (Il1CLUDIHC LAN)CH)
HETS7EE:1 1981 A"iD 1486 FOR U. S. lSA.VL'FACTURE AKfl SETBEEN 1981 and 14$6 FOR V. S. MAt1UFACTURE ANO
V. S. LSE _ SS4,SB HILLIOy V. 5. ll5E - $55.05 pfiLLION
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dollars for the Intelsat Atlantic-Pacific applications, for a total gross
benefit of 2.7 million dollars, discounted to 1975. Application of ttre
equation for equivalent annual benefiKs yielas a^.r EAS of 1.5 million
dollars per year for the assumed 12-year operating interval.
The resultant screening score fo^- adaptive heat pipes is 1.8 million
do1la^:s. Sensitivity plots which show the effect upon this screening
score of variations in the assumed values of the input parameters are
in Appendix II. ,A tabulation of the slopes of the plots i.s given in
Table 13.34.
Ap^:licativn of the assessment methodology requires specification
of lower and upper bounds ar^i a modal value for each of the input para-
meters utilized in screening, or the mean and standard deviation.
Table 13.35 contains the input data used for assessment of adaptive
heat pipes.
The assessment, or risk analysis, for the pipes indicates that the
assumed Gaussian distribution of the net present value of the technology
development has a mean value of l.$ million dollars and a standard devia-
tion of 0.5 mi.11^.on dollars.
The relative ranking a€ the technology development ^rograms being
evaluated is based upon parameters taken from the cumulative distribution
function for the net present values of the technologs.ea. These CDFs
are established by a full i^tante Carlo simulation using Seta distribution
random number generators for tt^e input parameters of the NPV equation.
l^or the hear pipe technology, the input parameter ranges are the same
as those presented in Table 13.35 of. the assessment application. Figure
13.20 contains the histogram of the Monte Carlo simulation results.
The height of Mach bar is proportional to the number of sample NPVs
occurring within an interval of width 150 thousand dollars. fhe interval
number is labeled at the bottom of the plot, and a scale indicating the
actual NPV is at the. top, n€ the plot. The histogram indicates that the
distribution is essentially unimodal and near-Gaussian in shape. Figure
13.21 displays the data of the histogr^.m iR a different form; here the
data points have been normalized Uy dividing by the total number of
occurrences and by the width o€ tt-e NI'V interval so that the resulting
355
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TABLE 13.34
SLOPES OF ADAPTIVE HEAT PIPE NPV SENSITIVITY PLOTS -
Variable ^	 FSlape
^^	 Txme Delay 250 Ic$/Year
^`
Annual Costs for Basic It&D -.75 k$/^.$
• Q 	Length of Basic R&D Interval --2b0 Ic$/year
Probability that Industry wi11 Implement the 2$00 k$/year
`,
Technology
Annual Costs During Applied R&D Interval -.l9 k$/k$
T.ength of Applied R&D Interval -200 k$/year
Annual Casts in Industry Construe:ion Interval -.19 k$/k$
Length of Industry Canstructian Interval -160 k$/year
Annual Benefits 1.5 k$/k$
Length of Operating Interval l40 k$/year
' ^
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TABLE 23.35
ASSESSMENT PARAMETERS FOR AUVAI^TCED ADOPTIVE HEAT PIPES
QUTCK r^TSK ANALYSIS FGA tAl?VAi^{:ED ADAFTIVt HEAT PI^'ES
:,}	 ,
r
^`*^`^`^`^ INPUT 4AkAMETEFS A^eE AS FDLLDl^S '^'^^^^^
DI5{;OUN ^' ^A TW ................ . .06
a	
^	 ;
TNflUT BETA PARAMtTEKS CDMF')TED	 -
MIN h10DAL MAX McA1^!	 ^
3.OD 6.GD 9. DD S.Gu
1.D0 i.L s 1.!]G 1.4u
O.Gu O.i;D D.liG i7eL0
167.OG 5c7U.DD 1UOD.00 527.33	 ^-
3 e DG ^.GG ^.vEl 3.40	 -
.7u .80 .95 .81
0.11D ^1.GU D. DO u.uJ
_^	 ^^^urj.o^ 3Da.i,o ^ao.DG ?Ci+.OD
^.. DD '}.L •G U f^ie u l1 !7}.• i3^t
i.GO ;^ .^o s,ae ^.^o	 `Dr^1U V.^J1j Ge DC ^ellr
1U^^.OU 1511.00 25U.DC 158.33
^.G:i ^.CQ 1.0^ 1. GC
a
.	 °i
i.Ui7 1.OG 1.OD i.^iG
^'6G.OJ 1525.D0 23(:0'.00 1526.67
. u ii .G0 .GD .G0	 ,`^^	 .
9.00 1^.Os^ 15.Gu ::	 .iZ.OL	 :,
UAf^IA 81.w
TIM', CtLAY (YnS) ..•...•..»....
NASA KBD
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figure 13.2. Heat Pipe NPV Histogram.
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curve represer.^_ the p^,^bability density function (with unify enclosed
area). Figure 13.22 til,t+w-, a plat of the cumulative distribution function,
the integral of the 13r^^l^al^ility density function. It is this cumulative
distribution function which Supplies the parameters to be used in ranking
this technology against other kechnologies being considered. Fnr the
adaptive heat pipe te^iutnluKy, it is seen that essentially a1.1 of the
sample NPVs lie betwr^en about O.b million dollars and 3.2 million dollars.
13.$ Summary of 5cre.^nin and Assessment Etesults
Screening and a55e5smettt methodologies have been applied to nine space
communication technolanics in Sections 11, 12 and 13. The assessment
met ho doingy was applied i.0 e^rGh vxamp:le technology here in arde^r to
alloca investigation cE the consistency of screening and assessment;
normal application wn^ilcl result in assessment of only a higher-scoring
subset of the screen,^d technoloKic•:^.
The nine space communi^.atic.^n t ect^nologies analyzed above are listed
in Table 13.36, in decreasing order of screening scores, along with their
screening; scores (estimated NPV) and their NPV standard deviations as
calculated by the approximate Gaussian technique of the assessment metho-
dology. It can be seen Crom this table that the three to}^-scoring
technologies (millimeter, solid State power amplifier, any' low cast
earth station) have expected N2Vs approximately an order of magnitude
greater than the lower-scoring technologies. The millimeter communi-
cations technology is estimated to have :^ 2^ wi i 1 ion uullar iVi'V as a
result of (1) its significantly increased channel capacity and (2) its
long delay time for nnn-NASA development. The latter factor f.aliows
from the very large investment required for development and Flight
demonstration of the millimeter technology. 5o1id state power amplifier
(14 CHz} technology scored well as a result of the low estimated develop-
ment cast and associated satellite useful-lifetime extension. The relatively
high screening score Cor the direct demodulation receiver technology for
low cost earth stations resulted from the anticipated large number of
applications.
Midway in the screening scare range are the satellite multiheam
antenna and ion engine techologies. The multibeam antenna technol^rgy
score was held down by the relatively 1ar^,e development cock, while the
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TABLE 13.36 '
TECHNOLOGY SCREE:vTING AND ASSESSMENT RESULTS
SCREENING SCORE ASSESSMENT
TECHNOLOGY NPV(M$)
	
STANDARD DEVxATION (M$) s
1. Millimeter Communir.ations System 23.8 11.5
2. Solid State Pocaer Amplifier 22.5 5.6 '^
3. LOCd Cost Earth Station 10.9 2.1
4. Multibeam Antenna 4.O 1.1 ..
S. Ian En ineS 3. 2 0. 8
b. Adaptive Heat Pipe 1.8 0.5 --
7. RF Attitude Sensor 1.7 4.4
8. Laser Comrnunicatian 5ystem ,t 1.1 2.7
9. Advanced 5alar Array 0.5 0.1
*i,aser system data based upon use o£ approximate brew:-even benefits.
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ion engine technology score was lowered by the small estimated delay time
without NASA support.	 The score oft the laser communication system is not
particularly significant since it is based upon an equivalent annual benefit
selected near the break—even value in the absence of quantified benefits.
It should be noted that the sensitivity plots of Appendix IT can be used
;^
^` -	 to recompute the screening score for a change in estin><^ted value of one
or more screening input parameters.
i
In addition to the screenin^^ scores, Table 13.36 also contains the `^
rq
'	 approximate (linearized, Gaussian) standard deviation of the technology
project NPV's determined by the risk analyses in the assessment methodology.
Figure 11.	 shows the Gaussian PDF and CDF curves as functions of mean (u}
and standard deviation (o).	 Sy using the screening score and standard _	 '
deviation (assessment) from Table 13.36, one can sketch the approximate "''
NPV PDF and CDF for each of the technologies to gain additional insight
into the likely outcomes of the technology development projects. 	 ^ large
standard deviation, relative to the mean,	 indicates a high degree of
uncertainty or difference of opinio-:..;«^ng the "experts" polled for the
input parameters;	 it is inversely proportional to the confidence one
q
has in the screening prediction of project value.
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SRCTION 14
RAI^iCING OI' TECHNOLOGIES
Our methodology to this paint results in each technology being charac-
terized by its NPV PDF. Ranking of the various technologies implies a
ranking of those PDF's. As discussed in our presentation of ranking
methodology, a PDr cannot he adequately summarized by a single statistic.
Rather, each PDr exhibits a number of patenti,^lly equally interesting
statistics, e.g., mean, made, minimum, maximum, standard deviation, range,
PROB NPV>K {K=constant), size of confidence intervals, etc. In general,
it is one's attitude toward risk which influences which is the most useful
ranking statistic.
14.I Data Summary for Ranking
Towle 14.1 presents the raw data for the ranking of the nine technologies.
The data is drawrE from the PilF' and CDr generated by each technology's
Monte Carlo simulation. Only the first five ranking criteria are used for
ranking in the risk spectrum adopted. Other statistics are included ;n
tha table sa readers may easily construct new criteria of interest and
determine their effects.
14.2	 Ranking the Nine Technologies
rollow ing the concept of a risk spectrum developed in the ranking metho- -^i
dalogy discussion,	 the nine technologies ran be ranked according, to statistics
which appear to capture the sense of the spectrum points. 	 These: points,
their associated statistics, and the corresponding rankings are presented ^`^.
in Table 14.2.	 Needless to say, different statistics may be deemed appra-
pri^E^ far ranking in other circumstances.
Note the similarities in the rankings.	 Far instance,	 C and F are a
ranked within the top 3 places under all statistics. :=
14.3	 Relation to Screening ^'"
rive rankings of the nine technologies ar_e presented above.	 An interest-
ing question is the relation of the screening methodology to thane rankings.
A test of the screening methodology can €^e based on the degree of similarity
between the ranking ga V@E1 by screening alone, and the rankings compiled
after more detailed analysis, 	 The screening methodology can be ,judged ^^^
successful if its ranking is borne out by the later analysis.
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TABLE 14.1
PARAMETERS FOR TECHNOLOGY RANKING
"I'ECHNULOCY RANKING STATISTICS A B C D	 E F G H J
minimum NPV (K$) 494 16DD 7800 210	 5100 89U —440D —6104 600
Probability	 (NPV >D) 1 1 1 1	 I 1 .98 .60 1
is —o	 (K$} 1300 294D 17500 416	 8200 2430 12000 --1320 .1300
i`t^aIl	 (u}	 {K$) 1830 4080 23000 533	 10400 3200 23100 14D0 i69D
Maximum vPV (K$) 3200 7200 390DD 930	 17040 6400 61000 980D 2800
Range (ttax—hli n)	 (K$) 2700 5600 31DD0 720	 1204D 5500 66000 1.6000 220D
Stancl^ird	 t]eviation	 (a)	 (EC$} 529 1080 5440 117	 2160 776 I L1D0 2320 390
;^-Fci	 (K$) 2360 5180 285D0 651	 12500 3480 34300 3330 2080
Probability
	
(NP^'^:i -i-+.r) .I3 .02 .12 .12	 .14 .09 .12 .I.O .07
^ Mode (K$} 1630 3860 21'00 531	 10200 2880 19200 1540 1640
rn
9Uu Confidence Interval:
Upper Bound (K$) 2704 5400 32440 340	 13000 4404 44000 4500 2300
Lower Bound {K$} 920 2300 14000 730	 6900 1800 3400 -3500 1000
Letter	 Technology Letter Technology
A	 Adaptive Heat Pipes F Ion Engines
li	 ^Iultibealn Satellite Antennas G Plillimeter Communication System
C	 Solid State Fower Amplifiers H Laser Communication System
D	 Advanced 5alar Arrays .t RF Attitude Sensor
E	 Low Cost Earth Station
I	 A	 •	 ^
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^ TABLE 14 2
^^	 ^
^:`
^^
RANKING TECHNOLOGIES
;^ RANKINGi^
RISK ATTITI3DE STATISTIC	 1	 2 3 4 S	 6 7 8 9
F
^,a L^l.tra Conservative MIN NPV	 C	 E ^3 F J	 A D G H	 ^.
' Somewhat Conservative PROB(NFV^O}	 (A	 B C D E	 F 3^y G H
-	 C
Moderate j^ - 6	 C	 G E B F	 J A D H
$^ Somewhat Risky u	 G	 C E B F	 A J li D	 --
Very Risky MAX NPV	 G	 C E H B	 F A .] D
z
'^
t„
i
Code letters identifying technologies are Uased on TrkUi^^ 14.x..
;^
^ ^^All tied for first position. ,
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5inca the objective here is to compare ordinal rankings, a quantita-
tive method is appropriate. For any two rankings of the same items, the
quantitative method should assign a value indicating the degree to which
the two rankings agree. Let 0 indicate the greatest possible disagreement,
and 1 perfect agreement. Let Rk
 denote the ranking by criterion k, and
r. l`
 the rank of the ith technology in the ranking R k . For example, suppose
1
k=1 is MIN NPV, and k=2 is v. For three technologies A, B, C, the results
might be Rl
 = B,C,A and Rz
 = A,B,C; where the technologies are ranked in
descending order of value. A quantitative measure of agreement between
R1 and RZ
 is needed. Denote that measure by M, and let
i
 A
c	 1 2 2
{ri -r i )
c
where Z = MAXIM131+1 i A(ril-ri2)2
Z is the normalizing factor which scales the last term between Q and 1.
If there is perfect agreement the last term is 0 and M{R l ,R2 )=1. if
complete disagreement prevails, the last term is 1 and r1(R 1 ,R2 )=0. Since
th y: ranking methodologies allow ties, Z must be calculated allowing the
possibility of ties. In this case, Z=9 which occurs if R 1=A,B,C and
R Z
 has B and C tied for first, with A third. Table 14.3 illustrates the
calculation. Note Chat if the rankings simply reversed each other, e.g.,
A,B,C and C,B,A; Z would equal $. For the hypothetical rankings given
above
A1(R1, RZ ) = 1 - 1+4-^4 = . 33
indicating a low level. of agreement between R l
 and R2.
A quantitative assessment of the agreement between the screening
ranking and final rankings can now be carried out. The calculation of Z
for the 9 technology case is shown in Table 14,4. Table 14,5 details
the calculations for the relation between screening ranking and MIN NPV
ranking. Calculations for the other comparisons are done analogously.
The results are summarized in Table 14.6. mote that screening was a
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TABLE 14.3
..
i
^; CALCULATION OF Z FOit THE 'THREE TECHNOLOGY CASES ;:
6i
is
^' Technology Bank under RI 	Rank under R2 Aifference2
j `,.' 1
- ^ .
^^,a
.^
A 1 3 4
B 2 ^. ^.
},
,;
?>
T
C 3 1 4
-,
"'	 Z
Z = N1AX ^ (r1k —
 rilc }2	
= (1-3}^ + (2-1) 2 + {3-1) Z - 9
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TABLE 14.4
CALCULATION OF Z FOR THE NINE TECHNOLOGY CASES
Tecknology Rank under R1 	Rank under R2 bifference2
1
A 1 9 64
B 1 8 49
C 1 7 35
b 1 b 25
E 5 1 15
F 6 1 25
G 7 1 3b
H 8 1 49
J 4 1 64
364	 =	 Z	 ^:^
Z = MAX ^ {rik — rfk ) 2 =	 (1-4) 2 -^	 ...	 ^-	 (R-7-) 2	 =
a
3b4	 '^
ia
TABLR 14.5
CALCULATION OF Pi (SCREENING RANKING, MIN NPV RANKING}
Technology	 Screening RaEiking	 MIN [dPV Ranking	 1)ifference^'
A	 6 6	 0
B	 4 3	 l
c	 z l	 l
D	 9 7	 4
E 3 2 1
F 5 4 1
G l 8 49
H 8 4 1
,7 7 5 4 ;° 1
TO')`AL b 2 I
ri (Screening, a^ffN NPV) = l 
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MEASURES CfF AGItEEMEN^` BET4^EEN
^ SCREENTN6 RANKING ANA THE FINAL RANKINGS -
^. ^	 f	 ^ `
^+IIN NFV
	 PRGB {?^II'V > 0)	 ^ — 8	 ^	 MAX NPV
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	{^	 perfect predictor of th y: u rankin	 almost erfect far
	
^;	 g,	 P	 u-Q, and quite
good for A1AX NPV and even MIN NPV. The poor relation between screening
	
^'	 and PRDB(NPV>D} can be explained by the large number of ties which the
	
^`.	 latter ranking resulted in.
	
t
_:.,^
	
Ij	 14. 4 _Relation Among the Five final Ranlci.ngs
	
t	
L:+
	
-^^^	 Just as the measure of agreement is calculated between pairings of
	
'	
.F
^'
	^	 the screenin rankin with the final rankin s so can such measures of 	
^'I
	
i #	 g	 g	 g
I'	 a regiment be calculated anion the
	 p	 g	 g	 ^'g	 g	 possible airin s of the final rankin s.
'E
	
` i^	 This would be na mer:e acadmic exercise. Since the rankings represent points
°.I	 ^:,	 ;
	!^	 along a rislc spectrum, we should expect rankings based on risk attitudes
	 3
'_.,
	
'^:^	 close to each other on the spectrum to show mare agreement than rankings
	
is	 further removed from each other. Operationally, this would amount to
	 _,
	
^^'	 .,
	if	 demanding that the ranlcings not be too sensitive to small movements
I^.
	^,	 along the risk spectrum. It would be disconcerting indeed if the decision
' ^
^? maker were equally disposed, in his risk
^
attitsde,	 to adopt either a	
R
^ or u--a criterion for ranking, but the actual rankings based on those
^,
^
^ criteria differed substantially!
	 A test of the ranlcings' sensitivity
r
t;'=
to xisk is important.	 Such a test can be based on the expectation that
_
the M(R,k .R.) between some criteria should
d
be higher than for others.
^^
Letting the five identified points on the risk spectrum (from MiN NPV to
^"
,:
MAX NPV) be denoted as Rl L-hrough R5 , we
^
expect
'' M{R ,R) >M{R ,R), M(R,R},
l	 2—	 1	 3	 l	 4
M(R,R)
l	 5
M(R2 ,R^) ? M(R2 ^ R4J^ M (RZ ^ RS )^ M(Rl,R3)
;`:a M(R^,R4)	 > M{Rl ,R4 ) ^ M(RZ ,R4 ) ^ M(R3 ,R^)	 ^'"^	
_9s
'`
^'
M(R4,i2S)	 > M(R1 ,R^) ^
	
l^i(R2 ,R5 ) ^ M(R3:R5)	
s
^^' In order to test these conditions, the matrix of M`s must be available.
CE P This matrix is presented in Table 14.7. Reading from that Table, the	 ;,^,^^
^^
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^^	 TABLE 14, 7
^
i
Ii
^I	 MATRIX OF MEASURES OF AGREEMENT FOR TRR FTC RANKING CRTTERTA
MAN NPV
	 PROS {NPV > 0)	 ^ ^ 8	 u"	 MAX NPV	 ''	 — ^:t
i
Z	 .75	 .52	 .44
^.	 .52	 .5I
1.	 . 99
1
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.46 '°
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Note that all the tests are passed.
	
This establishes both the meaningfulness
'.
'
of the spectrum concept and the proper sensitivity of the actual. rankings. `^
-I
'
^'
14.5	 Ranking Summary
c1
- Five technology rankings have been presented. 	 Tdhich one is best?
ij
'^ The Georgia Tech research team would opt for the ranking given by the ''
;.	 ^
^^ moderate risk attitude, using the statistic U-a. 	 Table 14.7 shows	 a
{
very substantial agreement between the }^-6 and the u and MAX NPV rankings.
9
'}' The only substantial difference between ^ -c3 and MIN NPV or PRQB(NPV>0)
is the placement of Technology G, Millimeter Communication Systems. 	 These
,;
differences are easily explained. 	 t,^ith regard to MIN NPV, G has a large
' passible range, which is expected from a technology with high mean value.
^;
!^ Certainly a low MIN NPV should count against a technology. 	 However, the ^	 "'
'w
rz
probability of a negative NPV is only 2%. 	 The technology is not as risky
S as the ordinal.PflN NPV ranking might overtly suggest. 	 Sdith regard to the
1^ PROB(NPV>Q) statistic, G ranks a poor 8th only because 7 technologies have ^	 ^'
9i
^= a probability of unity that NPV>0.	 For G, its probability of a positive
^^ NPV is 98%.	 Again, this ranking seems to overplay the risk of G. 	 Thus,
^'
_^''^ the moderate attitude toward risk, corresponding the criterionl^^-^, best
'` represents the Tech team's assessment of tixe one best ranking.
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`^`	 SECTION 1S
!	 I^ CONCLUSIONS
i
The questions of whether or not NASA should support the further develop-
i
	_^'	 ment of space co^nunicatians technology and which technologies, if any, should
i
	F . ^	 be given the highest priority have been attacked from acost-benefit point
	
^=	 of view. Both qualitative and quantitative_ methods for addressing the issues
^, ^
	
;'`	 have been formulated and applied. The screening, assessment, and ranking^
,;€
methodologies have been applied to conceptual communications systems and
	
{+''	 subsystems which resulted from the user preference and technology state-of-
-,.
	
#`	 the-art surveys. Baseline scenarios were defnied that included forecas t
^.
	^'	 demands for communications channels and forecast channel Capacity per sate-
	
's	 llite as we11 as estimates of improvements in Communication systems result--
,,
ing from specific technology developments. Using these scenarios, estimates
were made of the value to the nation of U.S. government support of the develop-
--	 fi
	
'	 ment of space communications technology.
-	 ^^`	 A set of nine technologies have been Carried through the screening,
E
	
^.^	 assessment, and ranking me^hodologies. Eight of the nine technologies
	
i ^^	 (all except low cast direct demodulation earth station equipment) passed;t.
E:
-	 `^	 the qualification test based upon market failure.{the failure of tine privateE
	i'	 sector to provide adequate financial incentives to potential developers).
	
^'	 The quantitative methodology application resulted in mean and standard deviation
^T
values for the net present value of each proposed technology development
	
!;	 program. A ranking of the technologies according to several statistics of
	
ii	 interest has been developed and is presented below for the means. The
li
	
1 ;,	 technologies are listed in order of decreasing value.
^1
	
- ;;	 (1)	 I^ii.11imeter communications systems
	
i	 (2)	 Solid state power amplifier {satellite)
_	 ;^t^	 {3}	 Low cast earth stations
	
=^a	 (4)	 Multi-beam antenna
	
-	 (5)	 Ion engine
(6)	 Adaptive heat. pipe
	
'`	 {7}	 RF attitude sensor
	
^;	 (8)	 Laser communication system
_	 `:. f
	
--	 (9}	 Advanced solar array
?';
	
_;	 This tanking is according to ecano^aic considerations only, and is to be used
	
^	 -
	
a;	 as a.design aide by the decision maker; it is not an end in itself.
^;
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The screening, assessment, and ranking methodologies developed
i
within this program provide a consistent, tractable, defensable, and ^
quantitative approach fox evaluation of potential NASA research and
development programs. 	 The consistency was achieved by the use of similar ^	 j
cxitezia in the screening and assessment stages and was demonstrated ^	 !	 -
by the high correlation between screening scares and final technology
r	 ..	
^!^
^^
ranicing.	 Tractability was assured by use of the appropriate level of ^°',
detail in the quantitative analysis, and the defensability resulted ^^^'''	 ^
s.
from the use of a performance criteria accepted within the economic ^
profession, net present value.
Economic evaluation of the technologies from this cost-benefit view--
point has shown that certain technologies should be implemented with
r<
government support to accrue maximum benefits to the nation as a whole. -
R
That is, the value to the nation of government--supported early develop- ^``	 _^
,_:
ment of the higher-ranked technologies significantly exceeds the cost.
NASA, as th•^ appropriate government agency, should play an important
role in advancing future communications technology since otherwise,
.f
`
the benefits described in this report would not be realized. `'_
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- APPENDIX I
ANALYTICAL ASPECTS QF EXTERNALITIf:S AND INTERDEPENDENCY
A.	 Externality Considerations
In Section 2, Part I of the text, it was painted out that when social or
?	 a
.	 $. private costs or benefits diverge, public intervention can improve gverall ^
welfare.	 The following provides insight int q the discussign from a mathe-
1
`> matical viewpoint.
For simplicity, a very simple economic model can be used. 	 The conclu- _
lions as will be seen, are simply thus: 	 first, in presence of externalities,
the pursuit of individual self-intcr.est does not result in the best interests
_' of satiety being observed (vis a vis Adam Smith's famous "invisible hand" ^'^
^^
doctrine which states that us u_ a1.1y individuals, in pursuit of their own
selfish interests are led, as if by an invisible hand, to do what's best
far everyone) and second, it's possible for government action, directly or
is indirectly, to appropriately modify individual behavior to be in accord with
social gbjectives.	 These conclusions are generalizable to more complex
:f Sitilatian5.
)t
The model posits two individuals, A and B, each of whom consumes only
i'
,'; two goods, xl and x2 .	 However, person A receives satisfaction; qr utility,
¢ not only from his o^,rn consumption of x l and x 2 , but frcm B's consumption of xl.
^' For example, xl may be landscaping and B's front yard dominates the view from
A's front porch.	 The utility function of A can be represented as
'.:^
A	 pp
iT-- - IT-	 {x lA'	 x2A'	 x 1B )	 (1)
<<s..
^^:^^;
whew xlA is the amount of x, consumed by A, and so an. ,'
`'r
}3's utility function is ,'
;^
-^
Sae assume both A and B experience diminishing marginal utility in their con--
sumption of xl and x2 .	 That is, the more units of a good consumed {per time 	 -
period) the lass satisfaction is gained r::am the marginal unit. 	 Nonetheless,
-
we also assume that an additional unit always confers some positive amount of
utility.	 more concisely,
;^:
^,
-
,'
40i -`^x^
^^ r
`^
^
,^
s^
^:
i	
'E
E'E
iJ
!'
^:
IIl i 1^'^
3
1:
^ !^
!^,
-	
^
#'
^ {
aU]	 ' ^^ ^ — A,B; and i — l,2	 (3)xi
J
^-.
^^
,^
and i^
;E
a	 a U^ ^ '.
}
.,
i^	 ^k ^ ^.
Figure l illustrates the relevant concepts. 	 Note the upper figures illustrates
f
_3
;',...
ti
,
that more consumption, altaays yields mare utility, but at a diminishing rate. ^:^
^:,
The lower figure, derived from the upper, shows that extra (or marginal) uti- ^ j
lity from another unit of consumption is always positive, but the increment '^ ^1
increases with increasing consumption.
	 Each figure (la and lb) reflects -:
conditions (3) .
,'^
^
Economic theory posits that each individual. allocates his given income d
among the alternative goods aval,lable to him so that he maximizes hi.s utility. ;
Letting IA and IB
 represent the money incomes of A and S; P l and P 2 thr unit i^
prices of xl and x 2 ; the problem faced by A i
i
^' j
j{ MAX
	 L'A(xlA' x2A' xl$ ) sa ^
^
xl.A, x2A
	
(4) ;;
S.^`.	 PlxlA +P 2x2A = lA
q
1
r ;
,^
' ^'.,	 i
t •^
Nate that A's control variables (written under "MAX") include x lE ; A has no ^ '^'=
_	 F control over the amount of x l
 and S purchases, even though A's welfare depends i'
``:-`'•^
on it.	 Necessary conditions for the solution of (4) as derived from the as- ,:
^'
r
sociated Lagragian expression:
4:
^_
is
A
L = LT (^lA' x2A' Xlg} -I- A(IA - P1xlA -- P 2x2A}
^^
-.
_
>:
^:
i;
'These conditions are:
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a^	 aUA
a^ " a^	
— aP 2 — o (^)
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za	 zA
'`^
^^
aL _
a^ - 
IA - P1x1A - ^zx2A = 0 (7)
,}
t^
Divid9.ng (S) by {6), the Lagragian multiplier, a, may be eliminated,
,;
^^^ as is done in {$). Conditions (7) and (8). ...,^
auAj
6
a^.^	 P
'} ($)
a^	 P2
^
^:
a^zA '	 .	 R
-^^^
-
,
! characterize the optimal solution to (4), A's self-interest problem.	 Assume
3
^ y
,, the soiutian to {7)
r
and (8) ^.s x lA and 
xzA. ^^
In like manner, B's self-interest solution can be computed. 	 It would
be same v4lues x 1B , x2$ satisfying, in particular: i
1 * '^	 f
^
ate
r r:-^';
^	 ^
r
^9
a^ F2
-	
'
".-A
^,.
a^zB
^	 = j
Now let us consider the problem from a social welfare point of view.	 Lde '•.
^ define the social welfare function Td ^ W(UA, UB ).	 That is, society's level
^'
{ of well being depends on the well being on its members.
,^:^-	 3
'`_
i
^^
n
=	 x
.	
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Let us inveskigate whether the solution to the overall social problem
is cons^.stent with x = ^
xlA' x2A' x1B' x2B }^
The social welfare problem is 	 j'
^k ^'
A
MAX	 WCU txiA' x2A' xlS^' uB ^x1B' x2B^^
^
^^
x^^ 
x2A' xlB' x2B ::,{	 ::
S.T.	
Pl {xlA + x^) + ^2{x2A
i
+x2B) -
ZA + ^$ !,
^^
a
I^n words, find the amountis of xlA, x2.4
	
+x2B
 which socieky can afford and
which yield khe greatest overall level of welfare: The first order condi^ :`	 j
tions are ^	 '
5
fl^
atr	 aUA
^
^'
8UA ax lA	 ^Bl ^ °
4
3
':	 aw	 a^'
'
aUA aX2A ' ^,^ 2 = o
``
a«	 a^ ^ aka	 avg __ ^
^^l ^ U {l07
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	- aP2 ^ o {13^
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^^ 	 aUA	
ax2B 'I
'	 IA + IB -- 
Pl {xlA + x1B) - p 2 {x2A + x2B	 - a
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Let the solution to these condikions be x^ _ 
{xlA^' x2A' x1Bx' x2$* ^' ^
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Now let us investigate whether x is consistent caith x, in particular
focusing on x lU , the externality inducing consumption of x l , by person B.
First, to eliminate the Lagrangian multiplier, divide (10) by (ll),	 ''^
yielding:	 _
a^	 aUS
a '^.s	 + a "I.s	 r	 pl	 s
aUB 	 aUg	
FZ	 (11a)	
{
a 2^s 	ax2B
Now, in comparing {lla) and {9), the RH5 (right han:i side) of each is
	 ^
identical, which means the solution to (9) must m-^.lce the LHS of (9}
identical to the LiiS of (11a). That is 	 '
i
,^
auB	 ^	 auB	 ^	 ^
a,; a xle axlB	 '^1.E z
^^ avB
_	
+
auB	 auB
l2(	 ) '
1
'^
axis
	 X axis	 axzs x^
-.
,;
In order for (i2} to hold, some reflection indicates that;: ^ ^	 f_..
s;
^:
This is because, as stipulated in	 (e),	 a/	 ax..	 (aU^	 )	 < fl.	 Thus,	 to x
•' ^^ ^
4^
reduce the uumeratars vn the RHS, xlBat must be increased beyond 
x1B. 3
This is clear f'rvm Figure lh. The interpretation of (13} is simply that =^
^';
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the socially optimal amount of x, for person B to consume is in excess 	 ^
i
of what his personal self interest dictates. This is intuitively quite	 ^
reasonable: since B does not consider the benefit that A derives from
	 ^
xlB , he provides less than would be provided if A's benefit was considered.
The social welfare approach considers both A's and B's consumption of	
s	 i
i ^
x^ B , whereas the self-interest approach of B does not.
	 ^
The conclusion we must draw is that if B were directly or indirectly 	 `` ^:{^,
induced to increase his cansumpi:ion of x lB from x1B to xlg^, the overall	 1.
level of social well-being would be improved. 	 ^°!
/^ .1 `;
where CA = CA (4A),	 r
t_ :^
IIA
 = PAQA ^ CA
a^A > 0
	
^ 2CA > 0
aq^	
a4A aQA
^p7
_,
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^^	 $. INTER]}EPENDENGX OF PROJECTS
^,^	 Interdependent Production or Consumption along with public goads, is per-
..	 :;
''	 baps the mast significant class of externalities. Our initial. discussion of^;
t9	 externalities drew on a consumption interdependence; person A's utility
^; e
depended on B's consumption of xl . For completeness, we now briefly present
a case of production interdependence based on pollution. Assume too firms
^.
,..-.
.^.'k	 located along a river, the upstream firm discharges an effluent into the
'g; river as a byproduct of its production process, and the downstream firm draws
water from the river far use in its production. The downstream firm must
;;
^^	 treat the water, at some cast, to remove imporuties. The more impuri--
^:
ties, the greater the cost. Each firm's goal is the maximization of i^a
own profit. The overall social goal is the maximization of the value of pro-
duction. Let firm A be upstream and B downstream. It wi11 be convenient to
introduce Name notation.
	
Q.	 Output of Farm i
z
-	 G.	 Total Casts of Production for Firm i
r
{.	 P.	 Selling Pr^.ce of the Uutput of Fzrm z
,^	 a.
	II.	 Profit of Firm i
	
^	 ^
ru	
E.	 Effluent of Firm i	 ^
	
a	 _
	V	 Net Social Value (a marF;.zt oriented measure of social welfare)
Firm A seeks to maximize
	
'i	 -
`J
	
.	
`:
'.
1
the latter conditions state that marginal cost is positive and incxeasing
over the relevant range. Finally, for firm A,
E	 a
A	 =y
1
.7
i.e., its level of effluent depends positively 'on its level of output.
Letting QA be A's profit-maximizing level of output, QA is such that	 `^	 ^
:"	 a
i
aCA	
^::	 i
pA = aQ	 (14)
i 	
A
t	
^
I
i 	 -	 ^	 4]{y71
1
which is simply the first order necessary condition for a maximum of FIA .	 F,'x	 ti
'	 C
Similarly, QB is such that P$ = 3QB	 However, CB = CB (QB , EA).
a 
B
That is, B's costs depend on A's effluent, which B takes as given.
ThR social objective is to maximize 	 ^
^^	 .i
V = ( PAQA + PBQB ) - ( CA ^- CB }	 '^E^	 ^^; ^^
^..e., the total willingness to pay for output less the total costs of
producing it. Expanding V, we have
i
'	 V = PAQA -^ FBQB - CA^QA) - CB ^QB ^ EA{QA)^	 _
Ei
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A relevant first order condition, which the socially optimal production
of AA, QA^, moat satisfy is
.^,	
_
A
p
ACA ,^
8QA
8C$ 2^^`
aQA
l(
(15)
-
'
a^A
Now let us examine the difference between QA (the self--interest production	 .^
level of firm A) as given by (14} and QA %ti , the socially optimal production	 ^	 -
level given by (1S). L'igure 2 illustrates the key aspects. The Inter-
section of PA
 and aCA at x determines QA according to (14). Likewise,
the intersection of aPA and 8CA -}- 8CB 2^A at Y determines QA ;^ according	 ^	 _
to 15. Note that QA^ < QA as Long as aCB a^ A	 0. And this, of course,
a^A aQA	 Iis indeed the case.	 a
_	 a
Thus, a production interdependence--one firm`s cost function dependent	 d
an the output of another---gives rise to an externality. That is, it results
in social and private costs divergin , leading to anon-optimal. resourceg
allocation: tao much QA tends to be produced. 	 ^
a
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Figc^r^•=i^-75. Senstiv^:ty of kleat Ei.pe NPV with respect to i^eng^}^ of
Industxy Casistruction In^teryral.
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Figure II-76. 5ensit3.v^ty of Heat . Pf.pe £lPV with respect to r^nnua^. Bene^tts.
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Figv,^^II--77. Sensitivity ai Heat Pi^se NPV with zespect to Length oC
Operating Tntervai.
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